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FOREWORD

There is worldwide interest in improving the safety and reliability of
nuclear power plants, which to a high degree depend on the competence of their
personnel. To maintain and enhance the competence of nuclear power plant
operations personnel, it is essential that they acquire and maintain
fundamental knowledge and practical skills through relevant,
practical-oriented education and training, through adequate on-the-job
training, and through continuing training.

In nuclear power there can be no compromise with safety, and high quality
standards must be established and strictly maintained. This can be achieved
only with thoroughly qualified staff. Although there are various ways of
achieving the required level of competence for operations personnel, the same
level must be attained in every country which operates a nuclear power plant.

The operating organization is responsible for the training of operations
personnel in order to establish and maintain their qualifications and
competence required for their jobs. Programmes are established for training
and retraining operating and maintenance personnel to enable them to perform
their tasks and functions safely and efficiently. Training is particularly
intensive for control room staff and emphasizes the use of simulators.

Since the IAEA published its Guidebook on the Qualification of Nuclear
Power Plant Operations Personnel in 1984 (Technical Reports Series 242) there
have been important developments in the approach to training adopted by many
operating organizations in different countries. It is now accepted that
developing training programmes based solely on experience is inappropriate for
the nuclear power industry, and that a systematic approach to training is
necessary. It has been recognized that inadequate knowledge and skills may
lead to human errors, and it is therefore necessary to review and improve the
development and implementation of initial and continuing training programmes.
The present Guidebook proposes an approach which is comprehensive and
systematic in its methodology and also cost effective in its implementation.

This Guidebook is mainly intended for management and training staff of
nuclear power plant operating organizations. Relevant examples of current
training practices are presented in the Appendices, which constitute an
integral part of the Guidebook.

Appreciation is expressed for their valuable contributions to all those
who participated in the preparation of this Guidebook and also to the Member
States for their generous support in providing information and experts to
assist the IAEA in this work.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. THE IMPORTANCE OF TRAINING FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT SAFETY AND RELIABILITY

Since the IAEA published its Guidebook on the Qualification of Nuclear
Power Plant Operations Personnel in 1984 (Ref. [1J) there have been important
developments in the approach to training adopted by many operating
organizations in many countries.

These organizations have recognised the continuing impact which
inadequate knowledge and skills have on those incidents in which the human
factor is a root cause (Ref. [2]) and have taken the initiative to review and
improve the development and implementation of their initial and continuing
training programmes. This Guidebook presents an approach which is not only
comprehensive and systematic in its methodology but also cost-effective in its
imp lernen tat ion.

The importance of effective training in ensuring nuclear plant safety and
reliability cannot be overestimated. The IAEA's International Safety Advisory
Group, in its 1988 Report (see Ref. [3] and Appendix A) included among the
basic safety principles for nuclear power plants the following:

- One of the most important lessons of abnormal events, ranging from
minor incidents to serious accidents, is that they have so often been
the result of incorrect human actions.

- The operating organization must recognize the high technology aspect
of nuclear power plants and must ensure that its staff is able to
manage it satisfactorily.

- The human error component of events and accidents has been too great
in the past. The remedy is a twofold attack, through design,
including automation, and through optimal use of human ingenuity in
unusual circumstances.

- The operating organization is responsible for providing all equipment,
staff, procedures and management practices necessary for safe
operation, including the fostering of an environment in which safety
is seen as a vital factor and a matter of personal accountability for
all staff.

- It may seem on occasion that emphasis on safety might be in conflict
with the requirement to achieve a high capacity factor and to meet all
demands of electricity generation. This conflict is more apparent
than real, and it can at most be transitory, in that the factors of
design, construction and operational management that promote safety
generally coincide with those that contribute to reliability in
operation. Reliability in the long term is not served by compromising
safety in the short term.

- Training of maintenance staff goes beyond the teaching of basic task
skills to emphasize the potential safety consequences of technical or
procedural error. Training and qualification of maintenance staff
reflects the realization that where there has been a record of plant
operational unreliability and faulty, spurious and accidental
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activation of safety systems in the past, it has often been caused by
errors in maintenance procedures and practices. Training of
maintenance staff covers such incidents. Testing of maintenance staff
examines their familiarity with these lessons.

Several studies of accidents and incidents that have occurred at nuclear
power plants have shown that human error has been a large contributing factor
to those incidents and that inadequate training or knowledge of the personnel
has contributed to those human errors (see Appendix B). A highly competent
operating and maintenance staff is a most important component in the "defense
in depth" strategy for ensuring nuclear power plant safety and protection of
the public.

Because the responsibility for plant safety and for the competence of
plant personnel rests with operating organizations, this Guidebook is aimed at
the management and training staff in those organizations. It is intended for
both developing countries and those with well-established nuclear power
programmes. The adoption of a systematic approach to training and
qualification as described in this Guidebook is strongly recommended for all
operating organizations, based on the experience and judgement of those who
have implemented or are implementing such an approach and have obtained the
benefits that it can produce.

1.2. ROLE OF QUALIFIED PERSONNEL IN NUCLEAR POWER SAFETY

Qualification and training of nuclear power plant personnel is of vital
importance for nuclear power safety, and substantial efforts should be
expended for their establishment and continuing upgrading. There is worldwide
interest in improving the safety and reliability of nuclear power plants,
which to a high degree depend on the competence of their personnel.

For a country about to embark on or in the process of implementing a
nuclear power programme, the lack of qualified personnel with competence to
perform the key tasks and functions of nuclear power plant operation and
maintenance is one of the major problems and constraints. The special
problems facing a country introducing nuclear power for the first time are
described in Chapter 5. The main responsibility of the nuclear power
operating organization is to ensure the safe and reliable operation of the
nuclear power plant, and this responsibility must be borne by the operating
organization, whether it is a utility, nuclear energy authority or other
body. Thus, each country must initiate and implement an effective policy and
programme for training nuclear power project personnel to meet its
responsibility and objective for ensuring the safety and reliability of its
nuclear power operations.

Qualified and competent personnel play an essential role in preventing
nuclear incidents and accidents and in handling them correctly if they do
occur. The required qualifications and competence can only be achieved
through appropriate education, training and experience. In nuclear power
there can be no compromise with safety; high safety and quality standards must
be established and strictly maintained, and this can be achieved only with
thoroughly qualified staff. Although there are various ways of achieving the
required level of qualifications and competence for operations personnel, the
same level must be attained in every country which operates a nuclear power
plant.

In practically every phase and activity of a nuclear power programme,
advanced technology is involved, which requires qualified personnel capable of
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understanding, adapting, and applying the technology. In a country without a
nuclear industry, technology is usually acquired from a more advanced country
able and willing to transfer it. However, for technology transfer to be
successful, the recipient country must be capable of absorbing the technology;
the key to this, again, is the availability of qualified manpower.

It is essential that operations personnel develop and maintain
fundamental knowledge and practical skills through relevant,
practical-oriented education and training, through adequate on-the-job
training, and through continuing training. Some countries have had problems
in providing sufficient practical training and experience for the professional
engineers (university-level graduate engineers - see Fig. 3.2.-1) and
high-level technicians needed for nuclear power plant operations.

It is important to note that the cost of education and training which
will produce the necessary qualified personnel amounts to a very small
fraction of the cost of a nuclear power project. Further, the costs of the
education and training of the personnel for a nuclear power project are
extremely small when compared with the economic, financial and other costs
incurred if a nuclear power plant has to be taken out of operation, even for a
short time, because of incorrect actions on the part of insufficiently
competent and qualified personnel.

Thus, good education and training are not only necessary but also a sound
investment in the safe and economic operation of nuclear power plants. For
this reason, provision of education and training, including continuing
training, should be an integral part of nuclear power operations.

All of these represent important tasks and problems to be dealt with in
the process of establishing and maintaining the competence and qualifications
of nuclear power plant operations personnel. To meet these challenges and
requirements successfully will require the resources, efforts, and cooperation
of government, utilities, industry and the relevant education, training and
research institutions in a country.

1.3. RECOMMENDED AREAS FOR IMPROVEMENT IN INITIAL AND CONTINUING TRAINING

Key concepts and requirements which characterize the nature and aims of
successful nuclear power plant operations are: responsibility, quality and
competence throughout the entire organization and in the performance of
each and every task and function. Responsibility, quality and competence in
job performance are needed especially for those dealing with the operating and
maintenance functions of the plant, and with the management, training and
continuing training of operating and maintenance personnel.

OSART missions have identified several training-related weaknesses,
including: inadequate training and continuing training of operations and
other plant personnel; inadequate following of and emphasis on established
procedures; insufficient "safety culture" or safety awareness; personnel
overconfidence in their knowledge of the plant and in their abilities to
control it; man-machine interface problems; and deficiencies in management,
organization, and operations procedures (see Reference 2).

Related to these problems, it has been observed that managers and
supervisors often do not sufficiently motivate or control personnel nor are
they sufficiently involved in training and qualification to ensure that high
performance standards are achieved and maintained, and that personnel adhere
to established procedures.
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Some of the recurring problems in the development, qualification and
evaluation of personnel and in the associated training programmes have
resulted in the following recommendations:

Training programmes should include all important topics, including
quality assurance principles, plant administrative procedures, response
to accidents progressing beyond the design basis; stress management;
diagnostics; team training; and operating experience.
Plant-specific lists of tasks should be maintained complete and
up-to-date.

- Learning objectives should provide measurable requirements and standards
for evaluating trainee performance.
Programmes should have detailed lesson plans setting out learning
objectives and written procedures on how to conduct training, to assure
consistent quality of training.
Training methods and materials should be appropriate for learning
objectives.
Sufficient details of specific significant events (root causes of event,
lessons learned, applications to the plant) should be included in
training.

- On-the-job training should be adequately controlled and evaluated.
- Guidelines and qualification checklists should be used to ensure

uniformity of on-the-job-training.
- Supervisors and managers should receive adequate training in leadership,

communications, stress management, motivation, supervisory and related
skills.
Standards for trainee performance during simulator training should be
specific and should provide a basis for meaningful assessment of
individual and team performance.

- Incumbents should be assessed in terms of performance-based training
requirements, so that the personnel qualifications and training needs of
incumbents are clearly determined.
Post-training feedback should be formally gathered and used to improve
training.

- Instructors should maintain and improve their technical knowledge and
skills.
Incumbents should be assigned independent work only after receiving
required training and being qualified for the job.
Continuing training should include areas of observed performance
deficiencies, plant or procedure changes, and infrequently performed but
difficult and important tasks.
Continuing training should be recognized as an essential part of
operations activities.
Training programs should include periodic drills to ensure that the
personnel can respond to emergencies (for example, shutdown of the plant
if the control room cannot be occupied).
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1.4. SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO TRAINING

A systematic approach to training (SAT) such as that described in this
Guidebook offers significant advantages in consistency, efficiency,
cost-effectiveness, management control, and accountability in the training and
qualification of operating and maintenance personnel. SAT also incorporates
the flexibility to adapt to new trends for improvements in the human component
of plant operations, e.g., the trend towards the development and
implementation of symptom-based procedures. SAT provides for management
monitoring of and responsibility for personnel performance at all levels,
including personnel performance evaluations to ensure that staff are
adequately qualified.

Systematic approaches to training involve performance-based and
task-based training which, when used correctly, can establish and maintain the
competence and qualifications of operations personnel. Such a training
programme should be defined and implemented for each group of personnel. The
main elements and activities of SAT include:

- Defining competence requirements: using training needs analysis, job
analysis and task analysis

- Designing a training programme: establishing trainee performance
standards and developing learning objectives

- Developing a training programme: developing lesson plans; specifying
training activities; developing materials

- Implementing a training programme: conducting training and assessing
trainee performance

- Evaluating and improving a training programme
Many of the best training programmes are based on learning objectives

derived from a job and task analysis, and they are improved continually - for
instance, by soliciting feedback from ex-trainees and supervisors. The best
programmes also take into account operating experience not only from the plant
itself but from other plants, and they include training for response to severe
accident conditions.

Training materials such as simplified system descriptions and flow
diagrams (process and instrument diagrams) should be provided to ensure
comprehension of the plant and system functions. As far as possible, training
materials and facilities should represent actual plant conditions. Initial
and continuing simulator-based training for the control room shift team
personnel should be conducted on a simulator which replicates the power plant
control room desk and panels and has software of sufficient scope to cover a
full range of normal, abnormal and emergency operating scenarios. The
effectiveness of classroom instruction should be enhanced by use of visual
aids such as video tapes, films, slides and viewgraphs to demonstrate actual
plant conditions.

The job-specific training and qualification programme for each personnel
group should develop and improve the knowledge and skills necessary to perform
the assigned tasks and functions under all conditions. Training programmes
for supervisors and managers should be designed to develop their supervisory
and management skills as well. Control room supervisory personnel should be
trained in stress management and in relevant behavioural sciences. In
addition, they should be provided with supervisory, leadership and
communication training.
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A systematic approach to continuing training is also essential, in
particular for operating and maintainence personnel, in order to maintain and
upgrade their levels of qualification and competence. These personnel should
undergo formal continuing training on a regular basis, and the time needed for
this should be taken into account when work schedules are established.
Simulator training exercises for operators should be planned systematically
and should reflect operating experience.

Feedback from trainees and supervisors, the results of performance
assessments, and operating experience acquired both at the plant itself and
from other utilities and industry generally should be drawn upon to improve
all these training programmes.

Instructors must be well qualified in their technical and teaching
competence. They should be required to keep up-to-date in their own technical
and teaching qualifications as well as in their knowledge of the job
requirements, plant system changes, current practices and operating procedures.

1.5. ROLE OF PLANT MANAGEMENT IN TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION

Plant managers must ensure that plant personnel are adequately trained
and must give sufficient attention to the quality and details of the
established plant procedures for which personnel are to be trainied. Some
plant managers have underestimated the importance of training all personnel
systematically and of establishing and effectively implementing programmes for
continuing training.

Plant managers have an especially important role to play in the
fulfillment of their responsibility to ensure qualified and competent
operations personnel (see also Ref. [4]). Operations management should be
involved in defining continuing training needs and ensuring that initial and
continuing simulator training reflects operating practices and standards.
Operations managers and supervisors should take action to ensure that
personnel are trained to adhere to established procedures, and that they do so
in practice. The operating organization's management should evaluate the
quality of the training provided both in the plant and at any separate
training centre(s) utilized for the training of plant personnel. And,
finally, senior plant management should foster the proper attitudes of plant
personnel towards their work through personal involvement in operations and
training activities.

1.6. CONCLUSION

To ensure safety and reliability of nuclear power plant operations,
operating organizations should commit adequate resources and management
attention to the training and qualification of plant personnel. The
competence of these personnel to a great extent determines the success of a
nuclear power programme. It is widely accepted that a systematic approach to
training, such as the approach that is described in this Guidebook, is the
most efficient and effective method of achieving the required personnel
competence.
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Chapter 2

ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

2.1. INTRODUCTION

The operations personnel in a nuclear power plant should collectively
have adequate knowledge and skill to accomplish all the tasks necessary for
safe plant operation. As described in Chapter 4, the knowledge and skills
required for the jobs and tasks which have to be accomplished can be derived
by analysis of the positions' responsibilities and tasks. Therefore, it is
necessary that they are clearly defined for each position within the nuclear
power plant organization. Such definitions must cover all phases of plant
operation (construction, commissioning, normal operation, outages and
emergencies) and specify the responsibilities and tasks that are assigned: to
each incumbent.

The purpose of this Section is to discuss some major characteristics of
nuclear power plant organizations, with emphasis on those which affect the
training and qualification of plant personnel, the subject of this guidebook.
Establishment of the plant organization is a prerequisite for the analysis and
determination of the personnel qualifications required for each job. This
Section does not attempt to discuss all topics which are important to
establishing and managing plant organizations.

2.2. PRINCIPLES OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ORGANIZATION

For nuclear power plant operations personnel to carry out their functions
effectively requires the existence of a well-designed plant organization in
terms of structure and function, which includes the following:

- a well-defined structure of positions, which provides a command and
communication system to put the organization to work

- definitions of the functions of each position (the responsibilities,
tasks and authority allocated to each position) which together cover
all activities necessary to ensure the safe and efficient operation of
the plant

- a monitoring system which ensures the activities are directed to the
accomplishment of utility objectives and that they are performed as
intended and in conformity with utility policy.

It is apparent that the nuclear power plant organization has to be
structured for continuous plant operation (i.e., 24-hour shift work for basic
operations and required support functions). The operating organization must
also be structured to carry out emergency functions and those functions
required for major repairs and refueling outages.

2.3. MAJOR FACTORS WHICH AFFECT NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ORGANIZATIONS

Because the basic tasks and problems associated with the operation of all
nuclear power plants are similar, many common features can be found in the
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organizations established in different utilities. However, many differences
can be found due to the following:

- Plant technology and design: reactor type, plant output, plant layout,
number of components, level of automation, the existence of single or
multiple units at a site.

- The extent of utility support to the plant: the existence of
headquarters support to the plant in such activities as major
maintenance, spare parts supply, fuel procurement, safety and other
analyses, commercial and financial matters, etc.

- The impact of organised labour in the country: this can affect both
the organisational structure and the specification of training
requirements.
Utility personnel management and staffing policy: the use of some
nuclear power plants as manpower sources for future nuclear plants,
personnel scheduling practices, and the appointment of additional
staff in some key positions to compensate for staff leave, training,
and turnover without the need for working extensive overtime.

- The availability of external contractor support to the plant: major
maintenance during outages, modifications of systems and components,
design, and analytical work.

- Regulatory requirements: activities, functions, or positions required
by the licensing authorities (e.g., the use of shift technical
advisors in some countries).

2.4. ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS FOR PLANT OPERATION

A well-structured nuclear power plant organization ensures that qualified
personnel are in place to perform all functions necessary for safe, reliable,
and efficient plant operation. The nuclear power plant organization includes
individual positions that collectively cover the whole spectrum of required
activities.

In a typical nuclear plant organization, there are positions whose
primary duties and assigned tasks involve direct operation of the nuclear
power plant and its systems and components. In addition, there are positions
needed to support plant operation and other positions that are primarily
responsible for monitoring activities to ensure that they are performed as
intended and evaluating plant performance to detect problems that should be
corrected. In practice, most positions include some combination of these
basic functions; for example, many individuals perform both support and
monitoring/evaluation functions. Table 2.4.-1 lists and briefly describes the
most common functions performed by nuclear power plant personnel. Operations
functions generally are understood to include those dealing with direct
operation and with maintenance.

The plant functions are assigned to departments or groups, leading to an
organisational structure as shown in Figure 2.4.-1.

It is normal practice that the managers responsible for monitoring and
evaluation functions do not report to managers in charge of the operating and
support functions which they monitor and evaluate. This can be accomplished
by appointing a deputy plant manager (sometimes called the operations or
production manager) to manage the power production activities and allow the
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TABLE 2.4.-1. PRINCIPAL FUNCTIONS FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERSONNEL

Direct Operation
The direct operation function includes all positions necessary to operate
the plant as a whole, including the operation of individual plant systems
in accordance with plant manuals (normal, abnormal and emergency
procedures, technical specifications, Final Safety Analysis Report and
licensing requirements). It may also include refueling operations
together with associated plant operations which ensure subcriticality is
maintained, residual heat is removed and the release of radioactivity is
prevented.

Reactor Physics
Calculate, measure, and evaluate nuclear and thermodynamic parameters of
the reactor core (reactivity, reactivity coefficients, control rod worth,
etc.), interpret plant data, and predict fuel burn-up.

Fuel Management
Specify control rod withdrawal sequences, refueling schemes, and
refueling procedures, and assist the operating crew during refueling
(sometimes combined with the reactor physics function).

Fuel Handling
Effect all fuel movement, i.e., receive and store new fuel; transfer fuel
to, from and within the core; and transfer irradiated fuel to the spent
fuel storage facility.

Radioactive Waste Management
Operate all facilities for treatment, storage, and shipment of liquid and
solid radioactive waste generated at the site.

Mechanical Maintenance
Perform preventive maintenance, repairs, and modifications of mechanical
systems and components.

Electrical Maintenance; Instrumentation and Control (I&C) Maintenance
Perform preventive maintenance, repairs, and modifications of electrical
and I&C systems and components (sometimes these functions are separated
into electrical and I&C.).

Planning and Scheduling
Plan and schedule all activities related to the operation of the plant
(it is especially important to plan in detail the activities for outages).

Quality Assurance (QA)
Monitor the implementation of all plant activities as described in plant
QA plan, conduct audits and provide feedback to plant management.
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TABLE 2.4.-1. (continued)

Performance Analysis and Review
Monitor, analyze, and review the nuclear safety and operational
performance of each plant component and system and of the overall plant.

In-Service Inspection
Periodically monitor the integrity of primary plant components (reactor
vessel, pressurizer, piping, steam generator tubing) and selected
secondary plant components (condenser tubing, reheaters); compare results
with base-line data established in pre-service inspection.

Health Physics (HP) (or Radiological Protection - RP)
Measure and evaluate radioactivity levels on- and off-site, and the
radiation doses received by personnel; keep records of individual and
collective doses received; advise management on radiological protection
requirements, devices, techniques and procedures; assist in preparation
and conduct of emergency planning.

Medical
Arrange for periodic medical checks (and any psychological tests) on the
health and fitness of the nuclear power plant staff; provide a first aid
service at the plant.

Chemistry
Make all necessary chemical (including radiochemical) analyses related to
the operation of the plant; monitor corrosion in sensitive components
(e.g. steam generator and condenser tubes); analyze corrosion deposits in
plant components; advise on the operational mode to minimize corrosion
effects on plant components and to prevent the creation of radioactive
particles.

Fire Fighting

Fight fires on-site; maintain fire-fighting equipment, clothing, etc.;
perform exercises and drills; coordinate the activities with off-site
fire-fighting brigades.

Industrial Safety
Establish and implement rules for employee protection (excluding
radiological protection) during on-site activities.

Security
Control access of personnel and potentially dangerous and/or undesirable
articles and equipment to the site and to specified parts of the plant.

Spare Parts Management
Manage the procurement of spare parts necessary for the continuous
operation of the plant.
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TABLE 2.4.-1. (continued)

Evaluation of Operations Experience
Monitor and evaluate operations experience at the plant and incident
reports from other plants; consult off-site expert groups; inform the
licensing authorities in accordance with established rules; modify the
operating procedures based on the results of evaluations; contribute to
the identification of required additional training if appropriate.

Training
Develop and maintain the competence of all nuclear power plant staff by
planning, developing, conducting and evaluating appropriate training
using the training staff and experts from other plant departments and
off-site organizations.

Document Control
File, control, and maintain plant technical documents (drawings,
procedures, manuals, reports); maintain current revisions; provide easy
access to and retrieval of stored documents; continuously update
operating manual.

Emergency Planning and Public Information
Prepare plans and conduct training for response to plant emergencies;
provide information to and maintain relations with the media, government
agencies, and the general public.

Administration
Organize administrative systems (e.g. record-keeping, payroll) and
services (e.g. secretarial, accounting) and perform personnel management
activities necessary for plant technical activities.

other managers to report directly to the plant manager. However, it is
important that the number of people reporting directly to the plant manager be
kept reasonably small (preferably not more than 6 or 7). A wide variety of
titles and arrangements are used as shown in the actual nuclear plant
organization charts of various IAEA Member States in Appendix C.

The plant organization's main lines of communication should coincide with
the lines of command to enable plant managers to base their decisions on a
full understanding of the plant status. It is, however, impractical for all
information to be transmitted from one department to another only through the
plant manager. A communication system should be developed to expedite actions
which need cooperation among plant departments. It is good practice for the
methods of information exchange both within the plant and to external parties
to be defined in plant administrative procedures.

If there is more than one nuclear power plant within the utility (and
especially if these plants are of the same type), it is feasible to
concentrate some functions in utility headquarters in order to avoid
duplication of effort in individual plants. The functions which are typically
concentrated at or supported from headquarters are engineering analysis, fuel
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Plant Manager

Operations
Functions

Monitoring/
Evaluation
Functions

Figure 2.4.-1. Functional organization of a typical nuclear power plant.

management, spare parts procurement and management, fuel procurement, planning
and conducting major maintenance work and refueling outages, plant
modifications, training, and various administrative functions.

2.5. NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ORGANIZATION DURING OUTAGES

The plant organization during outages remains similar to the organization
for day-to-day operation, although an "outage manager" reporting to the plant
manager may direct outage-related maintenance and repair work. The control of
work performed during outages should be similar to that used for the control
of work performed during plant operation. It must be coordinated with control
room activities through proper work orders and tagging and must follow health
physics procedures (if applicable). Such working discipline is essential to
protect both the plant and the workers. However, the work load during outages
and refueling is higher than during normal plant operation. To overcome this
problem, it is normal practice to hire outside contractors to accomplish
specific tasks or (in the case of utilities operating serveral plants) to
utilize a headquarters team which moves from site to site undertaking this
role. The organization of contractors or the utility outage team should be
compatible with the existing plant organization, although the plant
organization may need to be modified during the outage. The additional
personnel should be fully qualified to perform the work to which they are
assigned and should be supervised and/or monitored by the permanent plant
staff. They should be aware of relevant site health physics, industrial
safety, and security regulations. Training for these workers (general
employee training) covering such subjects should be completed prior to
commencing their work assignment at the site. There are advantages to using
the contractors who performed the installation and testing of plant systems
for support during outages (especially in developing countries where it may be
difficult to find another qualified contractor).

In planning the number of personnel needed for work during outages, the
time limitation for working in a particular radiation field may need to be
taken into account. This may result in a considerable increase in the number
of qualified workers needed to perform a specific job.

The work procedures and their implementation should be checked and
monitored by the plant quality assurance (QA) personnel. The scheduling of
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outage activities is dependant on the plant operational requirements necessary
to maintain subcriticality, residual heat removal and prevention of
radioactivity release. For this reason, the outage staff should begin
planning and preparation activities well in advance of the outage. The
responsible operations staff must be informed of the outage schedule and any
constraints as soon as is practical; adequate time must be included for any
training they may require and for developing new procedures.

2.6. NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ORGANIZATION DURING EMERGENCIES

The nuclear power plant organization has to accomplish the following
functions during emergencies:

- Allow the control room staff to handle the plant controls in the most
efficient manner.

- Allow the efficient functioning of the emergency management group.
- Provide technical support to control room personnel and the emergency

management group (pertinent information and expert advice).
- Provide maintenance and health physics specialist groups for rapid

response to problems with plant components and systems.
- Provide a reliable system of communication between the site, the

off-site emergency centre, and applicable government agencies.
The job descriptions of appropriate plant personnel should define their

roles in contributing to these emergency functions. Training and regular
practice exercises should be provided to ensure that these personnel are
prepared to perform these emergency functions if needed.

The on-site emergency management group typically consists of the plant
manager, deputy plant manager (operations or production manager), health
physics manager, other key members of the plant and headquarters management
staff, and a person responsible for outside communications. Their roles and
methods of working should be defined in plant administrative and emergency
procedures.

The control room staff in emergencies consists of the normal shift crew
possibly reinforced (after some time) by several additional operators from
other shifts and a few persons giving technical advice to the shift supervisor
(shift technical advisor, if relevant) or operations supervisor. The control
room composition in emergencies should be defined in plant procedures.

The technical support center staff should include plant specialists for
operations, maintenance, and technical services and also outside experts in
relevant areas of concern (health physics, etc.).

Both the emergency management center and the technical support center
should have direct access to information on plant status, so as to avoid
disturbing the control room staff with questions.

The emergency response group is composed of mechanical, electrical, and
I&C technicians supported by health physics personnel and equipped with
necessary protective clothing, masks, and radiation monitoring instruments and
a range of equipment to allow them to enter the affected area to rescue
personnel and to make any repair to the plant necessary to control the
developing emergency.
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The off-site emergency management center communicates with (or is the
responsibility of) government authorities; it provides information for release
to the public, and recommends public protection measures such as the
distribution of potassium iodate tablets, sheltering, or evacuation as
necessary.

2.7. NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ORGANIZATION DURING COMMISSIONING

It is essential to have key management personnel and the majority of
plant technical staff recruited before the period of plant commissioning.
Also, the operators should have completed their training on fundamentals,
systems and simulators. The plant commissioning period should be used to the
fullest extent for the training of operating and maintenance personnel.
Operators should participate in plant commissioning to obtain the training
benefits of commissioning activities, such as learning the plant's operating
characteristics and gaining operating experience before normal operations
begin.

Future maintenance staff should participate in plant construction
activities on the systems and components they will be responsible for
maintaining. This includes observing the construction and QA activities on
systems and components, studying equipment manuals, and developing maintenance
procedures based on information supplied by the vendor. This process provides
a considerable part of the on-the-job training for the initial plant
maintenance staff.

The duties of the utility's operating organization during plant
commissioning are typically as follows:

- Establish a system of interfacing with the contractor's construction
and commissioning staff to ensure proper performance of planned work.
Develop or participate in the development of plant startup,
operating, maintenance, and surveillance testing procedures.
Participate in systems testing and verify results against the
acceptance criteria.

- Establish and implement procedures for work control (tagging),
maintenance, surveillance testing, plant emergencies, QC standards
and QA arrangements/procedures.

- Operate the plant systems according to the main contractor's or plant
designer's instructions.

- Maintain the plant systems after turnover from the contractors.
One way of accomplishing these tasks is to establish a joint startup team

including both utility and contractor personnel (see Fig. 2.7.-1). The joint
startup team gradually takes over completed plant systems from the
construction organization for testing. If the system meets the acceptance
criteria, then it is accepted by the utility's operating organization for
operation and maintenance. In parallel with these activities, the operating
organization prepares operation and maintenance procedures specific to the
plant and based on information supplied by the vendor. This approach allows
the plant to be gradually taken over from the constructors and avoids the
difficult situation (especially in the case of the first plant in a developing
country) when the operating organization has to take over a complete plant in
one step. The work of operations personnel during plant commissioning
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Utility Constructionoperating organization «——————organization I

Complete startup Complete plant systemprocedures and training with proper documentation

Joint startup————* organization «————

Establish by testing if the systemmeets acceptance criteria —

Does not meet criteriaI
System is turned over System is returned toto operating organization construction organizationfor operation and maintenance

Figure 2.7.-1. Example of a relationship between operating organization,
startup group, and construction organization during commissioning.

provides the opportunity for particularly effective on-the-job training Which
prepares them for formal authorization and hence to operate the plant after
the contractors leave the site.

After loading fuel in the reactor, the licence holder has to assume full
responsibility for control room operation, because the contractors normally do
not have licensed operators in their organization (although they may have
individuals with operating experience at similar plants).

2.8. TRAINING ORGANIZATION

Utility and plant managers are responsible for ensuring that plant
personnel are fully competent and qualified to perform the tasks assigned to
them. Because of the complexity of nuclear power plant systems and operations
and the importance of personnel competence for safety, extensive formal
training and qualification programs are required. The training organization
is responsible for assisting management in establishing, verifying, and
maintaining the competence of the plant operations staff. This task can be
accomplished by plant or utility personnel alone or with assistance from
outside organizations (vendors, consultants, other utilities, educational
institutions, etc.). Many utilities choose to establish a separate training
centre to conduct training for fundamental knowledge and skills, and to
accommodate and conduct training on their simulator(s). The training centre
organisation is usually not under the direct control of a plant manager even
if it is servicing only one power plant.

The plant training organisation should be independent of the operations
function. It should be led by a person of sufficient status within the plant
organisation that training activities will be viewed as being of comparable
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priority to operation and maintenance. This should help ensure that staff
will be released from their duties in order to undertake planned training in
accordance with the schedule for meeting the needs of all plant staff, which
should be approved by the plant manager. The training manager will be
supported by a number of training supervisors, instructors and administrative
support personnel. The number of staff assigned to him will depend on a
number of factors such as the qualifications and number of new personnel to be
trained, number of plant staff, extent of training conducted by a utility
training centre, the use of headquarters personnel or contractors to provide
instructors or entire courses, etc. In a number of utilities, staff members
in each function will have time allocated to work with the Training Section on
the design and implementation of training making use of their own subject
matter expertise. This reduces the number of staff within the training
section but can lead to conflicts over the allocation of time between training
and work in their own speciality. A survey of utilities in the United States
has indicated that developing and conducting training activities account for
approximately five percent of the man years at each nuclear power plant.

The establishment of an off-site training centre is particularly
beneficial and cost-effective when a utility has more than one nuclear power
plant - especially if these plants are of the same type. Even for utilities
with only one plant, some training is more effective and efficient if
conducted away from the plant. Training activities typically accomplished at
a training centre (utility or vendor-operated) include training to provide
fundamental knowledge, training on plant systems design, training on
maintenance and repair techniques, highly specialized component maintenance
training, and simulator training. Plant-specific systems and procedures
training and on-the-job training should be conducted at the site. If a
utility has plants that are not of the same design, it may still be
advantageous to centralize some training while keeping plant-specific training
decentralized. The training centre may be located near one of the nuclear
power plants. This is especially advantageous if the utility has a series of
plants of similar design. In such cases, a large part of plant-specific
training can be accomplished in the training centre, and it may be possible to
make use of the nearby plant to integrate training centre sessions with plant
walk-throughs.

Training in a central training facility has a number of advantages to a
utility:

- The best training instructors available from within the utility can
benefit more trainees if they are located at a central training
facility.
Better training facilities can be provided more cost efficiently.
The use of a central training facility fosters the exchange of
information between trainees from different plants.
Trainees may pay better attention to training because they are away
from site interferences and distractions.
The larger number of trainees to be trained permits increased
efficiency in conducting training.
Uniform criteria for verifying competence can more easily be defined
and implemented.
Hardware and software maintenance and updating of centralized
simulators can be performed more efficiently.
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Training at a central training facility may increase some costs due to
trainee travel expenses and has the disadvantage that trainees may not be able
to go into the plant to see the things that they have been learning about
until some time after their training is completed. These considerations
affect the decisions on which training activities should be conducted at a
central training facility and which should be conducted on site.

The availability of a plant-specific simulator enables its use in initial
and continuing training covering plant systems and normal, abnormal and
emergency operating procedures. To support these activities, it is necessary
to have three groups of staff:

- Instructors with responsibility for the design, development,
implementation and evaluation of all simulator training. They also
are responsible for monitoring changes planned at the power plant and
deciding (in conjunction with training centre management) which
changes need to be incorporated onto the simulator. They will also
propose modifications to the simulator based on plant operations and
training experience.
A hardware group with responsibility for maintaining all hardware
facilities associated with the simulator. Some of this (e.g.
computer routine and breakdown maintenance) may be contracted to the
original supplier in those cases where this support can be provided
in a timely and cost-effective manner. In considering such an
option, the impact of the breakdown of equipment on training for more
than a few hours must be considered. Particularly when there is more
than one simulator in a training centre, it will usually be
preferable and cost-effective to have a high level of competence
within the hardware group. This will necessitate the recruitment and
training of sufficient staff to care for the full range of equipment
and the holding of key spare parts.
A software group with responsibility for the software associated
with the simulator and for its development in accordance with
specifications prepared by the instructor group.

The range of software and hardware skills needed to support a simulator
installation are considerable, and efficiencies can be achieved when there is
more than one simulator to support.

In deciding whether to locate all plant-specific simulators in one
training centre or to locate each one near the plant it replicates, a utility
will need to consider the following factors:

The maintenance of uniform standards of training across more than one
training centre.

- The benefits to instructors and trainees of the exchange of
information fostered by the use of a single training centre.
The lifetime costs (staff, buildings, simulator procurement and
maintenance) of providing separate simulators near each plant (this
will be extremely high if there is more than one plant of the same
design).
The cost and time taken for trainees to travel from site to the
training centre both for initial and continuing training.

- The availability and cost of accomodations for trainees at or near
the training centre.
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If there is no plant-specific training simulator available within the
utility (or even within the country), then simulator training may have to be
performed on a non-plant-specific simulator unless arrangements can be made
with an overseas utility or vendor having an appropriate simulator. As
discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.9.4., training on a non-plant-specific
simulator requires a particular approach in order to provide meaningful
training.

The utility organization must ensure good communication and coordination
between plant training managers (who report to the plant managers) and the
training centre manager in all matters concerning the training process. The
training centre manager typically reports to utility headquarters management
and is independent of the power plants, but there should be a well-established
mechanism for discussion of training issues and needs among the training
managers and their management.

The utility should establish a training policy together with any
supporting procedures and specifications it considers to be necessary.
Periodically it should arrange an independent internal audit of their
implementation across its plant(s) and training centre(s), thereby checking
that effective mechanisms exists.

2.9. NUMBER OF ON-SITE PERSONNEL

The number of on-site personnel needed to perform the functions defined
in Section 2.1.4 should be determined based on the experience of other plants
and an analysis of the work to be undertaken by the plant staff. Some major
factors affecting the nuclear power plant organizational structure (discussed
in Section 2.3.3) also affect the number of nuclear power plant personnel
needed. These include the following:

- Plant technology and design
- Extent of utility headquarters support to plant operations

Utility personnel management and staffing policy
Availability of external support to the plant for major maintenance,
repair or modification work

- Regulatory requirements
A utility starting the development of its own nuclear plant organization

should initially consult similar plants and then modify the number of
personnel in accordance with its own organization's specific requirements.

The direct operating functions are performed by shift crews. It is
normal practice to use eight-hour shifts (although a few utilities use 10- or
12-hour shifts). The number of shift crews used for plant operation depends
on utility policy (working hours per week, annual holiday entitlement, etc.)
and to a certain extent on regulatory requirements. The number of shift crews
may also depend on shift composition (i.e. the availability of replacements
within the crew to cover illness and necessary time off). It is generally
accepted that 5 or 6 shift crews are needed for smooth plant operation and
continuing training, although some utilities use more.

The shift crew composition follows from plant design, utility practice,
and regulatory requirements. The typical composition of a shift crew for a
single-unit light-water reactor is given in Table 2.9.-1.
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TABLE 2.9.-1. TYPICAL COMPOSITION OF A SHIFT CREW FOR A SINGLE-UNIT
LIGHT-WATER REACTOR

Shift supervisor
- Deputy (or assistant) shift supervisor (sometimes called senior

control room operator)
Reactor and turbine operators (control room operators)
Auxiliary systems operators

The following personnel are available either on-site or on call to the
shift team

Shift technical advisor (or safety engineer); in some plants this
function is performed by a senior member of the shift team or by an
engineer on call
Mechanical, electrical, and I&C maintenance personnel

- Health physics and chemistry technicians

With six shift crews and 10 to 12 people per shift crew, 60 to 72 people
are typically involved the in direct operation of a single-unit nuclear power
plant (not including service and administrative personnel and security guards).

The IAEA conducted a study in 1982 on the number of personnel employed in
the nuclear power plants of various utilities and various countries. The
results of the study included the following:

The number of personnel involved with plant maintenance varied
between 80 and 120. This number included planning and implementation
of mechanical, electrical, and instrumentation and control
maintenance activities and site engineering. This number does not
cover all the manpower needed for work during refueling outages nor
the personnel needed for major repairs or modifications. In such
cases, the maintenance department has to be reinforced with outside
contractors. The total number of workers may peak during outages at
up to 1000 people.
Health physics, chemistry, and waste management functions jointly
were covered by 45 to 60 people (about one third of this number for
each function). Health physics personnel may be overloaded during
major maintenance or repair activities due to the need to handle
radiation protection, to keep records of radiation doses for all
workers on site, and to survey, control, and decontaminate equipment,
material, and tools leaving the radiation control area.

- The rest of the support and monitoring functions, as identified in
Table 2.4.-1, were found to number between 25 and 50.

However, actual practice varied widely from country to country and from
utility to utility. In recent years and especially since the TMI accident,
there has been a tendency to increase the number of technical personnel in
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TABLE 2.9.-2. TYPICAL NUMBER OF TECHNICAL PERSONNEL IN A SINGLE-UNIT NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT*

People Percentage

Operations function 70 25

Maintenance and site engineering 120 40

Health physics, chemistry,
waste management 60 20

All other support functions 50 15

Total on-site technical personnel 300

* Source: IAEA Survey, 1982

nuclear power plants. The number of shift crews has been increased because of
the greater demands of operator continuing training programs; new positions
have been introduced such as shift technical advisors (or safety engineers),
independent safety evaluation groups, operational experience review personnel;
and training departments have increased in size. For example, a 1987 survey
of U.S. nuclear power plants showed an average of 500 on-site management,
professional, and technical personnel at single-unit plants. This is
considerably higher than the figures which were found in other countries
through the 1982 IAEA survey and which are given in Table 2.9.-2.

For a utility planning a new nuclear power plant, it is prudent to plan
to overstaff the plant with qualified people (especially with licensed
operators and others with long training and development programs) by up to
10%, so as to be able to cope with the requirements of documentation,
commissioning and early operation and compensate for unplanned losses of
personnel. This helps to ensure that there will be sufficient qualified
personnel to meet regulatory, safety, and availability requirements.

The number of non-technical nuclear plant personnel (including
administration, accounting, procurement, clerical, medical, security guards,
fire fighting, transportation, canteen, general services) is typically 25 to
30 percent of the number of technical personnel on-site.

In a developing country, it may be appropriate to employ a larger number
of personnel in a nuclear power plant than in an industrialized country, due
to the smaller external support available.

2.10. USE OF CONTRACTORS

Some aspects of the use of contractors were discussed in Section 2.1.5.
The availability of qualified contractors is very important, especially as a
supplement to the plant maintenance and engineering functions. The use of
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contractors is almost indispensable for major complicated repairs, in-service
inspection activities, or the dismantling and servicing of major components
(e.g. reactor coolant pumps, turbine generator, steam generators, reactor
internals). The contractors selected for the work should be required to have:

- Documented training and qualification to perform the assigned work
and, if necessary, the required certification (for example, class 1
welders).

- Experience in performing work of a similar nature
- A well-structured internal organization
- Established and implemented QC and QA programs.(This is of particular

importance if the contractor is working on safety-related components.)
- Good supervisory staff for controlling the work
- Available all necessary equipment, tools, and materials
- A reliable system of document control and records management
The contractor-utility interface on-site may vary. In most cases,

contractor personnel are included in working groups within the existing plant
maintenance organization. It is also possible for contractor personnel to
accomplish a job independently of plant personnel. This may be the case when
a specific work package is well-defined and work quality can be effectively
verified by utility personnel before the work is accepted.

Radiation exposure may limit the time allowed for a worker to perform an
activity. This can make it necessary to increase the number of personnel
needed to complete the activity and, thus, may require the use of
contractors. In cases when highly qualified and skilled workers are needed,
this may be a limiting factor for the timely completion of the repair or
maintenance. When simple and well-defined actions are to be performed in
radiation areas, it is feasible to use unskilled or semi-skilled workers
recruited from among people who are not normally nuclear plant workers. These
workers are trained in radiation protection principles and practices and also
receive training on mock-ups in order to shorten their time in the radiation
area to a reasonable minimum.

The health physics coverage of contractor workers is normally the
responsibility of the plant health physics personnel. Prior to undertaking
any on-site activity, contractor workers must be trained on the plant health
physics and other applicable plant procedures.

In the case of a developing country, it may be difficult to obtain
qualified contractors in the country. One possibility is to use local
contractors who worked on the plant construction (usually as subcontractors to
the reactor vendor). However, some activities will necessitate the employment
of foreign contractors.

2.11. MANAGEMENT DECISIONS AFFECTING TRAINING

Management decisions and actions related to orgainzation and staffing are
of prime importance to the success of nuclear power plant training.
Management should be personally involved in ensuring that plant personnel are
properly trained and qualified for their work assignments. In addition,
management is responsible for the establishment of strategies and policies
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with significant impact on the training organization and its activities, such
as the following:

- Establishing the plant organizational structure
- Defining the policy for staffing (i.e. determining the staff size,

identifying which positions require increased staffing, and
determining the extent/amount of use of outside support)

- Establishing the interrelation of a nuclear power plant with other
nuclear and fossil power plants in the utility system, with respect to
staff recruitment and staff movement

- Defining the criteria and timing for staff recruitment and training at
the plant and the functions to be performed by utility personnel
during plant commissioning

- Defining the training organization (centralized or decentralized)
- Recruiting qualified training instructors and supervisors or

developing employees to undertake this role
- Deciding upon the feasibility and scope of the training centre and

training facilities, including training simulator(s)
- Ensuring that work load and shift rotation allow sufficient time for

the plant staff to participate in continuing training to maintain
their competence

- Securing contracts for training services with the reactor vendor,
another utility, or a suitable consultant in cases when locally
available training capabilities are not sufficient

2.12. SUMMARY

- The structure and functions of a nuclear power plant organization
should be reflected in a set of positions that collectively comprise
all the duties, responsibility, and authority necessary for safe,
reliable and efficient plant operations.
The nuclear power plant organization should be structured to include
clear lines of command and communication. The functions of all plant
positions should be well-defined and should include direct operating
functions, supporting functions, and monitoring/evaluation functions.

- The plant organizational structure, staffing levels, and training
programmes should ensure that an adequate number of qualified
personnel are and will at all times be in place to perform required
normal, abnormal, and emergency functions.

- In planning the staff necessary for plant operations, it is advisable
to allow for some overstaffing (especially for key functions Which
have long training programmes).

- An effective training organization is essential for developing and
maintaining a fully qualified plant staff.

- The use of training centers offers significant advantages over
training conducted exclusively at the plant site.
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The use of contractors to assist the plant staff is essential for
major repairs, for dismantling large components for maintenance, and
for some specialized services. The availability of qualified
contractor personnel is important in accomplishing these functions.
The availability of outside assistance for refueling outages and for
major repairs has a significant influence on the size, structure and
competence requirements of the plant organization.
Utility management is responsible for ensuring that plant personnel
are fully qualified and for the efficient functioning of the plant
organization. Management has to establish manpower development
strategy and staff recruitment policy and must define/decide on the
training organization and training facilities.
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Chapter 3

PERSONNEL EDUCATION, RECRUITMENT, AND SELECTION

3.1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power plants are high-cost investments, and the only way to
obtain competitive energy costs is for nuclear power plants to achieve high
plant availability. Also, nuclear power plants present a potential threat to
health and the environment, if they are not operated safely. One key factor
in achieving plant safety and availability is the competence of the staff.
The availability of a highly qualified and competent staff is a common
interest of utilities, regulatory authorities, and the general public.

As described in Chapter 4, the educational background of personnel hired
for employment in a nuclear power plant is one of the main considerations in
designing the training and qualification programmes intended to develop the
skills and knowledge required for specific positions. In some cases, training
is designed and provided to substitute for and supplement education.

The recruitment and selection of personnel with the ability to meet
established competence requirements is essential for safe, reliable plant
operation. Without proper personnel selection, even the most intensive
training cannot achieve the competence required for plant positions.
Personnel selection criteria include not only educational background,
knowledge, skills, experience, and aptitude, but also appropriate personal
characteristics (such as attitudes, physical and mental health, etc).

This section discusses educational systems applicable to craftsmen,
technicians, and engineers in various countries with emphasis on the influence
of educational systems on the nuclear power plant training process. In
addition, some basic considerations and practices in nuclear power plant
recruitment and selection are presented.

3.2. EDUCATION SYSTEMS

Because the purpose of this Guidebook is to discuss training to establish
and maintain competence of nuclear power plant operations personnel, only
those portions of an education system dealing with the education of technical
personnel are considered.

The education system in any country provides fundamental knowledge and
skills and thus establishes the base for any nuclear power training
programme. Technical education systems are similar in many countries, and it
is possible to discuss some of their common characteristics.

Nuclear power plant technical positions can generally be divided into
three levels: craftsmen, technicians, and university-level (graduate or
professional) engineers/scientists. These three types of positions are
generally associated with three different levels of education, although the
relationship varies somewhat from country to country.

A typical technical education system is shown in Figure 3.2.-1. The
first six to 12 years of education is of a general nature and is basically the
same for the total population, although some specialization may occur during
the last three to four years. The education system is usually divided into
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Figure 3.2.-1. Typical technical education system.

primary and secondary schools. In most countries, primary school education
(usually corresponding to the first six to eight years of education) is
obligatory and teaches basic knowledge to all three groups. Secondary school
(aimed at completing basic education during an additional three to six years)
is a prerequisite for studies at a university. See Appendix D for actual
educational systems in several IAEA Member States.

University education in most countries lasts four to five years. The
total period of education required for the first university degree (bachelor)
is therefore approximately 16 to 17 years. Additional university education
resulting in higher university degrees (masters degree or doctorate) lasts two
to four years longer.

Technical schools produce technicians of various specialties (mechanical,
electrical, electronic, chemical). The courses in technical schools put
emphasis on applied rather than basic science. They include a large amount of
practical work which is often accomplished in industry. The duration of
education in technical schools is three to six years. In the Federal Republic
of Germany, the requirement for admission to a technical school is the
successful completion of three to three and a half years of vocational
training and two years of industrial experience in the corresponding field.
In some other countries (e.g. United Kingdom), the education of a technician
can be completed by alternating periods of training in technical school and
practical experience in industry.

Technical education in a vocational school prepares a person to be a
skilled worker or craftsman. The emphasis is on developing craft skills,
which requires a high proportion of practical work. Practice is often
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obtained by working in industry (in an apprentice programme) as part of the
vocational education. Academic teaching in vocational schools is limited to
the topics needed to support practical tasks. Total time spent in education
to prepare to be a craftsman is about 12 years.

Education systems usually allow vocational school graduates to continue
their education to the level of technician and the better technical school
graduates to continue their education at a university.

Although technical education systems are similar in many countries, large
differences in the knowledge and skills of graduating students have been
observed. In developing countries, the technical abilities developed by the
education system are sometimes limited (see Chapter 6, Section 6.3.2.).

To overcome some of the deficiencies in the education system, it is
possible in some cases for the education of a limited number of personnel from
developing countries to be undertaken in an industrialized country.

Although some of the problems described above exist also in
industrialized countries, the technical education programmes in those
countries generally put more emphasis on practical industrial training
(apprenticeship training in industry and vocational school), and this gives
the students an insight into the application of modern technologies and
techniques. This is particularly true in the training of technicians, whose
education programmes differ significantly between countries. The education
programmes for technicians in industrialized countries include a substantial
variety of the specialties (knowledge and skills) needed in modern industries.

3.2.1. Engineers/Scientists
In countries adopting a nuclear power programme, the education programme

is often expanded to cover nuclear science and nuclear power technology. This
additional education is usually confined to universities and, in many cases,
is part of specialized postgraduate studies. Courses and training in nuclear
subjects cover basic and advanced theoretical and practical aspects of nuclear
physics and engineering. Nuclear technology requires nuclear engineers, but
also requires capable engineers from conventional engineering disciplines
(mechanical, electrical, electronic, chemical, and civil) and graduates in the
physical sciences, with some supplementary education in areas unique to
nuclear power technology.

3.2.2. Technicians
As a general rule, the education of technicians should provide them with

the following:
- A good grasp of the basic sciences which are the foundation of the

area of technology in which they will be working.
- In-depth knowledge of fundamentals in their area of technology.
- Practical training and experience in the application of their

knowledge and skills.
- An overview that describes the interfaces between their specific field

of technology and the technologies with which it interacts.
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- The capability to communicate, which includes oral, written and
technical communication (e.g. mechanical drawing, electrical and
electronic circuit diagrams).

Technicians need not be too highly trained in manual skills, but they
should be familiar with the work of craftsmen and the skills they employ.

3.2.3. Craftsmen
The education of craftsmen takes place, in most cases, in vocational

schools which should be especially equipped to give hands-on education, or
through apprenticeship programmes. After such education, they should have
access to on-the-job training. The craftsmen in operating plants are usually
included in maintenance teams.

3.3. EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERSONNEL

The most frequently required technical disciplines in a nuclear power
plant are mechanical, electrical, and I&C engineering. These disciplines are
needed for many direct operating, support, and monitoring functions.
Chemistry or chemical engineering is needed for chemical and waste treatment
functions, physics or nuclear engineering for reactor physics and fuel
management functions, and physics or health physics for radiation protection
functions. The personnel involved in direct operating functions must be
sufficiently knowledgeable about the basics of all the disciplines affecting
plant operation.

As far as educational requirements are concerned, the following are
common practices followed in most countries and also expressed in IAEA guides:

- Managerial positions (plant manager, deputy plant manager, operations
manager, safety manager, maintenance manager, QA manager, and training
manager) should be occupied by university level engineering or
physical science graduates. Additionally, in some countries, it is a
requirement that the first four of these positions also have masters
degrees in engineering.
The other positions for which a university-level education is normally
required are: shift technical advisor and safety engineer. Reactor
physicists, health physicists, plant chemists, and maintenance
engineers will generally have university degrees, and some of the more
junior staff may also have received a university-level education.
Of the shift crew, the shift supervisor is preferably a
university-level graduate engineer. Although increasingly found, this
is not the general rule (especially if a graduate engineer is included
in the shift or is available on call). Others within the shift crew
may also be university-level graduates, but this is not usually the
case.

- The remaining technical positions are filled by vocational and
technical school graduates.

Appendix D lists the education and experience requirements for key
nuclear power plant positions in some IAEA Member States.
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How and to what extent university graduates are used on the plant staff
depends (among other things) on the availability of utility headquarters
assistance to plant operations.

In the experience of some utilities, employment of university level
engineers on shift work in the control room can present particular challenges
to the power plant management. Such work can be quite monotonous, and
university graduates may not find satisfaction in undertaking shift duties for
a long time unless additional tasks which utilize more of their abilities can
be assigned to them. The utilisation of graduate engineers and of technicians
within shift crews and in more senior positions has to recognise both the
career ambitions of staff and the need to maintain stability within shift
crews as the means of accumulating operating experience and of developing
teamwork.

Owing to the considerable differences of abilities developed by the
educational systems in various countries, meeting the required formal
educational qualifications is generally not in itself sufficient. Each
country, on the basis of an analysis of the actual abilities (knowledge and
skills) developed by its own educational system, should decide upon the
desired educational qualifications needed for each particular position in its
own plants.

The educational qualifications for some nuclear power plant positions are
prescribed by the regulatory authorities. This practice has been introduced
in a number of countries since the TMI accident.

Some developing countries have tried to compensate for weaknesses in
their educational systems by requiring higher educational degrees for some
plant positions (even doctoral degrees). This may partially solve the
problem, but the weaknesses of educational systems is in most cases caused by
poor practical training and not by insufficient theoretical knowledge, (see
Chapter 6).

3.4. RECRUITING GOOD CANDIDATES

Nuclear power plant economics and safety considerations provide a great
incentive for a utility to attract high quality manpower. Individuals
recruited for nuclear power plant work should already have some knowledge and
skills in areas required for their specific positions. In addition, the
process of selecting which candidates to hire (or promote) should be able to
determine their aptitude for learning and their likely capability to perform
the job.

Good candidates may be attracted to apply for employment in nuclear power
plants due to the following:

- A good record of personnel safety in nuclear power plants
- A clean environment (especially compared with other heavy industrial

work)
- The possibility of improving intellectual knowledge and manual skills

through specialized training
- Work in an advanced technology
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On the other hand, there are aspects which make the recruitment process
more difficult and the work more demanding:

- Very demanding and lengthy training programmes which are required to
become qualified for the higher level positions in a nuclear power
plant

- The requirement (for some positions) to obtain and maintain licenses
from the regulatory authority

- Highly specialized training (particularly for operators) with limited
applicability to other industries (this restricts the opportunity to
change job and work location and is particularly significant when
there is only one nuclear plant in the country.)

- The requirement to maintain competence by continuing training and
requalification

- The responsibility borne by nuclear power plant operations personnel,
which is higher than in most other industries, because of the large
costs and impacts of outages and errors

- The requirement that more senior personnel be promptly available on
call outside normal working hours

- In remote sites, the difficulty in finding suitable schools and the
limited employment opportunities for other members of the family

- Actual and perceived public opposition to nuclear power
Utility management must be aware of these problems and must offer good

candidates especially attractive employment terms (e.g. career prospects, good
salaries and benefits, attractive housing, recreational opportunities,
extended vacations, etc.).

3.5. SELECTING QUALIFIED CANDIDATES

The selection of individual candidates for specific positions in a
nuclear power plant is a very important step (perhaps the most important) in
ensuring that there are a sufficient number of qualified operations
personnel. To accomplish this task, different countries have adopted
different approaches, and none of these approaches is the best for all
utilities. Some find it beneficial to confirm the selection by the use of a
probationary period after satisfactory completion of the initial training
programme.

There are a great number of factors to be considered in judging a
person's characteristics, including attitudes, intelligence, skills, social
behavior, stress resistance, etc., every one of which is important in plant
operations. Selection criteria are usually divided into two categories:

- Formal requirements such as age, medical fitness, education, previous
experience, and knowledge of a relevant foreign language (if necessary
for training overseas)

- Evaluation of the suitability of the candidate by applying the
following methods:
. Analysis of the candidate's personal history
. Interviews
. Tests (knowledge, skills, aptitude, physiological and psychological)
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3.5.1. Education Qualifications
The education requirements for nuclear power plant operations personnel

were discussed in Section 3.2.
3.5.2. Practical Experience

A condition for assignment to many positions in a nuclear power plant
organization is that the candidates should have practical work experience in
fossil and/or nuclear power plants. The prescribed number of years of such
experience varies from country to country and from utility to utility. The
experience includes both fossil and nuclear plant experience, but the nuclear
plant experience should not be less than about 50% of the total in the case of
the more senior personnel.

See 'Appendix E for examples of the education and experience requirements
of nuclear power plant personnel in various IAEA Member States.

For the first nuclear plant in a country, it is not possible to satisfy
these requirements for nuclear experience. In such cases, the requirements
may be limited to fossil power plant experience supplemented by experience
acquired during training or during nuclear plant start-up and commissioning.
For further discussion of the problems associated with recruitment for the
first nuclear power plant in a country, see Chapter 6.
3.5.3. Personal History

Personal history includes a set of data provided by the candidates in a
specified format (i.e. answers to a questionnaire) on their educational
history, previous employment and qualifications, special interests, etc. If
such information is reviewed by an experienced manager, a judgement on the
candidate's personal characteristics can be made, for example, on the ability
and willingness to learn, potential for career development, motivation for
improvement, capability for team work and leadership, etc.
3.5.4. Interviews

The interview, in its various forms, is one of the most widely used
methods of obtaining information on candidates. A skilled interviewer can
develop the information supplied on the personal history questionnaire and
obtain further information about most aspects of the candidate. Questioning
can reveal not only a person's knowledge, abilities, and attitudes and confirm
the judgement of his potential, but also indicate his behavior in favourable
conditions and under stress and indicate his adaptability to the nuclear power
plant opérations team environment.

In most cases, interviews are conducted by the senior staff of the
department to which the candidate has applied and who themselves have had
training in interviewing techniques.
3.5.5. Tests

Specially prepared tests have been found useful and efficient in aiding
the employee selection process. A set of tests, properly designed, can
provide objective information on the candidate.

Medical tests should determine the physical state of an individual
against the job requirements. They should also be designed to detect abuse of
drugs and alcohol. Such tests should be undertaken prior to initial
appointment and at regular intervals throughout the period of employment.
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Some utilities are beginning to make use of psychological testing to
support initial selection.

General tests are available to evaluate intelligence, personality
factors, aptitudes, various manual skills, and mental abilities. Special
tests have been designed to test specific knowledge and skills related to
nuclear power plant jobs.

Selection tests must be reliable and valid (i.e. not influenced by
external and chance circumstances and accurate in measuring the intended
personal ability). An advantage of tests is that they usually give numerical
scores which allow the use of quantitative acceptance criteria, and this in
many ways is more objective than an interview in judging these factors.

Written selection tests are most widely used in the United States. As an
example of such use, special tests (known as the Plant Operator Selection
System and the Maintenance Selection System) have been applied by some U.S.
utilities in the selection process for operators and maintenance personnel.
The operator test is comprised of aptitude, experience, and personnel indexes.

The aptitude index includes the following:
- Reading comprehension (ability to interpret written instructions)
- Spatial relations (ability to visualize the properly assembled form of

an object)
- Mechanical concepts (ability to understand mechanical principles)
- Mathematical usage (skill in solving and manipulating mathematical

relationships)
- Perceptual speed and accuracy (speed and accuracy in interpreting data)
Experience and personal indices relate to the candidate's previous

experience and personal characteristics. Many utilities use additional tests
to measure the personality profile or emotional stability of a candidate (such
as the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory - MMP1). In some countries
it is a requirement of the regulatory body that such tests be given for
certain direct operating positions.

3.6. THE SELECTION DECISION

The combined results from a candidate's personal history, interviews,
tests, and additional data are used as a basis for the decision on selection.
Sometimes there are inconsistencies in the data; for example, test results may
not agree with the expectations based on the interview and the personnel
history. In these cases, some follow-up investigations may be necessary
before deciding which candidate to hire or promote.

The selection decision has to be based on predetermined criteria, to
reduce the influence of subjective factors. It is advisable that the decision
be made by a group of skilled and knowledgeable utility staff who are familiar
with the competence required for the position to be filled and with the
personnel policies of the utility.

The utilities in some countries (e.g., France, Federal Republic of
Germany, United Kingdom) use additional methods for selection of candidates
for control room positions. These involve selecting students to be sponsored
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during their education in universities or technical schools and observing
their progress and attitudes during an extended period, or observing the
personal qualities of a group of utility employees over a period of one to
four years prior to selecting from this group candidates for reactor operator
and senior reactor operator training.

3.7. CAREER DEVELOPMENT

Competent staff are of considerable value to the utility, and utility
management should seek all possible means to encourage the career development
of individuals up to their maximum potential.

The utility should provide the means and incentives to stimulate
employees to learn and improve their intellectual abilities and manual
skills. Individuals will respond to a requirement for continuing education
and training more willingly if there are prospects for promotion to better
positions and for more attractive wages and working conditions.

As part of career development policy, a utility should include regular
monitoring of employee job performance, attitudes, skills, and behavior. This
is necessary to select the best candidates for promotion. Promotion may be
effected directly by management decision (for example, the promotion of a
craftsman to a foreman position) or through a successive training and
examination process. Such a process is frequently applied, for example, to
qualify craftsmen, technicians, and engineers for control room duties as
licensed reactor operators or senior reactor operators. The career
development for such personnel is realized through classroom training,
examinations, and on-the-job training during a period of several years.

An effective method to broaden an individual's experience is by applying
a job rotation scheme with an appropriate working period at each position.
This gives the opportunity for individuals to get acquainted with specific
tasks of the various plant positions, which is particularly important for
future managers. However, it must be recognized that the individual must be
properly trained and qualified for each position to which he is assigned;
otherwise the individual must work under close supervision.

The promotion of plant personnel to some positions may be limited by
their education. If a position requires a university degree, then an
individual without a degree cannot be promoted to that position. In some
special cases, the utility can make an exception and accept less educated
individuals than ideally required for a position (if this is not prohibited by
regulatory requirements). This may be the case for a person having extensive
experience with the utility. Some utilities provide additional education for
selected employees by sponsoring full-time education or by arranging suitable
working hours to allow the pursuit of additional education.

3.8. SUMMARY

- The technical education system in most countries consists of general
education (divided into primary and secondary schools) and technically
oriented education (vocational and apprentice education, technical
schools, technical universities).

- The total education period for craftsmen is about 12 years, for
technicians 12 to 14 years, and for (technical) university graduates
16 to 17 years.
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The difference in abilities developed by the education systems of
different countries are significant. Many developing countries
experience difficulties in organizing technical education systems
oriented towards the needs of modern technologies. This is due to
inadequate teaching facilities, insufficient qualifications and/or
experience of the teaching staff, and lack of an industrial tradition.
The managerial positions in a nuclear power plant are mostly occupied
by personnel with university degrees in engineering. Leading
personnel in the maintenance, technical services, health physics, and
chemistry departments and shift technical advisors also normally have
university degrees in engineering, physics or chemistry.
Shift supervisors are preferably university graduates, but, in many
cases, these positions are occupied by individuals without engineering
degrees.
The remaining plant positions are filled by vocational and technical
school graduates.
Attracting and retaining competent personnel to plant operations is of
great importance because this is one of the key factors in achieving
high plant availability and safety.
Compared with other industries, employment in a nuclear power plant
has special advantages and disadvantages that affect the recruitment
process and the retention of personnel.
Selection of nuclear power plant operations personnel includes
prescribing formal acceptance criteria (such as age, education,
experience, health etc.) and evaluating candidates' personalities,
skills, knowledge and aptitudes through review of personal history,
interviews, and tests.
Utility management should, as part of the personnel development
policy, stimulate personnel to improve their knowledge and skills.
This can be achieved by combining on-the-job training and job rotation
with classroom training. It is also important to provide career
development opportunities.
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Chapter 4

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO INITIAL TRAINING

4.1. OVERVIEW OF A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO TRAINING

4.1.1. Introduction
It is generally accepted that developing training programmes based solely

on experience is inappropriate for the nuclear power industry.
A systematic approach to the development and implementation of initial

and continuing training programmes together with the development of training
solutions to operational problems is the most cost-effective and comprehensive
approach. With this method, it is assured that all job competence
requirements are established and achieved, thus ensuring that the human
aspects associated with high nuclear safety and availability are not
compromised. Operational experience is used to review and upgrade training
programmes developed using a systematic approach.

Without an adequately systematic approach, there is a risk that important
elements will be omitted, thereby adversely affecting safety and
availability. There is the further potential that programmes will be too
extensive for the needs of the job, with the consequent cost implications.

A systematic training and qualification process has the following
advantages over traditional approaches to training:

- It identifies the specific competence (knowledge and skills) needed
for each job (or position).

- Training programmes are developed with explicit learning objectives
and with content that meets the trainees' needs.

- Training is conducted as it was designed to be conducted and is
conducted in the same manner for all trainees.

- Trainees master the learning objectives (have the required competence)
before they begin work in their assigned positions.

- Training programme results are carefully evaluated, and the training
programme's effectiveness is maintained and improved.
The use of a systematic approach to training and qualification permits
greater management control and increased accountability.

In this chapter, the principal activities of such an approach as it
applies to initial training are presented. Chapter 5 describes the
application of a systematic approach to continuing training.

The implementation of a systematic approach to training varies from
utility to utility and from country to country for several reasons. For
example, the application of a systematic approach to the development of a new
programme where no training has been conducted might involve all of the
activities described in this chapter, while only selected activities might be
necessary to improve an existing program that has been conducted a number of
times. With experience, some utilities may find certain activities to be
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essential, while other activities may have to be modified or their purposes
accomplished in a different manner. Also, depending on the circumstances, the
sequence of performing the activities may vary. For example, the evaluation
of an existing programme would lead into activities of one or more of the
other phases to make required improvements. These factors should be kept in
mind when applying the guidance contained in this Guidebook.

The importance of a systematic approach to training, including job and
tasks analysis, has been recognized by many utilities (particularly in the
United States of America). A survey of OECD member countries, performed by
the Committee on Safety for Nuclear Installations (CSNI), revealed that the
majority of these countries have also applied this method in the development
of their nuclear power plant training programmes. However, in most of these
countries, this approach is not applied in the same depth as in the U.S.A; in
some countries it is used only for control room staff.

The steps to establish performance-based training include a number of
activities. The activities are as follows (See Figure 4.1.-1.).

Analysis
- Conduct needs analysis
- Conduct job analysis
- Select tasks for training
- Conduct task analysis
Training programme design
- Establish performance standards
- Select training setting (environment)
- Determine trainee entry-level knowledge and skills
- Develop learning objectives
- Organize and sequence learning objectives

Develop test items
- Construct tests
- Develop training plan
Training programme development
- Specify learning activities
- Select training methods
- Develop training materials
- Develop lesson plans
Training programme implementation
- Implement training plan
- Select and train instructors
- Conduct training
- Assess trainee performance

Document training
Training programme evaluation and improvement
- Collect information
- Analyze information
- Initiate corrective actions
This section briefly discusses the main steps necessary to establish a

systematic approach to training. Sections 4.2. to 4.6. discuss major aspects
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Figure 4.1.-1. a systematic approach to training.

of selected activities in more detail and are cross-referenced in the brief
description of the approach which is given in this section.
4.1.2. Analysis (see Section 4.2)

Experience has shown that traditional topic-based training does not
ensure that all knowledge and skills required for a specific job are included
in the training or are mastered by trainees before assignment to that
position. The analysis process identifies the required knowledge and skills,
so that they can be included in the training programme.
4.1.2.1. Training Needs Analysis

The first step in analysis is to define training needs. This is a
prerequisite for decisions on the necessity for developing or making
improvements in a training programme. If no training exists, the development
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of a training programme is obviously needed. Where a training programme
exists, the needs analysis process starts with collecting information on the
performance of job incumbents, job performance deficiencies, changes in known
information needs (due to lessons learned from plant experience), and changes
in plant systems, documents (procedures, technical specifications, etc), and
regulatory requirements. Performance problems and the above-mentioned types
of change imply a possible need for improvements or changes to training.

The needs analysis process examines performance needs and deficiencies
and identifies the appropriate solutions. Changes or additions to training
programs may or may not be needed to accomplish the improvement. Other
possible solutions to performance problems include improved procedures,
equipment modifications, and/or improved supervision. Only if training needs
are identified does the process continue to the job and task analysis steps.

4.1.2.2. Job Analysis and Task Selection (see Section 4.2.3)
Job analysis is a process to produce a list of tasks to be included in

the training programme for a specific job. This list clearly and accurately
defines the activities performed on the job. The description of a task should
include the corresponding performance standard; this permits subsequent
development of learning objectives and trainee performance standards. Input
for job analysis includes plant documents (e.g. job procedures and manuals),
surveys, interviews, and the results of similar analysis from plants of the
same type. (It is important to review and modify the data obtained from other
plants to assure its applicability). Job analysis also includes
identification of required work attitudes such as safety awareness
(operational and industrial safety) and fitness for duty.

If the data needed to specify the tasks are not available in plant
documents, the job analysis has to include surveys and/or interviews with job
incumbents and supervisors. In either case, supervisors should review the
list of tasks. The review should confirm that the task lists are complete for
each job and that they include all tasks necessary for safe and reliable plant
operations.

After the tasks have been identified, those that need to be included in
the training programme are selected. Tasks which should be selected are those
which are difficult to learn and are important for plant performance and
safety (i.e., whose improper performance represent the greatest risk). In
making this selection, one should also take into account how frequently a task
is performed. Task selection is very important and should be done by experts
and training personnel aided by quantitative information obtained during job
analysis. (It should be noted that the criteria for selecting tasks to be
included in initial training are different from the criteria for continuing
training.)

4.1.2.3. Task Analysis (see Section 4.2.4)
Tasks selected for training should be analyzed to determine the required

knowledge and skills. Results of task analysis provide data from which
performance standards and learning objectives are developed or verified.

The data necessary to perform task analysis is extracted from plant
documents or from other sources (interviews with job incumbents and others,
existing training materials, feedback, experience, data on plant
modifications, etc.). Task analysis should be conducted by experienced and
knowledgeable persons using standardized methods.
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Many skills and knowledge areas are common to several tasks. To avoid
redundancy in training programmes and to allow more efficiency in their
development, such skills and knowledge should be grouped and uniformly
classified (for example, theoretical knowledge or basic principles, components
design characteristics and functions, systems design and interrelations, etc.).
4.1.3. Training Programme Design (see Section 4.3)

Design of a training programme uses the list of tasks selected for
training and the required knowledge and skills identified during task
analysis. Design activities use this information to produce specifications
for developing and implementing the training programme.
4.1.3.1. Performance Standards (see Section 4.3.2)

Since the aim of performance-based training is to establish the job
performance capabilities of personnel, it is necessary to establish the
standards for personnel performance. The performance standards are used as
terminal objectives of training for the particular job, i.e., as the training
goals, in terms of measurable employee performance, that are used to assess
trainees upon completion of training. These performance standards are derived
during the analysis phase.
4.1.3.2. Training Setting or Environment (see Section 4.3.3)

An early activity in training programme design is the selection of the
training setting (environment). Possible settings include the following:

- Classroom
- Laboratory or workshop
- On-the-job training
- Simulator
- Self-study
The selection depends on the nature and importance of the knowledge or

skill to be learned. For example, knowledge and skills for learning the most
important control room tasks requires high-fidelity training, involving the
use of full scope replica simulators. On the other hand, for the
fundamental .knowledge required for many tasks, classroom training is
appropriate. On-the-job training is necessary to provide experience in the
actual work environment and is an essential part of the training programmes
for all personnel. In addition to developing required skills, on-the-job
training develops self-confidence. Workshop or laboratory training is
important for development of basic and advanced skills that support task
performance, especially for maintenance personnel.
4.1.3.3. Trainee Entry Level (see Section 4.3.4)

As a part of the design of a training programme, it is important to
determine the entry level knowledge and skills of potential trainees. This is
necessary to establish the prerequisites for entering the training programme
and to develop the learning objectives. Learning objectives are developed to
fill the gap between entry-level knowledge and skills and those required for
job performance.
4.1.3.4. Learning Objectives (see Section 4.3.5)

Learning objectives describe what is to be learned in terms of measurable
trainee performance. Learning objectives are the essential input for
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development of a training programme - they define the programme content.
Terminal learning objectives define trainee competence expected upon
completion of training. Other objectives, referred to as enabling objectives,
describe trainee capabilities needed before terminal objectives can be
accomplished.

The terminal learning objectives are based on the required task
performance and include the associated job performance standards. Enabling
objectives are developed based on the assumed entry skills and knowledge
possessed by the trainees; they fill the gap between entry ski11s/knowledge
and the terminal objectives.

Learning objectives includes the conditions under which the required
action will be performed as well as the standard for acceptable performance.

After all learning objectives for a particular training programme are
developed, they must be organized and put into a logical sequence for
instruction. The objectives are grouped by training setting and are sequenced
for effective learning, generally starting with simpler prerequisite
knowledge/skills and proceeding to more complex topics. It is beneficial for
the trainees to be issued with the learning objectives for reference during
the training programme.

4.1.3.5. Test Items and Tests (see Section 4.3.6)
Test items and tests should be developed during the design phase of a

training programme. Written, oral, and performance tests are used for trainee
assessment during a training programme and after training is completed.
Written and oral tests are generally used to assess knowledge, while
performance tests are intended to assess trainee competence or skill in
performing tasks under actual or simulated work conditions. The main inputs
to test item development are the performance standards and the learning
objectives. The learning objectives specify the skills and knowledge that
must be assessed in tests. If possible, several test items should be prepared
for each learning objective.

Tests may be used in three different ways: (1) pre-tests can be
administered to confirm trainee preparedness to enter a training programme or
identify needed remedial training, (2) progress tests are used to ensure that
trainees are mastering the learning objectives, and (3) post-tests assess
whether trainees are prepared to go on to subsequent training or if they have
the competence required to be assigned to a particular task or job.

Each type of test is constructed using test items that are based on the
applicable learning objectives. For example, a progress test to be given at
the end of one module of a training programme should include questions
covering a representative sample of all learning objectives in that module.
The number of questions or the assignment of their point values should be
based on the relative importance of the associated learning objectives.

4.1.3.6. Training Plan (see Section 4.3.7)

A training plan is developed to describe how the training programme will
be conducted. It includes the sequence and schedule of instruction, the
training setting for each segment of training, the times at which tests are to
be given, and the needed facilities and equipment.
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4.1.4. Training Programme Development (see Section 4.4)
During the design phase, the inputs for training programme development

are produced: the learning objectives (measurable goals of the training
programme) which are organized and sequenced for efficient training, and the
training plan which guides the development process. The development of a
training programme consists of a set of activities needed to convert the
established training requirements into a workable, practical training
programme. The principal products of the development phase are the training
materials that will be used by instructors and trainees.

4.1.4.1. Learning Activities (see Section 4.4.2)
One of the first steps in the development process is the identification

of the specific trainee and instructor activities to be carried out to
accomplish the learning objectives. This information is used to determine the
duration of training programme modules and which instructional methods will be
used, and to decide which training materials are needed.

4.1.4.2. Training Methods (see Section 4.4.3)
Closely related to the identification of learning activities is the

selection of training methods. Training methods are the techniques or
strategies employed to carry out the training process. Possible methods
include lectures, demonstrations/practices with models/mock ups, discussions,
walk-throughs, or self-study. Several different methods are possible in each
training setting (classroom, simulator, laboratory/workshop, plant), and the
selection of the best method depends on the specific learning objectives to be
accomplished as well as on other factors.

4.1.4.3. Training Materials (see Section 4.4.4)
Technically correct and educationally sound training materials are the

backbone of a good training programme. Information on the most frequently
used training materials is given below.

Whenever possible, existing materials should be used as the starting
point for materials development. It is practical and efficient for a utility
to obtain training materials from other utilities having similar plants or to
receive materials from reactor vendors or consultants. However, the materials
should be checked prior to use to confirm applicability to the specific plant
and to specific learning objectives. The materials should be amended,
changed, or completely rewritten, as necessary.

Written Materials. Significant experience is required to develop written
materials that transmit clear, accurate, and easily understood information to
trainees. Written materials should contain practical examples, exercises, and
necessary numerical data. Plant-specific information included in controlled
documents and subject to change should be referenced rather than included in
the written materials. Good written materials include illustrations and
graphics to enhance the learning process. They should focus on the knowledge
and skills required for the trainees1 jobs and should not include unnecessary
information.

Audiovisual media. A number of audiovisual media are used in training
programmes, including films, videotapes, computer-based training, and video
discs as well as slides and transparencies.
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Models and mockups. Models are used to supplement classroom training,
and mockups have proven valuable in developing some practical skills. Scale
models with cutaway sections are used in training for some complex
components. The most suitable models are those corresponding to specific
plant components. Training on mockups is very common. Mockups are especially
suitable for teaching some skills to craftsmen. For example, mockups are used
to train quick entry into steam generators for tube inspections.
4.1.4.4. Lesson Plans (see Section 4.4.4.5)

Lesson plans identify the learning objectives, instructor and trainee
activities, training methods, training equipment, and training materials to be
used in a specific segment of the training programme, and provide guidance for
their use. The effective use of lesson plans ensures consistent delivery of
training from instructor to instructor and from course to course, and also
ensures that all required knowledge and skills are covered. Lesson plans are
used for all training settings, but differ significantly in format and content.

4.1.4.5. Materials Review and Improvement (see Section 4.4.5.)
A good training programme can be developed only if the most important

materials are reviewed by experienced personnel (ex-trainees, instructors,
experts in the applicable subjects and plant management) before they are
used. During and after programme implementation, further improvements in
materials should be effected using feedback from the trainees, instructors and
supervisors.
4.1.5. Training Programme Implementation (see Section 4.5.)

The success of a training programme depends on the effectiveness of its
implementation. There are a number of activities included in the
implementation of a training programme.
4.1.5.1. Implementing the Training Plan

The training plan defined during the design phase should be elaborated to
specify how the training process will be accomplished. This consists mainly
of the following:

- Preparing implementing procedures
- Selecting and training instructors
- Securing the availability of trainees
- Securing the availability of training facilities and materials
PreparinR the implementinR procedures
The implementing procedures describe how training activities are to be

performed and indicate the individuals responsible for those activities. The
procedures may cover the following:

Planning, developing, and scheduling training programmes
- Using training facilities
- Conducting training
- Administering tests
- Monitoring and assessing trainee performance
- Maintaining training records
A set of implementing procedures may apply to one or several training

programmes.
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Selecting and training instructors (see Section 4.5.2.)
Instructor qualifications should be compatible with the learning

objectives. An instructor should be competent and experienced in the subject
areas in which he conducts training; his experience should include actual
power plant work in the area in which he will be teaching. In addition, a
good instructor should have the ability to teach the knowledge and skills in a
clear and understandable manner. He should command the respect of the
trainees and possess interpersonal skills to be able to assess trainees'
personality and attitudes. Instructors for each training programme should be
selected and trained based on these considerations.

The performance of an instructor should be assessed on the basis of
observation by a qualified évaluâtor, examination of the training materials
that he develops, and evaluation of trainee accomplishment of learning
objectives.

Securing the availability of trainees
The trainees assigned to training should be free of other duties. The

selected trainees should possess the entry skills and knowledge required for
the scheduled programme. The selection of the trainees should be effected
sufficiently in advance to permit adjustment in training (remedial training)
if required. The size of a group of trainees should be appropriate for the
training setting and the intended learning activities. Class size should be
limited, particularly for simulator and laboratory/workshop training.

Trainina language
A key condition for a well-implemented training process is a good

understanding between the instructor and the trainees. In developing
countries (and also in some industrialized countries which import major plant
components) the training will often be conducted in a foreign language (in
most cases, in the reactor vendor's language). The success of such training
depends upon the instructors' ability to speak understandably to the trainees,
the foreign language knowledge of the trainees, and/or the availability of
capable translators. The selection and training of instructors and/or the
selection and preparation of trainees should take these factors into
consideration.

Securing the availability of training facilities and training materials
Before the start of a training programme, the training facilities and

equipment should be available and in operable condition. The written
materials, tools, visual aids, and consumables should be available prior to
the time they will be used in the training programme.

The conduct of a successful training programme is dependent upon the
availability of a suitable environment. The training should be conducted in
facilities with sufficient space for trainees, instructors, and equipment,
with good light, low external noise, few external interferences, and good
heating, ventilation and air conditioning.
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4.1.5.2. Implementation of Training (see Sections 4.5.3. to 4.5.9.)
After preparatory activities for the implementation of a training

programme are completed, the training is ready to be conducted. The main
activities associated with the conduct of training are:

- Pre-testing the trainees
- Preparing the instructors for training
- Delivering lessons
- Assessing trainee performance

Pre-testins the trainees
Pre-tests measure the trainees' entry level skills and knowledge. They

indicate whether trainees possess the abilities to begin the training and
identify course learning objectives that have already been mastered by the
trainees.

The results of the pre-test allow a differentiation of the trainees to be
made on the basis of their entry competence. It may be necessary to provide
remedial training for those who do not meet the programme entry requirements
or to permit accelerated training for those who exhibit mastery of specific
learning objectives.

It is difficult to conduct successful training with a group of trainees
with widely different background knowledge and skills. A group of potential
trainees may need to be divided into two or more smaller groups with similar
abilities, to permit the most effective and efficient training.

Preparing the instructors for training

Prior to beginning the programme, the instructors should prepare
themselves to deliver the training. They should review the lesson plans to
ensure familiarity with the content of the lectures, training material,
equipment, tools, and media to be used in training. They should also verify
the accuracy of the training material and determine whether training
facilities are adequate for the number of trainees. They should ensure that
the deficiencies discovered in training materials and training facilities are
corrected in a timely manner.

Delivering lessons
Each lesson should be delivered in accordance with the lesson plan.

Lesson plans should guide instruction conducted in all training settings -
classroom, simulator, laboratory/workshop and on-the-job. To ensure effective
training, the instructor has to stimulate the active interest of the
trainees. This can be achieved by demonstrating the connection between the
information given in a lesson with future duties and with learning
objectives. The interest of the trainees can be enhanced if they actively
participate in the learning process through discussions and solving practical
problems.

The training courses should be scheduled at times of the day when
trainees are fresh and disposed to learn and should be well-coordinated with
the timing of other duties of the trainees. For example, morning training of
night shift personnel should not be considered. The same holds for training
courses immediately after or before working hours for full-time workers.
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4.1.5.3. Assessment of Trainee Performance (see Section 4.5.10.)
The process for assessing trainees is selected and the instruments

(tests, etc.) to be used are developed during the programme design and
development phases. The essential part of trainee assessment consists of
tests which are conducted periodically and at the end of the training
process. The design of the training programme should define the knowledge and
skills that need to be examined, the assessment methods, and the trainee
success criteria and should include development of test items and tests.

In a we11-implernented training programme, the assessment is not only
effected by periodic tests and examinations, but also includes monitoring of
the trainees' progress during the whole training period. This includes
monitoring the trainees* attitudes, interest in improvement, specific skills,
intelligence, motivation for career development, etc.

4.1.5.4. Training Records (see Section 4.5.11.)
Training records are an essential part of a properly implemented training

programme. The records should contain all relevant data on the training
programme as actually implemented (schedule, lesson plans, conduct of
practical training, and examination questions).

Records of trainee assessment are a part of the training record. Each
trainee's file should contain data on his/her performance (tests and
examination data, and data on skills and knowledge acquired in training) and
the instructors' assessments of the trainee's attitudes and competence.

4.1.6. Maintaining and Improving Training Programme Effectiveness
(see Section 4.6.)

Every training programme is subject to evaluation which should determine
to what degree the training meets its objectives. The evaluation process
usually includes utility self-evaluation and evaluation by organizations
serving a group of nuclear utilities. The results of the evaluations are used
to make continuing improvements to training programmes.

4.1.6.1. Utility Evaluation of Training Programmes
The most interested and responsible party for the success of the training

is the utility. The utility is also interested in obtaining objective
evaluations of the training process. The primary measure of training
effectiveness is the on-the-job performance of those who complete training.
The evaluation process should identify and monitor indicators of that job
performance.

Training evaluation must be an integral component of nuclear utility
training. To be successful, the utility must develop the internal capability
to evaluate training courses and training programmes.

Since training programmes are generally made up of courses which are
conducted in phases, it is important to evaluate how well the phases are tied
together (i.e. determine the existence of a logical sequence in knowledge and
skill development from one phase to another).
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Input from the following sources should be utilized for making
improvements in the training programmes:

- Managers and supervisors observing the trainees* competence after
completing training

- Training instructors
- Trainees (while in training)
- Trainees (after they are on the job)
- Training programme evaluator (an independent party from the utility

staff or a consulting organization)
- utility headquarters audit results
Training records also provide useful inputs for training programme

evaluation. The records indicate the rate of improvement in skills and
knowledge of the trainees (which can be determined from the results of tests
and from instructors' observations).

It is important for a training programme promptly to incorporate changes
reflecting modifications in plant systems, components, technical
specifications, operating procedures and regulatory requirements. Equally
important are the mechanisms for continual upgrading of training programmes to
reflect lessons learned from utility operating experience. The evaluation
process should include methods to identify these types of changes in training
needs.

4.1.6.2. Evaluation of Training Programmes by Outside Organizations
As a supplement to its own evaluation, the utility can arrange for an

independent, qualified group to conduct a training programme evaluation. It
is, of course, of considerable value to the utility for the evaluation to be
effected by its own staff, but an independent outside organization can
sometimes identify weaknesses that are overlooked by the utility. An outside
organization that is involved in evaluation at many nuclear power plant
locations can provide an industry-wide perspective on current experience. The
evaluation can be focused on training programmes for one or two specific plant
positions or provide an assessment of the overall training process. An
independent assessment of training programmes can also assure that all
regulatory requirements relative to training programmes are satisfied.

There may be a tendency for either the plant or a training centre to have
weaknesses and problems with their training activities. A regular audit by a
utility headquarters expert team is invaluable for the identification of
shortcomings in the continuing implementation of utility training policy. The
utility may also receive input from the regulatory authorities on training
programme weaknesses and problems. This input should be used in the utility's
training programme evaluation system.
4.1.6.3. Correction of Identified Problems

The results of evaluations of training programme effectiveness should be
analyzed to identify on a systematic basis the causes of any problems. Then
action should be initiated to correct those problems. This system should also
ensure that required improvements are accomplished.
4.1.7. Summary

- The first step in designing a performance-based training programme is
to perform appropriate analysis, which involves identifying training
needs and conducting job and task analyses for selected jobs. The
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analysis identifies required knowledge, skills, attitudes and
performance standards for selected important tasks of the jobs.
A performance-based training programme requires inclusion of
quantified performance standards to be used in developing learning
objectives and in assessing trainees.
The development phase of a training programme expands the design by
specifying the learning activities and the training methods, and
includes the development of lesson plans and other training materials.
In implementing the training programme, a number of items essential
for successful training have to be accomplished: preparing
implementation procedures; securing availability of trainees, training
facilities, and training materials; pre-testing trainees; delivering
lessons; assessing trainees; and maintaining training records.
Evaluation of training programme effectiveness consists of several
steps including internal utility evaluation and evaluation by an
external organization. The evaluation is based on indicators of job
performance and is supported by information and feedback from
trainees, instructors, and job supervisors.
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4.2. DEFINING COMPETENCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.1. Introduction
A training needs analysis (see Section 4.1.2.1.) establishes Whether

there is a need for a training programme or Whether changes or additions to an
existing training programme are required. The next step is to define the
competence requirements associated with the job. The competence requirements
for nuclear power plant personnel determine the standards and criteria to be
used in personnel selection and in establishing the training objectives. Two
types of competence requirements are defined:

- Entry qualifications for job candidates: required knowledge, skills
and attitudes to enter training and aptitudes necessary to learn to
fulfill job requirements successfully.

- Competence needed to perform the duties of the specified job/position.
Entry qualifications are usually prerequisites for selection of

candidates for a position and for entering a specific training programme. The
selection criteria for nuclear power plant operations personnel vary from
country to country, especially the requirements for education and work
experience.

The competence required to perform a specific job is determined from
analysis of the job and its tasks and is the basis for the job's performance
standards. The same data are used to determine training objectives in a
performance-based training programme.

Although job competence requirements can be determined from analysis of
the job, entry qualification requirements (education, experience, prior
training) can be varied somewhat to accommodate the qualifications of
available personnel. These variations in entry qualifications require
variations in the content of the training programmes. Therefore, training
programme design must be based on the known or required entry-level competence
of trainees.

Specific competence requirements depend on plant design and plant
organization. Plant design determines the operation and maintenance
procedures and activities. Some aspects of plant design that influence
competence requirements are: type of reactor, extent of automation, type and
the number of components, equipment accessibility and maintenance
requirements, plant layout, control room design, refuelling method, and
condenser cooling (direct or cooling towers).

The responsibilities of individuals in the plant organization depend upon
the organizational structure (lines of command and lines of communication).
The plant organizational structure (including corresponding administrative
procedures) defines the responsibilities of individuals and delineates the
interfaces between functional areas. For control room staff and for shift
personnel, the allocation of responsibilities and corresponding competence
requirements are fairly standardized, but for support-function positions they
are more plant-specific.

The formal entry qualification requirements for nuclear power plant
personnel do not differ substantially from country to country. However, the
actual knowledge and skills developed by the educational systems of various
countries exhibit large differences. These differences are usually more
pronounced in practical areas than in theoretical subjects. Therefore, even
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in the case of identical plants and identical job/task analysis for a
particular job, the training and especially the practical training for that
job may differ somewhat from country to country.

The remainder of this section discusses a systematic method for
determining the specific competence required for a job commencing with a
review of the knowledge, intellectual ability and skill requirements of the
range of staff employed in nuclear power plants.

4.2.2. Knowledge. Intellectual Ability and Skill Requirements
Education and training programmes impart knowledge, intellectual ability,

and manual skills and also develop communication skills.
In discussing the competence requirements of nuclear power plant

personnel, it is useful to distinguish four levels of intellectual ability:
- Recall: the ability to recall factual information
- Comprehension: the ability to use knowledge by translating it into a

different form, by interpreting it (summarizing, generalizing,
inferring), and by extrapolating it (estimating and predicting on the
basis of trends)

- Application: the ability to apply knowledge to new situations
- Evaluation: the ability to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate

information and to derive new relationships and concepts
Manual skills involve the coordination of hand movements in response to

information received through the eyes or other senses (e.g. welding, operating
a control valve to maintain an instrument reading at a predetermined level).

Communication skills include the ability to transfer information to and
from others, orally and in writing.

The three main types of nuclear power plant technical personnel
(craftsmen, technicians and engineers) generally require an appropriate
combination of knowledge, intellectual ability, and manual skills as shown in
Table 4.2.-1. Requirements for communication skills generally increase as
intellectual ability requirements increase.

4.2.3. Job Analysis and Task Selection
The first step in determining a job's competence requirements is to

completely define that job. Job analysis is used to identify all of the tasks
that are involved in performing the job and in determining the importance and
difficulty of each task. This information is used to determine which tasks
require training and which may require continuing training.

The selection of which tasks should be included in initial and continuing
training programmes can be based on the application of criteria such as:

- Frequency of carrying out the task
- Degree of difficulty/complexity
- Implication of incorrect execution on plant safety
- Implication of incorrect execution on plant availability
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TABLE 4.2.-1. KNOWLEDGE, INTELLECTUAL ABILITY and SKILL REQUIREMENTS FOR
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERSONNEL

Craftsmen
Scope of knowledge
Level of knowledge
Intellectual ability
Manual skills

Technicians
Scope of knowledge

Level of knowledge

Intellectual ability

Manual skills

Engineers/Phys ic ists/Chemists
Scope of knowledge

Level of knowledge

Intellectual ability
Manual skills

limited
descriptive
predominantly recall
highly developed

usually a limited scope of applied
technology
in-depth, especially for higher-level of
technicians
lower-level technicians: comprehension
level and to a limited extent the
application level
higher-level technicians: the
application level and to a limited
extent the evaluation level
to understand the capability and
limitations of craftsman techniques, but
not to acquire craftsman skills; in some
disciplines, technicians develop manual
skills to a higher level than craftsmen

a broad base of general science and
technology
in-depth, especially in subjects of
their specialisation
all levels up to evaluation
not usually developed

A complete description of a task includes three elements: the action to
be taken or accomplished, the conditions under which that action is taken
(plant conditions, tools or procedures available, etc.), and the standard of
acceptable performance. The conditions and standards are determined during
the task analysis process that is described in Section 4.2.4. The levels of
intellectual ability required for task performance are indicated in Table
4.2.-2.
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TABLE 4.2.-2. LEVELS OF INTELLECTUAL ABILITY REQUIRED FOR TASK PERFORMANCE

Type of Action Level of Required
Intellectual Ability

- Carry out specific action - Recall
directed by supervisor
or procedure

- Take specific action - Comprehension
When required by a
condition or indication

- Carry out multiple or - Application
complex actions when
required by conditions
(rule-based decisions)

- Independently decide on - Evaluation
action to be taken based on
diagnosis of a situation not
previously encountered

As described in Section 3.1.2., in defining tasks for a specific job, it
is necessary to review relevant plant documents (equipment manuals; the safety
analysis report; technical specifications; normal, abnormal and emergency
operating procedures; the emergency plan; maintenance procedures; and
plant administrative procedures). Identifying the tasks associated with a
position also requires surveys and/or interviews with job incumbents and
supervisors. The survey and interviews help determine the difficulty and
importance of each task and the frequency with which each task is performed.
This information is used to select which tasks should be included in the
initial and continuing training programmes using criteria such as those given
above.

An example of the Canadian (Ontario Hydro) approach to job analysis is
given in Appendix F.

4.2.4. Task Analysis
After a position's tasks have been identified and appropriate tasks

selected for inclusion in the training programme, those tasks should be
analyzed. Such analysis is normally performed by specialists assisted by
individuals experienced in performing the applicable job (subject matter
experts). The output of task analysis is a list of the skills and knowledge
required for proper performance of the tasks of that job/position.

Task analysis is a powerful tool to define not only the sum of knowledge
and skills needed for a specific job but also to quantify the expected
performance of the job incumbents. In practice, however, it is difficult to
achieve this goal completely. The difficulty lies in performing job and task
analysis for complex, non-repetitve tasks and particularly in determining
performance standards for such tasks. Determining the competence requirements
for jobs which involve intellectual tasks (control room operators, managerial
positions, safety analysis, plant performance analysis, quality assurance
activities, etc.) must rely on expert judgement as well as the results of job
and task analysis.
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Job and task analysis results are used to ensure that personnel are
competent to perform all known, predictable tasks and to avoid improper
operations due to lack of training or improper training. However, plant
operation will always include the possibility of unknown or not previously
experienced sequences (this is the reason for establishing technical support
centres, the position of shift technical advisor, and diagnostic systems as
operator aids), and these sequences include branches that depend on timely
operator decisions. It is very difficult to analyze such tasks and to
determine the corresponding performance standards.

The competence requirements for complex jobs must, therefore, be higher
than the performance requirements derived from job and task analysis. The
competence requirements for complex jobs must include not only the defined set
of skills, knowledge, and attitudes but also intelligence and experience
needed to deduce answers which were not explicitly learned during training.
(This is sometimes called "diagnostic ability").

Tasks to be analyzed can be divided into two categories: routine tasks
and complex tasks (such as, for example, tasks involving a search for defects,
or abnormal and emergency operational conditions). The analysis of routine
tasks with prescribed sequential steps (e.g., dismantling a component,
calibrating an instrument, checking a reading, etc.) is simple and
straightforward. Task analysis in such cases identifies action steps, their
sequences, and corresponding performance standards.

The analysis of complex tasks is significantly more difficult and
requires a different approach. Such tasks are not sequential and involve
decisions at certain steps of the task. The analysis identifies
stimulus-response patterns, performance problems involving decision points,
and proper sequences.

The product of task analysis is a list of knowledge and skills which are
needed to perform a job and which need to be developed through training. The
Glossary in this Guidebook gives an example of the knowledge items and skills
required for a tritium analysis task undertaken by a chemistry technician (in
addition to a knowledge of/familiarity with the location and use of
appropriate laboratory materials and equipment) (see the entries: 'task',
•knowledge' and 'skills').

Not only does the analysis of a task determine the areas in Which
knowledge or skills are required, but also the type of action required for the
task indicates the level of intellectual ability required, as shown in Table
4.2.-2. Task analysis also identifies the manual skills that are needed, such
as hand-eye coordination, arm strength, and balance. Required attitudes, such
as cooperation (teamwork), vigilance, and good response under stress should
also be identified.

4.2.5. Experience and Limitations in the Application of Job and Task Analysis
A number of difficulties have been encountered in the practical

application of job and task analysis and the implementation of a systematic
approach to training.
Positions for which job/task analysis is appropriate include the following:

- Non-licensed operator
- Reactor operator
- Senior reactor operator
- I&C technician
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- Electrical maintenance technician
- Mechanical maintenance technician
- Radiological protection technician
- Chemistry technician
- Quality control technicians
The formal techniques of job and task analysis have long been known and

have been used for repetitive jobs involving primarily manual skills. Such
analysis has been applied less to intellectual, non-repetitive tasks and
interpersonal skills (such as managerial and supervisory jobs). Recently, the
application has been extended to advanced technologies (petrochemical,
airlines, military, telecommunications, and nuclear power). The techniques
must be modified somewhat in order to be used for complex and intellectual
jobs (such as the reactor operator position). In addition, the process of
establishing performance standards for such positions is not as
straightforward as it is for repetitive jobs.

Experience has shown that job and task analysis is quite costly,
labor-intensive, and time-consuming. Despite the selection of the most
important tasks for analysis, the number of tasks per job may amount to
several hundered, and the total number of tasks to be analyzed could reach a
few thousand. A complete and comprehensive job and task analysis is a
significant undertaking and requires experienced and talented people. The
time necessary to perform an effective analysis can be easily underestimated,
especially if the plant training staff and the plant support personnel do not
have previous experience in such activities.

Despite the fact that the systematic approach to training is essential to
develop performance-based training, many utilities (especially small ones) are
reluctant to apply job and task analysis as the basis for training program
development. This is generally regarded as shortsighted. With wrong or
incomplete content, it does not matter how well the training may be performed;
the trainees will still lack important knowledge and skills needed in their
future duties.

A utility organization in a developing country introducing performance-
based training should probably use the services of an experienced consultant
to assist in performing the job and task analysis and developing the training
programme. Additional problems which could be encountered by a developing
country include the unavailability of qualified training instructors capable
of implementing the training programmes. Without competent instructors to
implement the training, a well-developed training programme would not
significantly contribute to improvement in personnel performance.

4.2.6. General Employee Training
Properly conducted job and task analysis for nuclear power plant

operations personnel will identify a range of knowledge and skills (also
needed by contractors' staff) in the field of industrial safety and in the
ability to respond correctly in the event of emergencies. This is usually
referred to as general employee training. Those staff whose duties require
them to work in radiation and/or contamination zones will also require initial
training in the safe procedures they should follow when entering, working in
and leaving these zones.

The degree of knowledge required in these subjects (industrial safety;
fire protection; emergency response; health physics; plant design,
organization and access procedures to non-radioactive parts of the plant)
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depends on the group to which the employees belong. This degree may be
defined in terms of two categories:

Category 1: This knowledge enables a person, after a short introduction
on site, to perform a task inside the nonradioactive part of the plant
without having to be guided or supervised continuously. This knowledge
may be attained for all of the above-mentioned subjects by short standard
lecture or a corresponding film of about two hours.
Category 2: This knowledge enables a person to supervise others and to
introduce them to their area of work. This knowledge may be obtained in
the above-mentioned subjects by a lecture series totalling about five
hours.
All employees need continuing training to maintain their competence in

these topics (see Section 5.4.1.5.).
4.2.7. Summary

- The basic competence requirements for specific jobs in a nuclear power
plant can be derived from job and task analysis. This analysis,
together with the resulting performance standards, are the best
sources of data on the competence needed by a job incumbent holding a
specific job/position.

- Job and task analyses results are used to ensure that personnel are
competent to perform all known predictable tasks and to avoid improper
operations due to lack of training or improper training.

- Job and task analyses for complex and highly intellectual tasks - and
determination of the corresponding performance standards - are
difficult. The competence requirements for such jobs have to be
higher than those derived from analysis because of the necessity to
cope occasionally with unpredictable sequences of events.

- Some utilities confine job and task analysis to direct operating
positions only, because of the importance of these positions and
because there are no similar jobs in other industries.

- Job and task analysis is quite time-consuming, costly and requires
experienced experts. This is the reason that some utilities are
reluctant to base their training programmes on job and task analyses
and continue to conduct traditional topic-based training. This
approach is generally regarded as shortsighted, and neither efficient
nor cost-effective in the medium /long term.
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4.3. DESIGNING A TRAINING PROGRAMME

4.3.1. Introduction
The design of a training programme includes a series of activities

intended to develop learning objectives, tests, and other specifications of
trainee performance based on job and tasks analysis results and on feedback
from actual on-the-job experience. The subsequent development phase (as
described in Section 4.4.) starts with the learning objectives produced during
the design phase and develops the materials needed to conduct the programme.
The design phase also includes the development of a training plan that guides
the development phase of the training programme.

The first activities in designing a training programme are the
establishment of performance standards and the selection of the most
appropriate training environment (setting): classroom, laboratory, simulator,
on-the-job, or self-study. These activities must precede the development of
learning objectives and tests, the principal products of the design process.
4.3.2. Establishing Trainee Performance Standards

Early in the training programme design process, the standards for trainee
performance should be established. These standards are linked directly to the
standards for acceptable task performance identified during job and task
analysis as described in Section 4.2. However, the trainee performance
standards describe the level or accuracy of performance required of a trainee
upon completion of training; these may be different from task performance
standards, because the training and assessment environment may not be the same
as the job environment, although it should be as similar as possible.

These explicitly identified trainee performance standards are the basis
for developing learning objectives and for developing tests to assess trainees
upon completion of training. They provide a direct link between the job
requirements and the training programme. For the chemistry technician task
(the example used in the Glossary under 'task') the trainee performance
standard is also given under the entry 'performance standard' (note that
successful performance is directly measurable with this standard).
4.3.3. Selecting the Training Setting

Before learning objectives and tests can be developed, the setting in
which trainees will learn and demonstrate mastery of the required knowledge

** Papers presented at the CSNI Specialist Meeting on Training of Nuclear
Reactor Personnel: Orlando, Florida, 1987
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and skills should be determined. The teaching of skills and demonstrations of
performance should take place in the actual job environment or in a setting
that has conditions and equipment similar to those on the job. Knowledge
items can normally be more effectively learned and assessed outside of the job
environment. However, selection of the training setting is not as
straightforward as it would seem. There are usually several considerations
which favor different settings, and selections are best made by experienced
trainers.

The most commonly used training settings include the following:

- Classroom
- Laboratory or workshop
- On-the-job training
- Simulator
- Self-study

4.3.3.1. Selection of the Best Training Setting
Nuclear power plant operations require a broad range of knowledge and

skills in a wide variety of subject areas to support the proper performance of
assigned tasks. Although knowledge items and practical skills can be taught
individually, actual task performance requires their coordinated and
integrated application. Learning correctly to apply acquired knowledge and
skills requires practice in situations that simulate work conditions. It is
generally recognized that actual experience in performing a task is the best
preparation for performing that task in the future. Practice under realistic
conditions or a simulated work environment is the closest that a training
programme can get to imparting work experience to trainees. Therefore,
training of all nuclear power plant operations personnel should include such
practice to the extent necessary to ensure that they can perform their work
safely and reliably.

Selection of the most realistic training setting for all learning
objectives is not always desirable, because a less expensive or less
time-consuming setting can be used as effectively to accomplish many learning
objectives. The selection of training setting could be affected by
constraints related to the availability of training facilities and resources.
By timely planning and allocation of the necessary resources this can be
minimized. Particular attention should be given to:

- Timely availability of plant facilities.
- Procurement of a plant-specific simulator.
- Availability of laboratory facilities.

Establishment of preferred training setting for the conduct of all
training.

- Scheduling of trainees to ensure class sizes are optimized and are not
too large.

- On-the-job training scheduled to take account of access opportunities
provided by the plant operating regime.

The setting which is selected affects the degree of fidelity (accuracy in
reproducing actual task conditions in the work environment) to which skills
and knowledge can be trained. Selection of the training setting should
consider the fidelity required for effective training. For this purpose,
tasks can be divided into three categories:

Tasks requiring complete replication - Tasks in this group are the most
important for plant safety and reliability and are the most complex to learn.
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For this group of tasks, the plant or a full-scope replica control room
simulator should be selected for training operating personnel. The types of
operation most appropriately learned in full-scope simulators are described in
Section 4.3.3.5. In the case of support personnel, formal on-the-job training
or laboratory/workshop training in a setting simulating the actual job
environment should be selected.

Tasks requiring less than full-scope replication - This group of tasks
can be trained on part-task simulators or in laboratories or workshops in an
environment not necessarily equivalent to the job environment.

Required skills and knowledge that can be grouped and taught
independently of individual tasks - For these items, classroom or even
self-study training may be selected. In many instances, this training will be
preparation for training for the first two categories of tasks.

It has been found, particularly for initial training, that it is very
beneficial to alternate between on-the-job, classroom, and simulator (or
workshop/laboratory) training. For example, Appendix E shows the sequence of
training for reactor operators in several countries. The characteristics,
advantages, and disadvantages of the various training settings are described
in the following sections.

4.3.3.2. Classroom Training
Classroom training is led by an instructor and includes the following:
- Lectures
- Demonstration of documents, drawings, models, photos, films,

transparencies, etc.
- Discussions
- Solving problems under instructor supervision
Some advantages of classroom training are:
- Large quantities of information can be presented in a limited amount

of time.
- Large groups of trainees can simultaneously participate in the

training.
- It is less expensive and easier to organize them other forms of

instruction.
- It does not interfere with plant operation or depend upon plant

operational status during training.
- Favorable training environment can be easily secured (light,

temperature, comfortable environment).
- Many training facilities and media can be efficiently used (overhead

transparencies, slides, video, films, computer-aided training, models
and small mockups).

- Simultaneous translation, if necessary, can be arranged for all
trainees.

- Discussion with the instructor and between the trainees is facilitated.
- Written quizzes, tests, and examinations can be easily conducted.
In selecting classroom training as an appropriate training method, it

should be recognized that this training also has some limitations:
- Classroom training does not reflect realistic job conditions.
- Hand-on skills cannot be developed or assessed.
- Classroom training is occasionally too theoretical and academic for

the trainees to see a clear connection with job needs.
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The best practice is to develop training programmes in which classroom
training is combined with other training methods (laboratory, on-the-job, or
simulator).

In a training programme, classroom training is typically divided into
modules with specified numbers of contact hours. The modules are subdivided
into units, each consisting of a defined set of lessons.

4.3.3.3. Laboratory and Workshop Training
Laboratory or workshop training is selected to provide a training

environment that is not very different from the trainee's future job
environment. Generally, laboratory/workshop training allows the following:

- Simulation of realistic job conditions with some degree of fidelity
- Learning actual skills required on the job
- Training to apply knowledge to solve realistic problems
- Supplementing classroom training with detailed knowledge and skills

needed for component and system repair and maintenance
- Training in basic skills that support task performance

4.3.3.4. On-the-Job Training
The training programme for most nuclear power plant positions should

include on-the-job training. On-the-job training is a systematic method of
providing and ensuring that trainees obtain required job-related knowledge and
skills in the actual work environment. Formal on-the-job training provides
hands-on experience and allows the trainee to become familiar with plant
routines while being trained. However, on-the-job training is not just
working in the job/position under the supervision of a qualified individual;
it involves the use of learning objectives, qualification guides,
qualification standards, and trainee assessment. This training is usually
conducted and evaluated in the work environment by qualified, designated
individuals.

Some considerations in selecting on-the-job training as the training
setting are:

- Assignment of trainees should be done in small groups.
- The training should be spread over a sufficiently long period of time.
- There should be no significant constraints (due to plant conditions)

preventing accomplishment of the learning objectives.
- Many tasks should be actually performed during training while the

number to be simulated should be limited.
- Qualified personnel should be available to conduct and supervise the

training and to assess the performance of trainees.
4.3.3.5. Simulator Training

Simulators are the most sophisticated training facilities and are of
particular value for effective and high fidelity training of control room
personnel, because they permit interaction between operators and plant systems
under actual, dynamic conditions. This is particularly true for
plant-specific training simulators. (See Appendix G for a description of the
various types of simulator and their uses). Training programmes utilizing
simulator training include exercises corresponding to normal, abnormal, and
emergency plant operating conditions and provide opportunities to gain
valuable operating experience. In addition, simulator training provides a
valuable opportunity to develop and assess operating team skills.
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Simulators allow operators to learn control room activities in real time
and in an environment very similar to the actual control room without
interfering with plant operation.

Simulator training is indispensable for the control room staff.
The most important advantages of full-scope simulator training are its

ability to:
- Demonstrate plant dynamics and system interactions.
- Develop diagnostic skills and to assess the performance of operators.
- Demonstrate and practice operator response to severe accidents.
- Achieve high fidelity in training (i.e., training conditions very

similar to the actual job).
- Create realistic environment including stress during training and

permit observation of trainees* performance in such situations.
- Train and assess teamwork (communication, coordination, cooperation,

team management).
- Permit operators to experience/adapt to specific human factors

features of the control room.
- Train in the use of (and to assess) procedures, especially procedures

for dealing with incidents and accidents.
4.3.3.6. Self-Study Training

Self-study training (also referred to as self-paced or individualized
instruction) is any training in which the trainees learn at their own pace
without the continuous presence of an instructor. Self-study includes reading
textbooks and other written training materials, individual research or
problem-solving, computer-based instruction, and other similar techniques.
Although continuous instructor supervision is not required, an instructor
should be available to assist trainees and should periodically assess their
progress.

Self-study training may be selected when sufficiently developed training
materials and the nature of the subject to be learned allow such selection.
Self-study is selected in most cases for fundamentals training, training on
system or component descriptions, and as a supplement to classroom training.

If self-study is applied to skills training, there must be assurance that
no danger exists for trainee injury or equipment damage and that meaningful
training can be carried out without continuous instructor supervision. The
tasks to which self-study may be applicable are of a simpler nature and do not
require sophisticated and expensive facilities, components, or materials.

The assessment of trainee progress in self-study training is effected by
tests after predetermined phases of training are completed.
4.3.4. Determining the Expected Trainee Entry Level

As described in Section 4.2.1., the expected entry level knowledge and
skills of trainees entering a training programme must be determined in order
to properly design that programme. The knowledge and skills that trainees are
expected to possess are established as prerequisites for entering the training
programme and need not be included in the training programme's learning
objectives or materials. An accurate determination of trainee entry-level
abilities helps ensure that the learning objectives are prepared at the
appropriate level of difficulty: unnecessary training is avoided, and training
begins at a level which permits trainees to complete the programme
successfully.
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The determination of expected trainee entry level abilities should be
sufficiently specific to support the needs of the training programme's
designers and developers. Specification of the required educational level of
job candidates, While pertinent, is not sufficiently specific for these
purposes. The expected knowledge and skills of trainees in the specific areas
expected to be included in the programme are required. This type of
information may be obtained by testing a representative group of potential
candidates for the programme, but this may not be practical. In many cases,
it is necessary to estimate the extent of trainee entry-level knowlege and
skill in each area and later verify these estimates by pre-testing actual
trainees prior to programme implementation (see Section 4.5.3.). In either
case, the expected entry-level knowledge and skills of trainees should be
documented in sufficient detail to support the development of learning
objectives. It should be assured that that all members of a training group
should meet the minimum prerequisite level of knowledge.

4.3.5. Preparing and Sequencing Learning Objectives
After training settings are determined and prerequisite knowledge and

skills are established, learning objectives are developed for the tasks
selected for training. Learning objectives describe what is to be learned in
terms of measurable trainee performance. They ensure that training is linked
directly to job performance requirements and define the content of the
training programme.

A learning objective consists of three elements:
- A statement of the action that the trainee should perform.
- The conditions under which the action should take place.
- The standards of acceptable performance of the action.
There are two types of learning objective: terminal and enabling (see the

Glossary entries for examples of enabling and terminal objectives). Terminal
learning objectives are directly related to specific tasks and reflect the
trainee performance requirements at the completion of training. Terminal
learning objectives are developed for each task selected for training.

Enabling learning objectives describe trainee knowledge and skills that
must be mastered before the terminal learning objective can be accomplished.
Enabling learning objectives are developed for the knowledge items and skills
identified during task analysis.

One enabling learning objective may be associated with several tasks and
terminal learning objectives, and a large number of enabling learning
objectives can be grouped together and taught prior to training on the
associated terminal learning objectives. In developing enabling learning
objectives, the expected entry-level abilities of the trainees must be known
by the training programme designers. They fill the gap between trainee
entry-level knowledge and skills and those required to master the terminal
learning objectives.

After the training programme's terminal and enabling learning objectives
are developed, they must be organized into a logical sequence for efficient
learning. The following describes the general approach to sequencing learning
objectives; however, the actual process involves many compromises and
adjustments. First, the objectives are sorted and grouped by training
setting. They are then sequenced to develop a training programme outline.
Typically, the enabling learning objectives that can be learned in the
classroom or in self-study are prerequisites to those that will be taught in
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the laboratory or simulator or in on-the-job training. There are two basic
considerations in sequencing objectives:

If the mastery of an item of knowledge or a skill depends on prior
mastery of other knowledge or skills, the learning objective associated
with that knowledge/ski11 should be taught after the mastery of those
knowledge items/skills on which it is dependent
For learning objectives that are independent, those which require higher
levels of intellectual ability (application or evaluation) should be
sequenced after learning objectives requiring lower levels (recall and
comprehension).
The sequenced learning objectives are divided into modules dealing with

similar topics taught in the same setting. After this step is completed, the
training programme's content and structure are completely defined.

Examples of training programmes for operators and maintenance personnel
of nuclear power plants in various IAEA Member States are given in Appendix H.

4.3.6. Developing Test Items and Constructing Tests
One of the last steps in the training design process is to construct the

tests that will be used in the training programme. Tests may be written or
oral examinations or practical demonstrations of acquired skills (in the case
of on-the-job, laboratory, or simulator training). Plant walk-throughs are
used in assessing operating personnel for modules dealing with the location or
identification of systems and components. Performance demonstrations should
involve actual performance of a task whenever practical, and simulated
performance should take place under conditions that are as realistic as
possible.

The assessment of operator knowledge and skills which cannot be assessed
in the plant is performed by simulator exercises which allow trainees to
demonstrate the ability to deal with normal, abnormal, and emergency plant
conditions. In addition to assessing individual trainees, simulators are used
to assess an operating team's ability to perform effectively as a team.

The training programme design should prescribe the assessment method for
each module and for the final examination. For example, the training
programme may prescribe the following for each module:

- Daily (or weekly) progress tests should be administered to evaluate
the effectiveness of the training and to reinforce training for
specific learning objectives where the trainees may have difficulties.

- Written or oral examinations will be scheduled at the end of each
module.

- To successfully complete a module, the trainee must receive a final
average grade of usually 70% or 80% or greater on the written or oral
examination.

For each terminal learning objective, a performance demonstration should
be developed which specifies how the trainee will demonstrate mastery. The
job performance measure specifies the steps to be performed, the extent to
which they will be actually performed or simulated, the setting in which they
will be performed, and the standards for acceptable performance. For each
enabling learning objective, several written and/or oral test items should be
developed. If the knowledge and skill statements and learning objectives are
well written, the development of test items is a relatively straightforward
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process. However, care must be taken to ensure that the test items require
the level of knowledge, intellectual ability, or skill which is appropriate
for job requirements.

The test items are used to construct trainee pre-tests, progress tests,
and post-tests. Pre-tests measure actual entry-level abilities of trainees to
determine whether they meet programme prerequisites or require remedial
instruction. Pre-tests can also identify learning objectives that have
already been mastered by trainees and can be eliminated from the training
programme or can receive reduced emphasis.

Progress tests and post-tests are produced by using test items associated
with the learning objectives that are included in each module of instruction.
These tests should include questions associated with all of the learning
objectives in the portion of the programme covered by the test. A post-test
should be constructed for each module to determine whether trainees are
prepared to go on to subsequent modules. Several progress tests may be needed
for a module, depending on its length. (For example, daily or weekly progress
tests may be appropriate for most classroom instruction). In constructing
these tests, the number of test items associated with each learning objective
and/or their point value should be based on the relative importance of the
associated knowledge or skills.

4.3.7. Developing the Training Plan
A training plan is needed to guide the development and implementation

phases of the training process for a specific job/position. The training plan
specifies the programme's outline (a listing of modules, their content,
contact hours, and sequence), settings for each module, schedule, testing
requirements, and required facilities and equipment. The plan should be
approved by utility management before programme development begins.

The plan includes responsibilities for programme design, development,
implementation and approval. The responsibilities for training programme
implementation should be divided between the training department staff and
plant personnel. A typical split of responsibility could be as follows:

Responsibilities of the trainees' job supervisor:
- Evaluating individual candidates for intended training
- Specifying the training which each individual employee is required to

complete for qualification
- Designating on-the-job trainers and evaluators

Reviewing the training programme content
Responsibilities of the training supervisor:
- Review, administer, design, develop, schedule and implement training

programme.
Approve lesson plans, laboratory guides, self-study guides,
qualification checklists.

- Coordinate programme scheduling.
- Organize the provision of the necessary training material and training

facilities.
- Provide assistance to trainees and designated on-the-job

trainers/evaluators.
- Provide and perform classroom and simulator instruction and

examination preparation and administration.
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The training plan specifies required trainee entry qualifications for the
programme and for each training module, the methods of trainee assessment
during and after completion of each module, and performance criteria (for
example, required grades on written and oral examinations).

A trainee would normally not be allowed to begin the programme if he does
not meet the established prerequisite entry requirements and should not be
allowed to begin a module until he successfully completes prior modules.

In addition, the training plan should prescribe the action to be taken if
a trainee fails to meet expected performance standards. Two possible
alternative actions, for example, may be:

- If a trainee fails to meet training performance standards, remedial
training is suggested as a course of action. The trainee should be
assigned to self-study or tutoring as directed by the training
supervisor. Re-examination will be administered as soon as practical
upon completion of the remedial training. Failure to meet the
standards after remedial training should require the training
supervisor and the trainee's supervisor to meet and examine jointly
the individual's performance and determine what action should be taken.

- If a trainee fails to meet the established performance standards of
any module, the training supervisor should meet with the trainee's job
supervisor to evaluate that individual's potential to complete the
training programme successfully and to perform the duties and
responsibilities of the position for which he is being trained. If it
is decided to retain the individual in the programme, additional
instruction should be provided so that the individual meets the
performance standards. A re-examination should be conducted to verify
the individual's competency to continue.

The training plan should also prescribe the training records to be
maintained. For example:

- Schedule of the training programme as it was actually conducted.
- Lesson plans.
- Lecture attendance records.
- Examinations and examination grades for each module.
- Final qualification certification for trainees.

4.3.8. Summary
- The activities of training programme design are essential for the

training programme to be closely focussed on the knowledge and skill
requirements of the job.

- Trainee performance standards are established and are used to develop
the learning objectives and tests for the training programme.

- Selecting the appropriate training setting for conducting the training
and assessing trainee performance (classroom, laboratory, on-the-job,
simulator, or self-study) involves consideration of the relative
advantages and disadvantages of each setting and of a number of
constraints related to resources and facilities.

- Classroom training is very efficient for developing knowledge, but it
must be supplemented to develop hands-on skills and teamwork;
laboratory, simulator, and on-the-job training are best for developing
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job skills, but are costly to conduct and can accommodate a limited
number of trainees; and self-study is inexpensive but can only be used
for a very limited number of learning objectives.
Expected entry-level knowledge and skills of trainees (Which later
become required prerequisites for entrance to the training programme)
must be determined before the training programme content can be
defined.
Terminal learning objectives must be developed for each task that has
been selected to be included in the training programme; enabling
learning objectives are developed for the knowledge and skills
identified during task analysis and fill the gap between trainee
entry-level abilities and those required for accomplishment of the
terminal learning objectives.
The learning objectives are to be organized in a sequence that permits
efficient trainee learning.
Test items and tests are developed for use in assessing trainees
before, during, and after the training programme is completed.
A training plan is developed after other design activities are
completed, to guide the development and implementation of the training
programme.

4.4. DEVELOPING A TRAINING PROGRAMME

4.4.1. Introduction

The training programme development process produces the training
materials needed to support the implementation of the training programme.
Examples of training documents produced in the development phase are given in
Appendix J. Inputs to the development process are the learning objectives,
trainee performance standards, tests and the plan for providing training, all
of which have been produced during the design phase. Development begins with
identification of the learning activities necessary to accomplish the
objectives and the training methods to be used. The learning activities and
methods that are selected determine the materials needed for effective
training, (e.g., written materials, models, computer-based training
software). During implementation, the training is provided by instructors
using lesson plans which are also prepared during this phase.
4.4.2. Specifying Learning Activities

In the first activity of training programme development, the structure of
training is established, based on the sequence selected during the training
design process. The achievement of effective and efficient learning requires
training whose structure is based on how people learn.

Various strategies exist for the sequencing of instruction. One approach
for the instructional events associated with three defined components of a
lesson is as follows:
Lesson Component Instructional Event
Introduction - Gaining and Maintaining attention and motivating the

trainee
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- Communicating the learning objectives
- Cueing recall of prerequisite knowledge

Development - Presenting the training material
Providing learning guidance

- Eliciting mastery of the learning objectives
Review - Evaluating trainee performance

Providing performance feedback
- Enhancing retention of training material

For any learning objective (or group of learning objectives) the trainee
progresses through the nine events. In determining the strategy for a
training session, the instructor must decide how to provide for each
instructional event, e.g., how is the content to be presented? How will
feedback be obtained? Thus, from each of the nine events, appropriate
instructor and trainee activities can be established to meet the learning
objective(s).

This information is used to determine the duration of training programme
modules, to determine which training methods will be used, and to decide what
training materials are needed.

4.4.3. Selecting the Training Methods
Training methods are the techniques or strategies used by the instructor

to enhance the learning process. They include lectures,
demonstrations/practices, discussions, oral questioning, role playing,
walk-throughs and self-pacing.

The training setting that has been chosen on the basis of the learning
objectives in the design phase will largely determine which of the training
methods can be adopted. Although such methods as discussions and oral
questioning have a very general application in all settings, other methods are
only applicable in certain settings. Preferred training methods for each
training setting are given in Table 4.4.-1.

4.4.4. Developing Training Materials
Training materials include all printed documents, equipment, computer

software and audiovisual media used in conducting training. Examples of
training materials include textbooks, trainee handouts, system descriptions
and diagrams, transparencies, models, simulators, qualification guides, lesson
plans etc.

In the development phase of a training programme, materials appropriate
to the training setting selected in the design phase (see Section 4.3.3.) are
produced. This process depends on decisions as to the training method to be
utilised (i.e., lectures, discussions and oral questioning are all aspects of
the classroom training method).
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TABLE 4.4.-1. PREFERRED TRAINING METHODS FOR EACH TRAINING SETTING

Classroom Laboratory/
Workshop

OJT Simulator Self-
Study

Lecture

Demonstration/
Practice
Discussion

Oral Questioning
Role Playing
Walk-Through
Self-Pacing

x
x
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Some media are more effective than others in a particular training setting and
hence the setting chosen in the design phase will be a major factor in
establishing media alternatives. A matrix setting out possible alternatives
for each setting is given in Table 4.4.-2.

Training materials and media for the chosen setting should support the
learning activities and be designed to be relevant and effective.

The development of new training materials requires considerable skill and
is both time-consuming and costly. Hence, the contribution which might be made
by existing training materials should be established before committing
resources to developing new materials. The adoption or modification of
existing material will help to minimise training costs.

In this context a primary source of materials are past and existing
training programmes. Suitable programmes may be found from or through the
nuclear power plant vendor, who could have supplied an identical or a similar
plant to another utility, or direct from another utility.

In selecting and reviewing existing training materials, the evaluation
must be undertaken by competent instructors with the necessary subject matter
expertise and should take into account the expected trainee entry level,
identified learning objectives, proposed learning activities and training plan
produced in the design phase.

In some instances existing materials can be used without further
modification. However, modification should be undertaken when the existing
materials are incomplete or require minor changes. At some point the extent
of change necessary will justify the production of new materials.
4.4.4.1. Written Materials

Written materials utilised by trainees during a training programme will
normally be either textbooks or handouts. Textbooks are rarely totally
satisfactory as a means of mastering learning objectives. Invariably they
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TABLE 4.4.-2. MEDIA ALTERNATIVES BY TRAINING SETTING

Classroom Laboratory/ OJT Simulator Self-
Workshop Study

Simulation x x x x x
Computer-Based Training* x x x
Film/Videotape/Videodisc x x x
Slide/film strip with x x x
sound
Audiotape x x x
Slide/film strip without x x
sound
Transparencies x x
Models and Mockups x x x x
* France makes use of computer-based training in all training settings.

will contain irrelevant or superfluous information, and they may not be easily
obtained in some developing countries. They will, however, provide a useful
source of information for those involved in the development of training
materials and particularly in support of theoretical topics such as reactor
physics and thermodynamics. Rarely will it be appropriate to develop a
textbook in support of a training programme. Textbooks can be useful as
references in support of trainee handouts as a means of providing
complementary and supplementary information to be used in the reinforcement of
learning.

In general, it will be found more effective and efficient for written
materials to be produced in support of a series of learning objectives to be
covered in a single training session. Such materials should be developed
using guidelines intended to promote efficient learning. Possible guidelines
include the following:

Formatting should ensure easy trainee use. For example, charts, graphs,
tables and other illustrations emphasising key points should be located
on separate pages and in close proximity to the related information in
the material.
The reading level of training materials should be consistent with the
expected entry level skills of the trainees.
Learning objectives should be provided to trainees as part of written
training materials.

- The material should be clear, accurate and concise.
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In general, essential information should be located in the materials, and
the trainees should not be referred to other places for that information.
However, training materials should not repeat or include plant-specific
information that is included in controlled plant documents and is subject
to change, but should contain references to those plant documents.

- The training materials should refer to the job for which the trainees
are being trained by describing that job environment, how the information
will be applied to the job, and why it is important for the trainee to
learn that information.
Transparencies and slides are commonly used to supplement instructor
explanations. Copies of them should be included as part of the written
material available to the trainees. There should be a close connection
between the information transmitted by transparencies and the
explanations of that information in the text.

4.4.4.2. Audiovisual Media

As previously stated, a variety of audiovisual media are available
including films, videotapes/videodiscs, computer-based training as well as
slides and transparencies. Those media involving visual movement, e.g.,
videos, are frequently used to illustrate specific plant activities such as
refuelling, maintenance, transport of heavy components etc. The videodisc has
the benefit of permitting a very fast search for specific sequences and is
often integrated with computer-based training for self-paced study. However,
the necessary hardware and software is currently quite expensive.

The advantage of using films and videotapes/videodiscs is the ability to
transmit information to trainees which would otherwise be difficult to
describe by oral presentation, slides or texts. To maximise their benefit the
instructor will need to integrate them into a structured lesson.

Choice of media
The choice of media should be considered in terms of availability of the

technology, cost and practicability of use in the training programme. Factors
to be considered in this evaluation include:

The projected life-cycle costs of the selected media are lower than other
equally useful media.
Budgetary resources are available, particularly if the media requires a
substantial capital investment.
The media are appropriate for the number of trainees who will be trained
at a given time.

- The media are appropriate for training that is subject to frequent change
or is conducted infrequently (if applicable).
The lead time to produce the materials is compatible with the timescale
for implementation of the training.

4.4.4.3. Computer-Based Training
The purpose of computer-based training is to provide continual and

consistent training for personnel. The combination of classroom lessons and
self-paced, individualized instruction permits training at times convenient
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to the trainees' work schedules. Computer-based training can ensure student
understanding, since it can be designed to require correct answers to
questions that demonstrate understanding prior to allowing the trainee to
proceed to the next section of the course.

Computer-based training utilises a computer terminal, computer, and the
necessary software to present the training programme without requiring the
continuing presence of the instructor, although an instructor should be
periodically available to assist trainees. This method can offer some
advantages over other media and a classroom training setting, for example:

The training can be adjusted to individuals' schedules, independent of
the availability of instructors and other trainees' schedules.
A trainee can adjust the training duration (including repetitions of some
sections) to his ability to fully understand the presented material.
In many instances, the more efficient use of training time allows
shortening of the duration of individual courses and so reduces training
costs.
Instructors have more time available to help trainees with the most
difficult parts of the training programme by being freed from the
necessity to lecture the whole course.

- Computer-based training software can be designed to include testing
programmes which include automatic scoring and record keeping.
Despite these advantages, however, computer-based training is limited in

its applicability because of the high development costs, the limited subject
matter that is appropriate, and the small number of trainees to be trained in
many subjects (especially plant-specific subjects). It may be appropriate and
cost-effective for repetitive training when no changes in content are
anticipated and large numbers of trainees are to be trained individually or in
small groups.

Appendix K presents a comparison (Czechoslovakia) between the retention
of knowledge after 8 weeks when the trainees have received instruction through
classroom lectures or through computer-based training, together with an
example of the content of a computer-based training programme.

4.4.4.4. Models and Mockups
Scale models are often used in training and as such are helpful in

learning the characteristics of major plant components. Usually they either
have a cutaway section to help in visualising the internal parts of the
component or they can be disassembled to reveal them.

The following models might be used as training aids in support of
classroom training sessions.

Nuclear steam supply system
- Reactor vessel cutaway

Reactor coolant pump seal
Steam generator (PWR)
Fuel assembly
Control rod drive mechanism
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Mockups which are full-scale sections or assemblies are especially
suitable for teaching some of the skills required by craftsmen. They permit
rehearsal of an operation or procedure until competence has been achieved.
Activities to be conducted in radiation zones can be practised and hence the
exposure time minimised. A mockup in common use is the end of a steam
generator incorporating the correct access geometry such that entry to conduct
tube inspections can be practised.
4.4.4.5. Lesson Plans

In the development stage of the training programme, the most important
documents specifying the training activities are the lesson plans. They are
used by the instructor to guide the learning process and to outline instructor
and trainee activities.

Lesson plans identify the learning objectives, learning activities,
training equipment and training materials needed for training and provide
guidance for their use. As such they are the controlling documents for
utilising all other training materials. They are important in ensuring
consistency in delivering lessons between several training instructors and
from one class to another. They are necessary whatever the training setting
(classroom, laboratory, OJT, workshop, simulator) and should be prepared to
reflect the specific characteristics of these settings and for the tasks they
support.

Many sections of the lesson plans will have common headings independent
of the training setting. Table 4.4.-3. demonstrates this point and shows
where differences arise within typical lesson plans for the classroom,
simulator and OJT.

TABLE 4.4.-3. TYPICAL LESSON PLAN CONTENT

1. Training description

- Title, purpose and scope of training
- Terminal objective(s)
- Duration of training
- References for additional instructor research

2. Expected trainee entry-level skills and knowledge

Classroom Simulator OJT
3. Presentation outline 3. Exercise guide 3. Formal OJT guide
- Enabling objectives - Enabling objectives - Enabling objectives
- Learning activities - Learning activities - Learning activities
- Training methods - Training methods - Training methods

and use
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TABLE 4.4.-3. (continued)

- Text material and - Reference assignments - Equipment schedule
reference assignments

- Audiovisual scheduling - Initial plant conditions - Safety
and use including plant state considerations

- Trainee handouts - Materials and references - Reference
assignments

- Trainee study - Instructor actions
assignments

- Correct operator response
- Malfunctions available
for use in exercise

- Plant conditions expected
at end of exercise

Classroom Workbook Assignments
(if applicable)

- Schedule and application
- Questions or projects for
completion by trainee

- References available to
trainee

- Safety considerations
4. Progress test and post-test administration
- Scheduling and use
- Training standards for evaluating trainee performance
- Instructions for providing feedback to the trainees

Examples of lesson plans for conducting training sessions in classroom,
laboratory and simulator settings are included in Appendix J.

In the case of a simulator exercise, it is essential that the lesson plan
contains sufficient information on how to operate the simulator and the
establishment of a pre-programmed exercise scenario (if appropriate) and the
types of malfunctions and the sequence, method and timing of their insertion.
All such exercises should be prepared in advance and run through so as to
check for satisfactory simulator performance. Hence, the ability to implement
a simulator exercise will have been thoroughly tested using the lesson plan
prior to implementation. An example of a simulator exercise guide is given in
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Appendix J.I. The standards and objectives of simulator lesson plans should
receive the concurrence of the trainees' plant functional manager. The
simulator, as in the case of the plant, must be operated in accordance with
formal directions provided by the plant operations manager. Simulator lesson
plans must reflect and reinforce the operating philosophy and standards of the
nuclear power plant.
4.4.4.6. On-the-Job Training Materials

Experience of IAEA Operational Safety Review Team Missions has been that
the implementation of on-the-job training (OJT) in many utilities has been
inferior to the standards achieved in other training settings. For OJT to be
effective a number of steps must be taken into account when developing the
materials. While many of these follow from the earlier parts of this section,
they are explicitly stated below in view of the significance of OJT in
achieving staff competent to operate a specific plant with its own particular
systems and layout.

Learning objectives must be defined and known to the trainees, trainer
and assessor.
The performance standards to be demonstrated for successful completion of
OJT must be defined,

- The OJT guide should reference materials that the trainee can use in
training.
OJT can relate to a number of similar tasks, e.g., operation of a
commonly found type of flow control valve. Such tasks can be grouped and
trained jointly.
A sample OJT lesson plan is included in Appendix J.2.

4.4.5, Evaluating Training Materials
Design and development activities produce the materials to be used during

training. It is essential that these materials be evaluated so that faults
can be corrected and improvements made to increase the effectiveness of these
training materials.

Three activities provide feedback data which identify any need to revise
the training materials:

Technical review
Evaluation using a small group of trainees
First run of the course
Technical Review

The goal of the technical review is to ensure the training materials are
technically accurate, current and consistent with plant systems, equipment and
procedures. The review must be undertaken by an expert who provides feedback
to the programme developer. Lesson plans, text material, trainee handouts and
workbooks, audiovisual media and test items should be reviewed and
deficiencies identified for analysis and correction. Although the process
ensures technical accuracy, the activities described in the next two sections
are necessary in order to determine training effectiveness.
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Small Group Evaluation
After revisions from the technical review have been made, a tryout of the

training materials should be conducted on a small group of trainees who
possess the entry level skills and knowledge expected of future trainees.
During the tryout, the training setting is simulated as closely as practical.
The training materials are presented and all tests are administered and
scored. Data is collected for subsequent analysis and is used to improve
lesson plans, text material etc as in the technical review.

It should be recognised that a small group evaluation may not always be
feasible, particularly with courses of lengthy duration. An alternative is to
conduct small group evaluations on the most important sections of the course.
Courses or sections of courses not submitted to small group evaluation should
receive increased monitoring during the first run.

Conduct First Run
During the first run of the course, the materials (which may have been

revised as a consequence of the small group evaluation) are subjected to a
further phase of training programme evaluation.

In addition to training the first group of trainees, the first run
determines the usability of the training materials under intended conditions
and confirms the revisions made to the materials during the technical review
and small group evaluation. The course material should still be considered to
be in a tryout phase; hence, training management should monitor the process
closely, providing additional assistance to the instructor when needed.

Provision and Evaluation of Feedback Data
All data collected during the technical review, small group evaluation

and first run should be reviewed to determine the need for revisions to the
training materials. Technical inaccuracies should principally be found
through the technical review process.

Results from the tests conducted in the small group evaluation and first
run are valuable in determining the extent to which the training achieves the
intended learning outcomes. Failure of the trainees to achieve satisfactory
test results may necessitate revision of the training materials. However, in
the event of low scores, care must be taken to check that the test items do
relate to the job-related knowledge and skills and hence to the training
materials used in the lessons. Completion of post-training questionnaires by
the trainees, supplemented by oral interviews, should be used to provide data
on training programme difficulty, length, clarity, terminology, pace and
structure.

Further information on methods of obtaining feedback for training
programme evaluation is contained in Sections 4.5.10.2. and 4.6.

4.4.6. Summary
- Training sessions should be designed to take into account the latest

knowledge of how people learn. This enables instructor and trainee
activities to be established to meet defined learning objectives. Guides
for the conduct of OJT are particularly important in view of the
industry-wide weaknesses found in this aspect of training.
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Various training methods can be used by an instructor to enhance the
learning process. They include lectures, demonstrations/practices,
discussions, oral questioning, role playing, walk-throughs and
self-pacing. The options available to an instructor are largely
determined by the choice of training setting.
Modern training techniques use a variety of media in the training
process, including simulations, computer-based training, films,
videotapes, videodiscs, slides, filmstrips, audiotapes and
transparencies.
Audiovisual media are beneficial to the learning process, when properly
integrated into a structured lesson. In addition to the static media of
slides and transparancies, in some circumstances those involving movement
such as films and videos transmit information more satisfactorily, e.g.,
on maintenance and refuelling activities.
Computer-based training has advantages in terms of portability and
flexibility in delivering self-paced instruction including tests.
However, it is expensive if the numbers using it are small or the
material needs revision from time to time.
Well-prepared training materials are essential to the successful
implementation of a training programme. They include textbooks,
handouts, system diagrams, transparencies, models, simulators and lesson
plans.
Textbooks are useful reference sources, particularly for staff involved
in the development of written training materials. For trainees, standard
text books will invariably contain a certain amount of irrelevant
information.
Handouts for trainees should be formatted for easy use, relate to the
series of learning objectives covered in a single training session and be
developed using guidelines intended to promote efficient learning.

Scale models of certain plant components are helpful in support of
classroom training sessions. Full-scale mockups enable procedures to be
rehearsed until competency is achieved and are particularly useful for
rehearsing operations to be conducted in high radiation zones.
Lesson plans are essential controlling documents for guiding the learning
process and for outlining instructor and trainee activities. They should
be produced for all training settings - classroom, workshop, laboratory,
OJT and simulator.
The production of new training materials is costly and hence, where
possible, existing training materials should be obtained and reviewed for
suitability. Reactor vendors and utilities operating identical or
similar plants are useful sources of materials.
Training materials should be reviewed for technical accuracy and
effectiveness in meeting the learning objectives. The latter can be
achieved through presentation of the material to a small group of
relevant trainees and from data obtained from the first run of the
course.
Review of existing training materials should be undertaken by instructors
who are subject matter experts and should take into account the expected
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trainee entry level, identified learning objectives, proposed learning
activities and training plan produced in the design phase. At some point
the extent of change necessary to existing training materials will
justify the production of new materials.
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4.5. IMPLEMENTING TRAINING AND ASSESSING TRAINEE PERFORMANCE

4.5.1. Introduction
Training implementation is the set of activities that develop in the

trainees the skills and knowledge needed to perform the tasks that make up the
job for which they are being prepared.

The effective and efficient implementation of the training plan is based
on the use of properly developed training materials, the availability of
qualified instructors and the availability of trainees with prescribed
prerequisite skills and knowledge. In addition, it is important to secure
adequate training facilities.

In preparing to implement training, it is also highly desirable to
establish conditions which allow maximum attention by the trainees to the
training process. This can be achieved by releasing the trainees from all job
duties while in training and by selecting a suitable time for the training
sessions. Training held late in the evenings, on weekends and during vacation
periods will be less efficient and effective than training during normal
working hours.

* Papers presented at the Seventh Symposium on Training of Nuclear
Facility Personnel, Orlando, Florida 1987.

** Paper presented at the CSNI Specialist Meeting on Training of Nuclear
Reactor Personnel, Orlando, Florida 1987.
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The efficiency and effectiveness of the training also depend on the
availability of a suitable training environment. The training facilities must
be satisfactory for the group of trainees being trained. There must be
sufficient light, adequate heating, cooling and ventilation facilities, and
very little outside disturbances. It helps also if some recreation and
refreshment facilities for trainees are available in the vicinity of the
training area.
There are four distinct activities in the conduct of training:

Preparing the instructors.
- Pre-testing the trainees.

Delivering the lessons (or conducting simulator, laboratory or
on-the-job training).
Assessing trainee performance.
This chapter describes the conduct of classroom, on-the-job,

laboratory/workshop, simulator, and self-study training.
4.5.2. Developing Competent Instructors

The efficiency of nuclear operations personnel training is strongly
dependent on the availability of competent instructors. Instructors must
understand thoroughly all aspects of the subjects being taught and the
relationship of the subject to nuclear plant operation. Hence, it is
preferable for an instructor to have held a post at a nuclear power plant
relevant to his field of instructional responsibility. For example, a
simulator instructor should have held a shift operations post at an
appropriate level of seniority in a plant of the same design. It can be
beneficial for the instructors in the training organisation to be a mix of
permanent and seconded staff. The secondées should be from nuclear power
plants and bring up-to-date experience into the training function which
provides feedback to the training programme and also aids credibility,
particularly with staff undergoing continuing training. All instructors must
have the skills and knowledge needed to employ instructional methods and
techniques that enhance learning and successful job performance.

4.5.2.1. Instructor Qualification
Utility management should establish technical and instructional

qualification criteria, procedures, and programmes for selecting, training and
certifying qualified instructors.

The selection criteria for instructors should include required technical
skills and knowledge, and instructional qualifications, attitudes and
communication skills.

The technical competence of training instructors includes theoretical
knowledge, practical skills and work experience in the subject area in which
they conduct training and/or in the job for which they train personnel.
Instructor technical competence requirements depend on two factors:

The subjects being presented.
The positions of trainees being instructed.
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Suggested instructor competence requirements based on the job of the
trainees and the subjects being taught are given in Table 4.5.-1.

Not only must simulator instructors have experience of relevant nuclear
power plant operations, they must also have training in the operation of the
simulator. This must be undertaken from the point of view both of the trainee
using it and also of the instructor. The instructor must learn to operate the
simulator (initialise, freeze, snapshot etc), to inject malfunctions, to
understand the boundaries of validity of the simulator and to operate any
facilities used in support of the training session, e.g., video cameras and
recording equipment. Unique aspects associated with simulator training which
need to be included in the instructor training programme are those relevant to:
- Development of diagnostic skills.

Team work within the shift team.
- Introduction and management of stress on the trainee(s).
4.5.2.2. Establishing Instructional Competence

Most instructors achieve the required instructional competence by
completing a specific training programme. Both initial and continuing
training are needed to establish and maintain instructors' competence.

The systematic development of an instructor's skills is facilitated if
training is carried out in steps. Typically, the first step is described as
fundamentals of instruction and is a prerequisite for conducting classroom
training. The more advanced training is completed before implementing and
supervising laboratory and simulator training. Instructors for on-the-job
training are typically qualified incumbents, not full-time instructors, who
receive training in how to conduct this type of training.

Learning objectives associated with fundamentals of instruction relate
to the following tasks:

Role of the instructor.
Arranging the classroom (or other instructional setting) to fit. the
training sessions.
Understanding how adults learn.
Using appropriate training techniques.

- Using lesson plans and other instructional materials and media.
Conducting lectures.
Conducting discussions.
Conducting practical demonstrations.
Assisting trainees in solving learning problems.
Assessing trainees.
Maintaining and using individual student records and programme records.
An example of a learning objective of fundamental instructional training

might be as follows:
Example: Learning objective - fundamental instructor training.

Given a prepared lesson plan, instructional material and media, the
instructor trainee should be able to deliver an appropriate
lesson. This lesson should be consistent with the content covered
in the training programme, and the instructional techniques should
be appropriate for the setting, the use of the selected media and
the intended trainees.
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TABLE 4.5.-1. SUGGESTED INSTRUCTOR TECHNICAL COMPETENCE

IF THE TRAINEES ARE: AND THE SUBJECTS BEING TAUGHT ARE: THEN THE INSTRUCTOR'S TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS SHOULD BE:

Reactor Operators (ROs)
or

Senior Reactor
Operators (SROs), or

Shift Technical Advisors
(STAs), or

Engineers, or
Technical Managers

Academic Subjects including:
. Mathematics
. Chemistry
. Physics
. Reactor Physics
. Materials
. Thermodynamics
. Heat tranfer
. Fluid Mechanics
. Electrical science
. Process control principles
. Health physics
. Reactor plant materials

- Successful completion of training/education in subjects
being taught, at or above the level to be achieved by
the trainees, and

- It is preferred that the instructor have a bachelor's
degree in engineering or a related science that includes
courses in the subjects being taught

Generic nuclear power plant
technology including:
. Reactor control and operating
characteristics

. Radiation protection and control

. Chemistry control

. Reactor plant instruments and controls

SRO license for a plant of the same type as the
trainees' plant (same NSSS vendor), or

Successful completion of SRO training including
simulator certification at the SRO level for a plant
of the same type as the trainees' plant

Plant-specific systems, operations,
transient response, and procedures
required for plant safety (other than
simulator training)

SRO licence for the trainees' plant or similar plant
(same NSSS vendor and similar plant safety-related
systems), or
Successful completion of simulator certification at the
SRO level for the trainees' plant or a similar plant



TABLE 4.5.-1. (continued)

IF THE TRAINEES ARE: AND THE SUBJECTS BEING TAUGHT ARE: THEN THE INSTRUCTOR'S TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS SHOULD BE:

Reactor Operators (ROs)
or

Senior Reactor Operators
(SROs) or

Shift Technical Advisors
(STAs), or

Engineers, or
Technical Managers

Non-Licensed Operators

Technicians, or
Maintenance Personnel

Simulator training:
. systems
. Operations
. Transient response
. Procedures

- SRO license for the plant corresponding to the
simulator or a similar plant, or

- Successful completion of simulator certification at the
SRO level for the trainees' plant or a similar plant

Power plant fundamentals including:
. Applied electrical, mechanical,
chemical, I&C, and nuclear
fundamentals

. Equipment and component descriptions
and principles of operations

Plant-specific technology including:
. Procedures and operating practices
. Plant systems and components
. Practical factor demonstrations

- RO license, or
- Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subject being
taught, at or above the level to be achieved by the
trainees, as evidenced by previous training/education

Nuclear power plant technology
(for trainees' plant or a similar
plant) including:
. Principles of plant operation
. Plant systems and components

Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects being
taught, at or above the level to be achieved by the
trainees, as evidenced by previous training/education
and through job performance
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TABLE A.5.-1- (continued)

IF THE TRAINEES ARE:

Instrumentation and
Control Technicians

Chemistry Technicians

Radiation Protection
Technicians

AND THE SUBJECTS BEING TAUGHT ARE:

Principles of process instruments
and controls including electronics,
pneumatics, hydraulics

Plant-specific instrumentation, and
control systems, and maintenance
procedures

Chemistry principles;
chemical analysis equipment
and techniques
Plant-specific chemistry control
systems and procedures

Principles of radiation protection
and control; radiation detection
instruments

THEN THE INSTRUCTOR'S TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS SHOULD BE:

- Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects being
taught, at or above the level to be achieved by the
trainees, as evidenced by previous training/education
and through job performance

- Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects being
taught, at or above the level to be achieved by the
trainees, as evidenced by previous training/education
and through job performance, and

- Completion of all qualification requirements for the
senior- level instrument and control technician position
at the trainee's plant or a similar plant

- Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects being
taught, at or above the level to be achieved by the
trainees, as evidenced by previous training/education

- Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects being
taught, at or above the level to be achieved by the
trainees, as evidenced by previous training/education
and through job performance, and

- Completion of all qualification requirements for the
senior-level chemistry technician position at the
trainees' plant or a similar plant

- Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects being
taught, at or above the level to be achieved by the
trainees, as evidenced by previous training/education



TABLE 4.5.-1. (continued)

IF THE TRAINEES ARE: AND THE SUBJECTS BEING TAUGHT ARE: THEN THE INSTRUCTOR'S TECHNICAL QUALIFICATIONS SHOULD BE:

Radiation Protection
Technicians

Plant-specific radiation protection
instruments, systems, and procedures

Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects being
taught, at or above the level to be achieved by the
trainees, as evidenced by previous training/education
and through job performance, and
Completion of all qualification requirements for the
senior-level radiation protection technician position
at the trainees' plant or a similar plant

Electrical Maintenance
Personnel

Electrical principles, equipment, and
maintenance practices

Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects being
taught, at or above the level to be achieved by the
trainees, as evidenced by previous training/education

Plant-specific electrical systems
and maintenance procedures

Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects being
taught, at or above the level to be achieved by the
trainees, as evidenced by previous training/education
and through job performance, and
Completion of all qualification requirements for the
senior-level electrician position at the trainee's
plant or a similar plant
Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects being
taught, at or above the level to be achieved by the
trainees, as evidenced by previous training/education
Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects being
taught, at or above the level to be achieved by the
trainees, as evidenced by previous training/education
and through job performance, and
Completion of all qualification requirements for the
senior-level mechanic position at the trainees' plantor a similar plant

Mechanical Maintenance
Personnel

Mechanical principles, equipment, and
maintenance practices

Plant-specific mechanical
equipment and maintenance procedures

Instructors

vo

Fundamental or advanced instructional
skills training

Demonstrated knowledge and skills in the subjects being
taught, at or above the level to be achieved by the
trainees, as evidenced by previous training/education



To qualify for more advanced assignments, the instructor has to
demonstrate competence in carrying out classroom training and has to complete
additional training. These assignments may include the following:
- Instructional development.

Planning and developing instructional lessons.
Developing lesson plans.
Selecting, developing, and modifying instructional materials and media.

- Developing instructional measurement methods.
- Presenting laboratory instruction.
- Managing individualized instruction.

Conducting walk-throughs and station tours.
Conducting simulator training.

- Supervising on-the-job training.
- Trainee stress identification.

A learning objective for advanced instructional training might be as
follows:

Example: Learning objective - advanced instructor training.
Given training-related information, the instructor trainee should
be able to prepare a lesson plan that contains at least the
following elements:
- plant system and task (or duty task)
- terminal learning objectives
- instructional material and media
- presentation of content narrative
- trainee assessment
- physical arrangements
- estimated time

A description of the Swedish approach to instructor training is given in
Appendix L. Appendix H gives examples of the criteria used in the assessment
of a lesson delivered by an instructor.
4.5.2.3. Certification

The training manager, in conjunction with other appropriate individuals,
should certify that the instructor is technically qualified to present the
material and has the instructional skills to perform the instructional tasks
as needed for a specific job position.

Certification of technical competence should be based on a demonstration
of the appropriate level of technical expertise in the subject area to be.
taught by the instructor. Certification of instructional capability should be
based on demonstrated performance of the instructional tasks for the specific
instructor position. The final certification of an instructor is achieved by
sitting in on a number of his training sessions and evaluating his
performance. This approach, by a senior instructor, will have been used to
assist the instructor in the development of his instructional skills and
ultimately as the basis for his certification.
4.5.2.4. Continuing Instructional Training Programmes

Continuing training programmes should be established to maintain, improve
and advance both the technical competence and the instructional skills of
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qualified instructors. The continuing instructional training programme
consists of:

Continuing technical training. The purpose of this training is to
maintain technical qualification and familiarity with job requirements,
plant changes, operating experiences, plant documents, etc. Instructors
should maintain their job qualification by fully participating in
continuing training programmes in the area of expertise for which they
are providing instruction. All instructors should periodically work in
the plant in the discipline for which they are qualified and for which
they prepare trainees. In the case of simulator instructors this should
include time on shift which should be scheduled to include the shutdown
and startup associated with refuelling outages. Many operating
organizations periodically rotate technical instructors back to the plant
and/or assign plant personnel to the training staff for extended periods.
Continuing instructional skills training. This training is intended to
improve and advance the instructors' instructional skills. The training
consists of reviewing selected initial training topics, in-depth
instruction on selected topics, information of new instructional methods
and media, information on changes in training- related regulations or
procedures, and observing and evaluating other instructors. This
training should also include content based on feedback from assessments
of instructors and evaluation of training programmes.

4.5.3. Pre-Testing Trainees
The entry-level knowledge and skills of the trainees must meet the

prerequisites established for the training programme in order for trainees to
accomplish the learning objectives. When the backgrounds and competence of
trainees are not accurately known in advance, a pre-test should be adminstered
before starting the training. The information obtained from such pre-tests is
important to direct the instructor to the best strategy to be used in order to
achieve the learning objectives.

Specifically, the pre-test results can be used for:
Confirming individual trainee qualification to enter into the training
programme.
Identifying necessary additional (i.e., remedial) learning needs for the
trainees who did not satisfy the entry criteria.

- Identifying parts of the training programme for which an accelerated
schedule could be applied owing to confirmed trainee mastery of the
subject material.
Defining a learning strategy on the basis of weaknesses and strengths of
a particular group of trainees.

4.5.4. Instructor Preparation For Training
Prior to conducting each lesson of the training course, the instructor

must prepare himself to deliver that lesson. During preparation, the
instructor should review the total content of the lesson (in accordance with
the lesson plan) and identify the parts which need more attention or need
special explanation. In this phase, the instructor must review the status of
training facilities and materials (procedures, drawings, textbooks, tools,
media, models, simulator, classroom facilities and equipment) needed in
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training. Any requisite correction or repairs to training materials or
facilities should be effected prior to the start of the training session.

In the case of a simulator training session, the instructor must check
that the state of the simulator will be satisfactory for conducting the
training, e.g., no defects are present which would inhibit the satisfactory
achievement of the learning objectives. If in doubt or if the exercise is new
to him, he should arrange to go through the lesson plan using the simulator.
He should also satisfy himself that up-to-date copies of all documentation
available in the power plant control room are available in the simulator
facility for use by the trainees.

In addition to reviewing the lesson plan, all instructors should review
the procedures for monitoring progress and trainee tests relevant to that
particular portion of training.

4.5.5. Implementation of Classroom Training
The content of the lesson is outlined in the lesson plan, an example of

which is given in Appendix J.3. The lesson plan also defines instructor and
trainee activities and the main resources to support training.

To deliver a good lesson, the instructor must be fully familiar with the
subject of the lesson, and with the relation of the subject to practical use
and to the terminal learning objectives. The lesson has to be delivered
clearly and in a concise manner. Practical examples are very useful, but only
if they are strictly related to the subject of the lesson.

It is very important that the presented materials correspond exactly to
what must be learned. A confused redundant lesson would distract the trainees
and demotivate them from following the lesson with the necessary attention.

It is equally important to find methods for securing trainee interest and
attention to the lessons. Some useful approaches are:
- Involve trainees in the learning process by encouraging discussion.

Ask questions of the trainees when some important facts are introduced in
the lesson (to maintain trainee interest and to confirm that they
understand the material that has been presented).

- Connect important subjects of the lesson with actual plant experience.
- Speak slowly and clearly.

Do not make the lessons too long.
- Remove the sources of external noises and visual distractions during the

lesson.
Avoid overloading the trainees with duties, because this will create
anxiety and distract them from the training.
Use rewards to recognize achievements (appraisals, certificates, etc) and
interject competition between individuals and between groups of trainees.
Training material covering exactly the subject of the lesson should be

available to the trainees in a timely manner.
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Effective classroom training depends on the availability of sufficient
time between lessons to allow the trainees to review the content of past
lessons, to consolidate the knowledge, and to prepare for the following
lesson. In implementing a training programme, a balance should be sought
between lesson periods and periods reserved for trainee self-study. In
addition, classroom training should be alternated with practical (e.g.,
on-the-job or simulator) training or plant walk-throughs.

It is also a good practice at the end of each lesson for the instructor
to summarize the main ideas developed in that lesson and to indicate to the
trainees what is essential to be understood and learned and how this relates
to the learning objectives. A short quiz at the end of a lesson can help
reinforce the main points and the learning objectives.

Classroom training can often be enhanced by the use of appropriate media
such as audio and video devices and models of plant components.

4.5.6. Implementation of On-the-Job Training
An example of an on-the-job training guide used for the implementation of

on-the-job training is given in Appendix J.4.
The persons who implement on-the-job training should be individuals

currently qualified and working in the positions for which the trainees are
being trained. In addition, they should receive instruction on the proper
methods of conducting such training and should understand their role in the
training process. This includes understanding the:

Overall concept of on-the-job training.
Methods of developing required trainee knowledge and skills.

- Methods of performing trainee progress checkouts.
- Application of established standards in the trainee assessment process.
- Action to be taken in cases when the trainees do not satisfy the

assessment criteria.
When assigning trainers to on-the-job training, attention should be paid

also to their personal qualities, such as communication skill, judgment
ability, personal maturity, and general attitude to training and to assigned
tasks.

A selected individual (usually from the training department) should be in
charge of coordinating on-the-job training. Some of the main coordination
duties are to:

Follow the training schedule and assign milestones in the training
process.

- Monitor the trainees' progress.
Provide training materials.
Coordinate training assignments to take advantage of opportunities to
train on infrequent work activities.
Document the training process.
Evaluate training effectiveness.

- Secure documentation on completion of the training.
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The on-the-job training guide (lesson plan) should include applicable
learning objectives and should contain a section designating individuals to
conduct training and to assess trainees in areas covered by the guide (see
example in Appendix J.2).

The general steps involved in the conduct of on-the-job training should
also be described in the training guide and should be understood by the
trainees, trainer and assessor.

On-the-job training can be divided in three main phases:
Instruction phase

- Training phase
- Assessment phase
In the first phase, the trainee is prepared for on-the-job training by

being familiarized with all relevant references, such as the following:
- Instruction in the use of the materials.
- Target dates to complete particular parts of the training.
- On-the-job training checklists, objectives and references.

Supporting study materials (drawings, flow diagrams, procedures, system
descriptions, etc)
The referenced materials should contain all necessary data on systems or

components included in the training (descriptions, functions, precautions,
safety limits, alarms, controls, trips, interlocks, normal and abnormal
operating modes, etc). Besides studying the training material, the trainee
discusses important items with the trainer.

Next, the trainer demonstrates the functions of systems or components (if
permissible by the plant status), explains the consequences of improper
performance, explains the current industry practices relative to the
particular item, and answers trainee questions. If the plant status prevents
demonstrations, then the trainer will simulate the operations on the plant.

The practical work of the trainee follows these demonstrations. This
work, depending on the nature of the on-the-job training, consists in:
demonstrating a particular skill (for example, the startup of a circulating
water pump or the dismantling and repairing of a component or instrument); a
walk-through of the activity with a qualified trainer; or performing an
equipment operation function.

The trainer corrects observed performance deficiencies and helps the
trainee to improve his skills.

When the trainee and trainer are confident that the trainee has mastered
a specific item of the training programme and that the trainee should be able
to meet the relevant training objectives, a check of the performance is
requested from the designated assessor.

On-the-job training concludes with this assessment phase. The person
designated for the assessment is an experienced person not involved in the
conduct of on-the-job training.

The trainee assessment phase can be described by the following sequence:
The training assessor schedules the checkout.
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The assessor conducts a checkout of acquired trainee skills and knowledge
achieved in training using the pre-established evaluation standards and
learning objectives.
If the assessor finds the skill and knowledge of the trainee
satisfactory, he signs off the assessed item. If not, he directs the
trainee to upgrade his skill and knowledge by further training.
The assessor provides feedback to the training department on any
necessary improvements in on-the-job training on the basis of detected
deficiencies during trainee assessment.

4.5.7. Implementation of Laboratory/Workshop Training
Many aspects relating to the conduct of both classroom and OJT are

applicable to laboratory/workshop training. In many situations, this setting
is a more favourable environment for learning a skill, e.g., fault-finding in
an electrical circuit, than the on-the-job setting. As with all training
activities, the conduct will be in accordance with an approved lesson plan to
achieve the learning objectives and be undertaken by a competent experienced
instructor. The safety of the trainees must be maintained throughout the
session, and this can best be achieved by ensuring that adequate prerequisite
safety training has been built into the overall training programme and that
the ratio of trainees to instructors (and any technical assistants) allows
close supervision to be effected.

The size of groups of trainees in the laboratory/workshop should be such
that every trainee has the opportunity for hands-on practice. While this can
be maximised if trainees work as individuals, small groups are usually
beneficial to the learning process through the trainees' sharing of progress
and knowledge in a cooperative manner. In addition, the cost of equipment or
mock-ups may necessitate group work.

The introduction to a session will play just as important a role in a
laboratory or workshop as for the one held in a classroom. Trainees'
attitudes in all cases will be greatly influenced by the conduct of the first
few minutes of the lesson. As with all training, it is imperative that the
trainees understand the objectives and duration of the session, how it will be
structured, the opportunities available for him to practice and the method and
standards of assessment.

The lesson plan should include in its introduction a review of
prerequisite knowledge and skills prior to presenting the material for the
session. This section of the training will often take place in a classroom
setting which may be part of the laboratory or workshop equipped with suitable
instructional equipment. Handouts to trainees will include all written •
material they need (or references to where it can be found) together with a
list of tools and/or equipment they will utilise. At some point the
instructor will demonstrate the task or important facets of it, building on
knowledge and skills previously acquired.

During hands-on practice by the trainees, the instructor must be alert to
all the trainees and move steadily and constantly around all individuals or
groups. He should make use of oral questioning to ensure important aspects
are adequately understood by them. On occasion, this feedback will cause him
to stop the exercise and to disseminate information to all trainees.
Throughout the session the instructor should help, encourage and if necessary
demonstrate the technique again.
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Unlike OJT, the assessment of performance will often be conducted within
the session and not as a separate session using an independent assessor.
Thus, it should always be clear in advance whether the instructor's observing
and questioning is part of the formal assessment process or is part of the
instructional technique intended to help the trainee achieve the lesson
objectives.

In concluding a lesson with the full class the instructor should involve
any or all of the following elements:
- An overview of the entire task to tie together the separate items learned

in the lesson.
- Questions raised by trainees.
- Discussion of problems that arose in conducting the practical exercise

and ways in which they could be handled.
- References and suggestions for further study and practice.
- An evaluation of class progress.

Discussion of how the work relates to the next lesson.
An example of a laboratory lesson plan is given in Appendix J.4.

4.5.8. Implementation of Self-Study Training
Although self-study modules are designed for self-paced learning,

trainees still require support in their learning from instructional staff,
supervisors and/or colleagues.

As with all training programmes, the trainee should have a clear
statement of the objectives and well-defined learning tasks. The support
person's role is normally to monitor trainees' progress through the module, to
check that they are up to date with their work, to detect problems or
difficulties at an early stage and to deal with them. A variety of self-study
situations exist, each requiring its own particular support and monitoring
arrangements to be specified, for example:

Self-study of training materials to reinforce instruction received in a
classroom or similar setting.
Self-study of training materials in a training setting or centre.
Self-study at home.
Self-study in the work place, e.g., plant systems training.
In addition to assisting with difficulties and problems, the designated

support person should be in a position to assist in the location of suitable
supplementary resources.

The method of assessment will depend on the training media utilised. In
the case of computer-based training, the software will normally incorporate
intermediate as well as final assessments, and thus the requirement will be to
interrogate it. For other media, the traditional oral and written methods of
assessment are relevant, plus plant walk-throughs if the self-study has been
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associated with, for example, establishing knowledge of power plant systems
and their location. In the case of oral assessment and plant walk-throughs,
the assessor should be independent of those providing support during the
self-study training period. As with all training, it is important that
adequate records of the competencies achieved by the trainees be established
and maintained.

4.5.9. Implementation of Simulator Training
Simulator training sessions using the appropriate lesson plan or exercise

guide (see Appendix J.I) should be implemented in three parts:
Pre-exercise briefing.
Simulator exercise.
Post-exercise debriefing.
Simulator team training should always be conducted with the same number

of people as would normally compromise a shift team in the control room of the
nuclear power plant. This approach contrasts with the individual skill
development which takes place during initial training and which requires the
trainee to develop his team skills only after the development of individaul
skills is mastered. In developing his individual skills, simulation devices
of less than full scope are appropriate for providing training and
demonstrating that performance standards have been achieved before progressing
to a replica full-scope simulator. In developing team skills towards the end
of an initial training programme, the balance of the control room positions
can be filled by experienced plant staff or by instructors. Additional
trainees can observe the simulator exercise and take part in the briefing and
debriefing sessions, rotating with other trainees to gain hands-on experience.

A.5.9.1. Pre-Exercise Briefing
Simulator training is more effective when the trainee is introduced to

the learning objectives and given a review of prerequisite knowledge and an
understanding of any principles or procedures that will be used prior to
running the exercise. The exception to this approach occurs when the purpose
of the exercise is to provide practice responding to unannounced malfunctions
or to assess trainees' performance. The trainees should be assigned to team
positions and given a full understanding of what actions are expected of
them. When the exercise is part of the continuing training programme, the
shift team will take up their normal control room positions.

Any expected simulator response that differs from what would be expected
at the plant should be brought to the trainees' attention. This is essential,
if the training is taking place on a simulator which does not fully replicate
the trainees' man-machine interface or plant system.

During the briefing session, all relevant plant information should be
made available to the trainees including such items as:

Previous power history
Plant conditions

- Evolutions in progress
- Planned evolutions for the "shift"

Equipment out of service
Abnormal equipment line-ups.
Briefing sessions can take place in a classroom or in an area adjacent to

the simulator equipped with appropriate instructional aids.
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4.5.9.2. Simulator Exercise
It is important to reinforce realism during the exercise and thereby to

assist the trainees to develop good operating practices. Thus, the instructor
must stress areas such as control room formality, use of procedures, shift
team roles, communications, log keeping and emergency plan implementation.

The conduct of simulator training will vary depending on the type of
training being undertaken, e.g., initial reactor operator training, continuing
training, upgrade training, training for managers, maintenance and other
non-control-room staff. Consequently, care should be taken to design and
conduct the training to meet the training needs of the individuals and the
team.

Videotaping may be used during simulator exercises to record trainee
actions. Such tapes can be used by the instructor to augment post-exercise
debriefings, or the videotapes may be reviewed by the trainees in a
self-evaluation session under the guidance of an instructor. Videotapes can
also be used to demonstrate good performance in control room activities.

During the initial stages of training, instructor interaction with
trainees should be high, to demonstrate proper performance and to correct
improper performance. Simulator functions such as freeze and backtrack should
be used to point out parameter trends, to demonstrate operating principles and
to identify and correct errors as they are made.

During the later stages of initial training and during continuing
training, the amount of instructor involvement should decrease to allow the
student to learn from mistakes.

Simulator exercises should be allowed to progress to the point where
either the training objective is achieved or the trainees are unable to
diagnose and respond effectively to the event. In the latter case, the
simulation should be stopped, immediate feedback provided and the exercise
resumed when the instructor is satisfied that the situation has been
adequately clarified.

Trainees' basic knowledge and skills should be developed before
off-normal exercises are introduced. Some utilities structure simulator
training as three modules progressing through normal, abnormal and emergency
training exercises. Within this hierarchy, operations can also be classified
as stressful, complex, sensitive or rare. As discussed in Appendix F,
scenarios falling into these categories should be included in the simulator
training programme. Many utilities find it beneficial for trainee control
room staff to spend the time between modules in the power plant. These
periods are spent on-shift reinforcing lessons learned on the simulator and
preparing for the next training module. This is carried out under supervision
by studying appropriate plant documentation and especially technical
specifications, safety reports and relevant operating procedures. In some
utilities, these activities are the subject of formal classroom training
sessions.

The development of training simulators has been such that generic
malfunctions on individual plant components are now available to the
instructor. Not only can he "fail" hardware components such as pumps and
valves but also he can interface with instrumentation and control signals.
While this provides a virtually infinite number of malfunctions at his
disposal, care should be taken to avoid deviation from the lesson plan during
the course of the simulator exercise. Not only could unscheduled malfunctions
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move the simulation into a previously unvalidated situation, but consequent
trainee and instructor activities will not have been determined.

It is not possible to use current simulators for accident scenarios which
progress significantly beyond the design basis accident, e.g., into core
degradation. This is due to limitations with respect to the availability of
validated data and equations. It is possible for the instructor to stage
simulator scenarios that will progress beyond the design basis. Before the
simulation goes beyond its validated boundaries, it should be terminated and
the exercise continued through instructor-led discussion. In this situation
he can make use of design-code-based information to review possible long-term
actions by the crew, which will enhance their knowledge base. In the event of
such an accident, it can be envisaged that instructions with respect to plant
manipulations will come from the emergency management group external to the
control room (see Section 2.6); hence training need/may only be to develop the
knowledge base and to practise a range of plant manipulations, e.g., shutdown
from the auxiliary shutdown room (subject to the appropriate handicaps, such
as the wearing of breathing apparatus).

It is essential that the control room team be well trained on how and
when to use procedures. Procedures may have limitations and thus should not
be followed blindly. Rather, procedure use should be coupled with an ongoing,
logical thought process; thus, there must be an emphasis on teamwork and
diagnostics training in both the initial and continuing training programmes.
The aim should be to provide operators with practice in applying the
fundamentals of effective communication, teamwork and problem-solving taught
in the classroom. This will entail the implementation of simulator exercises
designed to improve proficiency in the topics, which will be enhanced by:

Maintaining a professional approach and attitude to the position
responsibilities
Detecting problems early by trending key parameters
Anticipating problems during error-sensitive plant manoeuvres
Paying attention to the details of plant parameters and conditions, to
prevent incidents
Using procedures.
The number of instructors involved in conducting a simulator exercise

should be sufficient to accomplish the simulator operation, instruction,
role-playing and trainee assessment activities defined in the lesson plan.
Some simulator training activities, especially trainee assessment, require the
involvement of two instructors.

Trainee Assessment on the Simulator
Effective training requires that individual and team performances be

assessed during and at the completion of the simulator training programme.
During the programme, the information is valuable for measuring trainee
accomplishment of objectives and providing guidance on areas of weakness which
can be addressed during subsequent training sessions.

The assessment of staff during a simulator exercise should be conducted
in as objective a way as possible. Schemes have been developed which utilise
a range of criteria for each of the following assessment parameters:

Awareness
Event diagnosis
Immediate/entry level actions following malfunction injection

- Subsequent actions
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- Desk and panel manipulations
Use of procedures/technical specifications/reference data

- Communications
Supervisory ability.
The instructor undertaking the assessment utilises the criteria listed

against each parameter - which are grouped as: appropriate to unsatisfactory,
satisfactory and excellent performance. Through regular logging throughout a
simulator exercise, it is possible to build up information which enables the
trainee's performance to be determined. On some simulators, computerized
logging/recording of operator actions and major parameters can be used to
assist the instructor.

Examples of simulator exercise assessment guides for individuals and
teams are given in Appendix N, which includes a method being developed in
Hungary for the computer-based recording of trainee performance during a
simulator exercise.

During assessments, the instructor should try to limit his/her activities
to observing the actions of the trainees to determine if they meet performance
standards and to take appropriate notes, record times, and procedures used and
include questions for follow-up.

4.5.9.3. Post-Exercise Debriefing
A debriefing should be conducted at the conclusion of each exercise to

reinforce appropriate responses and to correct weaknesses. This may involve
rerunning portions of the exercise or using the monitored parameters function
of the simulator to show what happened during the exercise. Observations made
during simulator assessments may be supplemented during the debriefing by
questioning the trainee to determine his knowledge level. Videotape
recordings can make a useful contribution, particularly when reviewing
teamwork. It has been found to be very beneficial for the operators to
criticize their own performance and the performance of others during the
exercise.

It is beneficial, when reviewing emergency training scenarios, for the
instructor to promote a review and discussion which extends beyond the
potential emergency into a degraded core scenario, to highlight:

Essential operator actions and safety system responses to prevent meItdown
Ameliorating actions to recover the situation at intermediate points
Accident management strategies and emergency plan arrangements.

4.5.9.4. Use of Non-Plant-Specific Simulators
The ideal simulator training setting for initial and continuing training

of control room personnel is one which is plant-specific and full-scope with a
replica of the control room desk and panels. While not ideal, other types of
simulator sometimes have to be used (e.g., before delivery of a simulator for
a plant about to start up). Provided the relevant functions for availability
and safety are adequately represented on the chosen simulator, training can be
undertaken by attention to the following points:

The station procedures should be modified for use on the training
simulator.
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Instructors should be fully trained to understand the differences between
the plant and the simulator.
The training programme should begin with a classroom lesson describing
the differences and a simulator session during which the trainees
familiarise themselves with the simulator desk and panel layout.
Reinforcement of the differences, concentrating on the plant behaviour,
should occur during each post-exercise debriefing.

4.5.9.5. Full-Scope Simulator Training for Non-Control-Room Personnel
Simulator training for groups other than control room personnel has been

found to be beneficial. The aim is to provide them with simulator training to
develop a technical understanding of the integrated operations of the plant or
details of the operation of a specific system, instrument control loop or
component. Staff who may benefit from this type of training include:
- Managers
- Engineers and Technical Staff
- Shift Technical Advisors
- Instrument and Control Technicians

Field Operators (Roundsmen)
As these staff do not perform hands-on operation of the plant from the

central control room, simulator training is conducted with the instructor
demonstrating plant operating fundamentals and principles. It is neither
necessary nor cost-effective for such trainees to learn the desk and panel
layout such that they can undergo hands-on training. However, they can
beneficially be allowed to operate controls under the instructor's supervision
as a means of enhancing their learning. Owing to the method of training, the
numbers who can participate can be higher than for control room operator
training.

4.5.10. Assessment of Trainee Performance
Assessment of trainee performance during and at the completion of

training is an essential activity in conducting training. These assessments
are necessary to determine whether trainees are achieving the learning
objectives and to verify that they achieve the competence required to perform
the job for which they have been trained. The assessments also give feedback
information to training instructors and plant management on the effectiveness
of the training programme and data on the success in the selection of trainees
for that particular training. The feedback information from the assessment
should be used to make improvements in the training programme as necessary
(see Section 4.6.).

Trainee performance must be assessed regularly during each course and at
the completion of the training programme, as scheduled in the training plan
and the lesson plans. The schedule for the tests should be known in advance
by the trainees.

The test items and tests to be used for trainee assessment are developed
during the training programme's design phase, as described in Section 4.3.
Assessments used to verify competence upon completion of training as much as
possible should be related directly to actual job tasks performed in the job
environment (with normally available tools, procedures, etc).
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Test results should be provided to the trainees as soon as possible after
the test. The test results should then be reviewed jointly by the instructor
and the trainees. Deficiencies should be identified and advice given to the
trainees on necessary improvements.

Trainee performance and progress during training should be monitored
closely and continuously. The data for this progress monitoring should derive
not only from tests but also from daily discussions, resolving questions
during lectures, performing practical work, etc. Trainee mastery achieved in
training must be related to the learning objectives of particular training
modules.

Standards for assessing trainee performance should be applied
consistently. Trainees not meeting the pre-established standards should not
be allowed to progress to the next stage of the training until deficiencies
have been corrected.

Trainees who show weaknesses in tests or generally show insufficient
progress in training should be interviewed by the instructor to identify the
reasons for their difficulties. Then such trainees should be advised on how
to improve their performance (by using extra lessons, retaking parts of the
training, self-study, help from other trainees, etc). Any remedial actions to
correct the observed deficiencies should be agreed to by the trainee's job
supervisor. In cases when the remedial actions do not contribute to improved
performance, the trainee may be removed from further training.

The methods for competence verification defined in lesson plans and
training guides may be oral or written examinations or performance
demonstrations.

It is good practice for the competence verification to be integrated with
the conduct of training. By such an approach, the instructor gradually, prior
to final examinations, acquires confidence in the competence of the trainees.
The final examination is used only as a confirmation of the already expected
level of trainee skills and knowledge.

Through such an approach, the possibility of misjudgement is to a large
extent avoided, and the negative effects of trainee stress concerning
examination results are minimized.

In addition to operating organization assessment of trainees, it is a
requirement in some countries that trainees for certain positions successfully
complete an examination conducted by the external regulatory body. An example
of the syllabus and form of examination undertaken by trainee reactor
operators in Czechoslovakia is given in Appendix P.

4.5.10.1. Assessment Techniques
Assessments are given to test a person's knowledge of a specific topic or

his ability to perform a task. There are several types of performance
evaluation techniques utilized during training programmes: written and oral
examinations, and practical performance demonstrations (workshop, simulator,
on-the-job qualification). Each of these has a specific purpose and role in
the assessment process.

Written Examinations
Written examinations are a very important part of the assessment process

and are particularly applicable to classroom and self-study training. Written
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examinations are a convenient mechanism for measuring how effective the
lessons have been. They are held as progress tests during the conduct of the
training and as final examinations.

It is self-evident that the proposed content of examinations must be held
strictly confidential.

The main advantages and disadvantages of written examinations are:
Written examinations have the advantage of enabling the instructor to
examine a large group of trainees simultaneously and of allowing
sufficient time (several hours) for trainees to work out numerical
examples, to draw diagrams and sketches, to describe answers, etc.
Additionally, written examinations provide documentation of trainee
performance.

- They have the.disadvantage of not allowing the individual to express
fully his knowledge and mastery of a subject, and also many
individuals (especially those with lower educational levels) have
difficulty in expressing their knowledge in a written form clearly and
in a logical sequence.

Written examinations can make use of three types of question:
- Multiple choice questions
- Short answer
- Essay
Multiple choice quesitons are easy to administer and enable a large

number of knowledge items to be tested in a short period of time. They are
particularly useful for the recall and comprehension levels of intellectual
ability (see Section 4.2.2.), but need care in their formulation.

Short-answer questions require the trainee to provide a phrase, sentence
or diagram as a response. They have the benefit that, unlike multiple choice
questions, no stimulus by way of possible answers is provided.

Essay questions provide the most satisfactory written means of assessing
a trainee's competence at the high levels of intellectual ability -
application and evaluation. While essay questions based on learning
objectives included in the training programme are relatively easy to develop,
their judging and grading takes longer and is more difficult than with the
other two types of questions.

Oral Examinations
Oral examinations are another method of assessing trainees. As with

written examinations, oral examinations must be carefully prepared and
reviewed to ensure that they accurately assess trainee competence in relevant
topics and accomplishment of learning objectives. This includes preparing the
questions in advance and ensuring that each question is job-related.

Indicating the key items expected in answers will help in maintaining
objectivity and provide for immediate feedback to the trainee when the correct
answer is not obtained.

When a response requires the use of training material, plant documents,
drawings, media and/or some component, care must be taken to ensure that these
are made available to the trainee in due time, or that he knows that he is
responsible for obtaining that material in order to answer the question.
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Oral examinations should be well documented. Examination forms should be
prepared for each trainee which contain question areas, a summary of
assessment answers, and the assessor's remarks. The examination forms should
be filed as examination records for future use.

The advantages and disadvantages of oral examinations are the following:
Oral examinations give almost unlimited possibility to the trainee to
express in his own words his understanding of the topic.
This type of examination gives the assessor a better insight into the
trainee's overall knowledge and allows him to investigate more deeply
the trainee's understanding of the subject through additional
questions.

- Oral examiantions can provide immediate feedback to trainees when a
wrong response is obtained.
The disadvantage of oral examinations is in requiring individual
assessment of each trainee, and thus not allowing sufficient time to
work out calculations, demonstrate knowledge in practical usage of
mathematical expressions, in developing systems diagrams, etc. Also,
the quality and effectiveness of an oral examination depends on the
examiner's skill. Therefore, it is recommended that several qualified
examiners participate in final certification oral examinations.

- There is a risk of personal bias, of inadequate sampling of the
trainees' knowledge, and of the interference of many factors not
related to the training criterion.

The best practice is to combine written and oral examinations. This
choice takes advantage of the benefits of both examination techniques.

Performance Demonstrations
Performance demonstrations are used to measure the skills and knowledge

acquired by the trainees in on-the-job, simulator, workshop or laboratory
training. Performance demonstrations are similar to oral examinations but
generally require the trainee to demonstrate proficiency in a specific task
using appropriate procedures, tools, equipment or a simulator, as necessary.

Performance proficiency is an important aspect of training in the areas
of maintenance (mechanical, electrical and I&C), chemistry, radiological
protection and operation.

The assessment should be based on learning objectives and task
performance standards for each area. Specific aspects associated with the
assessment of trainees in on-the-job, laboratory/workshop and simulator
training are discussed in Sections 4.5.6., 4.5.7. and 4.5.9., respectively.

Satisfactory completion of the performance demonstration must, as in the
case of oral examinations, be properly documented. On the completion of the
demonstration, the document should be properly filed and preserved for future
reference.

4.5.10.2. Feedback

The trainees should be provided with prompt, regular and objective
feedback on their performance from any assessment method. The test results
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from written tests should be scored and returned to the trainees, preferably
within a day, but in no more than a week. The test results should then be
discussed in a critique session to point out weaknesses and to indicate areas
of necessary improvements.

Identification of trainee weaknesses is relatively straightforward.
Finding the causes of those weaknesses is not as simple, and more training is
not always the solution. One method of identifying weaknesses is in careful
evaluation of aggregate results of oral, written, and performance tests to
identify potential areas of weaknesses, both in the training and in the
testing methods. If some of the test items are frequently answered
incorrectly, this may indicate a weakness in the training programme, not the
trainees.

In addition to feedback provided for overall performance assessment,
feedback should also be provided on specific skills and knowledge that do not
meet job performance requirements.

4.5.10.3. Performance Below Required Standards
Trainees who perform below required performance standards should be

provided with remedial training and retested. The trainee should be removed
from the training programme if, after remedial training, the required
standards are still not met. The procedures to be applied when the trainee
cannot meet the performance standards should be defined in appropriate written
procedures.

The trainee should not be allowed to proceed to a higher training level
before his performance at the lower level is found satisfactory. Since the
training is normally held for a group of trainees, the time available for
individual remedial training is rather limited.

When the root causes of the difficulties is found to be in the initial
training programme, special training techniques should be used to correct
them. This would require careful analysis of the original training programme,
including inputs from the trainees. Information regarding trainee
deficiencies should also be used as feedback into the programme. (See Section
4.6.)

Similarly, job incumbents performing below required standards during
requalification or continuing training should be removed from the associated
job duties and provided with remedial training. Continued failure to achieve
the required performance standards will necessitate removal from the training
programme and the job.

4.5.11. Training Records
The establishment of training records is an essential part of a properly

implemented training programme. Two types of records are required:
- Training programme as implemented.

Trainee performance as assessed.
Records of the training programme as implemented will include details of

the actual schedule, training facilities utilised, trainee handouts, lesson
plans, and examination questions.
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For each trainee, data on his/her progress should be recorded. This will
include test and examination data and instructors' assessments of trainee
attitudes and competence.

In reviewing a training programme to identify possible improvements, it
is desirable to put together the above information, including instructor and
trainee feedback determined through the evaluation process described in
Sections 4.6.2.7. and 4.6.2.8. This collation should be done by the
instructor responsible for conducting the programme and be reviewed by his
supervisor.

4.5.12. Summary
The implementation of training can be split into four activities:

Preparing the instructors.
Pretesting the trainees.
Delivering the lesson (or conducting the on-the-job,
laboratory/workshop, simulator and self-study training).
Assessing the trainee performance.

- Developing competent instructors requires appropriate subject matter
expertise and instructional skills competence.

- More advanced instructional training is required for duties associated
with training settings outside the classroom and for activities
associated with training design and development.

- All instructors should be assessed against performance standards for
their competence to undertake defined tasks; this process is commonly
referred to as certification.
Continuing training is required for instructors and should cover both
technical knowledge and instructional skills.
Pretesting of trainees is important to establish that they have the
prerequisite skills and knowledge necessary to undertake the training
programme.

- Instructors must be fully knowledgeable about the lesson plans,
facilities and equipment they will utilise in delivering a lesson.

Classroom instruction is the most widely adopted training setting. Its
effectiveness is enhanced by the use of training media such as
transparancies, audio and video devices and scale plant models.
On-the-job training is usually conducted by job incumbents who have been
trained to deliver this form of training. Progress is monitored through
the training organisation, and assessment is carried out by an
independent assessor.
Laboratory/workshop training requires adequate supervision to ensure safe
working practices. Trainee group sizes should take into account the need
to practice the skills taught and demonstrated by the instructor and will
also be determined by the availability of the necessary equipment and
tools.
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Self-study training can be undertaken in a variety of settings such as
home and at the work place. In all cases the trainees require support
from a designated expert.
Simulator training exercises should be undertaken in three parts:

Pre-exercise briefing
Simulator exercise
Post-exercise debriefing

The use of non-plant-specific simulators requires careful preparation and
thorough explanation of the differences between plant and simulator.
Exercises should be conducted until either the training objective has
been achieved or the trainees are unable to diagnose and respond
effectively to the event.
Instructors should help trainees to develop good operating practices, use
procedures, improve diagnostic techniques, communicate effectively and
work well as part of the shift team.
Assessment of training in all settings to defined performance standards
provides feedback to the trainees, instructors, training management and
plant management. Techniques which are available include:
. Written examinations

Oral questioning
Performance demonstrations

Each technique has advantages and disadvantages; a combination of written
and oral techniques has been found to be the most appropriate for
knowledge and performance demonstrations, supplemented by oral questions
for skills testing.
Assessment of simulator training should utilise prepared checklists to
improve objectivity.
Following all assessments both during and at the end of a training
programme, feedback should be provided to trainees.
Records of all training conducted, and details and results of all
assessments should be established and maintained.
Failure to achieve specified performance standards will necessitate
either remedial training or removal from the training programme.
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4.6. MAINTAINING AND IMPROVING TRAINING PROGRAMME EFFECTIVENESS

4.6.1. Introduction
Training programme evaluation and upgrading is essential to achieve

well-organised and effective performance-based training and to ensure that
employee competence is developed and maintained. The goal of programme
evaluation is to determine the effectiveness and efficiency of the implemented
training programme and to provide input for its revision if necessary. The
key aspect of training programme improvement is to learn from experience.

Internal training evaluation should be an integral component of nuclear
utility training. Utility management should be directly involved in the
evaluation of training programme effectiveness, because effective training
will contribute to plant safety and reliability.

Training programme evaluation includes evaluation of trainee test
results, trainee and instructor critiques, feedback from supervisors, feedback
from trainees after they begin work in their new positions, formal programme
evaluation, and evaluation of training staff performance. However, the
primary indicators of programme effectiveness are plant performance, plant
operations experience, and personnel performance. The evaluation process also
collects information on new or changing training needs (e.g., plant
modifications and procedure changes) and initiates appropriate training
programme changes.

Evaluation of programme effectiveness focuses on the achievement of
learning objectives and not on the training process. The evaluation process
identifies performance problems that can be solved by improved training.

* Papers presented at the Seventh Symposium on Training of Nuclear Facility
Personnel, Orlando, Florida 1987.

** Paper presented at the CSNI Specialist Meeting on Training of Nuclear
Reactor Personnel, Orlando, Florida, 1987.
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The main evaluation activities are:
- Collecting information on training programme effectiveness and on new

or changing training needs
- Analysing collected information to determine needed improvements in

training programmes
- Initiating actions to revise and improve training programmes.

4.6.2. Collecting Information on Training Programme Effectiveness and
Changing Needs

The sources of information on training programme effectiveness and
factors influencing changes in training needs are as follows:

- Feedback from plant operating experience
- Industry-wide operating experience
- Reports from plant inspections.and evaluations
- Plant modifications and changes in plant procedures
- Feedback from job supervisors
- Feedback from programme graduates
- Trainee evaluation of training programmes
- Feedback from instructors
- Feedback from performance of operators on the simulator

4.6.2.1. Feedback from Plant Operating Experience
Plant operating experiences present a valuable source of information on

the effectiveness of training programmes.
Because plant performance is highly dependent on power plant personnel

performance, it is a good indicator of the effectiveness of the training
programmes. The review of experience in handling abnormal operating
conditions and plant transients, as well as data on the number of plant trips,
equipment failures, unscheduled maintenance, excessive plant unavailability or
unsafe practices may indicate deficiencies in some parts of the training
programmes.

Review and analysis of job incumbents' performance in specific situations
requiring diagnosis of events, use of procedures, timely corrective actions,
and promptly locating and repairing defective components may indicate
weaknesses in training (but may also indicate other weaknesses).

The analysis of plant operational experience may also indicate if job
performance standards are different from those used in training.

Also, the frequency of observed operator errors is of importance for
judging training programme effectiveness. If errors are consistently
repeated, the conclusion may be that corresponding parts of the training
programme have to be revised and improved. This may necessitate modifications
to the simulator to extend the scope of the training exercises conducted on
it. Both hardware and software changes could be required.

4.6.2.2. Industry-wide Operating Experience
Industry-wide operating experience, especially operating events at

similar plants, is also likely to influence the content of training
programmes. Incorporating industry operating experience into training enables
utilities to benefit from each other's experience.
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Sources of information on nuclear industry experience include reports on
operating and maintenance events distributed through national and
international channels (e.g., utility associations, owners groups, IAEA,
reactor vendors, etc).
4.6.2.3. Reports from Plant Inspections and Evaluations

Nuclear power plant inspections to evaluate plant safety and reliability
can also provide a valuable source of information on training programme
effectiveness. The evaluation of plant operations performance is usually
effected at various levels:

- Internal plant evaluations: Internal evaluation should be performed
by the safety engineering group and by the quality assurance group.
Reports should be submitted to plant management.

- Evaluation by external organisations: In some cases, utilities have
created a joint organization to evaluate the operational safety and
reliability of individual plant performance. The reports are for
internal utility use, but recommendations are based on wider utility
experience. In addition, the IAEA has established its OSART missions,
which include training among the activities reviewed by OSART team members
against international best practices (see Ref. [2] Section 1.7, for
OSART results).

- Reports from regulatory inspections: Reports from regulatory
inspections often contain a number of observations and remarks
important for training activities. The correction of training
programmes based on these observations is in many cases mandatory.

4.6.2.4. Plant Modifications and Changes in Plant Procedures
It is evident that effective training programmes (both initial and

continuing training) must incorporate training to develop skills and knowledge
related to plant modifications (design changes, system and component
modifications) and changes to plant documents (procedures, technical
specifications, equipment manuals). These changes should be incorporated into
initial training programmes before the next class is conducted, and the
training of incumbents should be completed before new procedures become
effective.

A system must be established which routinely provides information on
proposed plant modifications and proposed changes in plant procedures to the
training organisation for action as indicated above. It is particularly
important to evaluate the system in terms of its impact on the simulator. The
time taken to modify simulator hardware and software can be significant;
hence, an effective system for the transfer of both approved proposals and
their subsequent implementation details is essential if timely training is to
be provided.

4.6.2.5. Feedback from Job Supervisors
A formal approach periodically to solicit supervisor feedback on job

performance problems is an integral part of training programme evaluation.
Supervisors are qualified to describe common performance problems and

identify anticipated changes in job requirements. They should be consulted
periodically concerning how well training is preparing new employees to
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perform their jobs and what additional or refresher training is needed for
current employees.

The information obtained from supervisors should be used to improve both
initial and continuing training. Collected information should include:

- Tasks for which recent graduates are inadequately prepared
- Types of errors committed by job incumbents
- Suggestions for improvements in initial and continuing training

programmes
- Expected changes in job assignments, procedures and equipment

4.6.2.6. Feedback from Programme Graduates
A formal programme for collecting feedback information from job

incumbents three to six months after they complete training should be
implemented and the data used for training programme evaluation for initial
and continuing training.

To accomplish a systematic survey of graduates' evaluation of training
programme effectiveness, a questionnaire should be prepared asking, for
example, the following questions:

- What additional training have you received since being assigned to the
job?

- What unexpected difficulties or problems in job performance have you
experienced?

- Has your supervisor given you instructions different from those
received in training?

- Have there been other differences between the training received and
what is now expected of you on the job?

- What changes have occurred in your job since you were assigned to it?
- What kinds of errors have you or other new employees committed on the

job?
- How could training have better prepared you for the job?
- What suggestions would you make to improve the training you received?
- What additional training do you need for your job?
Information collected from graduates should be confirmed before actions

are taken to modify training.
4.6.2.7. Trainee Evaluation of Training Programmes

Trainees, at the end of training, should be given questionnaires intended
to collect their viewpoints on training programme quality. (See Appendix Q
for examples). The collection of trainees' first-hand opinions on the conduct
of the training can be used as valuable information for training programme
improvement. The questions to be asked of the trainees should cover the
following general aspects:

- Overall assessment of the course
- Adequacy of time allocated for tutorials and self-study
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- Trainee suggestions for changes to the structure and content of the
course

- Trainee views on whether any specific course or lesson objectives were
not met

- Adequacy of course instructions, accommodation and catering
arrangements.

For each session in the course, the trainee should be requested to
allocate a grade, for example:

1 - Excellent
2 - Good
3 - Adequate
4 - Inadequate
5 - Poor

with any appropriate supporting comments for the following aspects:
Content - assess the subject content in the context of the course,

e.g., are the objectives appropriate?
Presentation - assess the presentation of the information, e.g., the

adequacy of visual aids, instructional techniques, etc.
Handouts - do the handouts cover the lesson content clearly,

concisely and in sufficient detail?
For time allocation the trainee should be asked to comment on the

adequacy of the allocated time against the actual content. This could be done
using the key:

+ : Too much time
o : About right
- : Not enough time
To maximise the information collected from the trainees, the above

aspects should be used to construct a questionnaire which should be
distributed to trainees at the beginning of a course. Instructors should
encourage its completion at the end of each session, while trainee perceptions
are still fresh in their minds.

4.6.2.8. Feedback from Instructors
Instructors can contribute substantially to evaluation of training

programme effectiveness. Since they have experience in the conduct of
training, they can evaluate the duration of particular training modules,
structure of the programme, sequence of lectures, quality and quantity of
training facilities, and training material accuracy and completeness.

4.6.2.9. Feedback from Performance of Operators on the Simulator
Feedback from operator and crew performance on the simulator during

continuing training programs or other simulator demonstrations such as human
factors analysis can be useful in assessing initial training program
effectiveness. Performance deficiencies on weaknesses identified as common to
more than one crew could be caused by incomplete initial training. Results of
the continuing training program should therefore be reviewed periodically for
possible initial training program implications.
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4.6.3. Analysis of Information on Training Programme Effectiveness
The information on training programme effectiveness obtained from sources

described above should be analysed to determine what actions are needed to
improve the training programme.

There are different methods used for converting obtained information into
a training improvement action plan.

First, the frequency of observed problems (e.g., similar comments from
different trainees) must be determined to separate occassional occurrences
from systematic ones. Frequency distributions or other statistical methods
may be used for organising, summarizing and displaying this data. The results
would then show how often particular events have occurred, and can be used for
comparison with pre-established standards.

The analysis of collected and organised data should be directed to
determine the following:

- Does the competence acquired in training meet established standards?
- Does the training programme include all items necessary to meet

learning objectives?
The tasks for which performance is below standard require the

corresponding training modules to be investigated to determine the causes for
the observed poor performance.

Plant operating, maintenance and industry-wide experience can be analysed
by this method. Special attention should be paid to the frequency of events
indicating below-standard performance. Frequent errors by operations
personnel should demand a prompt investigation of the cause.

Another aspect of analysis of collected feedback data is related to the
content of the training programme, i.e., analysis of whether the training
covers all items needed to meet learning objectives. If it is detected that
some items of importance for the trainees' job are missing from the training
programme (this would be most likely to occur due to plant changes,
modification of plant documents, new plant or industry experiences or new
regulatory requirements), the training programme should be supplemented
accordingly.

In cases when the collected data on graduates' performance indicates
deficiencies, it is essential to identify root causes for such performance
problems. Both training and operations management should be involved in the
analysis of possible root causes leading to poor performance. In general, the
following sequence should be applied:

- Identify specific symptoms of the problem
- Determine possible alternative causes of the problem
- Investigate each alternative cause until it is eliminated or confirmed.
This activity requires experienced analysts. The first two steps are

performed by the operations and training management personnel themselves,
while the third is accomplished through interviews and discussions with
ex-trainees and by directly observing their on-the-job actions.

The accurate identification of root causes allows the selection of
appropriate corrective actions (such as better training in the classroom, in
the simulator or on-the-job, or a better trainee assessment system). However,
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it should be recognised that not all plant performance problems are
necessarily due to shortcomings in the training programme. Incorrect
procedures (both operational and maintenance), inadequate quality control and
equipment design faults are other possible root causes.

It is important to emphasise that efficient evaluation of training
programme effectiveness can be achieved only with close cooperation between
the training department and plant operations management. The systematic
evaluation of a training programme is essential to maintain its quality.

4.6.4. Corrective Actions
In cases when plant employees, after completion of their training, do not

meet the required performance standards, changes to the training process must
be introduced. These may relate to changes in implementation of the existing
training programme (better conduct of training, more in-depth trainee
assessment) or in changes to training programme content.

Since formal changes to a training programme are costly and time
consuming, they must be well documented and processed accordingly. Each
utility should establish a procedure for deciding whether or not a training
programme should be changed and, if so, how it should be changed and to whom
the new or modified training should be provided. Any changes made to training
programmes should be accomplished in accordance with established quality
control procedures.

The initiative for changing the training programme should be documented
by the originator (a person from training or from plant operations) and
approved by training and operations management. The implementation of a major
training programme change, if approved, should be processed similar to the
original training programme, i.e., should include analysis, design and
development. Minor changes in training programme content caused by some
changes in plant systems and procedures could be implemented directly using a
simplified procedure.

4.6.5. Summary
- Evaluation and improvement of training programme effectiveness should be

considered as a continuous process of essential importance to maintaining
the required quality of training. Without evaluation, the training
programme effectiveness would probably deteriorate, and this
deterioration would not be detected.
The first step in evaluating the effectiveness of a training programme is
to collect information from appropriate sources.
The sources of information relevant to indicating training effectiveness,
efficiency and any necessity to introduce changes in training programmes
are:
. Feedback from operating plant experience
. Industry-wide operating experience
. Reports from plant inspections and evaluations
. Plant modifications and changes in plant procedures
. Feedback from job supervisors
. Feedback from graduates' on-the-job experience
. Information from trainees after training is completed
. Feedback from training instructors.
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The collected data on training programme effectiveness should be
organised to obtain the frequency of occurrence of particular events
(this could, for example, be the repetition rate of employees errors) and
other quantitative indicators needed for training evaluation.
The criteria for evaluation of training programme effectiveness are
related to performance standards established by the plant management. An
aim of evaluation is also to check that training programmes include all
plant changes and changes to plant procedures.
Some plant and procedure changes will necessitate modifications to
simulator hardware and/or software.
Evaluation requires close cooperation between the training department and
plant operations management.
An essential part of training programme evaluation is identification of
root causes of performance deficiencies. This could be done by
identifying the specific symptoms of the problem, determining possible
alternative causes of the problem and investigating the alternative
causes until they are confirmed or eliminated.
On the basis of the analysis of collected data and of established root
causes of performance deficiencies, an action plan to improve and correct
the training programme should be initiated. This may consist of
improvement in the conduct of training or in changes to the training
programme.
Implementation of changes in a training programme should be well
documented and should follow the procedure established by the utility.
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4.7. MAINTENANCE TRAINING

Highly qualified and competent maintenance personnel are essential for
ensuring nuclear power plant safety and reliability. A significant percent of
the root causes of incidents and accidents in nuclear power plants have been
associated with maintenance-related activities. For these reasons, a section
of this Guidebook is devoted to an overview of maintenance training, in order
to emphasize the importance of training for this critical category of nuclear
power plant personnel using a systematic approach.

Correct and timely performance of maintenance work helps ensure safe and
reliable plant operation. Maintenance training should aim to develop an
awareness of the impact which the worker's actions have on personal safety,
plant safety and reliability. Training should develop a clear understanding
of the potential impact of maintenance actions on plant conditions and
operation, and knowledge of conditions that might compromise safe and reliable
plant operation. Maintenance department policies, procedures and philosophy
should foster a questioning attitude on the part of maintenance personnel.

Training programmes should be developed for each maintenance discipline -
mechanical, electrical, instrumentation and control. The training programmes
should be based on the systematic approach to training model presented in
Chapter 4. of this Guidebook. Hence, job analysis (see Section 4.2.3.) to
define the specific tasks assigned to a position is necessary, and task
analysis (see Section 4.2.4.) should be used to define directly-related
knowledge and skills. Analysis results should be used to establish the
training programme learning objectives, test items, instructional methods and
training settings, e.g., classroom lecture, laboratory/workshop, on-the-job
training (see Section 4.3.3.). Performance measures used to evaluate
employee's performance and to assess training effectiveness can also be
derived from the analysis results.

After learning objectives and job-related performance measures are
established for a maintenance training programme, the training materials can
be developed. These materials should include instructor lesson plans,
training aids, text, handouts, performance checklists, examinations and
evaluation guides for the selected instructional methods. Section 4.4.4.
describes these activities in more detail. Of particular importance in
maintenance training is the use of models and mock-ups. The latter, in
particular, permit the training and rehearsal of maintenance skills and
procedures (see Section 4.4.4.4.). An example of the facilities and equipment
provided at a training center in Japan is given in Appendix R.

Methods for the conduct of sessions in the training settings referred to
above are described in Section 4.5.

The training programme should be evaluated regularly, as described in
Section 4.6., and should determine the extent to which the established
objectives are being accomplished. The results of these evaluations should be
used to improve training plans, organization, facilities, programmes,
materials and procedures. In addition, a systematic method should exist to
update the training programme content as a result of plant modification,
operating experience, procedure changes and changes in job requirements, such
as might be necessary following the introduction of new technologies or
techniques.

The goal of initial training and qualification is to ensure that
maintenance department personnel possess the physical attributes, knowledge
and skills necessary to perform assigned duties in a manner that promotes safe
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and reliable plant operations. However, it is also necessary to refresh and
update these skills by means of continuing training (see Chapter 5), whose
main goal is to provide assurance that maintenance department personnel have
the required knowledge of applicable plant physical and procedural
modifications, changes to regulatory requirements and lessons learned from
industry and in-house operating experience that could affect their job
performance. Improvements in job performance and the development of broader
scope and depth of job-related knowledge and skills are also goals of a
meaningful continuing training programme. Another important function of the
continuing training programme is the introduction of new technologies and
techniques.

Examples of outlines of maintenance training programmes are given in
Appendix H.
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Chapter 5

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO CONTINUING TRAINING

5.1. INTRODUCTION

Continuing training is that training necessary to maintain and enhance
the competence of nuclear power plant staff. It can also include training to
improve the career development potential of selected individuals.

It is well-known that the skills and knowledge acquired in initial
training gradually deteriorate, especially those which are not regularly used
in the actual performance of the job. Nuclear power plant operation is
characterized by lengthy periods of continuous normal operation, in which only
a limited range of operator action is necessary. Abnormal or emergency
situations, when the operator's full knowledge and diagnostic skills are
indispensible, are rarely if ever experienced. Continuing training is
essential in order to maintain the required level of competence for dealing
with abnormal and emergency situations. Simulators or simulated environments
play an important role in this type of continuing training for control room
operations personnel.

In addition to abnormal and emergency situations, there are many other
tasks and individual knowledge and skills included in the objectives of
initial training but infrequently used. These can be identified from a job
and task analysis and also require continuing training. Examples include not
only knowledge items, but also some infrequent equipment repair work which may
be of essential importance for plant availability, dose reduction and
refueling activities.

Owing to the ongoing development of reactor technology and the experience
gained during plant operation, the design of each plant and its procedures
will be modified and improved. Therefore, to maintain the required level of
competence, an effective continuing training programme must include the
updating of previously qualified personnel in those areas relevant to their
job functions. Host important of all, many personnel performance problems can
be reduced or corrected through continuing training, and lessons learned from
incidents and events (at the plant and at similar plants) can be communicated
to personnel through continuing training.

It is important to consider all these factors as objectives in a
continuing training programme.

Continuing training is not only safety-related but also reduces costs,
because it leads to increased avoidance of incidents and accidents, decreased
downtime and personnel accidents, and increased personnel motivation and
incentive for outstanding as opposed to adequate performance. On the other
hand, the overall effort in time and in human and financial resources for a
continuing training programme is very significant, especially for the shift
operating staff. Therefore, the integration of continuing training programmes
into the normal operation and maintenance activities requires considerable
attention by plant management. An overview of an SAT model applied to
continuing training is given in Table 5.1.--1.

As shown in Table 5.1.-1, the scope of a continuing programme can be
subdivided into two main areas:

- Training activities required to maintain competence.
- Training activities carried out to enhance competence.
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TABLE 5.1.-1 SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO CONTINUING TRAINING - AN OVERVIEW

Task Maintenance
of Competence

Enhancement of Competence
and/or Career Development

of continuing
training programme

Maintenance of defined
standards of knowledge
and skills
Ensuring awareness of
modifications and
changes
Ensuring awareness of
lessons learned
Correcting performance
discrepencies

Ensuring level of
teamwork and
diagnostic skills

Provision of training
for career development

Stimulating the
introduction of
new techniques
Providing a forum for
discussion on recommen-
dations for plant
improvements
Enhancing intellectual
knowledge

Trainins needs
Analysis

Review initial
training items
operating records,
etc. and select
items for continuing
training

Review of:
- Initial training items
for those which tend
to be forgotten and
those which are
complicated and rarely
used

- Operating records
- QC results
- Modifications of plant
and procedures

- Regulatory requirements

Select candidates for
promotion
Select topics for
continuing training
programme the may be
useful for promotion

Design and
Development
of training plans
and materials.
Choice of
participants,
teachers, methods,
materials,training
centres, intervals
and duration

- Training plans giving
subjects, dates, places
duration, methods,
teachers and materials.

Selected courses for
career development.
Installation of job-
rotation programme
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TABLE 5.1.-1. (continued)

Task Maintenance
of Competence

Enhancement of Competence
and/or Career Development

Implementation
of continuing
training organiza-
tion, performance
and documentation
of continuing
training

Performance of continuing
training according to the
training plan and document-
ation of participation,
results, definition of
knowledge discrepencies.

Performance of continuing
training measures for
career development and
introduction of new
technologies.
Documentation of such
measures.

Evaluation and
Feedback
Evaluate
examinations of
participants.
Evaluate worker
performance
improvements

Special attention and
training given to
participants who have
performance discrepencies.
Update continuing training
programme according to the
experience gained.
Update the methods applied
and the knowledge required
by the teachers.

Update continuing
training programme
according to new
technical developments.
Selection of candidates
for development.

Those training activities required to maintain competence are mandatory
and must be included in a continuing training program for all qualified
personnel. Other activities can be included in the continuing training
program to improve competence (which is highly desirable) or to develop staff
for higher-level positions. This latter additional training is sometimes
referred to as promotion training in some countries.

In this chapter the major steps described in the previous chapter, namely
analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation, will be
discussed in the context of continuing training.

Because of the importance of continuing training in some countries,'
guidelines have been issued by the authorities which define continuing
training requirements. An example from the Federal Republic of Germany of
such a guideline is given in Appendix S.

5.2. SCOPE OF A CONTINUING TRAINING PROGRAMME

The aims of a continuing training programme may be defined as:
- Maintenance of job-related competence
- Enhancement of job-related competence
- Improvement of career development potential
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5.2.1. Maintenance of Job-Related Competence
Job competence is maintained by:
- Maintaining the required knowledge, intellectual abilities and manual

skills related to plant operations and administrative procedures,
thereby preventing deterioration of performance

- Ensuring an adequate awareness of plant modifications, procedural
changes and regulatory requirements

- Ensuring an appropriate awareness of lessons to be learned from the
experience of their own and comparable plants

- Correcting performance discrepancies
- Ensuring the necessary level of teamwork and diagnostic skills.

5.2.2. Enhancement of Job-Related Competence
Job-related competence can be enhanced by:
- Providing training opportunities which may utilize new training

methods or training aids as a means of improving job-related competence
- Stimulating the introduction of new technologies and techniques
- Providing a forum for the discussion and recommendation of ways to

improve plant performance
- Enhancing intellectual abilities and manual skills particularly in

relation to transients and emergencies which can, in continuing
training, involve all operating team members.

5.2.3. Improvement of Career-Development Potential
It is important for maintaining personnel motivation and performance that

there exists the possibility for career development within the plant and/or
utility. This requires that operations personnel be provided with
opportunities for gaining new knowledge and skills which, together with
carefully planned job rotation, provide the qualifications and experience for
them to advance in their careers. These considerations apply both to
personnel at the professional and at the technician levels.

5.3. TRAINING NEEDS ANALYSIS

In determining the topics to be included in a continuing training
programme, the following items should be considered:

- Initial training topics
- Operating and performance reviews
- Plant and procedure modifications
- Personnel development needs
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5.3.1. Review of Initial Training Topics
Based on the job and task analysis, initial training topics should be

reviewed to determine which tasks and their associated knowledge and skills
should be included in the continuing training programme.

The following criteria for selection should be applied:
- Review of science and engineering fundamentals (e.g., applied

thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, reactor physics and kinetics) should
be undertaken over a number of continuing training programmes. The
use of much of this knowledge in day-to-day operations is limited.
This review, when performed in conjunction with plant system training
and simulator training, is beneficial in maintaining and improving
capability in both diagnostic and cognitive skills (analysis,
synthesis and evaluation).

- Operational procedures which are rarely used (abnormal and emergency
procedures) should be reviewed periodically. It may also be
beneficial to include some infrequently used normal operating
procedures, e.g. plant startup, if certain procedures have not been
used recently or if improvement in operating performance is required.

- Maintenance procedures which are rarely used. Within this category
consideration should be given to those which are associated with work
in high radiation fields, (e.g., steam generator tube
inspection/repair), those related to work on complicated plant
components, possibly involving the use of special tools, and
in-service inspection activities.

- Review of topics covered in general employee initial training. This
includes personnel safety, radiological protection, site regulations,
emergency arrangements, fire protection and first aid.

- Severe accident management. The procedures to be followed in the
event of a severe accident should be reviewed and practised in the
continuing training programme.

5.3.2. Operations Performance Review
A systematic review of recent operational experience and staff

performance at the plant should be included in continuing training. This
should include discussion on performance discrepancies and their causes. The
review should also take into account deficiencies identified by QA/QC.

Continuing training should also include preparation of staff for future
scheduled operations and maintenance activities to improve the preparedness of
staff.

Operational review of experience of similar plants through the use of
incident reporting systems can identify topics for inclusion in continuing
training programmes. All utilities should have a formal system for receiving
and reviewing reports from other plants (e.g., the IAEA Incident Reporting
System (1RS)) and for directing reports, as needed, to the relevant experts
and to the training sections of relevant plants.

Results of reviews, inspections and audits by external bodies, such as
the regulatory authority or IAEA OSART team, should be considered for topics
to be covered during continuing training.
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5.3.3. Plant and Procedure Modifications
Changes in plant systems design and in plant operating and maintenance

procedures due to the following must be communicated to the staff through a
continuing training programme:

- Improved procedures.
- Revised standards.
- Plant systems modifications.
- Introduction of new techniques and technology.
- Regulatory authority requirements (changes in manning levels,

requalification/relicensing frequency).

5.3.4. Career Development
To facilitate a supply of qualified staff for more senior positions,

utilities may consider the selection of an appropriate number of staff to
undertake training which will enable them to be considered for promotion.
This can be achieved through the use of job rotation and the use of training
courses which could be technical, managerial or supervisory in nature. Some
utilities find it beneficial to train and authorise a small number of staff to
undertake the duties of the post above their present one. Such staff provide
'cover' for more senior colleagues in the event of sickness and holidays, and
may supervise contract personnel during outages. This practice also enables
management to review performance in the more senior position as an aid to
manpower development. Training for career development of selected personnel
can be partially accomplished through continuing training.

5.3.5. Subjects not Suitable for Continuing Training
It should be remembered that many subjects which have to be covered by

initial education and training should not be repeated during continuing
training, as the participants may become bored and lose interest and
motivation for continuing training. In general, those subjects which are
reinforced through day-to-day work performance should not be repeated. For
example, although initial training is necessary, reactor operators usually
need no retraining on the operation of systems which they operate very often
or on procedures that are used very frequently. Theoretical subjects must be
selected with much care. Subjects that improve the understanding of processes
that take place in the plant (such as reactivity and thermodynamic
characteristics) are of great importance and must be included, while
theoretical subjects which are not strongly related to the scope of continuing
training as defined in Section 5.2 should be omitted.

5.3.6. Output of the Training Needs Analysis
Having decided upon the topics to be included in the continuing training

programme, the methodology of Chapter 4 should be applied to determine the
associated skills and knowledge for each topic. In some instances the
documentation produced by the initial JTA can be utilised. These skills and
knowledge will be utilised in the design phase. Table 5.3.-1. provides a
matrix which indicates the continuing training needs for various groups of
nuclear power plant operations personnel.
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5.3.7. Special Factors Relating to Continuing Training for Different Groups
of Staff

5.3.7.1. Managers
Managers maintain competence in their principal management and

administrative responsibilities to a large extent by performing their
day-to-day duties. Thus, managers would not in most cases be required to
receive formal continuing training in these areas on a regular basis, because
they would normally maintain their competence by dealing with various
technical and administrative issues and solving problems associated with their
tasks and functions. Furthermore, they take part in meetings, conferences and
working groups and carry out self-studies in relevant areas when necessary.
However, they can provide an example to the plant operating and maintenance
continuing training and by providing relevant continuing training.

Some kinds of continuing training are recommended for management staff,
and thus a formal continuing training programme should be in place for the
following:

- Standard programme for emergency drills (fire fighting, radiation
emergencies).

- Periodic participation in simulator training sessions designed to
maintain their knowledge of plant dynamics and system/system
interactions under a range of normal, abnormal and emergency
conditions.

5.3.7.2. Control Room Operations Staff
Since the control room operations staff has the most direct impact on

safe and reliable plant operation, their continuing training programme has to
be reviewed on a regular basis to ensure that the content of the programme
addresses actual needs. The various tasks of these personnel can be analyzed
for training requirements with a significant degree of accuracy based on the
operations procedures, observed performance discrepancies from plant
operation, simulator training and reported incidents. The content of this
programme should be a tool for motivating and striving for excellence in plant
operation.

For this group of staff, the training needs analysis described above
should be performed using the SAT method of Chapter 4. The continuing
training programme for this group is normally the most extensive. Since the
job functions of operations staff are similar in many plants, review of the
continuing training programmes of other plants will be helpful in defining the
continuing training programme for one's own plant. In addition to the
continuing training needs defined in Table 5.3-1, operations staff have fco
maintain their competence in the following:

- Team skills and communication
- Diagnostic skills
- Performance under stress.

5.3.7.3. Maintenance Staff
The elements which need to be included in the continuing training

programme for maintenance staff can be defined by use of the needs analysis
approach described above using the SAT method. In some instances, external
courses such as those provided by manufacturers will be utilised. However,
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the overall duration of such a programme will be significantly less than that
required for direct operations staff. In addition to the continuing training
needs defined in Table 5.3.-1, maintenance staff (engineers, technicians and
craftsmen) have to be continually trained in the following areas:

- Welding requalification
- Training on mock-ups
- Trouble-shooting techniques
- Use of safety equipment.

5.3.7.4. Technical Support and Monitoring Staff
Information about plant and procedure modifications, modification of

authority regulations, lessons learned from incidents and the implementation
of new technologies should be transmitted to technical support personnel.
Information should always be job-related, to avoid a flood of irrelevant data.

At the professional level of engineer/scientist, self-study associated
with their work on day-to-day problems provides much of the remainder of the
training necessary for maintaining and enhancing their capabilities.
Attendance at meetings, conferences and specially organised seminars should
also be utilised as a means of updating this group of staff. The professional
staff also have a responsibility for communicating appropriate topics at a
suitable level to the technicians within their departments.

Formal continuing training needs for technical support staff includes
emergency drills and general employee training (see Table 5.3.-1).

5.4. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A CONTINUING TRAINING PROGRAMME

Design of a continuing training programme uses as an input the list of
topics derived from the training needs analysis. Although design and
development activities utilise the methods presented in Sections 4.3. and 4.4,
there are a number of aspects which are specific to continuing training.
5.4.1 Training Methods

In continuing training, both the scope and use of the traditional
training methods require some adjustment.

A continuing training programme should be subdivided into
- Classroom lessons: fundamental subjects, operations review, general

employee training
- Simulator training: operations performance, teamwork and diagnostic

skills
- On-the-job training

and plant drills: performance-oriented subjects
- Laboratory/workshops:mechanical, electrical, chemical and

I&C-related skills
5.4.1.1. Classroom Lessons

In continuing training, the participants will be trained in many of the
topics presented during initial training, and hence should be able to recall
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many facts. Therefore, a different approach is required by the lecturer if he
is to motivate the participants. The content should be based on case studies;
the theoretical background and the relevant facts should be recalled and
stressed in connection with actual problems of plant design and plant
operation. The active participation of trainees should be promoted by making
greater use of oral questions and discussions. At the same time these lessons
may serve as a forum for discussion of relevant technical problems. Proposals
for technical modifications suggested by the trainees should be evaluated with
much care and implemented, if they are beneficial for the plant. If handled
in this way, the lecture series will improve the motivation of the staff.
Furthermore, if the lessons are perfomed by plant engineers or specialists
trained in instructional skills, the cooperation between the direct operating
staff and the engineers working in support functions will be improved.

Since the motivation of the staff to attend lessons can deteriorate with
time, the delivery and content will affect the motivation of the audience.

Classroom lessons (also referred to as a lecture series) are mainly used
to keep the direct operating personnel acquainted with plant and procedure
modifications and operations review. Examples of the contents of continuing
training programmes for the operators of a nuclear power plant, taken from the
Federal Republic of Germany, the United States of America and Yugoslavia, are
given in Appendix S.

Compared with former continuing training programmes, subjects such as
thermohydraulics and fluid dynamics have gained in importance. This is due to
the incorporation into continuing training programmes of the results of the
systematic approach to training, the lessons learned from accidents such as
TMI and Chernobyl, and the evaluation of operator errors. Furthermore, in a
modern continuing training classroom lesson, the detailed explanation of
event-oriented emergency procedures may be reduced in favour of the
demonstration and discussion of symptom-oriented procedures and mitigation
strategies. This is good preparation for simulator training, since it
enhances the improvement of diagnostic skills and the ability of the
operations staff.

Each lesson of the standard lecture series should be repeated
periodically. In general, a period of two to three years has proven to be
appropriate, but for certain subjects this period may be extended somewhat.
Appendix T identifies these subjects by (-).

The choice of subjects for the annual training programme should be
influenced by the evaluation of the previous continuing training period and by
deficiencies discovered through the evaluation of the performance of the
personnel. Fundamental subjects provided for employees involved in day-to-day
duties have to be strictly application-oriented. This enhances their
understanding of the tasks involved in day-to-day performance and their
diagnostic skills. Presentation of fundamental subjects of general interest
normally démotivâtes the participants.

The compulsory portion of the lecture series for operating personnel
should be strongly related to those subjects which are safety and accident
related and which require a high level of proficiency to ensure the safe and
reliable operation of the plant. The schedule for these subjects should be
coordinated with the simulator training programme.
5.4.1.2. Operations Review Sessions

Another main part of continuing training should be operations reviews on
a regular basis to keep the operations staff acquainted with lessons learned
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from incidents and deficiencies which have occurred and modifications in plant
design and procedures. In addition to this continuing training objective, an
information system concerning significant performance discrepancies and events
has to be maintained by the operations management to ensure that operating
staff are informed of these developments in a timely manner. Written
information which has to be read by each member of the operating staff has
proven to be useful. The staff may be asked to confirm this process by
signing the information. Based on such a day-to-day information system,
operations review sessions (where the issues are discussed in more detail)
should be organized every two to three months.

The outline of such a review session should include the following items,
which have to be reviewed and prepared systematically:

- Operations review of one's own plant (lessons learned from faults,
incidents and deficiencies that have occurred in this plant).

- Operations outlook (special items concerning a scheduled outage of
important components or the total plant, load flexibility
requirements, special conditions during stretch-out operation).

- Operations review of similar plants (lessons learned from incidents
reported from similar plants).

- Reasons for and consequences of modifications to one's own plant
design. These sessions are of special importance prior to plant
startup following refuelling or other major outages.

- Reasons for and consequences of changes in the plant procedures.
These sessions are of special importance prior to plant startup
following refuelling or other major outages.

- Results of monitoring of plant operation, including QA deficiencies.
- Results of inspection by governmental bodies.
- Results of QC measures.
- Review of personnel conduct and teamwork performance.
- Review of continuing training programme implementation, both results

and evaluation feedback.
- Review of industrial safety performance.

5.4.1.3. Simulator Training
The simulator continuing training programme has to cover three main

aspects :
- Maintaining the required level of competence of plant operations

personnel as defined for the initial training.
- Training for all significant modifications of plant operation caused

by plant or procedure improvements and modifications.
- Intensifying the training in emergency procedures and in handling

unforeseen events.
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Therefore, continuing simulator training is mostly used by the
responsible shift staff, such as the shift supervisor, assistant shift
supervisor and reactor operators. Hence, the continuing training programme
has to be strictly performance-oriented and the shift staff have to take their
normal roles. The content of the programme has to be selected carefully,
based on observed performance deficiencies, the lessons learned from previous
incidents, interviews with the participants and the outcome of the analysis
described in Section 5.3.1.2.

Simulator exercises should emphasise:
- Application of basic operation principles.
- Application of general rules and requirements of plant operation.
- Demonstration of systematic monitoring of plant transients.
- Teamwork and communications.
- Diagnostic skills and problem-solving involving the team.
- Application of plant operating experience.
- Demonstration of leadership in stress conditions.
- Credible multiple failure scenarios.
- Discussions of accident sequences that might progress beyond the

design basis with the possibility of core degradation.
Examples of exercises suitable for continuing training on a simulator,

taken from the USA, are included in Appendix S.
To make the simulator continuing training programme as effective as

possible, it has to be well prepared in advance by:
- Definition and sequence of training scenarios.
- Preparation of the adequate initial conditions (1C).
- Exercise guidance for the instructor.
- Definition of performance standards for each position of the trainee

team.
- Definition of the training objectives for each exercise, for each

position and for the whole team.
- Preparation of simulator instructor exercise guides (lesson plans).
- Preparation of relevant operating procedures based on those from the

nuclear power plant for which the trainees are being trained.
- Preparation of background materials for the exercise debrief session.
A Canadian example of a continuing training module for a specific

exercise is included as Appendix T.
The simulator exercise guides should be compared carefully to relevant

plant documentation, to ensure consistency and compatibility.
An important element in continuing training is the review of procedures

and technical specifications by the operating team. USA guidance on the
conduct of such training, which utilizes various training methods in both
classroom and simulator settings, is given in Appendix U.

The simulator continuing training for responsible shift personnel should
have a length of at least one week per year, and more if possible. The daily
programme should consist of simulator exercises preceded by a briefing session
and followed by a debriefing during which performance is evaluated (see
Section 4.5.9.) using supporting background material.
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5.4.1.4. In-Plant Drills
In-plant drills are used to maintain and improve practical aspects of

emergency response and to maintain the required level of manual skills.
There are a number of emergency-oriented operations which should be the

subject of exercises but cannot be efficiently trained on simulators. These
are, for example:

- Fire-fighting drills. These drills should include both the handling
of fire-fighting and oxygen mask equipment and the practising of alarm
procedures with other plant departments and local fire departments.
These drills should take place at least once a year and may also
include first aid drills.

- Emergency plant drills. These drills should include the handling of
radiation monitoring and protection equipment as well as the
practicing of alarm procedures for the case of internal or external
radioactivity releases. These exercises should include the
cooperation of plant internal and external support groups. These
exercises should take place at least once a year.

- Handling of other plant equipment which is rarely in use and has to be
activated in case of emergencies within a certain time, such as the
refuelling machine, air locks, emergency diesel engines, auxiliary
boilers, separate emergency grid connections, etc. These exercises
may well be combined with surveillance tests.

- Evacuation of control room following fire or release of toxic gases
Plant shutdown from outside the control room

- Unexpected plant conditions caused by failures of remote systems,
control devices, etc.

Plant drills can be executed on an individual or on a team basis. The
sequences of each drill should be defined by scenarios and applicable
procedures. The scenarios must reflect realistic plant conditions and should
be based on case studies with the aim of minimizing the probability of
operator errors in an actual emergency.

The plant drills can be conducted by walkthroughs, by observing actions
in emergencies and by demonstrating competence to handle plant emergencies.
In particular, the trainee should review plant procedure steps, identify
actions required to establish a stable plant condition and identify the
relevant control systems1 locations. He should also be aware of expected
plant instrumentation and alarm responses to specific disturbances.

Plant drill scenarios, as with simulator scenarios, should be care-fully
prepared to include the clarification of objectives, precautions, terminating
conditions, and references. The conduct of a plant drill should not create
any condition which could jeopardize plant safety.

It is essential that the implementation of each drill is immediately
followed by a critique session in which the details of trainees' performance
are reviewed. The session should be used to evaluate individual and team
performance, point out weaknesses and indicate necessary corrections.

The performance achieved in drills, and especially any observed
weaknesses, should be made known to training and operations management. This
information should be used as feedback to expand or upgrade the training as
necessary.
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In addition to emergency-oriented drills, there are certain maintenance
tasks that have to be retrained in order to meet QA-standards, and the
requirements of industrial safety and radiation protection, and to maintain
the level of skills required for tasks that are to be performed rarely.
Examples are given in Chapter 5.3.8.3. The development and implementation of
these drills require the active participation of the relevant engineers and
specialists of the plant. Since some of these drills are safety-related, a
careful assessment must be undertaken.
5.4.1.5. General Employee Training

Continuing training programmes for all employees, including contractor
personnel, have been established on the basis of guidelines issued by the
relevant authorities (cf (1) in the Bibliography, Section 5.8.) to maintain an
acceptable level of performance to meet industrial safety standards and to be
able to respond to emergencies.

The subjects of these programmes are directed towards
- Knowledge to improve employees' personal safety and industrial safety

and
Knowledge required to perform certain tasks

As in the example taken from the Federal Republic of Germany (see
Appendix V), continuing training programmes may distinguish between different
groups of employee and different types of subject, e.g. industrial safety,
fire protection, health physics, plant design/organization/access procedures
(for non-radioactive parts).

The degree of knowledge required in these subjects depends on the group
to which the employees belong. This degree is defined in two categories:

Sufficient for performing tasks without special supervision
Sufficient for supervising others.

After having defined groups of employees, subjects and knowledge
categories, the general continuing training requirements can be defined for
each employee of a nuclear power plant. A possible definition for some
typical members of a nuclear power plant's staff is also given in Appendix V.
In this case it is assumed that the skilled workers will have to supervise and
guide contractor personnel during shutdown or refuelling periods. Therefore,
they have been proposed for category 2 in many subjects. Where this is not
the case, category 1 may be sufficient.

5.5. IMPLEMENTATION OF A CONTINUING TRAINING PROGRAMME

The implementation of a continuing training programme follows the same
principles as those discussed in Section 4.5. of Chapter 4 for the initial
training programme.

Special aspects of the continuing training programme identified in the
development phase, such as those involving classroom, simulator and plant
drills, also need to be taken into account during implementation.

Owing to the experience of the participants in a continuing training
programme, the instructor's knowledge of plant-specific operations needs to be
greater than that for initial training. Not only do they need to have an
appropriately higher technical competence, but also their instructional skills
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must be developed so that they can conduct satisfactorily the classroom,
simulator and plant drill exercises described in Section 5.4.

The satisfactory conduct of continuing training requires the support of
the plant management. It is essential that all staff who need continuing
training are released from normal duties. Also, to the extent that plant
personnel provide continuing training, they too must be allowed time to plan
and conduct their presentations.

While continuing training is usually scheduled throughout the year,
utilities who do not have ready access to a plant-specific simulator often
schedule a period of several weeks for concentrated retraining. This could be
undertaken in another country (at a vendor or utility facility) and cover both
review of fundamentals and simulator exercises over a period of several weeks
on a two-year cycle. In such cases, a member of the plant's training staff
should accompany each group of trainees, to ensure that the training meets the
plant's needs. Because operations management are not likely to be involved in
the conduct of such training, written examinations and reports of individual
and team performance should be sent to the employees' supervisor/management.
This concentrated retraining does not normally include topics such as specific
plant modifications, emergency exercises etc. These, together with plant
drills, still need to be undertaken on site.

Assessment of the competence of nuclear power plant personnel should be
undertaken by the supervisor not only during continuing training but also
while executing normal duties on the job. However, the implementation of a
continuing training programme provides an opportunity for more formal
assessment of personnel. The assessment should cover all parts of the
continuing training programme developed from consideration of the items
presented in Section 5.3. (simulator exercises, plant drills, classroom
lessons).

Specifically, the assessment for the operations team should include:
- Understanding of fundamentals of plant and system design.
- Knowledge of plant operation including any revised procedures.
- Use of plant documents (procedures, technical specifications drawings,

manuals).
- Ability to diagnose events and to decide on corrective action in a

timely manner.
- Ability to act satisfactorily as a team member (communication,

efficient contribution to joint decisions, issuing or following
instructions).

- Ability to meet required station operations standards and standards of
professionalism.

- In-depth knowledge of dynamic plant behavior during
incidents/accidents and of emergency procedures.

The assessment may consist of written and/or oral examinations and
observation of trainee performance during simulator exercises and plant drills.

The method applied for assessing trainee performance during simulator
training is similar to the method used in initial training (see Appendix N and
appropriate parts of Appendix T). However, the assessment during continuing
training requires more active participation of operations management, to
ensure expected operating standards are being applied and understood, to
ensure uniformity of crew performance and to improve motivation.

Since training on the simulator is conducted for the entire shift crew,
it is important to observe closely and evaluate team performance.
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When written examinations are used, they should be administered at
appropriate intervals. The purpose of such an examination is to reaffirm
individual competence in knowledge not covered by simulator exercises or plant
drills (e.g., calculations of boron concentration, control rods worth,
reactivity coefficients, xenon build-up and its effect on reactivity, hot
channel factors, flux maps, core thermalhydraulics, administrative procedures
etc.). Oral examinations should take place more frequently and be used as
part of the employees' performance evaluation. It can be beneficial to
undertake such examinations after a classroom training module or after a set
of simulator exercises. In oral examinations, special attention should be
given to those areas not evaluated effectively by simulator or written
examination (e.g., interpretation of instrumentation response and alarms,
weaknesses detected in trainee simulator exercises, precautions needed to
execute maintenance activities during plant operation etc).

Questions for use in both the written and oral assessment processes
should be reviewed by operations management to ensure that by answering these
questions correctly the employees would satisfy the training objectives, which
should be based on performance requirements.

Questions should vary to reflect the different job requirements, for
example, of the reactor operator and senior reactor operator positions. A
trainee's performance during plant drills should be evaluated by an appointed
evaluator on the basis of pre-established criteria. Feedback to each employee
should be provided as soon as possible after the plant drill in a
post-exercise critique session.

5.5.1. On-Shift Performance
Periodic evaluation of the performance of shift personnel during their

normal control room duties (and particularly in cases of abnormal operating
conditions) should be undertaken by operations management.

All events during plant operation should be reported on a regular and
formal basis. These reports also have to be evaluated from the point of view
of human failures and weaknesses and, where appropriate, fed into future
continuing training programmes.

Detected weaknesses should be analysed and communicated to the training
manager with the request to expand or modify the continuing training
accordingly in that field.

5.5.2. Performance Below Required Standards
Job incumbents performing below defined standards during continuing

training should be removed temporarily from job duties and provided with
remedial training and reassessed. If the person still does not meet the
required standards, he should be removed from the post. The operating
organisation may wish to consider reassigning the individual to a new position
for which he could meet the required standards.

5.5.3. Continuing Training Programme Records
Complete records of the conduct of continuing training should be

maintained in accordance with the provisions of plant administrative
procedures.
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The records should include the following information:
- Content of training provided.
- List of trainees who attended the training.
- Examination questions and answers obtained.
- Evaluation of examination results and evaluator observations on each

trainee's performance.
- Description of simulator scenarios and plant drills used in training.
- Instructor evaluation of individual and team performance during

simulator exercises and plant drills.
- Team performance during emergency evolutions.
- Instructor comments on training programme effectiveness.
The records should be filed and preserved for future use.

5.6. EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK OF A CONTINUING TRAINING PROGRAMME

There are two main aspects which have to be addressed in continuing
training programme evaluation:

- The continuing training programme evaluation has to be based on
achieved job performance. These indicators should mainly be focused
on operation, maintenance, industrial safety and radiation dose
received by the staff. The trend of such indicators gives an overall
picture for continuing training effectiveness.

- Feedback from participants, instructors, operations management and
supervisors should be collected and considered in the development of
the next cycle of the continuing training programme. For detailed
methodology refer to Section 4.6.2.

- Furthermore, audits of the continuing training programme by QA groups,
regulatory bodies and external agencies must be incorporated.

Since the motivation of trainees to participate in training sessions
diminishes as time goes by, special emphasis should be given to motivating the
participants. Therefore, the opinion of the participants on whether or not
they have been motivated by continuing training has to be integrated into the
evaluation process. The participants are more critical than those undergoing
initial training. They will evaluate their training programme in terms of job
relevance and performance orientation. Also, an instructor's performance will
be assessed by the participants on the basis of his preparation and
presentation of the training subjects. This part of the continuing training
programme evaluation makes a valuable contribution to the process of
evaluation of programme effectiveness and to the motivation of the
participants.

Since the management and the instructors are responsible for the
effectiveness of continuing training, it is their task to evaluate the
employees' attitudes during job performance and training, to indicate possible
causes of weaknesses in the performance of their duties. If any deficiencies
are identified, more training may not be the cure for this problem. Instead,
the root cause may be the need to improve the quality of the continuing
training programme or the attitudes of the personnel. Therefore, the
continuing training programme has to be strongly supported by line management
in the same way as other normal day-to-day duties.
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5.7. SUMMARY

- Since nuclear power plants and their operation requirements will be
modified over the years and many of the required tasks can be
performed very rarely or never, a continuing training programme for
the operations personnel is essential.

- Among other items, the continuing training programme should contain
the following:
. Review of infrequent emergency procedures identified from initial
training job analysis.

. Review of plant and procedure modifications.
Since the time for continuing training is limited, the programme has
to be addressed to the specific needs of the different groups within
the nuclear power plant organization. Therefore, several different
programmes have to be developed to make the continuing training
effective and to keep the participants motivated over the years.

- Management support is of great importance.
- Continuing training effectiveness can be demonstrated by well-defined

operation indicators and their trends. A formal incident reporting
system can be used to analyze human errors for possible effects on
continuing training programmes.

- Management has to support continuing training programmes in the same
way as other staff duties and has to relieve the participants from
their normal duties so that they can take part in continuing training.
Any instructor engaged in a continuing training programme has to be
highly qualified in his training subjects and in teaching proficiency,
because he must train experienced adults in their own field of work.

- Since continuing training is safety-related, expensive and
time-consuming, its effectiveness has to be evaluated carefully and
continuously. A well-maintained performance-oriented continuing
training programme will be one of the main contributors to safe and
reliable plant operation.
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Chapter 6

THE FIRST NUCLEAR POWER PLANT:
STAFFING AND TRAINING REQUIREMENTS AND PROBLEMS

6.1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power poses specific demands for qualified personnel and national
infrastructure capabilities that have to he satisfied for any country to
achieve success in its introduction and its safe and reliable use. These are
a consequence of nuclear power's technical complexity and strict safety
requirements. They are especially relevant to developing countries, where a
lack of resources or capabilities to meet requirements may constitute the
principal constraints to the development of a nuclear power programme.

Problems facing a developing country in the introduction of nuclear power
are not insurmountable, as shown by the experience of those developing
countries that have already done so. However, the effort required to
establish and maintain the competence of nuclear power plant personnel and to
strengthen or build up national infrastructures to the necessary levels may
exceed available national resources and capabilities or may not be compensated
for, or justified, by nuclear power's expected benefits. This would be
especially true if it is anticipated that only one nuclear power plant will be
needed in that country in the forseeable future. In such cases, a country
should most likely delay the decision to launch a nuclear power programme.

Experience clearly shows that many problems in programme development and
project implementation can be traced back to inadequacies in:

- Planning and decision-making capabilities.
- Organizational structures (including legal and regulatory frameworks).
- Qualified personnel and the education and training capabilities.
- Industrial support capabilities.
- Financing.
During the planning stage, the major task of a developing country is to

identify, assess, and analyse available resources and potential weaknesses,
and to devise measures to deal with inadequacies in human resources and in
infrastructures. This task has to be performed with objectivity and requires
both an in-depth knowledge of the country and expertise in the requirements of
nuclear power technology.

Experience indicates that the lack of a sufficient number of qualified
personnel usually constitutes one of the most crucial constraints for
developing countries seeking to start a nuclear power programme.

6.2. QUALIFIED PERSONNEL

Nuclear power involves an extremely wide range of technical disciplines
and skills in practically all conventional areas as well as in specialized
nuclear fields. In addition, previous professional experience is usually
required to qualify people for most managerial and technical tasks and
functions involving major responsibilities. This places a considerable demand
on national manpower resources and on the national infrastructures to educate
and train qualified personnel. In fact, a nuclear power programme could
hardly exist as the only advanced technology in a country with inadequate
education, training and other relevant infrastructures.
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Some of the most critical and costly problems encountered in the course
of implementing a nuclear power programme have been associated with
insufficient numbers of, and insufficiently qualified personnel, both
professionals and technicians. In many respects the problem is more acute at
the technician level. This is due in part to a lack of awareness of the
importance of highly qualified, well-trained technicians for the safe and
reliable utilization of nuclear power. Another cause is the lower economic
and social status and recognition accorded the technician-level occupations in
some countries, which reduces their attractiveness and leads good technicians
to want to become (sometimes not so good) professional or graduate engineers.

Countries planning and implementing a nuclear power programme tend to
associate its success with qualified university-level (graduate) engineers,
scientists and administrative personnel, and not with qualified technicians.
But it is especially to meet the requirements for such technicians that a
country must seek to upgrade its education and training capabilities,
utilizing its relevant industrial institutions and infrastructure, as
education and training abroad is rarely an option for most technician-level
personnel.

In comparison with professional engineers, the quality and quantity of
technicians available is far more dependent on a country's level of economic
and industrial development, its education and training infrastructures, and
its awareness of the importance of, and implementation of, hands-on technical
training and experience. It is, therefore, essential that a mechanism exist
for close and fruitful cooperation between industry and the system for the
education and training of both professional engineers and technicians. This
will ensure that the personnel that come out of this system are able to be
used by industry, and that they have received practical industrial training as
well as the necessary theoretical knowledge.

The critical point is that in all countries which plan to implement a
nuclear power programme, the personnel who are to work in this programme must
attain a certain level of knowledge and skills, via the upgrading of their
basic education and training, to enable them to undergo specialized
nuclear-oriented education and training which qualifies them to perform the
tasks and functions of the nuclear power programme. Comparable levels of
competence to perform a given function/task in a nuclear power programme must
be achieved in each country, as it is the function/task which determines the
required competence and level of qualifications, and these do not depend on
the country or category of personnel - i.e., the level of qualifications and
competence must be comparable regardless of whether a higher technician or
professional engineer is used to fill a particular position.

Nuclear power requires relatively large capital investments, long lead
times, and solid supporting infrastructures. Consequently, there is a need
for planning, long-term commitments on a national level, and cooperation
involving the government, the utilities, national industry, and scientific,
technological, educational and training institutions. Owing to the large
overall effort involved in a country's nuclear power programme, policy
changes, interruptions, delays or mistakes have proportionately large effects
on the programme and may even affect the country's overall economic and
industrial development. The role of qualified personnel in planning,
directing, co-ordinating and effectively implementing the national effort for
the nuclear power programme cannot be overemphasized.

When planning and implementing a nuclear power programme, the cost of
good education and training of the required personnel must not be considered
as a secondary investment or item for cost-cutting. In recent years,
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financing and aid institutions have made the financing for training an
increasingly important part of the credit/aid package, and this will also be
the case for a nuclear power programme, as it is widely recognized that
education and training to produce qualified personnel are some of the most
essential and critical requirements for safe, reliable nuclear power.

A country deciding to build its first nuclear power plant should
certainly have some experience in constructing and operating fossil-fueled
power plants. In addition, the country should have industrial infrastructure
capability and experience in the production of certain non-nuclear-grade
components and in installation works. Also, the country should have some
scientific capabilities in nuclear-related activities (nuclear institutes,
non-power reactor).

Thus, the likely sources of operations personnel having some of the
necessary skills and knowledge for a utility starting the construction of its
first nuclear power plant, which probably does not have among its staff
personnel with previous nuclear experience (some exceptions may relate to a
few individuals with experience in foreign nuclear power plants).would be:

- For operating and maintenance functions: Fossil power plants, merchant
ships, navy, local industry.

- For technical services and radiation protection functions: Non-power
reactors, nuclear institutes.

- For plant chemistry: Fossil power plants.
- For managers and supervisors: Fossil power plants, high technology

process industry.
The selection criteria of operations personnel should be based on the

experience of other countries which started nuclear power programs under
similar conditions of educational and industrial development.

The recruitment of plant management staff should be completed by the
beginning of plant construction, to give sufficient time for training abroad
and to secure their return on site at least two years prior to plant startup.

In a developing country, it may be appropriate to employ a larger number
of personnel in a nuclear power plant than in an industrialized country, owing
to the smaller external support available. Also, in a country that has one or
only a few nuclear power plants, there are great difficulties in providing
replacements for qualified personnel, and thus overstaffing is advisable. Some
overstaffing is also desirable because it provides the opportunity to assign
the best candidates (those with the best technical abilities, attitudes, and
supervisory abilities) to the most demanding jobs, based on their performance
during training.

6.3. INFRASTRUCTURES

Any country for which nuclear power is a viable option must have an
electric system of reasonable size and a basic industrial infrastructure, and
would thus also have certain technical manpower and education and training
infrastructures. These will usually have to be upgraded and adjusted to the
particular requirements and problems related to a country's nuclear power
programme. It is possible and may be necessary to obtain some highly
specialized experts and training from abroad, in particular in the early
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phases of a nuclear power programme, but this can only be utilized in a very
limited way and only in the early phases of the programme. A national
manpower development programme is essential.

To develop the personnel and infrastructures to meet the national
requirements for the nuclear power programme, a well-planned, co-ordinated and
cooperative effort will be needed from the following partners:

- Government (at all levels within the country)
- National education and training system, including technical schools

and training institutions and universities
Special training centres and institutes
Utilities and industry

- Research and development institutes.
It should be pointed out that, for nuclear power, the need for scientists

and research-oriented personnel, particularly in the nuclear field, has often
been overestimated, while the need for highly qualified, experienced, and
practically-oriented professional engineers, technicians and craftsmen has
been very much underestimated.
6.3.1. Industrial Infrastructure

There are no firm rules regarding the industrial infrastructure
requirements of a country starting a nuclear power programme but, as a
minimum, the plant has to be built, the equipment and components have to be
installed and tested, and the plant has to be operated and maintained within
the country. This means a basic requirement of competent construction and
erection firms and of operations and maintenance capabilities. The available
industrial infrastructure will probably not have all the technology, know-how,
level of quality, or expertise necessary for nuclear power, but, as is shown
by experience, these can be acquired.

Nuclear power places special demands on the industrial infrastructure:
- Highly technical capabilities and knowledge of advanced technology is

involved.
- Very strict quality assurance and quality control standards have to be

met, owing to nuclear safety and reliability requirements
- Schedules must be complied with
- Many supply items are of unique design
- Cost should be at reasonably competitive levels
- Unfamiliar industrial standards might have to be applied
- Many special materials new to the industry are used
- Equipment and components of unusually large sizes and weights have to

be handled and transported.
- Complex equipment requires special testing, maintenance, and repair

capabilities.
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A country which has decided to start its first nuclear power project
cannot successfully accomplish this task if manpower development is limited
only to the utility and the government regulatory organization. A country
depending completely on imported equipment and industrial services and having
no independent local expertise to evaluate plant performance is not qualified
to start a nuclear power programme.

Training for personnel working in industry is also needed, to upgrade
skills and knowledge in the following areas:

- Quality control and quality assurance in producing and installing
nuclear-grade components.

- In-service inspection techniques needed for inspection of nuclear
power plant components.

- Environmental qualification of produced equipment.
The utility operating a nuclear power plant needs the support of local

industry for:
- Assistance in maintenance activities.
- Performing equipment in-service inspections.
- Performing materials and equipment analysis.
The existing industry is usually unable to supply the materials,

equipment, components and services without first improving its capability.
This will require the upgrading of quality assurance and quality control,
acquisition of new technology, installation of additional equipment and
changes in methods and procedures.

In the case of a developing country, it may be difficult to obtain
qualified maintenance contractors in the country. One possibility is to use
the local contractors who worked on the plant construction (usually as
subcontractors to the reactor vendor). However, some activities will
necessitate the employment of foreign contractors.

As the industrial infrastructure develops to meet the requirements of the
nuclear power programme, it becomes better equipped not only to provide
industrial support but also to provide relevant industrial training
opportunities and experience. This requires increased co-operation between
industry and those educational and other institutions providing
university-level education for nuclear power, as well as the most effective
use of such resources, for their mutual benefit.
6.3.2. Education and Training Infrastructures

Providing qualified manpower for nuclear power will place new demands on
the education and training infrastructures. The problems of some developing
and even industrialized countries regarding the education and training
requirements for nuclear power have been primarily associated with the
limitations of their universities, training institutions and/or industries to
provide the resources and capabilities needed to achieve the scope and quality
of these requirements.

Curricula must be carefully examined and formulated so that there is a
coupling of scientific and technical knowledge with the needs of nuclear power
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technology, including an appropriate balance between theoretical knowlege and
practical training and experience. Otherwise, it cannot be assumed that an
academic degree is a reliable measure of quality with respect to the ability
of an individual to accomplish a specific task. This is a fundamental problem
which should be carefully examined in each country's educational system, if
realistic progress is to be made in effective long-term development of
personnel for nuclear power.

Two especially important tasks to which adequate attention and resources
must be devoted from the outset are (1) the education and qualification of
teachers and (2) co-operation between universities and industry to ensure the
provision of practical on-the-job experience in industry, including the
organizational, contractual and administrative aspects of managing large
projects, as universities do not have sufficient capabilities for this.

Adequate national capabilities will have to be developed, particularly at
the technician and craftman levels, as technicians and craftsmen constitute an
essential component in the viability of a nuclear power programme. Many
critical problems are associated with the difficulties of the national
education and training infrastructures to provide adequate basic education and
training, especially in engineering, physics, chemistry and mathematics.
Also, there is a need for more and better practical training in the
educational system and in industry. To develop the skills needed
domestically, the establishment of a national training centre may be necessary.

Some developing countries have tried to compensate for weaknesses in
their educational system by requiring higher educational degrees for some
plant positions (even doctoral degrees). This generally will not solve the
main problems, since the weaknesses of such education systems are in most
cases related to the poor practical training and skills acquired, and not to
insufficient theoretical knowledge.

A country will often find it necessary to introduce post-graduate
specialization courses to supplement the education and training of graduates
who possess non-nuclear education qualifications and (in some cases)
professional but non-nuclear experience and who are to work in a nuclear power
programme. These specialization courses are not meant to replace the
longer-term need for nuclear-related undergraduate and post-graduate
engineering and science education and training provided by upgrading relevant
parts of the education and training infrastructures. Nevertheless, as a
mechanism for the near-and medium-term upgrading of qualifications and for
providing new/updated theoretical knowlege and practical skills in nuclear
subjects, the specialization courses will have an important role in the
national education and training infrastructures.

Although the formal aspects of the technical education systems in many
countries are similar, large differences in the actual knowledge and skills of
graduating students have been observed. In developing countries, the
technical abilities developed by the education system are sometimes limited
for the following reasons:

- The lack of an adequate industrial infrastructure in the country and
of an industrial tradition make it difficult to find qualified
experienced instructors, especially in subjects related to industrial
practices, and to provide students with relevant practical
training/experience in industry during their education.

- There is little incentive for the best specialists to transfer their
knowledge and skill to students by spending their time in teaching
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(this is a common problem in both developing and industrialized
countries).

- The new technologies introduced to a country through a nuclear power
programme (new materials, tools, technological processes, analytical
techniques) are not absorbed into the education system until after a
considerable time lag.

- The educational facilities in technical schools are often insufficient
for conducting adequate practical training, so that the teaching has
to be, to a large extent, only theoretical.

- The machines, tools, and technologies used in existing industries are
often not applicable to modern techniques. This is especially a
problem when vocational and apprentice training are conducted in
industry for both technicians and craftsmen.

The level of industrial and technological development of a country has a
profound influence on the education and training system and environment. The
technical education and training system of a country tends to reflect the
level and needs of its industry, although usually with some delay. In many
developing countries, there does not usually exist the needed degree of close
cooperation between industry and the institutions responsible for technical
education and training. Three situations may be distinguished:

- Little industrial development: technical education and training will
not be oriented to industry's needs

- Long tradition in a specific industry, e.g. mining and mineral
processing: education and training will be adapted to that particular
industry but not to other industries

- Industrialized countries: education and training will be adapted to a
wide range of industries.

The time lag between industrial development and the response of the
education and training system means that, in countries which are in the
process of industrialization, the system will not be adapted to the country's
needs, especially for education and training below the professional levels.
It may also not be fully adapted in an industrial country, where technologies
and industries' needs are changing rapidly. However, in the more advanced
countries, new technologies are usually incorporated into the education and
training system with very little time lag.

The education and training systems of industrialized countries generally
differ in two important aspects from the systems in countries whose industrial
infrastructure is in the early stages of development. These differences will
have an important impact on the ability to recruit and train personnel
qualified to work in a nuclear power programme.

- Industrialized countries offer a wide range of education and training
for the main types of technical personnel (professional, technician,
craftsman): there are qualifications at different levels, especially
technician qualifications; there are qualifications in a wide range of
subjects; and especially professional education offer different
treatments of the same subject.

- Industrialized countries offer education and training which emphasize
technological applications and which contain practical instruction and
work experience to a high degree.
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Thus, the education and training infrastructures for professionals,
technicians and craftsmen must be adapted/upgraded to meet the needs and deal
with the problems of nuclear power technology - in terms of the scope, level
and orientation of the technical knowledge and skills and especially
emphasizing practical instruction, training and experience. Local
universities and institutes could also provide certain direct support for a
nuclear power programme, e.g., by developing expertise in nuclear power plant
transient and accident analysis, probabilistic safety assessment, fuel
management calculations, stress analysis, following equipment behaviour during
plant operation, and qualification of nuclear-grade components used as spare
parts.

6.4. SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND OTHER FACTORS

A country embarking on its first nuclear power project is often
confronted for the first time with an advanced-technology project which lies
beyond its previous industrial experience and which, like many other
high-technology projects, has been delayed and encountered other serious
problems for lack of qualified personnel.

Effective and efficient personnel management is essential for the correct
and timely recruitment of personnel, and for their education and training to
achieve the competence needed for working in a nuclear power project, and to
enhance the retention of nuclear power personnel. It has generally been found
necessary to recruit and train more people than are needed to fill existing
vacancies, to cover the rate of training dropouts as well as to meet
replacement requirements because of the attrition and migration of qualified
personnel.

A critical problem has been the retention of qualified technical
professionals for the nuclear power programme, especially those who have had
education, training and/or experience abroad. In countries where the nuclear
power projects are public sector enterprises with government-level pay scales,
highly qualified engineers and technicians may be lured to the private sector
or even abroad by the opportunity for higher pay and other incentives. This
problem has been due not only to differentials in the conditions of
employment, but also to phase lags between the scheduling of the manpower
development and the nuclear power programmes, so that people were ready when
tasks were not or vice versa.

Thus far, the greatest attention has been paid to the education and
training of professional engineers and other professional-level personnel
needed for a nuclear power programme, which was in many ways understandable as
these personnel are involved in the formulation, implementation and management
of the major tasks and functions of the various nuclear power activities and,
increasingly, directing the tasks and activities of technicians. This subject
has been dealt with in the IAEA Guidebook on Engineering and Science Education
for Nuclear Power. The requirements for qualified professionals can also be
met to some extent by specialized education and training abroad or by foreign
experts.

The quality and quantity of technicians available, however, is far more
dependent on a country's level of economic and industrial development, its
education and training infrastructures, and its awareness of the importance
of, and implementation of, hands-on technical training and experience. Most
developing countries have not yet found a satisfactory solution to the problem
of developing personnel of sufficient quantity and quality on the technician
level. They generally have poorly equipped schools and laboratories and place
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far too little importance on the need to develop practical skills, to work in
laboratories to become well-acquainted with essential equipment and
experimental knowledge, and to have hands-on experience and on-the-job
training.

Some of the most intractable problems regarding the development of
qualified technicans are connected with the social and economic incentives and
recognition, or lack thereof, which are associated with the status and
occupation of technican, especially in developing countries. Some cultural
attitudes, such as the avoidance of working with the hands, constitute further
obstacles which result in low social and economic recognition of technicians
and low esteem for practical skills and capabilities. This constitutes a
subtle but very real barrier to attracting good people and to providing them
with the necessary education, training and experience. Thus, a greater
emphasis has been placed on theoretical versus hands-on education and training
for both professionals and technicians.

For these and other reasons, the status and compensation of technicians
in some countries do not provide sufficient incentives for recruiting and
retaining those most able to fill these positions. Because of the large
differences in salaries and status between technicians and professional
engineers in some countries, many highly qualified technicians drop out of
their education and training programmes and even their jobs in order to enroll
in programmes or courses which would give them the qualifications to become
professional engineers.

In some countries there are insufficient numbers of, or inadequately
educated and trained, technicians while at the same time there is an
overproduction of professional engineers, some of whom are used to do
technicians' tasks sometimes without the requisite practical capabilities and
skills. Professional engineers are generally not prepared through their
education and training for technicians' tasks, and the larger portion of
technicians' functions cannot be adequately filled by professional engineers.

The lack of adequate financial compensation and social recognition is
very often the reason for poorly qualified and too few teachers/trainers of
technicians. Adequate practical training facilities are generally not
available. These teachers/trainers should, in fact, have higher levels of
qualifications and capabilities than the level of technician which would
emerge from that part of the education and training process in which they are
involved. Thus, well-qualified teachers/trainers of technicians have the same
kinds of incentives as technicians themselves for seeking better-paid and/or
more socially recognized technical jobs in other (industrial) organizations,
or for further education to become professional engineers.

6.5. THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT IN SUPPORTING THE INTRODUCTION OF NUCLEAR POWER
AND THE TRAINING OF QUALIFIED PERSONNEL

Each country has the overall responsibility for the planning and
implementation of its national nuclear power programme. Without national
participation, it cannot carry out this responsibility. The use of nuclear
power may for some time continue to be based largely on technology obtained
from advanced supplier countries. However, national participation is an
essential element in the development of every nuclear power programme, as
there are some tasks and functions in any nuclear power programme and project
for which organizations of the country must bear full responsibility. Thus,
an important role of government is to define and decide on the nature, level
and objectives of national participation and the overall programme to achieve
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the policy goals. The extent of such participation will depend significantly
on the capabilities of the existing infrastructures and on the availability of
qualified manpower.

It is in general the government's role to take the lead in establishing
the technological and other infrastructures for nuclear power. Depending on
the objectives of the national policies and the particular conditions
prevailing in the country, this could be done by:

Introducing nuclear science and technology-oriented curricula in
national universities or institutes of advanced science.

- Promoting the establishment of nuclear training centres by appropriate
organizations in response to the expected requirements for nuclear
power personnel initial and continuing training.

- Promoting technology-oriented applied research and development
activities in general.

- Establishing national nuclear research and development institutes and
nuclear technology development centres with adequate staffing,
funding, facilities, programmes and autonomy.

- Promoting and financing the specialized training of professionals
within the country and abroad.

- Concluding international agreements and arrangements for the exchange
of scientific and technical information and the transfer of technology.

- Establishing a system of socio-economic incentives to provide
motivation for individuals to choose scientific and technological
careers in the country (professionals and technicians).

- Providing socio-economic incentives for the education, training and
retention of technicians.

- Providing incentives for upgrading the capabilities of relevant
industries and technical institutions.

- Encouraging industry-university- research institute cooperation.
- Arranging foreign opportunities for training and experience. For

example, hands-on experience with non-power or power reactors can be
made available through a bilateral governmental agreement between the
exporting and the recipient country.

The development of the industrial, education and training infrastructures
needed to support nuclear power is a long-term process which can take years or
even decades, depending on the overall level of the country's infrastructures
at the beginning of this process, and requires the active support of the
government.

The operating organization responsible for a nuclear power plant must
develop the capability to perform operational safety assessments (or use
consultants qualified to do this). It is also essential that the regulatory
organization within the country is in a position to review these assessments
on a entirely independent basis. No person involved in the production of
safety assessments should be involved in their review by the regulatory body.
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It is the responsibility of government to ensure that this principle is
strictly adhered to and to foster the development of qualified local personnel
to undertake these two (independent) roles, i.e., performance and review of
operational safety assessments.

6.6. DEVELOPING QUALIFIED REGULATORY PERSONNEL

The regulatory body is responsible for establishing standards for the
protection of the public and for ensuring compliance with those standards.
The regulatory body in a country starting its first nuclear power plant faces
considerable problems related to the following.

The personnel of the regulatory body are usually inexperienced and their
competence may be below what is required.

The codes, standards and design criteria applicable to the first nuclear
power plant are usually those valid in the reactor vendor's country. Only
part of the codes applied in nuclear power projects are of international
significance (e.g., IAEA, ICRP, IEC). Local codes are used if possible for
non-nuclear-specific activities (such as civil works, industrial safety) and
for environmental protection.

It is likely that the regulatory personnel are not familiar with the
codes, standards and safety criteria on which the nuclear power plant design
is based, nor with the fundamentals of applied nuclear technology. The lack
of knowledge and experience of regulatory personnel has in many instances
caused unnecessary delays in issuing permits and thus delays and other
problems in plant construction.

However, the regulators are responsible for issuing construction and
operations permits to the utility on the basis of their correct understanding
and implementation of the relevant codes, standards and safety criteria
applicable to plant design and construction.

It is thus evident that considerable attention should be paid to the
timely development of the personnel of the regulatory authority in a country
starting the construction of its first nuclear power plant.

A number of important resources can be called upon to assist in the
establishing and proper functioning of a country's regulatory body. Some of
these are:

- Establishing a close cooperation with experienced foreign regulatory
bodies, particularly with the regulatory body from the reactor
vendor's country, to obtain information on the application of codes,
standards and design criteria relevant to the nuclear power plant's
design, complemented by information on regulatory requirements,
inspection methods, evaluation criteria, operator licencing etc.

- Using the services of international organizations, such as the IAEA,
to obtain assistance on safety-related issues.

- Arranging suitable training for regulatory personnel. This training
could be partly combined with the training of nuclear power plant
operations personnel.

In addition to the above, the regulatory body can use the expertise of
specialized local institutions in the decision-making process (nuclear and
other institutes, engineering organizations, universities). This approach has
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proven practical in cases when the regulatory body has had insufficient staff
to carry out its responsibilities.

6.7. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR OPERATING ORGANIZATIONS

Not only will the first nuclear power plant in a country constitute
probably the largest generating unit added to the system, but also, owing to
its special features, it will impose unprecedented requirements on the
utility, which will have to adjust its organization, capabilities and
characteristics to respond to this challenge.

It must be clearly understood that a nuclear power plant is not just
another power plant. The organization in charge of the project must be able
and willing to undertake the necessary adjustments, changes and developments.
Electric utilities may find it very difficult to undertake a first nuclear
project, and it may be that they are not interested or qualified to do so.
There are examples of countries where the implementation of the first nuclear
power plant has not been handled by an electric utility but by a nuclear
energy commission or by a new organization especially established for this
purpose. Such solutions, however, also imply similar or possibly even larger
efforts to be undertaken. Because of lack of experience and expertise, a
utility embarking on its first nuclear project will have to rely heavily on
outside advice and services. If the nuclear plant is also the first one in the
country, the utility will have to rely on advice and services from abroad.

It is highly recommended, therefore, that before a country/utility begins
contracting for a first nuclear power plant, an adequate number of
professionals receive training to acquire all knowledge and skills needed for
the successful negotiation and implementation of effective contracts with
vendors, component manufacturers, consulting companies and others. These
contracts should include clear, mutually acceptable and binding provisions for
the supply of any and all appropriate training of operations personnel,
including simulator training, within the framework of, and as an integral
contribution to, a training programme based on a systematic approach to
training.

The training of personnel for the operation and maintenance of the first
nuclear plant is the largest training load of a utility. Within a period of a
few years, all plant personnel have to be selected and trained. Subsequent
training for the operating plant is more evenly spread out and consists of
initial training of small numbers of replacement personnel and continuing
training of existing personnel to maintain and upgrade their competence.

Because of the large training load and the utility's lack of experience,
the utility must obtain assistance for the initial training of the personnel
for the first plant. The services offered by reactor vendors for the training
of operators and by component manufacturers for the training of technicians
and maintenance personnel should be used and may be supplemented by the
services of research and development organizations and of consultant
organizations offering training services.

In developing its training programmes, a utility organization in a
developing country should probably use the services of an experienced
consultant to assist in performing the job and task analysis. Additional
problems which could be encountered include the unavailability of qualified
training instructors capable of implementing the training programmes. Without
competent instructors, a well-developed training programme would not
significantly contribute to improvement in personnel performance.
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Whatever organizations are used to provide initial training, the
operating organization responsible for the operations of a nuclear power plant
and for the training of plant personnel should discuss its training programme
development and implementation with another utility which has already had
experience in nuclear power plant operations, in the training of operations
personnel, in the use of consultants, and in contracting for training.

The operating organization should in most cases prepare the plant
operation and maintenance procedures. This approach allows the plant to be
gradually taken over from the constructors and avoids the difficult situation
(especially in the case of the first plant in a developing country) when the
operating organization has to take over a complete plant in one step.

A second phase of training begins after the plant has started to
operate. Continuing training of the initial crews must begin, and replacement
personnel must be trained. The utility is now on its own, and must have its
own training organization to meet these initial and continuing training needs,
either with its own resources or by using contractors, or by a combination of
both. It is essential that the planning of this second phase of training
proceed in parallel with the planning of the project; the utility must have
the organization, the personnel and the facilities to train its operations
personnel from the time of plant startup at the latest.

In the longer term, the utility should consider how it might influence
the education system; it should establish good relations with local education
institutions and encourage the development of courses specially adapted to the
needs of nuclear power plant operations. Education systems are slow to
change, and the utility should not expect the system to adapt to new needs
without some years of persuasion and preparatory work.

A utility starting its first nuclear power plant has the advantage of not
being bound by existing practices and traditions regarding personnel policy
matters. It can and should lay down its policy with a long-term view, taking
into account the special aspects of nuclear power plants, in particular with
regard to the high quality requirements, to ensure safe and reliable operation.
6.8. TRAINING CONDITIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

For the first nuclear project in a country, it is not possible to satisfy
the requirements for prior nuclear power experience, and obtaining it abroad
may prove to be a most difficult problem. For some positions, the
requirements may be limited to fossil power plant experience supplemented by
experience acquired during training and during nuclear plant startup and
commissioning.

Reactor suppliers generally do not own nuclear power plants, but usually
can provide simulator training. If a reactor supplier has a close connection
with a utility owning a nuclear power plant, it may be able to convince the
utility to offer a few opportunities for on-the-job training at its nuclear
power plant for the benefit of the buyer's trainees. It must be recognized,
however, that such on-the-job training cannot go beyond being attached to an
operational shift as an observer. In no case would a trainee be allowed to
operate a plant nor has he the legal right to do so, if not duly authorized.

The utility starting to construct its first nuclear power project,
especially if it is the first nuclear project in the country, would have
neither an available, useable training programme nor experienced training
staff. The expertise needed to start the gradual development of its own
training capability should be obtained from abroad.
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It is usual first to buy training services from the reactor vendor or,
less commonly, from a consulting company. The training programme offered is
usually generic, i.e., common to all plants of a particular type. The
simulator training is based on an existing reference plant different from the
plant of the trainees.

The main problem with this kind of training of operations personnel lies
in its non-specific nature. If the training is performed on a
non-plant-specific simulator, using generic operating procedures, it qualifies
the operators to operate the reference plant, but not their own plant. This
is because plant systems analysis, operating procedures, simulator control
room layout and simulator design are based on the reference plant design.

The most straightforward approach is for the utility, at the time of
purchasing its first nuclear power plant, to buy a plant-specific training
simulator, the services of experienced training instructors and training
materials developed on the basis of job and task analysis. Such an approach
would probably lead to obtaining the best training results. It is recommended
that a plant-specific simulator be placed in operation as soon as possible,
preferably before plant start-up, if sufficient design data is available for
such an approach.

If a non-plant-specific simulator is used, considerable attention should
be given to on-the-job training of the plant operations personnel. This
on-the-job training concentrates on learning plant-specific features of the
trainees' own plant and consists of:

- Development of plant-specific operating and maintenance procedures.
- Operating and maintaining plant systems during plant startup.

Operations training in a fossil power plant.
The plant staff should develop the plant startup and operating procedures

of their own plant on the basis of the reactor vendor's generic procedures.
For this work, they must study carefully the systems flow diagrams, systems
descriptions, systems layouts, controls and instrumentation diagrams etc. The
development of operating procedures gives the operating staff the opportunity
to become acquainted with the design of their plant, to analyse and discuss
with the vendor's specialists all problems and unclear items, and finally to
become fully acquianted with the content of the procedures.

This exercise is extremely useful, especially if their original training
was non-plant-specific. It is obvious that such an exercise depends on the
timely recruitment and initial training of the operations staff .

In some cases the utility may decide to purchase a complete set of
plant-specific startup and operating procedures from the reactor vendor. This
is probably not a good practice from the point of view of preparing the
operating staff for their duties, unless these procedures are used in training
on a plant-specific training simulator.

In a country starting its first nuclear power plant, on-the-job training
is of essential importance for operations personnel to reach the required
competence. The work of operations personnel during startup provides the
opportunity for particularly effective on-the-job training which prepares them
for formal authorization and hence to operate the plant after the contractors
leave the site.

Haintainance personnel should participate in plant system installation and
in the development of plant maintenance procedures. This work is based on
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generic maintenance procedures provided by the reactor and component vendor
and on specific equipment manuals. It is recommended that the maintenance
personnel, after completing the required training courses, are assigned to the
plant installation and component testing groups, and to the development of
maintenance procedures, for the systems they will be charged to maintain.
This approach motivates them to learn, discuss with vendor specialists,
collect data, documents etc., knowing that the experience obtained will be
directly applicable to their work.

In addition, on-the-job training should include a certain period of work
in an utility's fossil plant to give opportunity to the trainees to get a feel
of the real plant operation, especially in relation to control room
activities, operation of turbogenerator plant and coordination with the
electric system load dispatcher. On-the-job training structured in this way
could partly compensate for the lack of operating experience in a nuclear
power plant.

A small utility will have fewer opportunities than a large one for the
career development of its personnel. Also, any utility starting a nuclear
power programme is small in terms of its nuclear operations and cannot have
the scope for the career development of its personnel that is available to a
utility which already has a large nuclear power programme.

It is apparent that if there is only one nuclear power plant, the
possibility of career development by job rotation is limited by the number of
people available for rotation and by the number of positions into which they
can be moved. However, the limitations, though real, need by no means prevent
the utility from practising job rotation. As noted in the discussion of job
rotation, some utilities insist that senior managers shall have a period of
work in the direct operating function, including serving for a time as shift
supervisor. Clearly, the number of persons occupying posts for career
development purposes must be kept to a small proportion, for instance no more
than one shift supervisor at a plant should be occupying the position
temporarily. Also, individuals rotating into jobs must be fully trained and
qualified to perform those jobs to which they are assigned.

Some utilities have to recruit personnel with low-level qualifications
from the education system and raise their competence by training and
experience, i.e., they substitute training and experience for education. Such
schemes are operated by some large utilities with many years' experience of
nuclear power plant operation. The size of the utility and of the nuclear
programme makes it possible to define the needs and relevant programmes and to
implement the programmes. A utility starting its first nuclear power plant
should not consider schemes of this type for career development, since it has
neither the experience nor sufficient demand for nuclear personnel to make the
programme workable. Nevertheless, some large utilities may have developed
schemes on these lines for some of their operations personnel on
fossil-fuelled plants; it might be feasible for the utility to extend its
experience and practice to the personnel for its first nuclear power plant.

6.9. SOURCES OF ASSISTANCE TO MEET THE REQUIREMENTS AND DEAL WITH THE
PROBLEMS OF A FIRST NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

A utility involved in preparing for the operation of the first nuclear
power plant in the country needs assistance from experienced foreign utilities
and companies and from relevant international organisations.
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The most frequently used resources of assistance, advice and help are:
- Reactor vendors
- Consulting companies
- Nuclear utilities
- International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

6.9.1. Assistance from Reactor Vendors
Reactor vendors are willing to sell their training services to utilities.

This training is normally included in "turnkey" contracts and can also be
contracted for in "non-turnkey" contracts. The training is in most cases
generic to a group of similar plants. It may, on request, be tailored to a
specific plant, but in this case the costs of training would be considerably
higher. The advantage of using a reactor vendor's training services is that
their instructors usually have good knowledge of and experience with the
reactor components and systems of that particular reactor type. This approach
is the one most widely used by utilities in countries starting their first
nuclear power project. However, vendor-provided instructors may lack
operations experience and may be design-oriented rather than
operations-oriented.
6.9.2. Cooperation with Other Nuclear Utilities

Cooperation with experienced nuclear utilities is of considerable value to
the utility starting its first nuclear power project. Utilities all over the
world recognise their interdependence and the benefits to be obtained from
mutual assistance. Many countries have an association of utilities charged
with promoting the exchange of operations experiences. This is particularly
true for nuclear utilities, because of the strong impact of a safety problem
or accident in one plant on the whole nuclear power community.

Most of the utility associations and many individual utilities maintain
international contacts and specifically arrange for the supply of information
to foreign utilities. A most beneficial cooperation is achieved if an
experienced foreign utility is operating a similar nuclear plant supplied by
the same reactor vendor.

The advice and assistance obtained from such cooperation may consist in:
- Advice on the setting up and conduct of the training programme
- Obtaining copies of plant documentation (FSAR, operating and

maintenance procedures, quality assurance plan, training materials,
training programmes etc.)

- Arranging on-the-job training during specific plant activities (such as
equipment servicing, refueling outages, repair or changes of large
components, decontamination works)

- Observing control room activities and the conduct of plant operations.

6.9.3. Assistance from Consulting Companies
Consulting companies also sell training and other services to utilities.

The utility will probably need the services of a consultant (especially for
its first nuclear power plant). Consulting companies can arrange simulator
training in a training centre and provide training in specialized subjects
(e.g., risk analysis, fuel management, radiation protection).
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To define the need for services and to obtain the best results from
service contracts, the utility must have poeple experienced in drawing up the
relevant contracts and in controlling their execution. Here again, it is
advisable for a utility starting its first nuclear power project to learn from
the experiences of other utilities which have used consultants for training
and other services.
6.9.4. Assistance from the IAEA

One of the main objectives of the IAEA is to provide international
guidance in general, and technical assistance to individual countries in
particular. This Guidebook is an example of international guidelines
developed by the Agency on training to establish and maintain the competence
of nuclear power plant operations personnel. It updates and develops further
the guidelines given in earlier IAEA Guidebooks on the Qualification of
Nuclear Power Plant Operations Personnel (Technical Report Series 242), and on
Manpower Development for Nuclear Power (Technical Report Series 200).

Such international guidelines are subject to certain constraints. They
cannot in general be too detailed, because they must be applicable to the
large range of countries and conditions represented by the IAEA's Member
States.

A utility starting its first nuclear power plant may wish to adopt and
apply the Agency's international guidelines to its particular situation.
Because of the above-mentioned requirements, problems and constraints, it will
find that, in practice, the application of general guidelines to particular
situations is not an easy task and it may wish to obtain from the IAEA
additional guidance, advice and assistance.

The Agency provides, on request, technical assistance to its Member
States. In the area of nuclear power operation, this country-specific
assistance has in the past been concentrated mostly on safety issues. IAEA
Missions have been involved in the reviewing of safety analysis reports,
functions of local regulatory authorities, safety aspects of operator
training, plant modifications intended to improve safety (for example,
post-TMI action plans) etc. Other assistance has dealt with energy planning,
infrastructure and manpower development, contracting, quality assurance and
other areas related to the planning and implementation of a nuclear power
programme.

IAEA technical assistance is directed not only to utilities and regulatory
bodies but also to upgrading the capabilities of local institutes to perform
activities such as nuclear plant safety analysis, equipment inspection,
quality assurance and environmental monitoring, since these are needed by both
the utility and regulatory body.

In the future, training programme advice and assistance teams would be
made available on request to Member States for missions of experts who would
provide advice and assistance on setting up, implementing, monitoring and
upgrading programs for the initial and continuing training of nuclear power
plant operations personnel. This Guidebook would provide the guidelines for
such advice and assistance, based on a systematic approach to training.

Also, seminars and workshops would be held at the IAEA Headquarters in
Vienna and in various Member States for specialists in training and for
utility management, to disseminate more widely the Guidebook's information and
guidance on the importance of training in a systematic manner, to provide
information on good training practices in various Member States, and to
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promote the necessity for continuing training worldwide as an essential part
of the responsibility of management to maintain and ensure qualified
operations personnel for nuclear power plants.

6.10. SUMMARY

- The specific demands posed by nuclear power for qualified personnel and
national infrastructure capabilities are especially relevant to developing
countries, where a lack of resources or capabilities to meet requirements
may constitute the principal constraints to the development of a nuclear
power programme.
The effort required to establish and maintain the competence of nuclear
power plant personnel and to strengthen or build up national industrial
and education and training infrastructures to the necessary levels may
exceed available national resources and capabilities or may not be
compensated for, or justified, by nuclear power's expected benefits. This
would be especially true if it is anticipated that only one nuclear power
plant will be needed in that country in the forseeable future. In such
cases, a country should most likely delay the decision to launch a nuclear
power programme.
Experience indicates that the lack of a sufficient number of qualified
personnel usually constitutes one of the most crucial constraints for
developing countries seeking to start a nuclear power programme.

- Comparable levels of competence to perform a given function/task in a
nuclear power programme must be achieved in each country, as it is the
function/task which determines the required competence and level of
qualifications, and these do not depend on the country or category of
personnel - i.e., the level of qualifications and competence must be
comparable regardless of whether a higher technician or professional
engineer is used to fill a particular position.

- It is recommended that the maintenance personnel, after completing the
required training courses, are assigned to the plant installation and
component testing groups, and to the development of maintenance
procedures, for the systems they will be charged to maintain. This
approach motivates them to learn, knowing that the experience obtained
will be directly applicable to their work.
In a country starting its first nuclear power plant, simulator training
(preferably on a plant-specific simulator) and on-the-job training are of
essential importance for operations personnel to attain the required
competence.
The likely sources of operations personnel who have some of the necessary
skills and knowledge for a. utility which is starting the construction of
its first nuclear power plant and which probably does not have among its
staff personnel with previous nuclear experience would be, for operating
and maintenance functions: fossil power plants, merchant ships, navy,
local industry; for technical services and radiation protection functions:
non-power reactors, nuclear institutes; for plant chemistry: fossil power
plants; for managers and supervisors: fossil power plants, high technology
process industry.

- Some of the most critical and costly problems encountered in the course of
implementing a nuclear power programme have been associated with
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insufficient numbers of, and insufficiently qualified personnel, both
professionals and technicians. In many respects the problem is more acute
at the technician level. This is due in part to a lack of awareness of
the importance of highly qualified, well-trained technicians for the safe
and reliable utilization of nuclear power. Another cause is the lower
economic and social status and recognition accorded the technician-level
occupations in some countries.
In a developing country, it may be appropriate to emply a larger number of
personnel (overstaffing), in a nuclear power plant than in an
industrialized country, owing to the smaller external support available,
the greater difficulties in providing replacements for qualified personnel
and the opportunity this provides to assign the best candidates to the
most demanding jobs, based on their performance during training.
A country which has decided to start its first nuclear power project
cannot successfully accomplish this task if manpower development is
limited only to the utility and the government regulatory organization. A
country depending completely on imported equipment and industrial services
and having no independent local expertise to evaluate plant performance is
not qualified to start a nuclear power programme.
Effective co-operation is essential between industry and those educational
and other institutions providing education and training for nuclear
power.
In developing countries, the reasons why technical abilities developed by
the education system are sometimes limited include: a lack of qualified,
experienced instructors; educational facilities in technical schools which
are often insufficient for conducting adequate practical training, so that
the teaching has to be, to a large extent, only theoretical; and
inadequate incentives and tradition for, and insufficient appreciation of
the critical importance of, acquiring practical skills and experience.
Most developing countries have not yet found a satisfactory solution to
the problem of educating and training personnel of sufficient quantity and
quality on the technician level. Some of the most intractable problems
regarding the development of qualified technicians are connected with the
social and economic incentives and recognition, or lack thereof, which are
associated with the status and occupation of technician, especially in
developing countries. Some cultural attitudes, such as the avoidance of
working with the hands, constitute further obstacles which result in low
social and economic recognition of technicians and low esteem for
practical skills and capabilities. This constitutes a subtle but very
real barrier to attracting good people and to providing them with the
necessary education, training and experience. Thus,in some developing
countries a greater emphasis has been placed on theoretical versus
hands-on education and training for both professionals and technicians.
For these and other reasons, the status and compensation of technicians in
some countries do not provide sufficient incentives for recruiting and
retaining those most able to fill these positions. The lack of adequate
financial compensation and social recognition also is very often the
reason for poorly qualified and too few teachers/trainers of technicians.
National participation is an essential element in the development of every
nuclear power programme, as there are some tasks and functions in a
nuclear power programme and project for which organizations of the country
must bear full responsibility.
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The development of the industrial, education and training infrastructures
needed to support nuclear power is a long-term process which can take
years or even decades, depending on the overall level of the country's
infrastructures at the beginning of this process, and requires the active
support of the government.
The operating organization responsible for a nuclear power plant must
develop the capability to perform operational safety assessments (or use
consultants qualified to do this). It is also essential that the
regulatory organization within the country is in a position to review
these assessments on a entirely independent basis. No person involved in
the production of safety assessments should be involved in their review by
the regulatory body.
It is highly recommended that before a country/utility begins contracting
for a first nuclear power plant, an adequate member of professionals
receive training to acquire all knowledge and skills needed for the
successful negotiation and implementation of effective contracts with
vendors, component manufacturers, consulting companies and others. These
contracts should include clear, mutually acceptable and binding provisions
for the supply of any and all appropriate training of operations
personnel, including simulator training, within the frameowrk of and as an
integral contribution to a training programme based on a systematic
approach to training.
Whatever organizations are used to provide initial training, the operating
organization responsible for the operations of a nuclear power plant and
for the training of plant personnel should discuss its training programme
development and implementation with another utility which has already had
experience in nuclear power plant operations, in the training of
operations personnel, in the use of consultants, and in contracting for
training.
A utility involved in preparing for the operation of the first nuclear
power plant in the country needs assistance from experienced foreign
utilities and companies and from relevant international organizations.
The most frequently used resources for assistance, advice and help are:
reactor vendors, consulting companies, nuclear utilities, and the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
IAEA training programme advice and assistance teams can be made available
on request to Member States to provide advice and assistance on setting
up, implementing, monitoring and upgrading programs for the initial and
continuing training of nuclear power plant operations personnel.
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GLOSSARY

Analysis
The training system development phase that assesses performance
requirements or deficiencies, determining the needs that are
best satisfied through training, and produces task performance
data that serves as the foundation for training programme
design, development, and implementation.

Assessment
A formal, structured activity through which the knowledge,
skills and attitudes of a trainee are determined. The process
can be based on oral, written, simulator tests or job
performance demonstrations which collectively are used to
verify that the competence necessary to perform the job for
which the trainee has been trained has been acquired.

Attitudes
The dispositions necessary to undertake a job in a competent
and professional manner.

Certification
Formal recognition of successful completion of training by a
trainee.

Classroom Training
A training setting in which lectures, demonstrations, and
discussions are conducted.

Condition
The circumstances existing prior to task performance.

Continuing Training
That training, after certification, which is necessary to
maintain and enhance competence.

Criteria
The standards used to compare and evaluate any performance,
product, or process.

Demonstration
A training method in which a procedure is shown in a
step-by-step sequence.
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Design
The training system development phase in which products of job
and task analysis are used to develop specifications for
training programme development and implementation: including
selecting training settings, determining expected trainee
entry-level skills and knowledge, developing learning
objectives and tests, and formulating the training plan.
Development
The training system development phase that involves
establishment of learning activities, selection of media and
methods, review and selection of existing course material,
development of new material, and the tryout and revision of
course material.
Discussion
A training method involving guided conversation between
trainees that encourages constructive thinking and interaction
within the group.
Element (Action Step)
A discrete action or step executed during the performance of a
task.
Enabling Objective
One of a set of objectives that supports and is required for
the attainment of a terminal objective.
Example: /Enabling Learning Objectives - Tritium Analysis Tasks

/Following the lesson and with no further assistance
the trainee will:

/- /Set up the Packard 300 liquid scintillation
counter

/- /Distill a liquid sample
/- /Measure sample into liquid scintillation vials
/- /Measure scintillation solution into sample
/- /Mix sample solution
/- /Measure sample count rate
/- /Calculate sample tritium activity
/- /Record value of tritium activity
/- /Clean/store equipment
/- /Return references
/in accordance with analytical procedures 1604.003

and 1604.004
(See entry for /Terminal Objective* for associated Terminal
Objective).

Entry-Level Test
A test that is used to measure trainee entry-level skills and
knowledges.
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Evaluation
The training system development phase in which indicators (eg
operating experiences, employee performance, job requirements,
etc) are monitored, assessed, and used to maintain and improve
the performance of a training programme.

Formal On-the-Job Training
A training setting in which plant employees achieve learning
objectives through training conducted in the job environment,
typically conducted by currently qualified incumbents.

Implementation
The training system development phase in which the training
programme is put into operation; includes implementing the
training plan, preparing for and conducting training,
conducting in-training evaluation, and documenting training.

Job
The duties and tasks performed by a single worker.

Job Analysis
A method used in obtaining a detailed listing of the duties and
tasks of a specific job, and information needed to determine
which tasks should be included in training.

Job Performance Measure (JPM)
Tests used to evaluate a worker's proficiency.

Knowledge
Understanding of facts, principles, or concepts. Knowledge
includes cognitive (mental) processes necessary for applying
information.
Example: Required knowledge - Tritium Analysis Task

Knowledge:
- methods for properly and safely handling

radioactive samples
- definitions of units of radioactivity
- calculation of radioactivity concentration using

instrument
count rates, sample volume, counting efficiency,
etc

- procedure for disposing of radioactive sample
materials

- determination of reagents required for analytical
procedure

- reasons for distilling tritium sample
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Laboratory/Workshop
A training setting in which the conditions of job performance
are simulated to permit hand-on application of course material
by the trainees.
Learning Activities
Activities of instructors and trainees during training events.
Learning Objective
A statement that specifies measurable behaviour that a trainee
should exhibit after instruction, including the conditions and
standards for performance.
Lecture
A training method characterized by a public speaking-type
presentation that is organized and presented in logical steps.
Lesson Plan
An instructor's primary training document that outlines
instructor and trainee activities and the resources necessary
for the conduct of training.
Media
The materials used to transmit information to trainees.
Includes computer-assisted instruction, simulation and audio
and/or visual presentations.
Method
A strategy by which the trainees achieve the learning
objectives, includes lecture demonstration/practice,
discussion, oral questioning, role playing, walk through, and
self pacing.
Module
A single unit of self-contained instruction.
Needs Analysis
A process of identifying potential or existing training needs
by examining gaps between performance requirements and existing
or expected performance.
Oral Questioning
A training method involving interaction between instructors and
trainees that provides a sampling of trainee comprehension of
the material.
Performance-Based Training
A systematic programme of instruction designed around tasks and
the related knowledges and skills required for competent job performance.
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Performance Demonstration
A trainee assessment method for hands-on skills in which the
trainee performs the task or skill and Whose performance is
assessed by a qualified individual.

Performance Standard
Measurable requirements, either quantitative or qualitative, by
which performance is evaluated.

Pretest
A test administered to all trainees before beginning a course
to confirm individual trainee preparation for entering
training; it also is used to identify remedial training
requirements and to exempt trainees from all or portions of
training.

Pre Exercise Brief
An aspect of simulator training that can consist of
classroom-type discussion and/or a walk-through of the
simulator exercise or operation of the simulator at real-time
(freezing the simulator when appropriate to emphasize operating
principles and the basis for actions taken).

Qualifications
The combination of an individual's physical attributes and
technical, academic, and supervisory knowledges and skills
developed via training, education, and on-the-job experience.

Role Playing
A training method in which the trainee assumes a role in a real
or simulated job environment or situation.

Self-Pacing
A type of self-study technique or strategy in which the pace of
training is controlled by the trainee.

Self-Study
A training setting without a full-time instructor in which the
conditions are provided in the training materials or in the
plant When needed by the trainee.

Simulator Training
A training setting using a training device that simulates a
plant or a portion of a plant to develop trainee operating
skills and to provide knowledge of plant behaviour during
normal, abnormal, and emergency conditions.
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Skill
The ability of a worker to perform an action requiring
coordination of body movements.
Example: Required Skills - Tritium Analysis Task

Skills:
- boiling liquid sample while avoiding splashing
- operation of liquid scintillation counter
- use of pipette to measure liquid sample

Subject Matter Expert (SHE)
A worker qualified and experienced in performing a particular
task.
System Knowledge
Understanding of information on a specific system and its major
component locations, interrelationships, indications, controls,
alarms, or power supplies (eg purpose of letdown flow control
valve is to control CVCS letdown; location of charging pump
running indicators).
Task
A well-defined unit of work having an identifiable beginning
and end and two or more elements. Through job analysis each
task is defined in terms of an action to be taken, under
defined conditions and to the stated standards of performance.
Example: Chemistry Technician Task - Tritium Analysis

Under normal plant operating conditions, perform
tritium analysis a reactor coolant sample using
equipment and materials normally available in the
radiochemical laboratory, perform the analysis in
accordance with all applicable procedures.

Task Analysis
The systematic process of examining a task by interviewing job
incumbents to identify conditions, standards, elements, and
required skills or knowledges.
Task Standard
A statement that defines a measurable criterion or acceptable
standard of task performance. The criteria may be stated as
time requirements, degree of accuracy, or allowable number of
errors.
Terminal Objective
A statement describing a trainee's expected performance after
training. Terminal objectives contain job-related conditions,
actions, and standards and are supported by a set of enabling
objectives.
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Example:Terminal Learning Objective - Tritium Analysis Task
Given a liquid sample and necessary tools, equipment,
standards and procedures the trainee will perform
tritium analysis in accordance with procedures
1604.003 and 1604.004.

Test
A device or technique used to measure trainee mystery of the
learning objectives (composed of a number of discreet test
items and questions).
Training Methods
Techniques or strategies used during training that assist the
trainees in mastering the learning objectives (including
lecture, demonstration, discussion, oral questioning, role
playing, walk-through, and self-pacing).
Training Plan
A plan that describes course management organization, course
loading and scheduling requirements, trainee management and
evaluation guidelines, instructor qualifications and
responsibilities, course facility and equipment requirements,
test administration guidelines, training record requirements,
and course curriculum outline.
Training Setting
The environment in which training is conducted and learning
occurs. Training settings include classroom, laboratory and
workshop, formal OJT, simulator, and self-study.
Validity
The capability of an instrument or process to yield accurate
results.
Walk-through
A training method that facilitates trainee transition from
learning in a simulated environment to application in the
actual job environment; includes plant visits that emphasize
physical layouts and observation of trained employees
performing their jobs.
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Appendix A

BASIC SAFETY PRINCIPLES FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS*

3.3.3. Human factors

73. Principle: Personnel engaged in activities bearing on nuclear power plant
safety are trained and qualified to perform their duties. The possibility of
human error in nuclear power plant operation is taken into account by facilitat-
ing correct decisions by operators and inhibiting wrong decisions, and by
providing means for detecting and correcting or compensating for error.

74. One of the most important lessons of abnormal events, ranging from minor
incidents to serious accidents, is that they have so often been the result of incorrect
human actions. Frequently such events have occurred when plant personnel did not
recognize the safety significance of their actions, when they violated procedures,
when they were unaware of conditions in the plant, were misled by incomplete data
or incorrect mindset, or did not fully understand the plant in their charge. The oper-
ating organization must recognize the high technology aspect of nuclear power plants
and must ensure that its staff is able to manage it satisfactorily.

75. The human error component of events and accidents has been too great in the
past. The remedy is a twofold attack, through design, including automation, and
through optimal use of human ingenuity in unusual circumstances.

76. Engineered features and administrative controls protect against violations of
safety provisions. Moreover, attention to human factors at the design stage ensures
that plants are tolerant of human error. This is achieved, for example, through the
actuation of automatic control or protection systems if operator action causes a plant
parameter to exceed normal operational limits or safety system trip points. Designs
of protection systems ensure that operator intervention to correct faults is required
only in cases where there is sufficient time for diagnosis and corrective action. The
control room layout provides for localization and concentration of data and controls
used in safety related operations and in accident management. Diagnostic aids are
provided to assist in the speedy resolution of safety questions. The data available in
the control room are sufficient for the diagnosis of any faults that may develop and
for assessing the effects of any actions taken. Reliable communication exists between
the control room and operating personnel at remote locations who may be required
to take action affecting the state of the plant. Administrative measures ensure that
such actions by operators at remote locations are first cleared with the control room.
The layout and identification of remotely located controls is such as to reduce the
chance of error in their selection.

77. To keep the plant within the boundaries of a domain of safe operation,
approved procedures for operation are followed. To ensure this, staff training and
retraining receive strong emphasis, with classroom, simulator and plant based
studies. Operation, maintenance and inspection aids are developed that take account
of the strengths and weaknesses of human performance.

* Reproduced from: Basic Safety Principles for Nuclear Power Plants, A Report by the International
Nuclear Safety Advisory Group, Safety Series No. 75-INSAG-3, IAEA, Vienna (1988).
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78. The foregoing discussion emphasizes the human factor in operation. This is
especially important, but attention to this aspect must not lead to neglect of the
human factor in maintenance and inspection. Errors in these activities have been
important causes of component and system failures in the past. For this reason the
procedures ensuring excellence in the performance of operating staff are also fol-
lowed for maintenance staff.

4.5. OPERATION

211. The operating organization is responsible for providing all equipment, staff,
procedures and management practices necessary for safe operation, including the
fostering of an environment in which safety is seen as a vital factor and a matter of
personal accountability for all staff. It may seem on occasion that emphasis on safety
might be in conflict with the requirement to achieve a high capacity factor and to
meet all demands of electricity generation. This conflict is more apparent than real,
and it can at most be transitory, in that the factors of design, construction and opera-
tional management that promote safety generally coincide with those that contribute
to reliability in operation. Reliability in the long term is not served by compromising
safety in the short term.

4.5.1. Organization, responsibilities and staffing

212. Principle: The operating organization exerts fall responsibility for the safe
operation of a nuclear power plant through a strong organizational structure
under the line authority of the plant manager. The plant manager ensures that
all elements for safe plant operation are in place, including an adequate num-
ber of qualified and experienced personnel.

213. Day to day responsibility for plant safety resides with the plant manager, who
ensures that the necessary elements for achieving safety are present and that the need
for safety governs operations at the plant. He is supported by the executive manage-
ment of the operating organization, which assigns adequate financial, technical,
material and manpower resources to the operation. Safety responsibilities for all
levels and functions of the operating organization are clearly stated in job
descriptions.

214. Enough qualified staff are employed to carry out all normal activities without
undue stress or delay, including the supervision of work done by external contractors
during periods of exceptional workload such as maintenance outages. Staffing
specifications also ensure backup for key positions and take account of attrition and
the time required for retraining.

215. Staffing requirements for abnormal operational occurrences are analysed to
ensure the capability of carrying out any specialized tasks, such as accident manage-
ment, damage assessment and control, fire-fighting, search and rescue, first aid
treatment, off-site monitoring and off-site communications. These staffing require-
ments take into account the availability of emergency services in the locality.

4.5.2. Safety review procedures

216. Principle: Safety review procedures are maintained by the operating organiza-
tion to provide a continuing surveillance and audit of plant operational safety
and to support the plant manager in his overall safety responsibilities.
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217. Among the regular activities at the plant there is a line process of safety
management which covers all aspects of day to day operations and reports to the
plant management. Beyond this, the operating organization provides means for
independent safety review, from within the organization itself or with assistance
from specialist institutions or other bodies. The principal objective is to ensure that,
in those matters that are important for safety, the plant manager will be supported
in his accountability by arrangements that are independent of the pressures of plant
operation. However this independent review is performed, it is an activity which is
separate from plant operation, and which provides safety review on a continuing
basis to verify that plant management establishes sound practices and adheres to
requirements. The reports from this activity are formal and are provided directly to
senior management in the operating organization. Particular attention is paid in these
processes to the feedback of experience; the examination of abnormal events and
reported plant deficiencies both locally and at similar plants; reviews of validity and
modification of operating procedures; safety related plant modifications; training and
qualification of staff; response to regulatory requirements; and the general attitudes
of management and staff towards the safety of the plant.

218. Most particularly, in individual matters of special safety importance, such as
intended abnormal plant manoeuvres, unusual tests or experiments, major plant
engineering, or changes in safety limits or conditions, special procedures are first
formulated by the line operating and safety staff, and these are subject to the indepen-
dent review process as part of the mechanism of obtaining formal approval.

4.5.3. Conduct of operations

219. Principle: Operation of the plant is conducted by authorized personnel,
according to strict administrative controls and observing procedural
discipline.

220. The plant is operated only by suitably trained and qualified staff, who consis-
tently demonstrate in their activities the promotion of safe and reliable operation.
They are aware of the significance for safety of their activities and of the conse-
quences for safety of errors. Plant operations are carried out in an environment
conducive to safety with staff discipline, the avoidance of inappropriate work
patterns and attention to good housekeeping. The operators on duty monitor the
status of the plant on a continuous basis to confirm that components and systems are
performing satisfactorily or are in an appropriate state of readiness. They ensure that
plant deficiencies and departures from required conditions or plant configurations are
detected, and that prompt remedial action is taken. Warning alarms are investigated
and required action taken. Unusual phenomena are investigated (such as noise or
apparent changes in process or core performance) and appropriate action is taken if
there is a danger to vital components or an unexplained response to controls of
process or safety systems. Control room and plant routines include observing check-
lists, recording pertinent plant data, keeping up to date operating logs, passing on
data and instructions in shift turnover, and regular walk-down of the plant during
shift operations. Particular attention is paid to monitoring when the plant status is
changed.

221. The plant is operated on the basis of a hierarchy of approved procedures sub-
ject to strict document control. Deviation from these procedures requires approval
at a level appropriate to the significance of the changes for safety. Written proce-
dures are kept current. Maintenance and surveillance of plant components and
systems are subject to strong control, and maintenance activities are approved by
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authorized personnel. Plant modifications important for safety are pursued only
under approved procedures. Plant configuration is maintained within the intent of the
design and safety analysis by adherence to procedures that include strict reporting
arrangements for changes in configuration and reviews at appropriate intervals. Plant
drawings and descriptions are kept up to date.

222. A formal communication system exists for the transmission of orders and for
the transfer of information related to the reliable and safe operation of the plant. This
system includes reliable and retrievable recording of instructions and information of
possible importance, and of the fact that instructions and orders were received and
understood.

223. Measures are enforced that ensure that operating and maintenance staff on
duty are alert and mentally unimpaired. Should any such personnel be found to be
under the influence of alcohol or of mind altering drugs, severe disciplinary action
is taken. Further alcohol or drug abuse is grounds for dismissal from positions of
responsibility.

224. Special attention is given to physical features and administrative procedures to
prevent unauthorized actions, whether intentional or unintentional, by plant person-
nel or others, that could jeopardize safety.

4.5.4. Training

225. Principle: Programmes are established for training and retraining operations
and maintenance personnel to enable them to perform their duties safely and
efficiently. Training is. particularly intensive for control room staff, and
includes the use of plant simulators.

226. The training programme includes the identification of training requirements,
the development of training specifications and materials, programme implementa-
tion, and evaluation. Formal training of operators covers such key areas of technol-
ogy as neutronics, thermal hydraulics and radiation protection, to the level necessary
for the task to be performed. Operator training develops knowledge of the plant and
its operation, both theoretically and practically. It includes thorough knowledge of
the plant's layout, the locations of important components and systems, the locations
and functions and effects of their controls, and the normal line-up of plant systems.
Emphasis is placed on systems having safety significance. Trainees learn routines for
normal operation of the plant, and the plant's response to the onset of faults that
could cause damaging accidents if not counteracted. This aspect of training is aimed
at improving diagnostic skills. Training covers lessons learned from operating
experience both locally and elsewhere. Operators learn both normal and emergency
operating procedures. The operator training programme includes desk studies, use
of simulators, on the job training and plant familiarization, leading to formal
approval of operators (e.g. by licensing).

227. Through the training programmes, operators are apprised of the principal
results of any probabilistic safety assessments of the plant, showing the importance
of plant systems in preventing plant damage or severe accidents. They are aware of
the locations of all significant amounts of radioactive material in the plant, and
understand the measures to prevent its dispersal. Most importantly, the training of
operating staff emphasizes the importance of maintaining the plant within its opera-
tional limits and conditions. The consequences of violating limits are emphasized.
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The importance is stressed of maintaining subcriticality when the plant is not operat-
ing, of continued core cooling at all times, and of the controlled retention of all radio-
active materials. Retraining is provided at intervals to ensure that knowledge and
understanding essential to safe and efficient plant operation are retained and
refreshed, in particular for handling abnormal and accident conditions. Structured
initial training and refresher training are given on a representative simulator. Team
work is emphasized in operator training, particularly in simulator exercises on deal-
ing with incidents and accidents.

228. Complementary training is provided to prepare staff for specialized duties
required in the event of an accident. In judging the need for and extent of such train-
ing, stand-by arrangements and the availability of off-site services are taken into
account. Specific training is provided for all staff members who have assignments
under the emergency plans.

229. Training of maintenance staff goes beyond the teaching of basic task skills to
emphasize the potential safety consequences of technical or procedural error. Train-
ing and qualification of maintenance staff reflects die realization that where there has
been a record of plant operational unreliability and faulty, spurious and accidental
activation of safety systems in the past, it has often been caused by errors in
maintenance procedures and practices. Training of maintenance staff covers such
incidents. Testing of maintenance staff examines their familiarity with these lessons.

230. The training of senior operations and management staff emphasizes the special
problems of managing a nuclear power plant, with the exceptional demand for safety
and the need for familiarity with emergency procedures.
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Appendix B

CONTRIBUTION OF HUMAN ERROR TO INCIDENTS
AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

(Examples taken from:
France, Japan, Sweden, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

United Kingdom, United States of America)

France
HUMAN FACTORS AND NPPs AT EDF*

In 1982, after the Three Mile Island accident (1979), the Nuclear and
Fossil Generation Division of Electricité de France (EOF) set up a team of
specialists in human factors with the task of analyzing all significant
incidents of human origin.

Systematic investigation showed that approximately 40% of the significant
incidents could be attributed to human error. Figure 1 clearly shows the
impact of human factors on the safety and availability of French 900-MWe
pressurized water reactor units in 1986, the significant incidents being
sub-divided on the basis of seven criteria.

Figure 1:
Significant
Incidents at
EDF 900-MWe
NPPs in 1986
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OCCURRENCES PER REACTOR, 1386

Various actions were initiated to reduce the probability of cases of human
error arising. These actions have been backed up by supplying information and
constantly drawing the attention of operators and designers to the principal
incidents of human origin experienced in our plants.

*J.-J. Mira and M. Griffon-Fouco, Electricité de France, Service de la
Production Thermique, 3, rue de Messine, F-75017 Paris. From: Nuclear Europe,
Vol. VII, No. 11-12 (1987) 35. Reprinted by permission of Nuclear Europe,
journal of the European Nuclear Society.
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Preugntiye Measures in Everyday Operation
For operating quality to be improved, proper training is necessary. Our

nuclear power plant workers undergo an average of 120 hours of training per
year and we possess seven full-scope and 22 function simulators.

For human reliability to be improved, it is necessary to go further than
mere training: the man-machine interface and work methods also require
attention.
The Man-Machine Interface:

Numerous actions have been started, including:
- ergonomie improvement of the existing control rooms, essentially by

grouping control and instrumentation devices in identified functions
by zones of different colors and by alphanumeric markings;

- improving the documentation provided for the operators;
- automating certain tasks which have caused spurious tripping, for

example the periodic tests on the reactor control and instrumentation
systems;

- improvement of the identification system for facilities and equipment;
- development of new means of communication.

Work Methods:
Our records of incidents with human components show that deficiencies in

work organization are the main causes of human errors. To improve the
situation, EOF has taken a number of measures, including: drawing up a
communication manual based on aeronautical practice; improving coordination
between operating arid maintenance staff; and investigating methods for
improving shift changeover efficiency.

Mea s u res to Imp ro ve ft ce i d e n t Manag erne nt
These measures concern the men and the resources available to them from

the initiating event of an accident.
The Men:

EOF has added a safety engineer with special accident training. This
engineer, who is permanently present at the site, intervenes at the request of
the shift personnel on the basis of very precise criteria. He performs
independent surveillance of the installation, draws up a redundancy diagnosis
and intervenes, if necessary, to correct inappropriate action by the shift
personnel. Also, the power plant manager can, when necessary, initiate an
emergency plan and call upon a crisis organization to assist him in making
decisions. The crisis teams, which consist of specialists, can be operational
within two to three hours, both on the site and in Paris.
The Resources:

The improvements have consisted in rewriting the accident procedures and
creating a safety panel.
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Occident procedures have been totally rewritten in the form of action
instructions in concise standardized wording, with an operation sheet for each
operator. These procedures use a conventional "event—based" approach which
does not enable response to all accident situations, in particular those
involving partial loss of the engineered safety feature systems. To meet this
requirement, we are currently developing "state-based" procedures using
analysis of physical and thermohydraulic parameters of the nuclear steam
supply system.

The safety pane1 constitutes a single point where all the information
which is important in the event of an incident or accident is available. It
assists the operator by indicating changes in the principal parameters,
providing fault identification, giving a step-by-step approach to a diagnosis
and monitoring the automatic actions and the instructions to be applied.

To test all the human and equipment resources, situation sessions on a
simulator are organized to improve behaviour of shift personnel confronted
with a severe accident, and exercises are carried out at national level to
improve the efficiency of the crisis teams.
A 1 lowing for•i....Hu_man_ Factor at Design Leve 1

In 1981, EOF began a critical study of the design of conventional control
rooms as part of the standardized 1400-MW PWR unit project. A decision was
taken to design a computerized control room containing two identical
operational work stations with visual display units. A change as fundamental
as the design of the control room could not be envisaged without prior
experiments on a prototype associated with a simulator. A prototype was
therefore designed by a multidisciplinary team consisting of designers,
architects, operators and ergonomie experts. It is currently being assessed
with the operators by a team of technical experts and ergonomie specialists to
establish the final version of the future control room and determine the best
possible way to organize the operating personnel.
Conclusion

It is difficult to determine quantitatively the impact of the measures
developed by EOF for improving human reliability. Nevertheless, the number of
scrams can be considered an indicator of human influence on operating quality,
and the reduction of their number by half since 1983 allows us to conclude
that the preventive actions already carried out were worthwhile.
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France
THE PRINCIPAL CAUSES OF MALFUNCTIONS OF HUMAN ORIGIN

The analyses carried out show that human error is involved in
approximately 40% of the significant incidents.

Year after year, this percentage remains substantially stable. On the
other hand, we note a significant drop in a number of such failures: for
the particular case of scrams (unit on-line or not) occurring with the
900 MWe PWR, the number of cases of human error has decreased
from 4.9 in 1984 to 2.1 in 1986.

In 1986, the root causes of human error were divided up as follows
for significant incidents and for the sub-set of scrams occurring with the
900 MWe PWR.

Complexity of task
Ergonomics of work station
Work organization

Content of procedures

Form of procedures

Non-observance of procedures

Training
Competence

Significant
incidents

11%

19%
43%

16%

3%

26%

14%

6%

Scram

15%

25%

37%

11%

5%

25%

15%

11%

As can be seen, the total percentage exceeds 100% as a human error
rarely has a single cause but more frequently a combination of
causes.
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France
METHOD OF HUMAN ERROR ANALYSIS

For each human error, the following information is recorded:

Omission

| Human error J
1

Confusion Inappropriate
action

Advance/
delay

, «i i i i
Detection Interpretation 1 Action communication

i i l l1
i i

Immediate Delayed
i i

i i
Mechanical

i i
Technical Operation Electronics Electrical

i « 1 1
i i i i

Generation Maintenance Testing Other

. ———— i —— , —— i ———— i
i i i

Preparation Execution Checking Reporting
i i l li

i
Control room Local

i i
.,,..,

Nature of
error

Mechanism
of error

Consequences

Department
involved

Activity

Tasks

Place

Complexity
of task

Design of
workstation

Work
organization

Procedures

Content
Form
Non-

observance

Individual

Training
Competence

Factors of
error
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Japan
ANALYSIS OF HUMAN ERROR RELATED INCIDENTS*

Power Reduction
6 Cases
114.6»)

No Effect
13 Cases
(31.7*)

Automatic
Shutdown
22 Cases
(53.7%>

Effect of Human Error on the Operation of Nuclear Power Plants

Others
B Cases
(19-4*) Instrumentation/

Control System
IS Cases
(36.6 t }

Turbine System
4 Cases
(9.8*)

System
41 Cases

Condensate /FW
system
4 Cases
(9.8%) Reactor

Cooling
System4
(9.8*1

Electrical
System
6 Cases
(14.6*)

Classification of Human Error by System

* Reference: "Collection and Preparation of Data Bank for Incident and
Failure Reports and Analysis of Human Error Related Incidents",
M. Araki, T. Oohara, M. Hada, Paper presented at IAEA
Specialists Meeting on "The Human Factor Information Feedback
in Nuclear Power: Implications of Operating Experience in System
Analysis, Design and Operation", Roskilde, Denmark, 25-27 May
1987.
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Incomplete Oparation7ri7.lt)

Classification of Human Error by Cause
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Japan
ANALYSIS OF HUMAN ERROR RELATED INCIDENTS IN TERMS OF

NUMBER OF REACTORS, INCIDENT AND FAILURE FREQUENCY

Human error occurrencerate X———X

Total number of reactora

1970 '71 '72 '73 '74 '75 '76 '77 '78 '79 '80 101 '82 '83 '84 '85 '86

30

20

<H
o
M<uI
e

10
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Sweden
ANALYSIS OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS AT

THE SWEDISH NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS*

Analysis Methodology
All scram reports and LERs (Licensee Event Reports) occurring in Swedish

plants are entered in the utility-owned system for experience feedback
(ERF-system - computerized database and communication system).

In the present study, all reports for the years 1983-1987 were screened
twice and independently by Kärnkraft Säkerhet & Utbildning's (KSU's) technical
experts with broad system and plant knowledge. The events related to human
performance problems were studied in further detail, if the human
deficiency(ies) occurred inside the plant(s). This means, for example, that a
human error committed by a valve manufacturer has not been further
investigated.

The events which had aspects of human performance problems were evaluated
according to:

(a) Consequence on plant/system
(b) Plant operation mode
(c) Consequence on plant operation
(d) System/component affected
(e) Personnel category involved
(f) Location of occurrence
(g) Work type
(h) Work activity
(i) Type of inappropriate action
(j) Causal category.

If interpretation difficulties or other questions arose during the
evaluation and classification of some event(s), contacts were taken up with
the KSU's instructors for the plant affected. When these discussions were
judged insufficient, further contacts were taken up directly with the plant
staff concerned.

After these careful analysis steps and classification, each event studied
was entered in a database installed on a PC for further statistical analysis.

Jean-Pierre Bento, Kärnkraft Säkerhet & Utbildning, AB, S-61182 Nyköping,
Sweden.
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flnalysis Results
When analysing the scram reports and the LERs it bacame evident that the

two event categories should not be mixed together if valuable trends were to
be identified. Thus, the results presented below cover scrams and LFRs
separately.

The statistical variation of the elements of each analysed category, (a-j)
above, is not significant for most of the categories. This is valid with
respect to both the reactor types and the years studied. Thus, the
percentages given in Figures 1-7 are mean values averaged over the five years
studied.

For easier overview and comparison the topography of the different
categories is presented by order of decreasing frequency as related to
scrams. The figures being self-explanatory, only short comments are provided
in connection with each figure.
Consequence on Plant/system

In Figure 1, scrams associated with human performance problems have been
classified as "safety related" when the RPS (Reactor Protection System)-logic
has been activated. "Availability related" means primarily that the turbine
protection system was actuated first.

For LFRs, the contribution to "safety-related events" originates from
human performance problems during refuelling, such as, for example, the
mispositioning of some fuel element.

Owing to the high degree of redundancy of the safety systems in Swedish
LWRs (mostly 4-redundancy), LERs have most often only limited impact on one
train of one system.
Plan t Ope rat i on Modje

Scrams caused by human performance problems occurred mostly, as expected,
during power operation (78%), nuclear heatup (16%) and hot standby (6%).
Scrams occurring during nuclear heatup originate mostly from untimely (too
late) Source Range Monitor/Intermediate Range Monitor (SRM/IRM) switch-over in
BWRs, which results in RPS activation.

Scrams

Category

Safety related
Availability related

Several system* unavailable
One system unavailable
Several t r a i n s unavailable

One t r a i n unavailable

Reduced system function
No impact

LFRs
ta :

10 20 30 40 SO 60% 10 20 30 40 SO 60%

FIG.1. Categorization of scrams and events.
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Scrams
Category

Passive component
Valve
Pump

Diesel generator

Electrical component
Instrumentation

Electronics
Process control

Computer
Other

LERs

10 20 30% 10 20 30%

FIG.2. Components affected by human performance problems.

Concerning LERs, the frequency distribution is dominated by power
operation (68%) anf refuelling (26%). Hereby, one has to emphasize the
relative difficulty to assess correctly the human performance problems which
occur during refuelling outages. Indeed their manifestation can often be
delayed by weeks or months.
Consequence on Operation

Wo diagram is presented for this item because no LER had any consequence
on plant operation. The consequence of scrams on plant operation is obvious.
System/Component Affected

As shown in Figure 2, valves together with components belonging to the
process instrumentation (pressure transmitters etc) are the components most
affected by human performance problems.

In the category "other" for scrams is included the neutron instrumentation
(SRM, IRM etc.) which explains the relative high ratio of "other" in the
statistics.
Personnel Category

A remark concerning "personnel category" derives from the fact that many
events occurred due to the poor performance of more than one person. In such
cases the person with the highest share in each of these events has been
selected as "responsible".

The frequency distributions in Figure 3 are in good agreement with what
could be expected.

For scrams, besides the category "operation personnel", one can mention
that "Instrumentation & Control" performance problems often influence the
reactor protection logic directly with a subsequent risk for scram. This is
reflected by the distribution, especially when comparison is made with
"mechanical" or "electrical" categories.
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Scrams

u
3
3

3
3

Category

Operation personnel
I&C department
Electrical department

Mechanical department
Rad-Fire-Data department

Contractors
Chemical department

Ronndmen

Cleaning department

LERs

10 20 30 40 50 60% ,0 20 30 40 so

FIG.3. Who was involved in scrams and events.

Scrams
Location

Control and relay rooms
Station (radiological areas)

Station (non radiological areas)

Office
Workshop
Outdoor

LERs

10 30 50 70% 10 30 50 70%

FIG.4. Where human performance problems occur.

For both scrams and LERs, "operation personnel" includes both control room
personnel and operation support staff. Each of these two sub-categories is
the origin of roughly the same number of LERs. Furthermore, the dominance of
"mechanical" is to be associated with the dominant categories of affected
components: valves and pumps.

Location of Occurrence
The distributions in Figure 4 were expected. A comment for "radiological

areas" is that most areas (reactor and turbine buildings) of the BWRs have
been conservatively classified as radiological ones.
Work Type

The frequency distributions of Figure 5 reflect and complete the
topography of "component affected" and "personnel category". For scrams,
besides the obvious dominance of "operation" as the main single activity
resulting in scrams, evidence is also provided of the sensivity of I&C1 s
performance during testing and calibration.

For LERs, one recognizes the strong influence of "mechanical's"
performance during maintenance and repair of (primarily) valves and pumps.
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Scrams
Work type

Operation
Testing/Calibration
Maintenance/Repair
Insultation /Change

Design
Manufacturing

Handling in RPV

LERs

10 20 30 40 50% 10 20 30 40 50%

FIG.5. What work types resulted in scrams and events.

Inappropriate action type

Scrams
Untimely act

Confusion
Not applicable/other

Omission
Wrong/extraneous act

LERs

15 25 35% 5

FIG.6. How scrams and events occur.

15 25 35%

Work Activity
No figure is presented for this category because it is totally dominated

by the work activity "action", which counts for about 70% of the analysed
events. The other activities (preparation, interpretation, decision, control
and reporting) are distributed almost evenly.
Type of Inappropriate; fiction

The frequency distribution for scrams in Figure 6 is dominated by the
"untimely act". This has to be connected with numerous mild scrams occurring
during nuclear heatup of some of the BWRs, due to the untimely switch-over of
SRM/IRM instrumentation. This manual action has been replaced in newer BWRs
by an automatic function. Apart from this there is no significant difference
between the various inappropriate action categories concerning how scrams
occur.
Cau sal Category

The causal categories in Figure 7 are important because they represent
potential areas for corrective actions. These causal categories reflect "why"
human performance problems occur. It must be observed that two or more causal
categories are involved in about half of the scrams and events connected with
human performance problems.
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63 Scrams
Root cause

Human variability

Work place ergonomics
Procedures not followed

Training

Task complexity
Procedures (content)

Communications (verbal)
Change organization

Work organization

Work schedule

Work environment

352 LERs

5 10 15 20 30 60 90 120

FIG.7. Why scrams and events occur.

The dashed areas in Figure 7 represent the ratio of each causal category
as the single contributor to scrams and LERs, respectively.

Some of the most significant causal categories and corrective actions are
discussed below.

The frequency distribution for the analysed scrams
is dominated by "human variability". The main explanation for this
is the same as in the section "type of inapproporate action" and is
accordingly related to operator carelessness during nuclear heatup.
For LERs, "human variability" contributes as a single causal category
to 14% of the LERs analysed, which corresponds to about 4% of all
LERs which occurred in Swedish nuclear power plants during the last
five years.
For most of the events studied, it appears difficult to propose any
common and effective remedy against this type of random performance
problem. However, higher motivation and enthusiasm of the different
staff categories would definitely prevent a significant part of this
type of event. This is especially true today when all plants have
reached a "steady-state" of normal operation at full power with very
few disturbances and more and more routine tasks.
WoH<_ P 1 ace, „, .Ergongm ii , c ; s : The contribution of "work place ergonomics"
was not expected to take such a quantitatively important place in the
frequency distribution for both scrams and LERs. "Work place
ergonomics" is involved in slightly less than 25% of the studied
scrams and events. Furthermore, this causal category accounts, as a
single root cause category, for about 7% of the studied scrams and
LERs. This corresponds to about 2 % of all scrams and events which
have occurred in the Swedish plants during the last five years.
These values are roughly the same as the ones obtained below for
"procedures not Followed" or "work organization".
This causal category represents events related to components with
poor accessibility in the plants as well as components with
ergonomically poor design for calibration and maintenance,
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Procedure3 IMot Fp1lowed : The causal category "procedures not
followed" is involved in about 20% of the analysed events. A
reliable assessment of the underlying causes is not easy. However,
one can mention that "training" is also involved in about one-third
of the events categorized as "procedures not followed". It is thus
possible that additional emphasis on respect for procedures
(attitudes and mindsets) should reduce the number of both scrams and
LERs.
Training: In combination with other causal categories, "training" is
involved in about 20% of the events. As a single causal category,
"training" contributes to 3% of the scrams and about 2% of the LERs
analysed in this study. This corresponds to 1% and 0.5% respectively
of all scrams and LERs which occurred in Swedish nuclear power plants
during the last five years. A conclusion is that "training" is not
necessarily (and seldom) the single appropriate cure to reduce plant
events.
Work Organization: "Work organization", including administrative
routines, clearly dominates the frequency distribution for LERs.
This causal category is involved, in combination with other
categories, in about one-third of the events having the nature of
human performance problems.
"Work organization" is the second most important single contributor
to the occurrence of the LERs studied (it has the same contribution
as "work place ergonomics" and "procedures not followed"). The
relative importance of "work organization" was not expected to such a
degree. There is thus reason to reinforce the plant's administrative
protective barriers by reasonable stringency of organizational
methods and routines.

Summary
According to the present study, human performance problems in Swedish

nuclear power plants have not attained alarming levels. This is still valid
in an international comparison. Furthermore, no robust trend has been
identified over the last five years of operation. However, these conclusions
do not mean that the utilities may lull themselves into complacency.

In order to further reduce the impact of human performance problems in
their plants, the Swedish utilities should allocate increased attention to:

- Reinforcing more stringent work organization and administrative
routines

~ Sensitizing the operations staff to the rigorous respect for
procedures

- Improving work place ergonomics
Maintaining high morale, motivation and enthusiasm among the staff.

Succeeding in the latter delicate task is of utmost importance for optimum
human performance. This task is especially delicate for the Swedish utilities
due to the political decision to phase out all nuclear power in Sweden by 2010.
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Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
OPERATING EXPERIENCE OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT UNITS

IN THE SOVIET UNION IN 1987:
ROOT CAUSES OF UNPLANNED UNIT SHUTDOWNS AND DERATINGS*

Forty-five units at 16 nuclear power plants (NPPs) of the USSR Ministry
for Nuclear Power (USSR Minatomehergo) with a total installed capacity of
34400 MWe were in operation in 1987 and generated 186.9 billion (109) kWh of
electricity, i.e. 16.2% more than in 1986. The load factor was 69,4% against
65.3% for 1986.

The following nuclear units were commissioned in 1987: Ignalinskaya NPP
Unit 2 (August), Balakovskaya NPP Unit 2 (October), Chernobylskaya NPP Unit 3
and Zaporozhskaya NPP Unit 4 (December).

The overall statistics of unplanned shutdowns, deratings and extended
maintenance outages (operational disturbances) of NPP units which affected
mainly the load factor are as follows.

410 NPP operational disturbances occurred in 1987 resulting in a total
loss of 11605.88 million kWh of electricity, i.e., 6.3% of the total
electricity generated in 1987. This included 120 disturbances due to
personnel errors with a 3170.7 million kWh loss of electricity, i.e., 1.7% of
the total electricity generated.

The above figures demonstrate that there is still margin for improving the
utilization of installed capacity as well as other plant performance
indicators by means of improving the quality of operation.

In the third quarter of 1987, Armyanskaya, Yuzhno-Ukrainskaya,
Smolenskaya, Beloyarskaya, Bilibinskaya and Rovenskaya--3 WPPs were operating
without a single disturbance caused by personnel error. This fact shows that
plant load factor can be improved through enhancing production discipline of
operating and maintenance personnel as well as personnel working in plant
services and laboratories, thus improving the level of their competence and
response to emergencies and transients.

Simple analysis shows that for a certain number of cases, NPP unit
shutdowns and deratings result from process errors and a low level of
discipline of the operations personnel.

There have been examples of plant operational disturbances caused by gross
personnel errors, unsatisfactory maintenance, violations of procedures by
plant services' personnel etc.

Statistical analyses have been performed of the distribution of
disturbances due to personnel errors, by month, day, and hour, with a brief
description of the causes.

* V.M. Vitkov and A.I. Borovkov, VWIIAES, USSR Ministry for Nuclear Power.
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United Kingdom
ANALYSIS BY CAUSE OF HUMAN FACTOR RELATED REPORTED EVENTS (CEGB)

Equipment
36%

Procedures
28%

Training
17%

Quality Assurance 19%
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United States of America
ROOT CAUSES OF SIGNIFICANT NUCLEAR POWER PLANT EVENTS IN THE USA (1985)

The 111 significant events identified in the USA in 1985 were analyzed to
identify patterns of recurring root causes. These events included actual or
potential losses of safety functions, severe plant transients, major economic
impact, personnel radiation exposures, and release of radiation. A total of
120 root causes were identified. The five main categories and the number and
percentage of root causes in each category are as follows (see Figure 1):

- Human performance probelems 55 (46%)
- Design deficiencies 40 (33%)
- Manufacturing deficiencies 15 (12%)
- External causes 1 ( 1%)
- Other/unknown 9 ( 8%)

The following is an analysis of the human performance problems.
In the area of human performance problems, the following major patterns

were identified:
Deficient procedures caused 47 percent of the human performance
problems (22 percent of all root causes). Missing caution notes or
procedural steps were the main deficiencies.
Inadequate knowledge or training regarding the activity being
performed contributed to 11 percent of the human performance
problems (5 percent of all root causes). Licensed operators and
health physics technicians were most often involved.
Failure to follow procedures also caused 11 percent of the human
performance problems (5 percent of all root causes).

In general, the distribution of the human performance data was much like
that found in previous years. Some subcategories, such as type of personnel
involved, were quite different, but experience has shown that these
subcategories typically vary from year to year.

Human performance problems accounted for 55 of the 120 root causes (46
percent). The root causes in the human performance category were sorted in a
variety of ways, namely by: type of problem, type of personnel involved, type
of activity being performed, and portion of the activity during which the
problem occurred. The interrelationships among the types of problem,
personnel, activity, and portion of activity were also investigated to
determine more specifically where corrective action should be focussed. The
following subsections present the results of this study.

Human Performance Problems by Problem Type
Figure 2 shows the distribution of human performance problems according to

problem type. The most prominent problem area was deficient procedures, which
comprised 47 percent of the human performance root causes. This was followed
by lack of knowledge or training and failure to follow procedures (each 11
percent).

Several relatively small subcategories comprise the remainder of the
human performance problems.
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External
Causes

Other/
Unknown

Manufacturing
or Construction
Deficiencies

Human
Performance
Problems

Design
Deficiencies

Figure 1. Distribution of Major Root Cause Categories
Note: Numbers show percentage of all root causes.

Deficient
Documents

Work-place
Deficiency

Other/
Unknown

Misconmunication
Deficient

Supervision
Deficient
Planning or
Scheduling

Policy
Problems

Failure
to Follow
Procedures

Deficient
Procedures

Lack of
Knowledge
or Training

Figure 2. Distribution of Human Performance Subcategories
Note: Numbers show percentage of human performance root causes.
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A more detailed breakdown of the two procedure-related subcategories is
as follows. The most common type of deficient procedure was testing
procedures, followed by calibration and normal operating procedures. The
principal difficulty with testing procedures was incompleteness, while the
calibration procedures had problems with erroneous setpoints or techniques as
well as with missing steps. In general, procedural incompleteness involved
problems such as omission of necessary caution steps, omission of valve
references or other information from system alignment procedures, failure to
incorporate equipment vendors' recommendations, and omission of procedural
steps that would have minimized the likelihood of the event occurring.

Concerning the failure of personnel to follow procedures, it was
determined that the main deficiency was the improper following of the
procedure that was being used.

Human Performance Problems by Personnel Type
A variety of personnel were involved in the human performance problems.

The three types of personnel most often involved were licensed operators (in
36 percent of the human performance root causes), I&C technicians (20
percent), and mechanical maintenance personnel (16 percent).

Nearly half of the licensed operators' problems were with incomplete
procedures for testing and normal operations. Significant events also
occurred because licensed operators failed to follow procedures and
demonstrated a lack of knowledge or training in a variety of areas. A
significant portion of licensed operators' problems occurred during testing
activities.

Most of the I&C technicians' problems were caused by incomplete testing
procedures and by calibration procedures that provided inaccurate guidance or
setpoint information.

The problems of mechanical maintenance personnel stemmed mainly from
inadequate preventive maintenance procedures or from failure to plan necessary
corrective maintenance, preventive maintenance, or testing activities.

Nearly all human performance root causes involved permanent utility
employees; only about 1 percent were attributed to contractor personnel, who
usually do not perform work that would result in a significant event. (Events
in which contractors made errors in construction or installation are
classified under "Manufacturing or Construction Deficiencies").

Human Performance Problems by Type of Activity Being Performed
Approximately one-fourth of the human performance problems occurred

during testing activities, and another fourth involved normal plant operation.
Most of the remaining problems were related to preventive and corrective
maintenance and calibration.

The term "activity being performed" includes both improper performance
(commission) and non-performance (omission). About 10 percent of the human
performance problems involved omission of a required activity in such areas as
preventive and corrective maintenance, testing, and normal operation.
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Human Performance Problems by Portion of Activity
The human performance problems were also categorized by the portion of

the activity during which the problem occurred. More than half of the
problems occurred during the actual performance of the activity, while the
remainder were distributed fairly evenly over the diagnostic, preparation, and
completion phases.

About one-third of the testing problems occurred during the completion
phase; this was primarily due to incomplete procedures. Also a large fraction
of normal plant operation problems occurred during the diagnosis phase; these
problems were mainly due to lack of procedural guidance'.

Conclusions
Nearly half of the root causes identified during this analysis were human

performance problems. The principal cause of human performance problems was
deficient procedures. Licensed operators, mechanical maintenance personnel,
and I&C technicians frequently performed improper actions or omitted required
actions because the procedures they were following omitted steps or failed to
provide complete coverage or guidance for the task being performed. Thus,
thoroughly reviewing and validating procedures to ensure their completeness
could substantially reduce the number of human performance problems.
Necessary steps should be included in procedures, and the steps should be
clear and in the proper order. This effort should focus on the performance
phase of all procedures, and also on the completion (return-to-service)
portion of test procedures. In addition, necessary caution notes should be
included and should be in the proper location.

One consideration when developing inspection and testing procedures, in
particular, is to include appropriate interfacing between procedure writers
and system or component designers. Similarly, the development of any
procedure should involve the operators, maintenance personnel, etc. who will
be using the procedure. Also, procedures should have clear, easy-to-follow
formats.

Personnel should also be encouraged to report and initiate revisions to
procedures they find to be deficient. In addition, any event that involves
human error should cause a review of the applicable procedures, since
deficient procedures are often a contributing factor even if they are not the
root cause. However, care must be taken to differentiate between errors due
to actual procedure deficiencies and errors caused by inattentiveness to
procedures.

Inadequate knowledge or training concerning the activity being performed
was involved in 11 percent of the human performance problems. This includes
lack of factual knowledge, lack of experience, or lack of awareness of
potential dangers or special care that is necessary. It appears that many of
these problems could be avoided in the future by improving training so that
personnel are more aware of how their actions affect overall plant operation
and by motivating personnel towards excellence in their work. Similarly, the
number of problems due to failure to follow procedures (11 percent) can be
reduced by improving and clarifying procedures, by increasing personnel
awareness of the importance of understanding and following procedures, and by
encouraging personnel to be attentive in their work. In addition, personnel
should be trained to check with the appropriate level of supervision for
direction or clarification when their activity involves actions that are not
fully or clearly covered by procedures or training.
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It should be noted that although the human performance problem category
is by far the largest root-cause category, about two-thirds of the human
performance problems were influenced by circumstances beyond the immediate
control of the personnel involved at the time. The principal problem was
deficient procedures, with smaller contributions from inadequate policy,
deficient planning and scheduling (e.g., failure to schedule required testing
or maintenance), deficient supervision, human factors work place deficiencies,
and deficient drawings. These types of problem often established conditions
that readily led personnel to make errors, both of commission and omission.
Thus, when initial evaluation of an event indicates that the cause was an
error by the personnel involved, it is important to determine whether
conditions were present that led the person to that erroneous action or
omission of action; corrective action should then focus on those conditions,
if appropriate.

Many of the problems cited in the preceding paragraph may be indirectly
caused by management or supervision personnel. However, the role of
management in such events is often difficult to identify. Therefore, the
category of "deficient supervision" may be underestimated in this report.
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Appendix C

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ORGANIZATIONAL CHARTS

(Examples taken from:
Canada, Czechoslovakia, Finland, France, Federal Republic of Germany,

Hungary, Japan, United Kingdom, United States of America)
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Canada

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ORGANIZATION (4 unit station)
(Ontario Hydro)

STATION MANAGER

Production
Manager

Operation and
Plant Maintenance

Technical
Manager

Planning Training Business
and

Administration

Technical
Support

Human
Resources

Health
Physics



Czechoslovakia
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

' f i n t

Superintendent for 1
• Radiation Protection
£ Quality Assurance 1

Radiation Protecti»!
Section

1 Nuclear Safety 1
[ Section _______ I

Personnel Safety
Section
Quality Assurance 1

1 Section 1
(•••••••••••xmMiJ
Non-destructive 1Inspection Section 1

| •

Superintendent
"" for Operation

Preparation and 1
Econotifes Section 1
•
Operational
Modes Section

. Plant Systems
| Section

1 Section forH Developient ofj Coiputer Systeis
Operations
Manager

Dispatching
Centre

Shift Operation

Supporting
Specialists

i

i

\

mn

mm

\

Superintendent
for Maintenance

Preparation I
Section 1

Planning and
Econolics Section

Section for Coor-
dination withContractors
Spare parts and
Stores

Maintenance
Manager

Maintenance
Divisions

l

P n y s î cal Protec-îtion Section |

Superintendent I Superintendent I - . . , ., , . 1 , „ , 1 Superintendentr- for Engineering 1 «- for Personnel I , .j . . . 1 „ , ... I for Econolicsand Investment 1 Relations I

Technical I
Oevelop*ent Section 1

Sections for Reali- 1 Plant Training
sation of Investment! Centre

i .
i ::
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Finland
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

(Teollisuuden Voima Oy)

NuclMr Fual i

Nucltir Wilt* l ___

Plant Manager 1

Ltgtl Hitter* |

D•valopmant

1

Elp»M»

1
Finança

1 Economie« Dapartmant

t ^ B

1 1
Dapartmant i

S

Nucltir

Quality

Safety i

Technical- Oaparimant i Produellen Dapartmant 1 A

Aaturanca |

1

Training §

Information H

Haehanleal Englnaarlngi

Control and 1
Inttrumantatlon 1

Elaetrleal Englnaarlng 1

Conitruetlon 1

Oparation 1

Malntanane* |

_ Tachnleal Suparvlalon 8

Mattrill l
Admlnlitrillon 1

_ Sptelal AtflgnmanK 1

dmlnlatratlon Dapartmant

Paraonnal
Admlnlttratlon

Dm Proeaaalng

Offle« Sarvleia

- Doeumantatlon



France
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART DURING STARTUP

(Penly Nuclear Power Plant, EOF)

HEAD,
SAFETY AND QUALITY

Engineers
Shift safety

K)§

PLANT MANAGER

DEPUTY PLANT MANAGER

MANAGEMENT ATTACHE

ADMINISTRATE

Personnel
Secretariat
Accommodation
Site protection
Training

MAINTENANCE MANAGER

AUTOMATIC
CIRCUIT
DIVISION

Preparation
Maintenance

WORKS
DIVISION

Boiler
mechanics
Electricity
General
services

RESOURCES
DIVISION

Preparation
Design
documentation
Store planning
and
management
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Federal Republic ot Germany

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Public
Relat ions

lîîbnje.a.1 area

Mechanica l
Engineering

Mechanical
Engineering

Subsec t ion
Mechanica l

Equipment
Maintenance

Subsect ion
Mater ia ls ,

*" «elding.
Tes t i na

Plant
S a f e t y ,
Building
Secur i ty

Technical area

Product ion

Subsect ion
Power

" Shift
Plant

Ooerat ion

Subsect ion
Process C
Therma l
Engineering

auh«»rti An

Training,
Instruction

Pouer Plant
Admin i s t ra t i on

T K

1 L

Electr ical
Engineering

$u.bse.ction

_ Heavy -
current
E n o i n e e r i n a

Instrumentât»!
and control

Ciihe.-Unn

Electr ical
Engineering
E Inst-mienta ion

Monitor ing

Subsec t ion

- P h y s i c s

Radiat ion
Protect ion

S u b s e c t i o n

- Chemis t r y

Subsect ion
Personnel
Management

Purchasing

Subsect ion
W a r e h o u s e
Management

r -i
j Korks j
1 Council i
! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ J
I-- -1

Subsect ion

General
Adiinistratio l

and Control:
Operations



Hungary
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF PAKS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Director General

Technical
Deputy
Director

Plant
Operational
Management

Investm
Managern

Gen«
Depi
Dire

ent
ent

irai
ity
iCtor

Nuc
Eng
Man

Finance
Deputy
Director

lear
ineering
agement

Organ
and C
Depar

Personnel
and Social
Management

izing
omputer
tment

1
Security
and Safeguards
Department

Maintenance
Management

Adv
Sch
Ene

anced
ool forrgy



Japan
CORPORATE ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF A 4-UNIT NUCLEAR POWER STATION

(Example 1)

| Superintendent
1Acting Superintendent

(Ada In Istrat Ive)
Acting Superintendent
(Engineering)
Assistant to Superintendent
(Administrative)
Assistant to Superintendent
(Engineering for T-1,2)
Assistant to Superintendent
(Engineering for T-3,4)
Assistant to Superintendent
(Nuclear Safety)
Attached to Superintendent

1 jOffice Adtin istrat Ion
Gênerai Affairs
/̂̂ OKÂ JrV]̂ ]̂]]".]]]]]"]"]̂]"̂
Labor Relations_
Accounting____________________

2} Engineering
Eng l_n_eering_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . . _ _ _ . _ .
Schedulllng / Troubles^ _________ . . . . . .
Operations Data Evaluation and Statistics

3 | Safety ~
Safety Control
Hue 1 ear Fuel_________________________________________

4 | HO,2 Radiological Protection Management
Jl_îalth_j)hyslcs _
CheVisYrV______________________

Iff HO,J Radiological Protection Management
Jiealth jPjiystcs ................._

"Cne'mVstrV______"_______________________

Tj"HO,2 Operation
5 Operation Shifts
Gênerai Affairs__________________

7 |N0.1 Operation
A P?Ar.a.tJ.°.n. A^J/A9.
General Affairs_________________

^8~f"NQ.2 Electrical Maintenance
Planning
X1*Xt?J5AL*I '. ". "". "
Instrumentation and Control_________

~9|H0.1 Electrical Maintenance
P1 a_n_n injt

"ElecVricVr " ---------------—^
Instrumentation and Control___________

10 | HO,2 Mechanical Maintenance
j1 tanning
Mechanical
Civ i l and Structual ____""""

11 | HO.l Mechanical Maintenance
Piajining
Mechanical
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Japan
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART OF A 4-UNIT NUCLEAR POWER STATION

(Example 2)

Coordinator
Safety S ta f f
Quality Assurance S t a f f

Superintendent

Deputy Superlntcndent-

— Engineering oept.-

(Licensed) Chief Electrical Engineer
(Licensed) Chief Boiler & furbine Engineer
(Licensed) Chief Reactor Engineer

Aduinlsiration oept.

-» operation Dopt.-

General Affairs Section
— Security Section
— Property Administration Section
— Labor Relations section
— Accounting Section
— Publicity Section

Engineering Section
Radiation Safety Control Section
Hue I ear Fuels Section

Operation, Section
— Operation Shift (units1-2)

Operation Shift (units3-4)
~- Maintenance Section (units 1-2)
— Maintenance Section (units3-4)
— RadwastB Systea Section

(Operation 8 Maintenance)

- Fukushitia Daini Radiological Health S Safety Center
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United Kingdom
NUCLEAR POWER STATION ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE (CEGB)

STATION MANAGER

PRODUCTION MANAGER

Operations Maintenance

ENGINEERING MANAGER RESOURCES MANAGER ADMINISTRATION

Engineering Technical Health Management Planning Training QA
Physics Services
& Emergency
Preparedness

I I I i l i i
Mechanical Electrical C 6 I Reactor Chemistry Reactor Operational

Physics Feedback

Plant
Performance

Safety
Analysis



United States of America
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Vice President
Nuclear Operations

DirectorQuality Assurance
Site Director

I
General ManagerPlant Operations

I
I&CManager OutagePlanningManager

OperationsManager

DirectorTechnical Services

1
DirectorNuclear Engineering

1
MaintenanceManager Licensing &ComplianceManager

SiteProtectionManager
TrainingManager Technical

Superintendent

MechanicalMaintenanceSupervisor
ElectricalMaintenance
Supervisor

RadiationProtectionManager
ChemistryManager

OperationsSupervisor



Appendix D

TECHNICAL EDUCATION SYSTEMS

(Examples taken from:
Finland, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, Spain,

United Kingdom, United States of America)

Finland
TECHNICAL EDUCATION SYSTEM

BASIC SCHOOL

Primary Secondary

HIGH
SCHOOL

TECHNICAL
UNIVERSITY

TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE

VOCA-
TIONAL
SCHOOL

Graduate engineer
(Diploma engineer)

Engineer

Technician

Mechanic

electrician etc.

12 34 567 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
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Finland
THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM FOR TECHNICAL STUDIES

RELEVANT WORK

COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL

- From the Age of Seven upwards
.- 9 Years*

HIGH SCHOOL

- Several Years*

VTECHNICAL SCH

3 Years*
Prepares
Technicians

2 Years*
Prepares
Mechanics
Electricians,
Etc.

TECHNICAL COLLEGE

- 4 Years*
- Prepares

Engineers

- 3 Years*
- Ends with
Matriculation
Examination

TECHNICAL
UNIVERS!"! Y
- Normally at
Least 5 Years*

- Prepares
Diploma
Engineers

The Finnish Educational System of Technical Studies

* Duration
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France
TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEM

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

18

{» 17

i „3 16
65
S«
Ul

§14

13

12

11

to

9

8

7

8

UNI-
VERSITIES
AND
ENGINEER
ING
SCHOOLS

SECOND-
ARY
TEACHING
(7VMTS)

PRIMARY
TEACHING
(Synn)

PROFESSIONAL I TECHNICIAN

DOCTORATEi i
(J) <KI (L)

Engineer '. (1)

(H) (G)

<FI
I ENGINEERING!
1 SCHOOLS |

Mi

BK

| UNIVERSITI

> «

Her of Science

helor of Science

! (E) |(D) !

ES

1 CRAFTSMAN

!<D)

I SECONDARY SCI

1 !<C)

OOLSJ

T Ï
(SECONDARY I TECHNICAL I
{SCHOOLS } COLLEGE |

' ——— -Lower level -J

CRAFTSMEN

(A) Very specialized steel workers in one specialist field
• Power station electrician
• Power station mechanic
• Network electrician
• Etectromechamcs
• Fitting
• Welding
• etc

(B) Craftsmen able to apply a wide range of skills in one of the fields mentioned below
• Electricity
• Mechanics
• Electronics
• etc.

TECHNICIANS
(C) Technicians with good basic knowledge able to apply a wide range of skill«

in one of the fields mentioned below
• Electricity
• Mechanics
• Electronics
• Chemistry
• etc

(D) Technician! able to work as assistant engineers in specialist fields such as.
• EEectnc energy operation
• Electric energy transmission and distributions
• Electric instrumentation
• Chemistry
• Industrial drawings
• etc

(E) Technicians with good general and technological knowledge m a wide range of
skills in one of the fields mentioned below, and able to supervise work of other«
• Electricity
• Mechanics
• Chemistry
• Thermal installations
• Physical measurements
• etc

HI PROFESSIONAL

(F) Bachelor of Science
• Physical sciences

(G)(H) Master of Science
Molecular chemistry

• Electricity, electronics, instrumentation and control
• Physical sciences
• etc

(1) Engineer
• Electricity
• Telecommunications
• Electronics
• Chemistry
• etc

(I) (K) (L) Doctorates
• Electricity
• Mechanics
• Physics

- micktr
— gases, hquids, solids

• Chemistry
• etc
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Federal Republic of Germany

TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEM

TECHNICIANS^CRAFTSMEN^

Parallel to work in industry
attending foremen courses
during 3 years, 12 h/week.

Work in industry

Industrial training

Apprenticeship in industry

25
24

23

22

21

20

19

18

17
16

15

14

13

12

11

10
9
8

O<

Xo
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Japan
TYPICAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION SYSTEM

Each engineer or technician is assigned on the basis of
17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

individual career and aptitude after enplojtœnt.

UNIVERSITY

(4 years)

SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOL

(3 years)

TECHNICAL
t\/\t i r t\rCOLLEGE ————————————

TECHNICAL
(5 years) HIGH SCHOOL

(3 years)

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
(3 years, Conpulsory Education)

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
(6 years.Coipulsory Education)
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Spain

TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEM

18

17

16

IS

14

13

8 12

8
Z 11

ce1»
oc
LU§ •
< g

U.
0 7
UJ
OD
S 6
3
Z

S

4

3

2

1

0

.LzJ

1 1
z

Ph.D.

M.S.

= B.S.
c

JJ»

5

PRELIMINARY
•

i 0

DIPLOMAED ENGINEER

TECHNICAL
ENGINEER
B.S.

UNIVERSITY,
COLLEGE

THIRD IEQU

VOCA" ENe'
TIONAL
SCHOOL

COMPLE-
, MENTARY

g THEORY

^ SECOND DEGREE
3 VOCATIONAL
5 SCHOOL
P

> COMPLEMENTAR>
THEORY

FIRST DEGREE
VOCATIONAL S

i î
J
'

!
a

——————————— PROFESSIONALS ————————— •«— jï-

VALENT TO B.S.
VEERING)

_ TECHNICIAN

t

CRAFTSMAN

CHOOL

Z
Uf

iu.
,1, "• __ J•p o *1

165

«§

13

12

11

10
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United Kingdom
TECHNICAL EDUCATION SYSTEM

Engineer

Technician

Craftsman

Primary School

'rimary School

Vimary School*

Secondary School

Secondary School

Secondary
School

University

Industry and
Technical
College

Apprentice
Training
and Technical
College

Professional
Engineering
Training

11 13 15 16 18

Years of Education

Primary School education begins at the age of 5
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United States of America
TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEM

16

SC
H

O
O

L
N

TR
Y

 I
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UI
ec 14
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S
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Si?
1- LU <
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f
UPPE
DIVIS
STUD
BACC

A 4
l

R
ION
Y TO
A-

LAUREATE
DEGREE IN
ENGINEERING
OR SCIENCE

t
LOWER
DIVISION
BACCA-
LAUREATE
DEGREE
STUDIES

-\ ———— rn

TECHNICIAN
EMPLOYMENT

4 4 4i i i
IN-PLANT TRAINING

.AND EXPERIENCE ^

1 1

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
OCCUPATIONS -,
(STARTING GRADES)

, t t
2-YEAR SPECIALIZED

»•OCCUPATIONAL -*
TECHNICAL
TRAINING

.^.PROGRAMMES .̂

4 4
COLLEGE
PREPARATORY
STUDIES

GENERAL
STUDIES

CRAFTSMAN
EMPLOYMENT

4 4
1 1 1

•

APPRENTICESHIP AND
LABOUR POOL
EMPLOYEES IN INDUSTRY

M

4 4 4i i
VOCATIONAL
STUDIES

GENERAL
STUDIES

i i
GENERAL
STUDIES

GENERAL
STUDIES
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Appendix E

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS
FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERSONNEL

(Examples taken from:
Czechoslovakia, Finland, Federal Republic of Germany)

Czechoslovakia

Position

Director, Superintendents and
Managers

- Director
- Superintendents
- Managers
- Chiefs of sections
- Chiefs of divisions

Lead personnel of shifts
- Shift supervisor
- Unit supervisor
- Reactor operator
- Secondary system operator

Specialists in operation and
maintenance sections

- Chief specialist
- Specialist
- Chief foremen
- Foremen
- Mechanic
- Radiation protection engineer
- Chemist
- Laboratory assistant

Education*

M
M
M
M
M

M
M
M
M

M
M
T
T
V
M
M
V

Total work
Experience

12
12
12
12
12

12
12
9
6

9
4

12
9
9
4
9
6

Training
Group**

A
A
f\
ft
ft

B
B
B
B

C
E
D
E
G
C
C
G

* Education
M: University graduate - Masters degree
T: Technical school graduate
V: Vocational school graduate

** Training Groups (see Appendix )
A: Management personnel
B: Lead operating personnel in shifts
C: Technical support specialists
D : Foremen
E: Technical support technicians
F: Maintenance personnel
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Finland

Position

Responsible Plant Manager
Operations Manager
Maintenance Manager
Technical Manager

Operations Engineer
Operations Coordinator
Shift Supervisor
Operator

Chief Work Coordinator
Mechanical Maintenance Foreman
Electrical Maintenance Foreman
Instrumentation and Controls

Maintenance Foreman
Buildings Maintenance Foreman
Foreman
Mechanic

Safety Engineer
Reactor Engineer
Radiation Protection Engineer
Radiation Protection Technician
Chemist
Laboratory Assistant

Training Coordinator

Education

MSc
MSc, E
MSc, E
MSc

E
_,**
E, T
T

E
E, T
E, T

E
T
T, —vr, -

MSc, E
MSc
MSc, E
T, -
MSc, E
VT, -

MSc, E

Total
Working
Experience
(years)

10
5, 10*
5, 10
7

7
_,**
3, 7+
2

5
5, 7
5, 7

5
5
», 10
-, 2

3, 7
3
3, 7
-, 2
3, 5
— 2

2, 5

Nuclear
Power Plant
Experience
(years)

2
2, 5
2, 5
3

2
_,**
1, 3
1

1
1, 3
1, 3
1
-
— , 3
— , '

3
3
3
-, 2
1, 3
"*"/ "~

1

E- engineer, T= technician, VT- vocational training

* Numbers refer to working experience required with an M.Sc. degree and with
an engineer's education, respectively.

** Requirements depend on responsibilities and will be specified on a
plant-by-plant basis

+ Numbers refer to working experience required with an engineer's or a
technician's education, respectively.
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Federal Republic of Germany

Position Education*
Total WorkExperience
(years)**

Nuclear Plant
Experience(years)

Managers and Supervisors
Plant Manager E
Operations Manager E
Maintenance Manager ETechnical Manager E
Training Manager E
Shift Supervisor E
Other Supervisor T

OperationsSenior Operator TLicensed Operator C
Non-Licensed Operator C
Shift Technical Advisor E

Professi onal/Technical
Reactor Engineering E
Instrumentation & Control EChemistry & Radiochemistry E
Radiation Protection E
Quality Assurance E

Training Instructor E or T
Technicians TMaintenance Personnel C or T
Engineering/Technical Support

Engineer in Charge E
Independent Review Personnel E
Staff Specialist E

6 **4 **
4 **
4 **
4
5
4

7 **
6 **4 **
4

4
4
4
4
4
5
5
4

6
6
5

5
3
1
1
2.5
3
1

2
2

* Education: Craftsman (C): high school graduate + 3.5 years technical
apprenticeship

Technician (T): high school graduate, 3 years of technicalcollegeEngineer (E): gymnasium graduate, technical university
degree

** not required, but normal
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Appendix F
JOB AND TASK ANALYSIS

(Example taken from Ontario Hydro, Canada)

FIRST OPERATOR JOB ANALYSIS PROJECT

DETAILED PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Ontario Hydro
Technical and Training Services Division

Nuclear Staffing Group
Western Nuclear Training Centre

Proj e c t Co-ordinator

Senior Training Officer
WNTC - DDI

Project Review Committee*
WNTC Manager WNTC Chairman
Manager CWTD
Operating Superintendent BNGS 'A'
Technical Superintendent BNGS 'A1
Training Superintendent WNTC
Training Superintendent (Acting) A8 A8
Training Superintendent A8 All

Overal1 Cg-ordinator for MSG/NGD Job Analysis Projects

Training Superintendent (Acting)
CNTC

NOTE: Appendix E contains a Project Organization Chart.
*WNTC = Western Nuclear Training Centre
BNGS = Bruce Nuclear Generating Station
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DETAILED PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Index
1. Purpose
2. Method
3. Objectives
4. Scope
5. Products
6. Process and Responsibilities
7. Project Organization
8. Timetable
9. Appendices A - Classification Headings

B - Job Analysis Rating Scales
C - Operating Documentation Used
D - Training Requirement Identification
E - Project Organization
F - Schedule
G - Manpower requirements
H - Interview Process:

. Flowsheet

. Description

DETAILED PROJECT DESCRIPTION

1.0 PURPOSE

To assist BWGS 'A' in improving the effectiveness of their First
Operator Authorization Program.

2.0 METHOD

The assistance provided will be in the form of a Job Analysis,
prescriptive review, and revision of the performance-based portion of
the BNGS 'A' authorization program.

3.0 OBJECTIVES

3.1 Complete a performance-based job analysis of the Authorized First
Operator and Unit Zero First Operator positions.

3.2 Identify priority Authorized First Operator and Unit Zero First
Operator tasks that require testing, training and/or refresher training.

3.3 Prepare performance objectives and checklists for all tasks requiring
testing.
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3.4 Compare content and emphasis in the current authorization program with
the priority Operator task list, performance objectives and checklists
and note any discrepancies.

3.5 Develop the required training material to correct the deficiencies in
the present training program.

4.0 SCOPE
4.1 The project will consider only the Authorized First Operator and Unit

Zero First Operator positions.
4.2 The Job Analysis will be performance based. Only those tasks requiring

Authorized First Operator/Unit Zero First Operator action will be rated
on Frequency, Criticality, and Learning Difficulty.

4.3 Individual tasks will not be formally broken down into their Skill and
Knowledge elements by this project.

5.0 PRODUCTS
This project will produce the following material for RWGS 'A1 :

5.1 A comprehensive listing of tasks for the Operator family based on
station operation documentation.

5.2.1 Mote: See R-2 of Appendix H
A classification by the Authorized First Operators of the comprehensive
task list under the following headings:
P — Perfortn-valid tasks for complete analysis
U - Unit 0
F - Fuelling
W - Wot involved
G - Guidelines - valid for partial analysis only.
I ~ Information only - valid for partial analysis only
X — Wot applicable
See Appendix A for definitions of each of these headings.

5.2.2 The classification will also include a parameter that would specify
which branch(es) of the operating family is involved in a particular
item. This parameter would be labelled FAM (for family) and would use
a single letter to indicate its 'value' as follows:
A - Authorized Unit First Operator (AUFO)
U - Unit 0 First Operator (UOFO)
F — Fuel Handling First Operator (F/H)
N - Some other work group, e.g., chemical technician, mechanical

maintenance, control maintenance, etc.
X - Wot applicable, nobody involved
J - AUFO and UOFO are both involved (Joint)
C - AUFO and F/H are both involved (Combined)
0 - AUFO and some other work group are both involved.
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5.3.1 List of the valid tasks as rated by Authorized First Operators and Unit
Zero First Operators, and then verified by Authorized Station
Supervisors. The tasks are rated as follows:
All items labelled as P are rated on a 5-point scale in each of the
following categories.
(a) Criticality of performance
(b) Frequency of performance
(c) learning difficulty
(d) Importance
(e) Quality

5.3.2 All "Information Only" and Guidelines" items will be rated by the
appropriate Authorised First Operator and the Unit Zero First Operators
as to the importance of the information in the performance of their job.

5.3.3 In addition, all items classed as Guidelines and Information on the
comprehensive list will be rated by the Operators as to the quality
(need for revision) of the existing documentation.
available _ only to__ the Station Manager as a separate report and will not
be i nc luded i n any Job-Task : Analysis .Pro ject Repo rt .
See Appendix B for definition of the 5-point scale in each category.

5.4 An identification of those tasks requiring testing, training, and/or
refresher training based on the prioritized task list.

5.5 A set of performance Objectives and corresponding Performance
Checklists for all tasks requiring testing.

5.6 A comparison of content and emphasis in the current authorization
program with the prioritized task list. This comparison will be
cross-referenced to identify where each Performance Objective is
covered in the Training Program. Any discrepancies will be identified.

5.7 Appropriate training material packages that address each of the
deficiencies identified in the project.

6 • 0 P O C E S S _ AWD__RLSPOWSIBILITJI_ES*

6 • l

The first step in the review will be the job analysis. The job
analysis will produce:
- The comprehensive task list
- The classified task list
- The rated task list
- An identification of performance-based

training requirements

*Soe: Appendix E - Project Organization
Appendix F - Schedule
Appendix G - Manpower Requirements
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- An indication of the quality of the operating
documentation (as a separate report to the Station
Manager)

- An indication of the importance of support information
in the operating documentation

6.2 The job analysis starts with a compilation of all items and tasks
specified in all pertinent station operating documentation. (See
Appendix C). This comprehensive listing is done by the Bruce Delivery
Design, Development and Implementation team (DDI).
Target date for completion - December 20, 1985.
Date completed - January 21, 1986.

6.3 Starting in early December 1985, the DDI team will interview Authorized
First Operators. In these interviews, the Operators are first asked to
classify each task on the comprehensive list according to their
involvement in the task performance. (See Appendix A).
The Operators are then asked to:
~ Rate the valid tasks: those in which they have direct

involvement in the performance of the task.
- Rate the quality (need for revision), of the operating documents

on each task.
- Rate the importance of the items.
See K-2 of Appendix H — Interview Process
The interviews take place at WIMTC. One DDI staff member interviews one
or two Operators at a time. The actual size of the Operator group
being interviewed depends on the number of Authorized First Operators
made available by the station.
A minimum of 10 Operator inputs are required for each task on the task
list, although it need not be the same 10 who see each task.

The input of the initial two operators is used to effectively "prune"
the initial comprehensive list. Subsequently, the remaining 8
operators will see only those items in which they have some involvement.
Target date for completion - March 15, 1986.

6.4 Those items classified by the Authorized First Operators as Unit Zero
First Operator responsibilities will be pulled as a separate list. The
Unit Zero First Operators will then rate this list in the same manner
as the Authorized First Operators.
A minimum of three (3) Unit Zero First Operator inputs will be used.
If it is possible, each Unit Zero First Operator will be interviewed.
Target date for completion - May 1, 1986.
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6.5 After the Operator input has been processed and prioritized, the list
is verified by at least 4 station supervisory staff, either Shift
Supervisors and/or Shift Operating Supervisors. * The Authorized
Station Supervisors confirm that the ratings given by the Authorized
First Operator and the Unit Zero First Operators are in fact what they
should be, and that both the Operators and their supervisors see the
job the same way.
Target date for completion - June 15, 1986.

6.6 A Review Committee will meet periodically to review progress and to
provide direction to the project.
(See Appendix E. )

6 • 7 Performance-Based Training Requjj.jrement Identification
DDI uses the ratings of the prioritized list to identify which tasks
require testing, training and/or refresher training. (See Appendix D) .

6 • 8 £erjfgj"ina^

DDI and Station/WNTC delivery personnel** will develop performance
objectives and checklists for those tasks identified as requiring
testing ,
Target date - August 1, 1986.

6 • 9 Authorization P rog ram Cgmpar i son
DDI, in conjunction with Station/WNTC delivery personnel**, will then
compare the prioritized task list, performance objectives and
checklists to the current authorization program. Any deficiencies in
the content and emphasis of the current program will be reported to the
station.
Target date - October 1, 1986

6.10 Development .of Requ i rjad Trai n ing Mater ia 1
DDI, again in consultation with Station/WWTC personnel**, will develop
the appropriate training packages to go with the performance objectives
and checklists that have been identified as lacking training material.
Target date - 1st quarter, 1987.

*WOTE: The Authorized Station Supervisors do not see the raw data
supplied by the Operators. They verify only the final
prioritized list which is compiled from all Operator
input. This final list also indicates training
requirements.

**I\IOTET : Station De 1 i very Personne l could include such people as:
Technical Superintendent - Training
Level 2 Course Manager
System Engineers
SOS, SS
It is not intended that they necessarily be involved in the
actual delivery of training, but that they have input on
the training material.
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APPENDIX A

PART 1
CLASSIFICATION OF TASKS

P: Perform - personally do all or part of the task.
U: Unit 0 - the task is performed/supervised by Unit 0 operators without

Authorized First Operator involvement.
F: Fuelling - the task is performed/supervised by Fuelling Operators

without Authorized First Operator involvement.
W: Not Involved - the task is performed/supervised by other work groups

and the Authorized First Operator is not involved in any direct way.
G: Guidelines - This "task" gives limitations and constraints or advice on

operation, but the details of how to achieve this are covered
elsewhere. There should be a reference to some other source document
associated with each item marked "Guidelines". General procedures not
covered elsewhere must not be called "Guidelines"; they must be rated
as procedures. Items that combine information and references with
actions not covered elsewhere must also be rated as procedures.

I: Information Only - this "task" gives rationale, good-to~-know or
background information, but contains no action words or directives.

X: Wot Applicable - this material is not relevant to the operation of the
station or represents a category which does not apply to a specific
process system.

PART 2
OPERATOR FAMILY (FAM)

A - Authorized Unit First Operator (AUFO)
U - Unit 0 First Operator (UOFO)
F - Fuel Handling First Operator (F/H)
l\l - Some other work group, e.g., chemical technician, MM, CM, etc,
X - Wot applicable, nobody involved
J -~ AUFO and UOFO are both involved (Joint)
C - AUFO and F/H are both involved (combined)
0 - AUFO and some other work group are both involved.
These letters would be entered in the following manner:
1. J,C, and 0 - put in manually after they are selected by the AUFO

during the interview.
2. A - automatically input to FAM when CL.A = P, G, or I, but does

not overwrite J,C, or 0 if they are input.
3. U,F,W, and X - automatically copied to FAM if they are in CL.A.
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FREQUENCY

APPENDIX B
JOB ANALYSIS RATING SCALES

1. Rarely
2. Seldom

3. Occasionally

4. Often
5. Very Often

- Less than once a year (includes never)
- One to three or four times a year.

- About once a month.
- About once a week.
- Daily.

CRITICALITY

1. Negligible

2. Undesirable

3. Serious

4. Severe

. Extremely
Severe

Improper task performance makes almost no difference
in plant operations. Action* on unplanned events
should be initiated within a few hours.
Improper task performance leads to some undesirable
consequences, but they are not serious. Action* on
unplanned events should be initiated within an hour.
Improper task performance leads to serious
consequences that require considerable corrective
action. Action* on unplanned events should be
initiated within a few minutes.
Improper task performance leads to severe consequences
requiring extensive correction action*. Action* on
unplanned events must be initiated within a minute.

Improper task performance leads to extremely severe
consequences that may be enormously time consuming or
costly to correct. Action* on unplanned events must
be initiated within seconds.

LEARNING DIFFICULTY

1. You can easily learn when and how to perform this task properly
without any direct training or practice.

2. You can learn when and how to perform this task properly without
direct training, but some practice would make it easier.

3. You can learn when and how to perform this task properly given
sufficient time. However, training and practice would make the
learning much easier.

Action means more than acknowledging the alarm - it means taking steps
to resolve the conditions.
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This task would be difficult for you to learn to perform properly
without some training and practice.
This task would be very difficult for you to learn to perform
properly without significant training and practice.

IMPORTANCE

1. The consequences of not hawing this information would be
"negligible".

2. The consequences of not hawing this information would be "low".
3. The consequences of not having this information would be "about

average".
4. The consequences of not having this information would be "high".
5. The consequences of not having this information would be "extremely

high".

QUALITY (Weed for revision)

1. Mo Changes
Required :

This procedure has the right kind and amount of
information to allow the job to be done effectively and
efficiently. The steps are clear, complete and easy to
follow.

2. Hiinor....Cha,ngeii3 This procedure has the right kind of information, but
Requ i red : there may be slightly too much or too little. The

steps are all there but are maybe lacking a little
clarity.

3. Some Changes
Requi red :

This procedure allows the job to get done, but it
requires special effort to pull out or piece together
the various steps.

4. Significant
Changes
Required :

This procedure is a hindrance in getting the job
done. There is a lot of unnecessary information or
a serious lack of information. Some steps are vague or
too brief.

5. Major
Revision
Requ i red :

This procedure is a severe hindrance in getting the
job done. There is no information, or it is of the
wrong kind. The steps are vague, lost in the
information or missing altogether.
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Appendix C

OPERATING DOCUMENTATION USED

Operating Procedures
- Operating Manuals (OM)
- Operating Mémos (OPM)*
- Abnormal Incidents Manual (AIM)
- Safety System Tests (SST)
- Operator Routines (OR)
- Call-ups (CU)

S tat ion P roc edu re s
- Operating Policies and Principles (OPP)

. Station Operating License (LEC)
- Control Maintenance Genera] Procedures (CMGP)
- Mechanical Maintenance Procedures (MPP)
- Radiation Protection Procedures (RPP)
- Work Protection Procedures (WPP)

. Approved Work Practices (AWP)
- Station Procedures (SP)

PSOD Si's (PSI)
- Bruce System Operating Limits (SOL)

*NOTE 1: Each Operating Memo will be included in the
comprehensive task list as a reference to whatever
item it refers to.

NOTE 2: Only Control Room Routines have been included.
MOTE 3: There are no AUFO call-ups.
NOTE 4: CMGP and MMP have each been input as one item.
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Appendix D

TRAINING REQUIREMENT IDENTIFICATION

NOTE: The following is intended as a guideline. The actual numerical value
used may be slightly different and the final training requirement
identification is subject to project team verification.

The initial selection of a task as a testable item is made from the verified,
prioritized list of valid First Operator tasks using the following criteria:
1. Any item that has a rating of 2.5 or higher in CRITICALITY should

be tested.
2. Any item with a rating of less than 2.5 in CRITICALITY but 4.0 or

more in LEARNING DIFFICULTY should be tested.
3. Of the items selected for testing, those rated 2,5 or higher in

LEARNING DIFFICULTY should be selected for training.
4. Of the items selected for testing, those rated 2.0 or less in

FREQUENCY should be selected for refresher training.
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APPENDIX E

PROJECT ORGANIZATION

N SO
_______I______

ONTO WHTC

OVERALL NS6 JTA CO-OROIHATGR BUGS»A» PROJECT CO-PROINATOR

Training Superintendent <ActIng)
ONTO

Support Staff —

Sr. Training Officer
Bruca 001 Supervisor
_____I___

IJTA and Review of
Performance Based Training

Training Officer
Bruce 001

i I
MT ATS
(computer support) (PUGS - liaison)

ATS
Bruce DOI

I
Training Material Modification
and Development

Training Officer
Bruce 001

Training Supervisor
WNTC

WNTC and Bruce 001
Staff (as necessary)

PROJECT REVIEW COMMITTEE

Chairman WNTC Manager Manager
Manager
Opérai Ing Super Intendent
Technical Superintendent
Training Superintendent
Training Superintendent (Acting)
Training Superintendent

WNTC
CNTO
BUGS«A«
BUGS'A'
WNTC
AB A8
A8 All



APPENDIX F

PROJECT SCHEDULE

Project Organization
Computer Hardware
Software Procurement
1 Sep. 85_
DDI : 0.5 P-M
CWTD: 1.0 P-M

Prepare Comprehensive
Task List

Collect UFO and
UOFO Data

1 Oct. 85 17 Jan. 86
DDI : 5.0
CWTD: 3.0 P-M

DDI : 8.0 P-M
UFO : 6.0 P-M
UOFO: 1.0 P~M

_15 May 86

Verify and Process
UFO and UOFO Data,
Identify training
Requirements

Develop Performance
Objectives and
Checklists

Compare Existing
Program

DDI: 4.5 P-M
SS : 3.0 P-M

15 Jun. 86 _1 Aug. 86 1 Oct. 86
DDI:
DEL:

4.0 P-M
3.0 P-M

DDI: 4.0 P-M
DEL: 2.0 P-M

Develop Required
Training Material

DDI: 9 to 12 P-M
DEL: 3 to 6 P-M

1st Quarter

Note: The project is not 100% linear. Many of the phases may overlap.
Depending on work load, two or three phases may be in progress at
the same time.
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APPENDIX G

MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

Group

DD3
DDI
DD3
DDI
DD3
DDI
DDI

CIMTD

UFO BWGS 'A1

UOFO BWGS 'A1

SS BNGS 'S'
DEL BWGS 'A'/WWTC

DEL BWGS 'A'/WWTC
DEL BWGS 'A'/WWrC

0.5
5.0
8.0
4.5
4.0
4.0
9 to 12

4.0

6.0

1.0

3.0

ITC 3.0

TC 2 . 0

TC 3 to 6

REQUIREMENTS

1 Sep.
1 Oct.
9 Dec.
1 May
1 Jun.
1 Aug.
1 Oct.
1 Sep.

9 Dec.
1 Mar.
1 May
15 Jun

1 Aug.
1 Oct.

STATIOW: 14.75 P-M

WWrC (DDT): 36.5 P-M

WWTC (DEL): 4.75 P~M

CW'ID: 4.0 P-M

Date

1985 to 1 Oct. 1985
1985 to 20 Dec. 1985
1985 to 1 May 1986
1986 to 15 Jun. 1986
1986 to 1 Aug. 1986
1986 to 1 Oct. 1986
1986 to 1st Quarter 1987

1985 to 20 Dec. 1985

1985 to 1 Mar. 1986
1986 to 1 May 1986

1986 to 15 Jun. 1986
1986 to 1 Aug. 1986

1986 to 1 Oct. 1986
1986 to 1st Quarter 1987
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APPENDIX H

BNGS 'ft' JOB ANALYSIS

INTERVIEW PROCESS

R-l:.. DESCRIPTION

DIVISIONAL UFOIT PROGRAM

JOB ANALYSIS MUST BE SITE SPECIFIC AMD POSITION SPECIFIC.

ASSUMPTION

EVERY SIGNIFICANT UFO INTERACTION WITH THE UNIT HAS ALREADY BEEN
DOCUMENTED

THEREFORE, JOB ANALYSIS WILL FOCUS ON A REVIEW OF STATION OPERATION
DOCUMENTATION

JOB ANALYSIS PROCESS

DDI TEAM AT WMTC PREPARES LIST FROM OPERATING DOCUMENTS

UFO'S RATE AND PRIORITIZE EACH ITEM
SHIFT SUPERVISORY STAFF VERFY UFO RATINGS
DDI TEAM IDENTITIES PRIORITY TASKS FOR TESTING, TRAINING AND
REFRESHER TRAINING

TECHNICAL AND TRAINING STAFF MODIFY TRAINING PROGRAM AND MATERIALS.
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APPENDIX H

AUFO INTERVIEW PROCESS

IS THIS ITEM APPLICABLE TO SYSTEM OPERATIONS AT BNGS 'A1?

YES NO LABEL AS X —
AND PROCEED
TO NEXT ITEM

DOES THIS ITEM INVOLVE YOU AN AN AUFO?I I !YES YES NO
(ONLY
MYSELF)

(AND
ALSO)

TO NEXT
PAGE

VTO NEXT
PAGE

U}OOES IT INVOLVE
(MAINLY) UNIT 0-

NO

DOES IT INVOLVE
(MAINLY) FUEL

HANDLING

NO;THEN IT MUST
INVOLVE SOME -
OTHER WORK GROUP

NO

GO BACK TO START,
AND START OVER!

YES-

YES —>

YES—)

DIRECTLY TO START,
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AUFO INTERVIEW PROCESS (Con't)

IS THE OTHER WORK GROUP INVOLVED-
WITH YOU (MAINLY) UNIT 0?

NO

•YES-

IS THE OTHER WORK GROUP INVOLVED'
WITH YOU (MAINLY) FUEL HANDLING?

NO

•YES-

THEN IT MUST BE SOME OTHER
WORK GROUP (FIELD OP's
CHEM TECH'S, CM, MM, ETC.)

YOUR involvement with this item, do you do something?
(start/stop, open/close, check, etc.)

YES NO

Does it tell you where you can find a detailed
procedure to do something?

YES NO THEN THIS ITEM PROVIDES
YOU WITH INFORMATION,
LABEL IT © AND RATE
IT ON QUALITY AND
IMPORTANCE

THEN IT IS A GUIDELINE, LABEL IT
QUALITY AND IMPORTANCE.

AND RATE IT ON

THEN IT IS A PROCEDURE, LABEL IT (?) AND RATE IT ON
QUALITY, IMPORTANCE, FREQUENCY, CRITICALITY, LEARNING DIFFICULTY.
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INTERVIEW PROCESS - DECISION CLARIFICATION

AU FO In vo1y ed? - The intent of this decision is to classify the item into
one of three categories:
- The AUFO is not involved in any way (a I\IO decision).
- The AUFO is involved and so is some other work group (a YE.S and ALSO

decision).
- Only the AUFO is involved (a YETS ONLY decision).

This decision revolves around the term "involvement". For the purposes of
this project we will interpret "involvement" to mean either direct
performance of one or more tasks, direct supervision of field tasks and/or
a specific concern with the impact an item has, or may have, on the AUFO
in the performance of his job.
The following guidelines further clarify this decision:

Direct supervision of field tasks means that the AUFO has a direct role
in the initiation, authorization, and/or monitoring of field tasks
performed by others.

- Operator (or other work group) routines carried out automatically or
without consultation with the AUFO arejnot considered to be under the
direct supervision of the AUFO.

- For the purposes of this project, all other members of the operator
family (seconds, assitants, field, Oil's) are to be considered as
another work group. Items involving this work group butjnot the AUFO
will be labeled as N. Items involving this work group and the AUFO
will be labeled 0.

2-0 Procedure? - This decision is intented to classify those items that the
AUFO is involved in into two categories: procedures and not procedures.
In order for an item to be classed as a procedure, the item nujjst contain
action words that tell the AUFO to do something.

The analysis is being done from the AUFO1s point of view. If the item
does not tell the AUFO to do something, then, for the purposes of this
project, we wjJJ.__not consider it a procedure. The item may tell someone
else to do something, but to the AUFO it is an information item of greater
or lesser importance.
The following guidelines further clarify the process:
~ The intent here is for the AUFO to rate (on OUT, FREQ, AND L.D.) only

those items pertaining to his performance as an AUFO. We do not intend
the AUFO to specify the training requirements of other work groups

- In those cases where the procedure involves the AUFO and some other
work group, the AUFO rates only that portion of the procedure that
pertains to his performance as an AUFO.
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Comments
The revised process allows the interviewee to rate those items that he may
not be a part of, but that he feels might affect his job or that an AUFO
should be concerned about,
In may cases where the AUFO only supervises a procedure or his part in the
procedure is minor, it is important that he have an understanding of the
procedure, and that he know and appreciate the possible consequences of
the procedure. These procedures will get a high rating in importance. In
this way we can ensure that they receive the appropriate training. They
do not require performance-based training, but they will be marked as
items that requre knowledge training.

FREQUENCY

•- HOW OFTEN DOES THIS PROCEDURE COME UP?

1 » RARELY (LESS THAW ONCE A YEAR).

2 —

3 —
4 —•

5 - VERY OFTEN (DAILY)

CRITICALITY

WHEN THE PROCEDURE DOES COME UP, HOW CRITICAL IS IT THAT APPROPRIATE
RESPONSIVE ACTON BE TAKEN PROMPTLY? WHAT WOULD BE THE CONSEQUENCES OF
DOING IT WRONG OR IN AN UNTIMELY WAY?

1 - NEGLIGIBLE.
2 -
3 —-

4 -

5 - EXTREMELY SEVERE.
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LEARNING DIFFICULTY

HOW DIFFICULT IS IT (IN YOUR ESTIMATION) FOR A UFOIT TO LEARN HOW
AND WHEN TO CARRY OUT THIS PROCEDURE?

1 - EASY TO LEARN WITHOUT FORMAL TRAINING.
2 —

3 -

4 -

5 - VERY DIFFICULT WITHOUT FORMAL TRAINING.

QUALITY

FOR EACH PROCEDURE IN WHICH YOU ARE INVOLVED AS AUFO, WHAT IS THE
QUALITY OF THE OPERATING DOCUMENT? WHAT IS (IN YOUR OPINION) ITS
NEED FOR REVISION?

1 - NO CHANGES REQUIRED.

2 —*

%j ""*

4 -

5 - MAJOR REVISION REQUIRED.

IMPORTANCE

IN YOUR FUNCTION AS AN AUFO, HOW IMPORTANT IS THIS ITEM TO YOU? IF
YOU DID MOT HAVE IT IN THE OPERATING DOCUMENTATION, WOULD IT OR COULD
IT PREVENT OR DETRACT FROM THE PERFORMANCE OF YOUR JOB?

1 - CONSEQUENCES ARE "NEGLIGIBLE".

2 -

3 —

4 -
5 - CONSEQUENCES ARE "EXTREMELY HIGH"
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(SELECT ITEM} APPENDIX H

READ
DOCUMENTATION../

Input for
VjJOFO Anoiysi«

* N O T E -
These are branch (FAM)
classifications, not CLA.

For the rejt ef th« cnalylif
th* AUFO considers only
hi» involvement in the item.

Rote on Quality I
I

Rote on Importance]

| Rate on Quality |

Bate ei» Imeortenet

I Rote on
,______t______,
} Rote on C/ilicolity|—

| Rote on LRN Difficulty |

R-2: FLOWSHEET
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PWGS 'A' FIRST OPERATOR JOB ANALYSIS PROJECT

1. BACKGROUND
In December 1984, the Group Manager-Nuclear Staffing approved the

PWGS-A Authorisation Training design Project. The intent of this project
was to improve the effectiveness of the First Operator authorisation program
at PNGS -A through an analysis of the technical aspects of the First
Operator's job, and a restructuring of the form and content of the
authorisation training program itself. This document deals only with the
work done to complete the first part of the project, the analysis of the
First Operator's job; the second part was carried out by PNGS-A station
staff with the assistance of the Delivery Design and Implementation team at
the Fastern Wuclear Training Centre (liNTC).

2. PROJLCl OUT LI WE

The project began on- site at ENTC on January 2, 1985, and was completed
on January 29, 1986. The major steps in the job analysis portion of the
project were as follows:

The project team acquired up-to-date copies of major station documents
(Appendix A)/ and was on the distribution for all Operating Manual
revisions. The listing of tasks was based primarily on headings and
sub-headings in the documents themselves; the guideline was to get as fine
a breakdown as possible, while still dealing with discrete tasks with useful
outputs. Most alarms were listed separately.

The most time- consuming acitivity in this phase of the project was the
cross-referencing of forms, call-ups, tests, etc. to procedural items from
the operating manuals. The assistance of a First Operator was most helpful
in completing all this work by January 23, 2985.

^̂ "".„
Structured interviews with operations staff began on January 21, 1985.

Typically, five operators from the supernumerary crew reviewed each item on
the comprehensive task list, with access to actual operating documents as
required. Two members of the analysis team sat in with the crew, collecting
the data. Fach set of interviews began with a crew briefing and an open
session in which crew concerns could be addressed. The operators were fully
cooperative throughout the project, and worked with the analysis team to
classify approximately 500 items per day. In total, 12 First Operators, 4
First Operators in Training, 8 Second Operators and 2 Assistant Operators
partiripatated in the crew interviews, and these were completed on February
22, 1985.

The data provided by these Operators were segregated so that First
Operator (and First Operator in Training) responses did not get mixed up
with Field Operator responses. Each item was classified as to its type
according to the procedure set out in Appendix B. The summary in Appendix C
gives brief definitions of each classification type, and also shows how many
items on the task list fell into each category. The data are shown
graphically on the second page of the Appendix.
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Those items which were considered (by the crew) to be procedural, and
to involve the First Operator to a greater or lesser extent, were also rated
as to their frequency of occurrence, urgency and learning difficulty. The
rating scales for these parameters are shown in Appendix Dl . On average,
each item on the list was seen by 12 First Operators (or First Operators in
Training). At the time the project was in progress, there were
approximately 30 authorized First Operators on the staff at PNGS-A.
2 • 3 • Reduc t ion of las k „Data to a Compos i te C las s if i cat ion

Beginning on February 6, 1985, master lists were prepared to summarize
crew input data, and to allow for eventual consolidation of the five inputs
into one composite ranking. The data-handling task was made bearable by
using a computer (EBM PC with 640k RAM and 2 disk drives) and a spreadsheet
(lotus 1-2-3). This combination, while adequate for the needs of the
moment, proved rather limited in the long run, and would not be the
equipment of choice for any other job analysis project.

Item classifications by crews were combined into a composite rating
using a majority vote decision rule, and giving preference to ratings from
crews which had a greater representation of First Operators. Where there
was a tie, it was resolved in the more conservative direction. At this
point, it was noted that not every crew had seen every item, and that an
additional input on some items could make a significant difference to the
overall classification. These items were set aside for further operator
review during the second data acquisition phase (see Section 2.5). Data
input and reduction was completed on March 1, 1985, in good time for a
Project Review Committee meeting on March 7.
2.4. I > J l ? - O ^ ! l ? a _ b a s e to_ Include„j\lon--Procedural Documentation

Following the directions established by the Project Review Committee,
the project team went back through the operating documents to add to the
comprehensive listing those items which had been deliberately omitted as
being non -procedural. This work, begun on March 11 and completed on April
1. ]985, effectively doubled the size of the database, although the vast
majority of items added fell into the Guideline and Info Only categories.
In the pocess, new Operating Manual issues were incorporated into the
database, as were some OM sections and individual procedures which had been
inadvertently omitted in the first phase of the project, A second round of
operator reviews was seen as being necessary in order fully to complete the
classification processes. Approximately 80% of the data acquisition task
had been completed at this point.
2.b. Collection of Tas k pata from Station Operators - Second Phase

The collection of further operator classifications of task list items
was complicated by the unavailability of shift crews on supernumeraries
until December 198b. To get around this limitation, the data collection
strategy was changed: individual First Operators were interviewed in the
Control Room in tho evenings and on weekends, and their inputs were pooled
for consolidation when twelve of them had seen each item. This work began
on April 9, 1985, but had to be suspended on April 11 because of
preparations for the OHfc'U strike. Interviews resumed on June 17, 1985, and
were completed on August 21.

This strategy for data acquisition succeeded in overcoming the
limitation of operator unavailability, and also allowed the project team to
incorporate Operating Manual revisions into the database, so that it
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accurately reflected station operating documentation as of August 1, 1985.
However, the strategy is manpower-intensive and inefficient, and would have
been avoided if circumstances had allowed.
2.6. Verification of Composite Task Classifications

The additional data collected from operators by individual interviews
were consolidated to a composite rating using the same majority vote and
conservative tie resolution procedures as in phase 2.3. A comprehensive
preliminary classification listing was available for review and verification
on September 6, 1985.

A number of approaches were tried through September and October to
establish the best verification strategy. This was confirmed in meetings
wth the supervisors on November 12 and 21, and, in an intensive week of work
just before Christmas, the review was completed. Revision of the
comprehensive listings in the database was achieved by year's end; on
Janaury 1, 1986 the four Supervisors were given condensed lists of key tasks
for a final review.

It should be noted that a significant change was made to the definition
of URGENCY during the verification stage. The difficulty was that some
procedures (such as safety system tests) are highly, sic|nificant to ensuring
proper plant operation, but could not be said to be urgent according to the
definition given. It was perceived that CRITICALITY would be a more
appropriate measure for judging the significance of such procedures, and tho
definitions were amended accordingly (see Appendix D2).
2.7. Identification of Key Tasks for Training, Testing and Refresher Training

The condensed lists given to the four SS's/SOS's included an
identification of which tasks should be considered for testing, training
and/or refresher training. The initial selection of these tasks was made on
the basis of the decision rules summarized in Appendix E. However, the
supervisors were free to change any of these recommendations they saw fit,
as long as they all agreed. Their responses were received and incorporated
by January 29, 1986, which date is taken to mark the essential completion of
the project. A time balance is shown in Appendix f, along with a summary of
contributions. The overall project schedule is presented in Appendix G.

3. SUMMARY

The project was successfully completed, essentially within the time
frame specified. Some 4700 procedural items were identified from the
operating documents, of which about 1300 are procedures involving the First
Operator. Of these, 689 are recommended for testing, 482 for formal
training, and 203 for refresher training; these recommendations are being
reviewed by PNGS-A station staff, and there are likely to be some changes
before they are approved. The DDI team at ENTC is working to ensure the
inclusion of appropriate items in the authorization training program for
First Operators at PfllGS-A.

Experience gained during the project was shared with the DDI team at
WNTC, and a joint proposal was prepared in August 1985 to do a similar
project at Bruce NGS 'A'. Supporting computer software has been developed
to make the acquisition and reduction of operator data a more manageable
task, and is available to any department wishing to conduct an analysis of
this kind. Procedures for ongoing maintenance of the database are being
finalized, and will be documented shortly.
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APPENDIX A

OPERATING DOCUMENTATION USED

ABBREVIATION EXPLANATION

cr Control room call-ups
fh Fuel handling call-ups
ms Master call-ups
od PSOD standing instructions
pf Pickering forms

psp Pickering standard procedures
r Radiation protection procedures
re Reactor area call-ups
ri Field routines
s Section number in Operating Manual
sd Shutdown call-ups
si Pickering station instructions
srp Station reference plans
tb Turbine building call-ups
uo Unit zero routine call-ups
up Upgrader (UPP) routine call-ups
wt Water treatment plant ca]1-ups

NOTE: Abnormal Incidents Manual (AIM) was input as part of the Operating
Manual (USI 09013), as were Safety Systems' Tests (typically in
Section 7 of the OM) and Operating Policies & Procedures (Section 3
of the OM).
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APPENDIX B

PROCEDURE FOR REVIEW AND CLASSIFICATION OF
OPERATING DOCUMENTS

1.
Is this item
applicable to system
operations at PNGS-A?

NO
Circle the N in
the column titled
APP?, and go on to
the next item.

Yes

Go on to the next column

The kinds of items rated WOT APPLICABLE would be:
(I) PNGS-B procedures,

(II) OM sections that do not apply to that system (e.g., 9.0 chemical
control for OM41150 turbine gland steam system)

(III) Procedures written for systems/circumstances that no longer apply
(e.g., construction heating), (Further production section review of
these procedures would be required to resolve their status)

2.
Is this item a
procedure? MO

Circle either I
_\(INFO) or G
(Guideline), and go
on to the next item.

YES
Go on to the next column.

(JJ
(G]

(i) Circle I for such things as operating/shutdown state descriptions
which do not contain any action words.

(ii) Circle G for items which state in general terms what is to be done
or make reference to the specific procedure in another section of
the OM's
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3.

Are you (as a UFO)
involved in this
procedure?

WO
Circle F (fuelling)

_s£Unit 0), or l\l
(not involved), and go
on to the next item.

YES

Go on to the next column.

(F) (i) Circle F for procedures exclusively carried out by F/M operators
(field or C/R).

(ii) Circle 0 for procedures exclusively carried out by unit 0
operators (field or C/R).

(iii) Circle N for procedures exclusively carried out by other work
groups, e.g., chemical laboratory, radiation control, MM, SS, etc.

Only items which are procedures and involve the UFO should remain at
this point.

Each classified item should have only one letter circled anywhere in
the first three columns.

4.
What is your involvement
(as a UFO) in this procedure?

——^Vou perform the procedure yourself.
__-You supervise the procedure (someone else performs

the procedure and you are directly responsible for
their work).
You perform some activities and supervise others in
^carrying out this procedure.

When you have the P or S (or both) circled, go on to the next column.

5.
How often is a UFO called
on to perform and/or supervise
this procedure?

Jsit occurs every shift, every day, every week, or
every month.

occurs every two months, every quarter, or two or
'throe times a year.
It occurs only once a year, once every few years, or

-^almost never.

Once one (only) of the letters is circled, go on to the next column.
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6.
How urgently is the UFO
required to respond to the
circumstances covered by this
procedure?

UFO must promptly verify automatic actions, or carrydiagnosis and initial response essentially from
memory.
Action is required within only a few minutes.
UFO has time to refer to documentation to assist in

———^diagnosis and response.
Action is required within an hour or two.
UFO has no -immediate need to respond because

___\situation is essentially stable.
'Action is required within that shift or the next.

Once one (only) of the letters is circled, go on to the next column.

7.
How difficult is it for a UFOIT
to learn to diagnose and respond
to the situation covered by this
procedure?

___^Diagnosis and/or response is so complex that formal
/structured training (e.g., on simulator) would be a
necessity.
Diagnosis and/or response is relatively complex, or

———^requires broad knowledge of integrated unit
operations. Formal structured training would be
helpful.
Diagnosis and/or response is relatively easy and

___vcould be easily learned without the benefit of any
formal structured training.

Once one (only) of the letters is circled, go on to the next item.
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APPENDIX C

CLASSIFICATION OF TASKS

P

B

N

F

G

CLASSIFICATION
PERFORM

PERF/SUPV

SUPERVISE

NOT INV.

FUELLING

UNIT 0

CLASSIFY

RECLASS .

GUIDELINES

INFO ONLY

NOT APPL.

DESCRIPTION ITEMS
Procedures performed only by the UFO. 299
Procedures involving both performance and 501
supervision by the UFO.
Procedures requiring the UFO1s supervision 556
only.
Procedures in which the UFO is not involved. 230
Procedures carried out by fuelling panel 350
and field operators.
Procedures carried out by Unit 0 panel 561
and field operators.
New procedural items requiring operator 103
input (typically from new Operating Manuals
issued since August 1985).

Items previously classified, requiring 7
operator review.
Items providing general operating 1148
guidelines, but not specific procedures.
Items providing information only, with no 625
actions specified.
Items omitted from documentation, or not 463
applying to PNGS-A.

TOTAL ITEMS 4773
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APPENDIX pj,

OPERATING ANALYSIS RATING SCALES - INITIAL

FREQUENCY
H

M
Perform or supervise this task more than once a month.
Perform or supervise this task less than once a month, but more
than once a year.
Perform or supervise this task less than once a year; this
includes events which may never occur.

URGENCY

M

A serious situation exists, or conditions are rapidly
deteriorating towards a serious situation, such that immediate
operator action (or verification of automatic action) is
required. There may not be time for the operator to refer to
applicable procedures before acting.
The existing situation does not require immediate operator
action; however, it is deteriorating, and action will be
required. There will be time for the operator to reFer to the
applicable procedure, but he must already be familiar with the
contents of the procedure.
The situation does not require immediate action and it is
deteriorating very slowly, if at all. Time will be available for
the operator to locate and familiarize himself with the procedure
before any action is required.

LEARNING DIFFICULTY

H — This task would be very difficult to learn to perform properly
without formal training and practice.

M — Training and practice would make learning to perform this task
easier; however, it can be learned without formal training, if
sufficient time is available.

L - It can easily be learned to perform this task without any direct,
formal training or practice.
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N)
O\
O PNGS-A Procedural Items

NOT APPL. (9.7%)
PERFORM (4.8%)

INFO ONLY (13.1%)

GUIDELINES (24.1%)

PERF/SUPV (10.5%)

SUPERVISE (11.6%)

CLASSIFY (2.2%)
RECLASS (0.1%)

NOT INV. (4.8%)

FUELING (7.3%)

UNIT 0 (11.8%)



APPENDIX D2

JOB ANALYSIS RATING SCALES - MODIFIED

FREQUENCY - Unchanged

URGENCY - Changed to CRITICALITY
H - Improper task performance leads to very severe consequences that

will be time-consuming and costly to correct. Action* on
unplanned events must be initiated within a few seconds.

M - Improper task performance leads to fairly serious consequences
that may require considerable corrective action. Action* on
unplanned events should be initiated within a few minutes.

L - Improper task performance makes little difference in plant
operations. Action* on unplanned events should be initiated
within an hour or two.

LEARNING DIFFICULTY

H This task would be very difficult to learn to perform properly
without significant formal training and practice.
The operator can learn when and how to perform this task
properly, given sufficient time; however, formal training and
practice would make the learning easier and faster.
The operator can easily learn when and how to perform this task
properly without and direct training or practice.

"Action" means not only acknowledging alarms, but also taking
steps to resolve the non-standard condition.
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APPENDIX E
PIMGS 'ft1 FIRST OPERATOR JOB ANALYSIS PROJECT

TRAINING REQUIREMENT IDENTIFICATION

The provisional selection of a task as an item for formal testing, training
and/or refreshing is made using the following criteria:

1. Any item that has a HIGH (H) or MEDIUM (M) rating in URGENCY should be
tested;

2. Any item that is rated LOW (L) in URGENCY but H in LEARNING DIFFICULTY
should be tested;

3. Of the items selected for testing, those rated H or M in LEARNING
DIFFICULTY should be trained;

4. Of the items selected for training, those rated L in FREQUENCY should
be refreshed.

SELECT TASK

YES

f SELECTED FOR TEST)

YES

OMIT ITEM

-H SELECT FOR TRAIN

SELECT FOR REFRESH
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APPENDIX F

PWGS 'A' FIRST OPERATOR JOB ANALYSIS PROJECT

Projec t Co-ord i nato r
Acting Training Superintendent
Methods & Standards, CWTD

Project Rev lew Committee.
Manager
Manager
Technical Superintendent
Operating Superintendent
Training Superintendent

CWTD - Chairman
EWTC
PWGS 'A1
PWGS 'A1
CWTD

Contributing Project Staff
Task list preparation
Interviewing
All activities
Interviewing
All activities
Interviewing
Data handling
All activities
Data input
Project team total:

1.0 p~w
1.0 p-w
37.0 p-w
7.0 p-w
18.0 p-w
3 .0 p-w
3.5 p-w
9.5 p-w
1.0 p-w
81.0 person-weeks
(18.7 person months)

Pj\IGg_J ft.' OperationsStaffCqntributipns

Crew interviews at EWTC
Individual Operator interviews ar PWGA 'A'
Supervisor interviews at EWTC
Additional Supervisory review at PWGS 'A'/EWTC

Station staff total:

24.0 p-w
6.5 p-w
4.5 p-w
1.0 p~w

36.0 person-weeks
(8.3 person-months)
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APPENDIX G_
OVERALL PROJECT SCHEDULE

02 Jan 85 23 Jan 86

_.. . ._ .__._ __.... . . . . . .

21 Jan 86 22 Fall 86
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3 —— C^/2.3 Talk data V.

11 Mar 86 01 Apr 86

) ———— ©^/IA Taik lilting V _ S
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J ____________ ^Y
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) —————————— •*•(

-"' 2.8 Verification ^>-
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Appendix G

TYPES OF TRAINING SIMULATOR AND THEIR USES

As described in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.), the setting in which training
is to take place is determined based on the learning objectives. Simulator
training may be selected if required for effective learning. However, there
are several types of simulators, and the selection of which type to use
depends on the extent (scope) and accuracy (fidelity) of simulation needed to
accomplish the learning objectives. Although a full-scope replica
(plant-specific) simulator may be used to accomplish most simulator training,
it may be more economical to use less complex and less expensive simulators
for some training.

The following are the most commonly used types of simulator:
Full-scope simulators

- Part-task simulators
Basic principles simulators
Concept simulators

There are also several special-purpose simulator that do not fit into one of
the four categories listed above.

Table G.-l. shows the types of simulator used for training in various
countries.

Table G-l. Simulator Types Used for Training

Country Full-Scope Part-Task Basic Principles Concept

Canada
Czechoslovakia
Fed Rep of Germany
Finland
France
Hungary
Japan
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
United States
USSR

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

Full-Scope Simulators
Full-scope simulators incorporate detailed models of the reference plant

and its systems and include the plant control room consoles. They have the
highest degree of fidelity (accuracy in reproducing actual task conditions and
work environment) of any training device. They respond as the plant would to
normal and off-normal conditions in real time. They can be used to train
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(primarily operators) on a wide range of training objectives and are essential
for training on overall plant operations, transients, accidents, and lessons
learned from plant events. This is especially important, because most of this
training cannot be effectively accomplished in the plant or in any other
training setting. The extent of use of full-scope simulators in various
countries is shown in Table G-2.

Table G-2. Simulator Use in Operator Training

Country Initial Training
(weeks)

Annual Continuing Training
(weeks)

Bulgaria -
Canada
Czechoslovakia
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Finland
France
Hungary
Japan

Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
United States
USSR

4
8.5
5
6
6-8
8

5
7

6
8
4
6
8-15
8-12

2
1
1-2
1-2
1 week every 2 yrs
1 week every 2 yrs
2
BWR: 2 days every 2
PWR: 1 week every 2

2-3 days crew
1
1
1 AGR
1 PWR
1.5 crew training
2

(individual)
( crew)
yrs (individual)
yrs (individual)
training

Normally, all expected operating conditions and events can be simulated;
instructor features allow numerous exercises under normal and abnormal plant
conditions in connection with single and multiple failures. To be effective,
these exercises must be guided by detailed lesson plans and exercise scenarios.

The features of modern full-scope simulators typically include the
following:

Simulator Control
- Start/Stop ("freeze")
- Fast time
- Slow time
- Backtrack
- Replay

Remote control

Exercise Control
- Preset initial conditions (100)
- Selectable malfunctions (750) (with variable intensity, time delay,

rate, etc.)
- Instructor intervention

Programmable exercises
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Exercise Documentation
- X/Y plotter
- Mimics
- Neutron flux distribution
- Recorders
- Pump characteristics
Full-scope simulators should be used to demonstrate and practice

operations important to plant safety that cannot be effectively learned in the
plant or in another training setting. Operations that are complex, stressful,
sensitive, or rare are particularly appropriate for training and exercises on
simulators. Developing and maintaining operators' abilities to perform these
operations requires a training setting of the highest fidelity - a full-scope
simulator.

Complex operations: Operations requiring the application of complex
theory or higher level intellectual abilities or involving complicated plant
systems (especially I&C systems) are difficult to learn. Such complex
operations include use of the combined reactor and turbine control systems
(for BWR plants), reactor power limitation systems (for PWR plants), and
response to thermohydraulic phenomena. It is most effective to prepare
operators for these operations by providing operating experience through
simulator exercises that develop their familiarity with the systems and plant
response and help create "mental models" they can use when they encounter
these operations in the plant. Accurate replication of plant controls, system
models and plant response is essential for this training to be effective.

Stressful operations ; Plant transients and emergencies may result in
situations in which hundreds of alarms and signals come in within a very short
time and lead to significant stress on the operators. If the operators are to
react correctly under such stress, they must be familiar with the desired
actions, but they must also be experienced in filtering out the essential data
from the flood of other information, in analyzing it and in initiating
correct(ive) actions. (This process is sometimes called "diagnostics.") Only
through simulator training, including repeated practice of such emergency
response strategies, can operators succeed in developing the ability to
perform properly under stress.

Sensitive operations; Sensitive operations are those which can result in
restrictions in plant operation or availability if they are not conducted
correctly. (For example, manual control of feedwater and steam generator
levels during startup of a PWR). The training for these operations is aimed
at promoting attention to detail, vigilance in monitoring indications and
strict adherence to procedures. It is important that these operations be
practiced on a simulator that very accurately responds as the plant does.

Rare operations; Rare operations (including abnormal and emergency
operations as well as very infrequent normal operations) cannot be learned nor
can proficiency be maintained in the plant. Owing to the base-load operation
of nuclear power plants with only a few startups and shutdowns per year, there
is no chance for all crew member to participate in these infrequent normal
operations. Simulator training exercises are necessary to refresh operators'
understanding of these evolutions and to maintain their operational
proficiency. Even more important, however, is the use of the simulator to
prepare operators to respond to emergency conditions that cannot be
experienced in the plant.
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Part-Task Simulators
Part-task simulators are used to provide training for a particular

control room activity, such as operations at a single control panel or
operation of a system such as the chemical and volume control system or the
turbine-generator controls. They respond with a high degree of accuracy
(fidelity) in real time to display the response of the simulated system(s).
They normally include replica controls and instruments.

The activities or systems to be simulated are normally chosen based on
the need for frequent retraining on very important or very difficult tasks.
Because of their size and cost, part-task simulators can economically be
located at the plant and can be used frequently for refresher training
exercises.

Part-task simulators are used for training technicians as well as
operators.
Basic Principles Simulators

Basic principles simulators (also called compact simulators) are used to
provide plant system overview training with less than full-scope simulation.
The plant system modeling is usually generic and somewhat simplified, and the
emphasis is on training to understand plant dynamics. Simulation scope may be
limited to major systems, components, and functions or may be essentially the
complete plant. No attempt is made to replicate controls or indicators;
keyboards are used to enter some control actions and CRTs are used to display
much of the simulated plant response.

Basic principles simulators are used to demonstrate a plant's dynamic
response in real time, but cannot be used to develop operator "hands on"
skills. They are frequently used in conjunction with classroom training.
Concept Simulators

Concept simulators are used to train on particularly difficult concepts
by isolating them from other considerations. They are particularly useful in
reinforcing theoretical training on concepts such as xenon effects on
reactivity following power changes. For the purpose of this training, neither
replica controls and instruments nor real-time response is needed.
Special-Purpose Simulators

In addition to the simulators described above, several types of
special-purpose simulators are in use, most notably the thermohydraulic
simulator (glass model). Because of increased emphasis on training on the
thermohydraulic effects of transients and the difficulty of understanding them
without a mental "model", the thermohydraulic PWR simulator was developed in
the Federal Republic of Germany. This glass model is equipped with an
electrically heated "reactor", two steam generators, and other essential
primary and secondary components, instruments, and controls. Major components
are made of glass in order to permit observation of two-phase flow, boiling,
cavitation, etc. This simulator is used primarily to demonstrate basic
thermohydraulic principles and plant phenomena.

France has developed a combination of simulation and expert system to
maintain the skills of its control room staff in the event of a steam
generator tube rupture. The trainee interfaces the package through keyboard
and screens and
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- the initialization state (four options)
- equipment unavailability (five options)
- the size of the tube rupture (five options)

can either be preset by the trainee (or instructor) or left to the computer to
preset at random. Feedback to the trainee is through the expert system, which
comprises approximately 1000 rules, which analyses the transient and the
trainee's actions. After the analysis the trainee can, if it is appropriate
and he so wishes, repeat the simulation exercise starting at the point at
which he deviated from the correct procedure.

Current Developments
A simulator can be viewed as consisting of two parts:
- The interface with the trainee
- The software which provides a level of simulation
The interface can take one of three forms:
- A replica of the control room of a plant
- A replica of part of the control room of a plant
- An alternative form the presentation of the typical components present

in a control room
The level of simulation can cover:
- All functions of the plant
- Part of the plant functions
The combination of interface and level of simulation can be combined as

appropriate to meet specific learning objectives. For example, learning
objectives which are based on the performance of specific skills will
necessitate the replication of part or the whole of the control room, whereas
the development of an understanding of the dynamics of a plant or of
system/system interactions will not in themselves require any form of
replication of the control room. The French steam generator tube rupture
simulation is an example of the latter.

Some operating organizations are using a new type of simulator for
training control room personnel. Simulation software is provided for all
plant systems operated from the control room, but the interface is
non-replica, being far more compact and making extensive use of keyboard and
screens - sometimes together with reduced size representation of part of the
control desk. This approach produces a physically much smaller simulator than
a true full-scope replica (hence the name 'compact simulator'), and enables
all knowledge-based learning objectives to be achieved. It does, however,
suffer from the disadvantage referred to earlier in this section with respect
to the performance of skills, due to the extensive (or complete) use of a
non-replica interface.

Advances in simulation software have been such that simulator limitations
are decreasing with time in terms of their capability of fulfilling all
learning objectives appropriate to the jobs of control room personnel.
However, there are still limits which necessitate the use of more traditional
training settings, e.g., classroom for presentations and discussions of severe
accident mitigation, which extend beyond the capabilities of current simulator
software.
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While simulation software will continue to develop, some operating
organizations, rather than upgrading existing simulators,are choosing to
develop new simulation devices utilizing advanced software models for training
to cope with particular accident scenarios.

It must also be remembered that a simulator is a training setting which
has to be judged against alternative settings as a means of providing
effective and cost-efficient training to meet specific learning objectives.
It is currently more appropriate to teach severe accident mitigation
strategies in the classroom and by on-the-job plant drills than by any
alternative approach. (See Section 4.5.9).
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Appendix H

TRAINING PROGRAMME OUTLINES FOR
NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATIONS PERSONNEL

(Examples taken from:
Canada, Czechoslovakia, Finland, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Japan,
Republic of Korea, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States of America)

Canada
ONTARIO HYDRO OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAM OUTLINE

UNIT FIRST OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAM
Experienced operators trained to Second Operator qualification may be

selected for the Unit First Operator training program. These assignments are
given to the best performers.

The Unit First Operator training program is outlined in Figure 1.
Completion of this program to the satisfaction of the Station Manager,
including successfully completing five written examinations from the Atomic
Energy Control Board and testing by Ontario Hydro on the control room
simulators, is required before an individual is authorized as a Unit First
Operator. This authorization is specific to one station only.

General Training
The general training consists of two distinct programs dealing with

nuclear and conventional topics separately. These programs are common for all
nuclear stations in Canada and, therefore, are not repeated when a First
Operator is assigned from one station to another.

The programs consist of approximately 75% classroom training and
approximately 25% self-study. At the end, after meeting the Ontario Hydro
requirements, the candidates must successfully complete an AECB audit
examination before proceeding to the next phase of the training.

The content deals with the science fundamentals and system and equipment
principles applicable to (Canadian) CAIMDU nuclear stations.

Station System Standard Operation
The standard operation training is based on the station operating

documents dealing with operating policies and principles, station system
startup, operation and shutdown, system testing and chemistry control.

This 16-week program, with additional reinforcement in the station, gives
the candidate knowledge and skills to deal with normal system oeprations and
transients. A full-scope replica simulator is used to develop the skills
during this program.
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Generals
Selection

| Common Subjects (8 weeks)

- Science Fundamentals
- Equipment & System

Principles
- 90% Classroom
- 10% Self Study
- Written Checkouts

Conventional General (12 weeks)

- Science Fundamentals
- Equipment and Systems
- 60% Classroom AEC
-40% Self Study EX/
- Written Checkouts
- Ontario Hydro
Comprehemlvc E»m

Nuclear Genera] (12 weeks)

- Science Fundamentals
- Equipment and Systems

"B -60% Classroom AB
M -40% Self Study EX/

- Written Checkouts
- Ontario Hydro
Comprctwiulve E»m

1 2 montl

On Shift (20 weeks)

Work Assignments

:B
\M

Specifics
Station Systems - Conventional
(8 weeks)

-System Training
- Normal & Transient
Configurations

- Simulator Demonstrations
4 Practice

- 50% Classroom
-25% Self Study
- 10% Simulator
- 15% Testing
- Written Checkouts

On Shift
(8 weeks)

- Conventional
Field
Checkouts

Station Systems - Nuclear
(8 weeks)

- System Training
- Normal & Transient
Configurations

- Simulator Demonstrations
& Practice

- 50% Classroom
-25% Self Study
- 10% Simulator
- 15% Testing
- Written Checkouts

On Shift
(Swedes)

-Nuclear
Field
Checkouts

Simulator Integrated Operation
Trainnut (21 weeks)

Conventional Review
(6 weeks)

Nuclear Review
(6 weeks)

- Operations Philosophy Training
(e.g- Defense in Depth)

- Normal Maneuvers
(e.g. Unit Heat Up)

- Transients (e.g. SDS1 Trip)
- Abnormal Incidents (e.g. Lost
of Coolant Accident)

- 40% Simulator
- 40% Directed Study

and Assignments
- 10% Classroom
- 10% Written/Simulator
Checkouts

- 80% Directed Study
and Assignments

- 10% Classroom
-10% Tests
- Ontario Hydro
Comartheniln Extm

A! CB ~ 80* Directed Study
EXAM BK' Assignments

- 10% Classroom
-10% Tests
. Ontario Hydro
Compnhcnilvc E»m

AECB
EXAM

Radiation Protection and

1 Procedures (8 weeks)

-Seminars
-Field Skills
- Emergency Procedures

AECB
EXAM

Co-Pik* M

(12 weeks)
-36 months Continuing

• Clttfrooni TrûmiE
- Written/Field Checkouts
. Ontario Hydro
Comprehensive Exam

FIG.1. Unit first operator/shift supervisor training program.

Integrated Systems Operation
This portion of the program deals with normal integrated manouvres and

operations, overall unit upsets, loss of auxiliary services and emergency
operation under accident conditions and is based on the station operating
document. This 17-week program gives each candidate sufficient knowledge and
skills to be able to respond to minor or major station malfunctions or
upsets. This program is largely simulator-based, since these procedures
cannot be practiced on an operating unit.
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Following this program, once candicates satisfy the Ontario Hydro
requirements, they must successfully complete two Atomic Energy Control Board
audit examinations (nuclear and conventional plant-specific).

Radiation Protection Training
This portion of the program deals with station radiation effluent

monitoring, radiation monitoring within the plant, emergency radiation
procedures and radioactive work control based on the station procedures. This
eight-week program gives the candidate the knowledge and skills to be able
effectively to oversee and control radioactive work on the unit, monitor
effluent releases and act in case of an emergency.

Once Ontario Hydro requirements are satisfied, the candidate must
successfully complete the last Atomic Energy Control Board audit examination
before proceeding to the co-piloting phase.

Field Experience
Throughout the program, candidates periodically return to their crews where

they receive additional assignments related to the Unit First Operator job.
In addition, a number of field checkouts must be completed which gives crew
supervision an opportunity to assess their performance.

Co—Piloting Phase
This last phase of the program is an opportunity for the candidate to

perform all the duties of a Unit First Operator under the observation of an
existing qualified operator. It also gives the shift supervision and station
management an opportunity to assess the candidate on a periodic basis during
this three-month period. Upon successful completion of this phase, the
Station Manager will formally request authorization from the Atomic Energy
Control Board,

Shi.f t Ope rat i ng Su pe rv i so r Tra i n i ng P rog ram
All candidates for this position are previously authorized Unit First
Operators. The additional training requirements are mainly administrative
and supervisory in nature and the program duration is four months.
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Canada
MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE TRAINING PROGRAMME

These personnel are composite tradesmen who can be trained and deployed
to work on any of the mechanical equipment and systems in Ontario Hydro
nuclear facilities. The composite trades involve fitting, welding and
machining.

There are approximately 800 Mechanical Maintenance staff in Ontario
Hydro nuclear operations. Annual hiring requirements are approximately 25,
largely to make up losses due to attrition.

Newly hired staff must have completed Grade 12, preferably in the
four-year mechanical technology program with emphasis on mathematics,
science and shop work. They may be hired at an advanced step, if they have
completed an apprenticeship in such areas as machine shop practice, pipe
fitting, welding, etc. with two or more years of pertinent industrial
experience.

Training program durations are shown in Figure 1.

HIRE - YEAR 1 LEARNER

YEAR 2
20 WEEKS

YEAR 3

17 WEEKS

YEAR 4
8 WEEKS

YEAR 5

G WEEKS

32 WEEKS

35 WEEKS

-44 WEEKS

-46 WEEKS

IMPROVER

YEAR 6
6 WEEKS

CLASSROOM

-46 WEEKS

JOURNEYMAN

SKILLS SHOPS ON-THE-JOB
TRAINING

FIG.1. Mechanical maintainer program
(Note that shop and on-the-job training are broken up over the years).
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WESTERN NUCLEAR TRAINING CENTRE

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE STAFF TRAINING

COURSE COURSE DURATION
(in hours)

SCIENCE FUNDAMENTALS
Mathematics 30
Mechanics 12
Fluid Mechanics 16
Chemistry 12
Heat and Thermodynamics 12
Electricity 24
Nuclear Theory 16
Materials 20

EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEM PRINCIPLES

Mechnical Equipment 56
Reactors, Boilers and

Auxiliaries 20
Turbines, Generators and

Auxiliaries 56
Site ~)
Buildings ? 20
Common Process and Services /
Heavy Water Management 8
Introduction to CANDU 8

PROTECTION
General Safety 8
Protection for Work 4
First Aid 20
Radiation Protection 100
Non-ionizing Radiation

Protection 4
Noise Protection 4
Electrical Protection 8
Chemical Protection 8
Respiratory Protection 8
Thermal Protection 4
Fire Protection 8
Mechanical Protection 8
Vehicle Handling 8
Vehicle Safety 6
Body Mechanics 8
Pressurized Fluids 8
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MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE STAFF- TRAINING (continued)

COURSE COURSE DURATION
(in hours)

SKILLS - INITIAL

Fitting 240
Machining 240
Blue-Print Reading 40
Pipe Fitting 120
Welding 160
Rigging 40

LEVEL IV FIELD SKILLS
Fitting 360
Machining 360
Pipe Fitting 200
Welding 360
Rigging 40

LEVEL III FIELD SKILLS
Fitting 400
Machining 720
Pipe Fitting 360
Welding 560

Total Duration Fitter 78 weeks
Machinist 86 weeks
Pipe Fitter/Welder 91 weeks
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Canada
TRAINING AND MINIMUM EXPERIENCE FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

TO REACH THE POSITION OF CONTROL ROOM OPERATOR

- 5

tu

a.
Z
ui
£

AECB
EXAMINATION CONTROL

ROOM

CONTROL-
ROOM

OPERATOR

2nd
OPERATOR

SYSTEMS AND
FIELD CHECKS

ASSISTANT
OPERATOR

TRAINEE
OPERATOR

|~ SCHOOL-j [— PLANT
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Czechoslovakia
TRAINING PROGRAMMES FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERSONNEL

4ch Year

3rd Year

2nd Year

1st Year

CONTINUING
TRAINING

INITIAL
TRAINING

EXPLANATORY NOTES:
Classroom
training
in training
centre

On-the-job
training
In OTî
designated
for training
F ull-Bcope
simulator
training
in training
centre

On-the-job
training In
KPF
of future
employment

t F
CONTENTS OF TRAINING:
Phase:

a - General theory
b - Specialized theoretical training

(NFP-related course) £or:
- Primary system
- Secondary system
- Electrical equipment
- Instrumentation & control
- Chemistry & radiochemistry
- Radiation protection
- Maintenance
- Other selected functions for the NPP

c - On-the-job training
d - Training on the full-scope simulator
e - Preparation and passing of the final

examination for the certificate
f - Doubling at NPP
g - On-the-job training in the plant of

future employment
h - Preparing for and taking the State

examination

GROUPS OF TRAINING!

A - Management personnel
B - Leadoperating

personnel in shifts
C - Specialists for

technical support
D - Foremen
E - Technicians for

technical support
F - Support for

operating personnel
G - Maintenance personnel
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Finland
TRAINING PROGRAM FOR SHIFT SUPERVISORS AND OPERATORS

1. OBJECTIVE

This program defines the initial training and familiarization of shift
supervisors and operators (licenced shift personnel) (see Fig. 1.).

2. RECRUITING AND BASIC GUIDANCE

2.1. Recruiting
The shift personnel is recruited by the operation office, which is also

responsible for the basic guidance of the personnel recruited into the company.
The guidance comprises a radiation protection course, an industrial safety
course and a familiarization program conducted by the administrative
department.
2.2. Radiation Protection Course

The radiation protection course deals with
- The effect of ionizing radiation on the organism
- Measuring units and methods of measurement
- Methods of protection
- Radiation protection legislation.
This course has a length of 3 days and is carried out by the radiation

protection staff.

3. INITIAL TRAINING

3.1. Fundamentals of Nuclear Power Technology
The initial training is introduced by getting acquainted with the nuclear

power plant by use of a familiarization manual and by guiding them through the
facilities. This takes a few days.

The fundamental course comprises lectures and written material for
supervised self-study in the fundamentals of nuclear power technology, i.e:

- Mathematics and physics
Nuclear and radiation physics
Reactor physics

- Radiation physics
- General principles of reactor technology.
The length of the full-scope fundamental course is 9 weeks. The course

is carried out under the surveillance of the training office, which utilizes
specialists inside and outside the company for giving individual lectures.
3.2. Fire Protection

The course deals with
- Fire prevention regulations
- Fire detection and alarm
- Fire extinction and protective equipment
- Action during fires.
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Recruiting

v fA
3 .days

Basic guidance
(radiation and in-
dustnal protection)

4 weeks
BWR technology

1 week
Turbine course

4 weeks
Familiarization
with Systems

r -x
Transfer to
operation staff

v
1-2 months

• Familiarizat. with Ï
| shiftman duties 1

L^_^J

I

I

9 weeks
Fundamentals of
nuclear power tech

1 week
Instrumentation
course

4 weeks

<| On-the-job
| training j

Preparation for
written examination

1 -2 months

I Familiarizat. with
1 field operator
!? duties

3 days

Fire protection

1 week
Electrical course

6 weeks
Simulator training

H \

"a

1-2 months

| Familiarizat. with *
i turbine operator '
i duties ;••

-*J

•*-"

^
^

1-
^J

1 week

2 months

1-2 months

1 week
SSb*SaWSaWi»aS*iSKÏiA4ï*S¥ |̂:

Familiarizat. with |
shift supervisor i
duties 1

Administrative in-
structions

Appointment
to position J

1 week

Continued turbine
course

| Familiarizat. with
| reactor operator
j duties

Practical reactor
operation course

FIG.1 Training and familiarization program for shift supervisors and operators
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In addition to lectures, the course includes practical exercises. This
course lasts 3 days and is conducted by the fire brigade.

3.3. BWR Technology
This course comprises lectures and written material in the following

areas :
- Conceptual design and functional principles of a BWR

Pressure vessel and internal design
Primary and auxiliary systems functions and interrelations
Process instrumentation (also nuclear)
Control systems
Fuel design and fuel handling
Electrical network and power supply

- Water cleanup
Radwaste treatment

- Protective systems and safety circuits
Physics of core operation
Operating modes
Pertubations in operation
Operating procedures

- Core performance monitoring.
The course comprises about 4 weeks of full-time study and it is carried

out by the training office.

3.4. Instrumentation Course
This course aims at more profound knowledge of the instrumentation

systems including the main control systems. The course takes about one week
and is conducted by the instrumentation maintenance staff.

3.5. Electrical Course
The electrical course discusses more closely the principles of electrical

technology and the electrical systems of the plant as well as the electrical
safety regulations. The course has a length of one week and is given by the
electrical engineering office.

3.6. Turbine Course
The course gives more detailed information on the turbine, turbine

systems and their location. Its length is one week and it is conducted by the
process maintenance staff.

3.7. On-The-Job Training
This item includes familiarization with the plant and its operating

organization by following-up with different activities, e.g., raw water
treatment, démineralization facility, spent fuel storage, waste treatment
facility and laboratory. Depending on the progress in simulator training,
practice in the control room is also possible in this connection.

This phase lasts 4 weeks and is accomplished by participating in the
activities of operation service and instrumentation maintenance staff.
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3.8. Simulator Training

The licenced shift personnel participate in a simulator training course
at the TVO full-scope training simulator in Olkiluoto. This simulator will be
ready for training in 1990. In the meantime, the simulator courses are
purchased from KSU, Sweden.

The simulator course lasts 6 weeks and comprises the following items:
Facility systems and their structure and functioning in different
operating conditions
Operation of the plant in theory and practice
Exercise of plant startup and shutdown
Management of different normal and abnormal operating conditions.

The simulator training will be given by instructors belonging to the
training office.

3.9. Familiarization with Systems
New personnel will get acquainted with individual systems by means of

lectures and guided tours. The objective of the course is to study all
systems having significance with regard to safety as well as the outlines of
technical specifications and certain operating instructions.

This course takes 4 weeks and is conducted by shift supervisors.

3.10. Written Examination

Upon completion of the initial training, a written examination is
arranged by the training office under the surveillance of the licencing
authorities. After the successful passing of the examination, the person will
be granted the license to work as an operator trainee.

4. FAMILIARIZATION WITH DIFFERENT POSITIONS

The new shift supervisors and operators will be familiarized with
different jobs (positions) commencing from the duties of a shiftman and
proceeding in the sequence presented below until that position to which they
will be appointed.

4.1 Duties of a Shiftman
The familiarization programme is started by getting acquainted with the

duties of a shiftman during one to two months.

4.2. Duties of a Field Operator

The duties of a field operator will be trained for under the guidance of
a field operator. This takes one to two months.

4.3. Duties of a Turbine Operator
The duties of a turbine operator are practiced under the surveillance of

a turbine operator. This phase lasts one to two months.
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4.4. Continued Turbine Course
The operation of a turbine is studied more closely by use of a compact

simulator with the aim of learning different operating conditions and
disturbances. The course includes also the regulator oil system, periodic
tests, vibration and other control equipment.

The course has a length of one week and is conducted by mechanical
maintenance staff.

4.5. Duties of a Reactor Operator
The duties of a reactor operator and the use of the plant computer and

measurement computer are practiced under the guidance of a reactor operator.
This phase has a length of one to two months.

4.6. Practical Reactor Operation Course
During this course the reactor operation and the related normal and

abnormal operating conditions are reviewed. The use of the plant computer and
measurement computer is also studied.

The course takes one week and is carried out by a reactor engineer.

4.7. Duties of a Shift Supervisor
The shift supervisor trainees will get acquainted with the duties of

shift supervisors under the guidance of a shift supervisor. The time reserved
for this is at least two months.

4.8. Administrative Instructions
The shift supervisor trainees will study such administrative instructions

as are needed when working in the control room:
Technical specifications
Administrative operation instructions
Radiation protection manual

- Fire protection manual
- Industrial safety instructions
- Emergency plan

Quality assurance manual
Organization manual
Use of company computer system.

This self-study period takes about one week.

4.9. Oral Examination
After a person has been working as an operator trainee for at least three

months, an oral examination is arranged by the operation office under the
surveillance of the licensing authorities.

The examinations for shift supervisors and operators have different
levels of difficulty and, consequently, shift supervisor licenses and operator
licenses are granted upon successful accomplishment of the respective training
programmes. The license to work as shift supervisor will be granted only for
persons who have worked at least six months as operators.
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France
TRAINING AND MINIMUM EXPERIENCE FOR RECENTLY QUALIFIED CRAFTSMEN

TO REACH THE POSITION OF SHIFT SUPERVISOR
(Electricité de France)
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Federal Republic of Germany

INITIAL TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR SHIFT ELECTRICAL CRAFTSMEN
AT RWE-BV BIBLIS
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- OJT in maintenance division (6-8 weeks)
- RWE regulations
- manual for emergency power supply cases
- handling of diesel aggregates
- generator and auxiliary systems- 220/380kV transformers and auxiliary systems- handling of medium-and high- vol tage systems
- electronic trainer (disturbances)
- OJT. on shift (guided)
- interventions, restrictions
- check-testing procedures
- reactor protection system
- automatic control systems
- hardware of electronic components
- functional groups
- control systems
- basic electronic course (2 weeks)
- safety regulations
- IQkV normal and emergency power supply systems
- electronic trainer practices
- OJT on shift (guided)
- communication systems
- hardware of electric components
- direct current systems (24/220V)
- medium- vol tage systems (220/380V)
- low-voltage systems (24V)
- component protection systems
- interlock systems
- handbooks
- safety provisions- alarm systems- OJT on shift (guided)- fire protection- radiation protection- arrangements of all localities- basics of the plants technology- organization
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Federal Republic of Germany
TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR REACTOR OPERATORS

examinât Ton (written and oral port)

- préparât l'on for examinât Tons
e repetition

simulator tramtng
authority regulations
abnormal procedures
dt sturbonces
intensi've handling of all processing circuits
and alt automat i'c control systems
turbine and turbine auxiliary systems
interlock devices
reactor protection system
generator control systems
reactor control systems
oracti'col reactor physics
radiation protect l'on

basic nuclear course in reactor theory and
technology

simulator training
startup and shutdown procedures
handling of all systems
information and process data systems
operator handbooks
safety regulations
knowledge of the plant's layouts
functions of all plant systems
basics of plant technology
organization of the nuclear power plant
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Federal Republic of Germany
INITIAL TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR SHIFT MECHANICAL CRAFTSMEN

AT RWE-BV BffiLIS
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- duties during disturbances
- water treatment division (asslstanrp)

- OJT on shift (guided)
- emergency and accident systems period
- duties during fuel element changing
- duties during shutdown procedure
- duties during startup procedure

- principles of plant inspection
- OJT on shift (guided)
- safety provisions
- water make-up systems
- behaviour of pumps
- documentation, handbooks
- cooling water systems
- turbine and auxiliary systems

- systems of the primary circuit
- systems of the secondary circuit

- maintenance division
(assistance)

- OJT on shift (guided)
- alarm systems
- radiation protection
- fire protection
- arrangements of all localities
- basics Of the plant's technology
- organization
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Federal Republic of Germany
TRAINING AND MINIMUM EXPERIENCE FOR A CRAFTSMAN OR TECHNICIAN

TO REACH THE POSITION OF CONTROL ROOM OPERATOR
AND FOR AN ENGINEER TO REACH THE POSITION OF SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR

SRO training
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T
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t———— «-
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(3 years)

Professional j-Secondary
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f
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Elementary school
(10/11 years)
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Japan
EDUCATION SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERSONNEL

¥-LevelRKinds ofv
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Japan
EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEM FOR OPERATORS

(Example of a BWR owner utility)

Job Function

Training Course

Training inside the
Utility

Training at BTC

Training at the
Specific Training
Organization

General Education

Apprentice

Initial Training

(1 year)

1 Assembled Education

Assistant Operator

Operating Speciality
Training

(3-4 years )

| Shift Training

Reactor Operator

Advanced Operating
Speciality Training

(5-9 years )

Training in the Daytime Work Shift

| Education for Recruits

Basic Lecture
\̂s

Short-term stt
Basic ———
Training — •-

Re-training

ndard Training —————

Family Training (Team Training)

Education for General Empoyees

Assistant Shift Supervisor/
Chief Shift Supervisor

Supervisor/Manager Training

Advanced Training

| Education for Managers



Japan
EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEM FOR OPERATORS

(Example of a PWR owner utility)

Job Functions
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K) Japan
EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEM FOR MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL

(Example of a BWR owner utility)

Job Function

Training Course

Training Inside
the Company

Technical Lecture
Course by the
Component
Manufacturer

Training in the
Specif ic Study and
Training Organizatioi

General Education

Apprentice

Introductory
Training (l year)

Assembled Education

Shift Training

Training in the
Daytime Work Shift

Education Cor
Recruits

Maintenance Staffs

Basic Maintenance
Training (1 year)

OJT

Educa

Maintenance
Speciality
Training (6 years)

OJT

Instructor
Education

tion for General Employees

Assist. Section Mgr./
Section Manager

Manager
Education

Education forManagers



Japan
EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEM FOR MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL

(Example of a PWR owner utility)
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Japan
TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR OPERATORS AT THE TRAINING CENTRE:

INITIAL TRAINING COURSE FOR PWR OPERATORS
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Japan
TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR OPERATORS AT THE TRAINING CENTRE:

INITIAL TRAINING COURSE FOR BWR OPERATORS
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Japan
TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR OPERATORS AT THE TRAINING CENTRE:

INITIAL TRAINING COURSE FOR PWR OPERATORS

I n i t i a l T r a i n i n g C o u r s e

The objective of the Initial Training Course is to enable operators, of a nuclear power
plant to acquire basic knowledge on * PWR, and learn operational procedures and
characteristics by use of similators.
The course consists of three stages, Phases I , H and El and is cocpleted in
22 weeks.

Phase I
weeks)

Lectures are given for 8 weeks: about 5 weeks on basic knowledge indispensable
to operators of nuclear power plants covering subjects such as nuclear physics,
reactor theory and reactor engineering, and about 3 weeks on basic knowledge on
PWR plant covering subjects such as plant design, reactor control, reactor
safety and lavs and regulations.

Phase n
( 6 weeks)

Lectures are given on details of PÏR plant structure and functions which
operators oust understand covering subjects such as reactor and auxiliary
facilities, prinary It secondary systess and power generating facilities,
and plant operation. Tours to power plants and nannfacturers' plants are
also included. Duration is G weeks.

Phase EQ
( J weeks) -^XX

7-

At this stage, operators are given practical training on a Ban-to-van basis ( 3
operators in 1 teas) by use of operation training simulators for 3 weeks. They
learn procedures of nomal operation which are basics in plant operation,, and
experience operation under abnormal and accidental conditions which are
difficult to experience at a real (nomally operating)plant due to various
safety reasons.
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Japan
BWR MAINTENANCE TRAINING PROGRAMME

Step
(referenced
level)

Item Content of Training Period
(days)

Introductory
(the first year
of training)

Maintenance:
Common items

. Structure and function of
general equipment

. Basic maintenance of pumps,
valves, motors, etc.

. Handling of various instru-
mentation

Maintenance:
Common items

Outline of quality assurance
Outline of periodic inspec-
tion work

Mechanical
items

Structure, dismantling,
assembling of pumps, valves
and blowers, etc.
NOT outline, inspection
technology
Vibration analysis, materials
outline, machining practice

Electrical
common items

Basic sequence control,
circuit composition
Piping and wiring
Handling of various
instrumentation

43

15

Basic
(personnel having
experience of a
few years)

Electrical
items

Structure, dismantling,
assembling of motors, metal
cladding and power center,
etc.

Structure, dismantling,
assembling of circuit breakers,
motor operated valves, etc.

Theory and maintenance of
protection relays

23
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BWR MfllNTENftNCE TRAINING PROGRAMME IM JAPfllM (continued)

Step
(referenced
level)

Item Content of Training Period
(days)

Instrumen-
tation items

Outline and functions of
instrumentation for the
primary system
Structure, handling and
maintenance of instruments
Structure, dismantling and
assembling of air-operated
control valves

42

Mechanical-
related items

Structure, functions and
maintenance of main components
of the primary system
Structure and function of
steam turbine

24

Electrical-
related items

Skilled
(middle-level
technical
personnel)

Theory and maintenance of the
generator controller and
power supply for instrumen-
tation
Structure and maintenance
procedures of medium- and
large—size motors

17

Instrument-
ation-
related items

Theory, inspection technology
and analysis of ECT for steam
generator
Instrumentation inside and
outside the reactor, radiation
monitors
Functioning theory, inspection
and adjustment of turbine
monitoring instrumentation,
etc.

30

N.B. Long training could be given by dividing it into shorter periods
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Japan
BWR MAINTENANCE TRAINING PROGRAMME

Item of Training

ooc

JjH
a>tam

1. Work procedures (21 items) 6.
2. Safety administration 7.
3. Quality control 8.
A. Maintenance work guideline 9.
5. Work supervisor education and RST 10

P and ID and ECWD
Materials
Structure'
Construction method
Inspection, measurement and
adjustment

(30 days)

Mechanical• Electrical Instrumentation

1. Seals (incl.
mechanical seal)

2. NDT-2 (RT, UT, ET)
3. Vertical pump
4. Horizontal pump
5. Steam turbine
6. Boiler
7. Emergency Diesel

generator
8. Crane, hoist
9. Refrigerator
10. Valve
11. CUM pump

f-1 12. CRD dismantling,
"° removal and inst-

allation, core
components

13. Waste disposal
14. Oil/mechanical

snubbers
15. Recirculation

pump mechanical
seal

16. Turbine control
EHC

17. MSIV pilot valve
18. Vibration analysis

1. Electrical circuit-
General-(I)

2. Electrical instrumen-
tation

3. Electrical construction
4. Motor
5. Relay (I)
6. Circuit breaker (I)
7. Electromagnetic valve
8. Motor-operated valve
9. Low voltage motor dis-

mantling and assembling
10. Relay (II)
11. Circuit breaker (II)
12. Electrical circuit

General (II)
13. Transformer
14. Electrical work
15. High voltage motor
16. Sequence controller
17. NDT-2
18. Relay (III)
19. Relay (IV)
20. Circuit breaker (III)
21. Circuit breaker (IV)
22. Generator
23. Vibration analysis

1. Electronic, logic
circuits

2. Analogue instruments
3. Digital instruments
4. Control valves
5. Special instrumentation
6. HCU
7. Radiation monitors
8. Nuclear instrumentation
9. TIP drive system
10. Instrumentation

control model plant
11. Process computer

Core performance
calculation
Plant diagnostic system

12. RPS separation
specifications

13. Special control systems
14. EHC, EPR, MGU
15. Incident/failure case

study
16. Maintenance of nuclear

power plant and related
regulations
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BUR MAINTENANCE TRAINING PROGRAMME IN JftPflN (continued)

Mechanical Electrical Instrumentation

19. ISI
20. Incident/failure

case study
21. Maintenance of

nuclear power
plant and related
regulations

(40 days)

24. Battery
25. Incident/failure case

study
26. Maintenance of nuclear

power plant and related
regulations

(44 days) (45 days)

1. Incident/failure
case study

2. Factory visit
3. Aseismic design

4. Safety design
5. Accident analysis

6. Radiation exposure
evaluation

7. Shielding design
8. Water chemistry control

(7 days)

Abbreviations Used

RST: Rodosho-Hoshiki (Ministry of Labor Method of) Safety Training
P and ID: Piping and instrumentation diagram
ECWD: Elementary control wiring diagram
RT: Radiographie test
UT: Ultrasonic test
ET: Eddy current test
CUM: Reactor water cleanup system
CRD: Control rod driving mechanism
EHC: Electro-hydraulic control system
MSIV: Main steam isolation valves
ISI: In-service inspection
HCU: Hydraulic control unit

TIP: Traversing in—core probe
RPS: Reactor protection system

EPR: Electric pressure regulator
MGU: Motor gear unit
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Japan
QUALIFICATION PROCEDURE CHART OF CHIEF SHIFT SUPERVISORS

Designated
Instructor

c)

Applicant

Applicant's
Organization

a) Application
for

Qualification

Steer-ing
Review
Committee

Applicant
b) Examination

of Qualifi-
cation for
Application

Qualification
Organization

(TNS)

Practical
Operating
Technique &
Skill Exam.

d) Study Course

e) Oral
Examination

f )
Comprehensive
Evaluation

Examination
Committee

Result of Evaluation
Issue
Qualification
Certificate
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Republic of Korea
OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAMME OUTLINE

BASIC TRAINING COURSE
All nuclear recruits must complete this course prior to job assignment

at the site.

Recru i t

General orientation & basic power generationtraining course (10 wks)

Nuclear theory course (10 wks)

Nuclear plant system course (10 wks)

Job orientation (16 wks)
o Shift work for all local operator positions(8 wks)o Rotation at technical and maintenancesections (8 wks)

Job assignment at site
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Republic of Korea
MAINTENANCE TRAINING PROGRAMME OUTLINE

Basic Training Courses
Same as operator training courses

2. Development Courses

Job assignment in plant

Mechanical
0

0

General mechanicscourse (2 wks)
Mechanical system
course (2 wks)

Electrical

General electricity
course (2 wks)
Electrical system
course (2 wks)

Supervisor Training

I
General I & Ccourse (2 wks)
Core instrumenta-
tion course (2 wks)
RCS and DRPI system
course (2 wks)SSPS course (2 wks)
TBN control and
supervisory
course (2 wks)

Mechanical supervisor course (1 wk)Electrical supervisor course (1 wk)
I & C supervisor course (1 wk)

abbreviations „used:

RCS: Reactor coolant system
DRPI: Digital rod position indicator
SSPS: Solid state protection system
TBN: Turbine
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Spain
SCHEME FOR REACTOR OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAMME

RO TRAINING PROGRAM
(!<><> KEEKS)

COMPONENTS TECHNOLOGY
FUNDAMENTALS

6 WEEKS LECTURES
24 WEEKS POWER PLANT OBSERVAT.

PHASE

NUCLEAR FUNDAMENTALS
12 WEEKS LECTURES
4 WEEKS LAB AND RESEARCH

REACTOR PRACTICES
O

READY
FOR SRO
LICENCE
EXAM

GENERIC NPP SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY

12 WEEKS LECTURES

SIMULATOR TRAINING
14 WEEKS. INCLUDING
125 HOURS SIMULATOR HANDS

ON PRACTICES

ADDITIONAL TRAINING
40 HOURS SIMULATOR TRAIN ING AND
16 WEEKS IN SRO SELECTED T O P I C S

OWN NPP DESIGN AND
OPERATION

36 WEEKS (9 MONTHS)

1 Y E A R OF PLANT OPERATION AS

RO

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

36 WEEKS (9 MONTHS), INCLUDING
6 MONTHS AS SUPERVISED REACTOR

OPERATOR

SRO TRAINING PROGRAM
(69 WEEKS)

-0
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Sweden
OPERATOR TRAINING*

Sweden has 12 nuclear power units in commercial operation - nine Asea- Atom
BWRs and three Westinghouse PWRs. Swedish nuclear power personnel are trained
locally at the plants and at a simulator center.

The local training at the plants includes classroom systems and theory as
well as on~~the~job training. Compact simulators are used to demonstrate and
reinforce understanding of basic principles such as fluid flow, heat transfer,
thermodynamics and reactor operation.

Additional training is conducted at the Studsvik simulator training center
for control room personnel. It consists of initial qualifications and annual
retraining.

The nuclear power plants are owned by the Swedish state and private
utilities, with a great deal of cooperation existing between them. An
important example of this is the jointly owned Nuclear Training and Safety
Center, KSU, where they work on safety analyses and other issues and also
jointly develop and conduct the simulator training.
R ecruiting and Educating Operators

The diagram outlines the training programs for the three control room
positions. The operator training consists of theory and practice. After two
years the trainee is a qualified turbine operator, which is the lowest
position. Another two years (approximately) qualifies him for a reactor
operator position, and finally, after yet another two years, a position as
shift supervisor. The education includes recurring simulator training.
Siinulator Trairung

Simulator training is provided at the KSU Wuclear Training and Safety
Center in Studsvik, established in 19/2 by the companies who own Sweden's
nuclear plants. The training center's first simulator was put into operation
in 1974. Today there are three, which are replicas of reference plants.
Part-task simulators are also used to ease the load on the full-scale ones.

KSU gives training for the 12 LWRs in Sweden and for two units in
Finland. Four main types of course are given on the- full-scale simulator:

- Basic training for future operators (6 to 9 weeks).
- Annual retraining for operators (1 to 1 weeks).

Courses to train supervising engineers together with the operators in
emergency situations. Sometimes the authorities participate (1 day).

- Courses for management personnel and engineers (1/2 to 1 week).
Theory courses at university level are also given for shift supervisors.

*S. Wyrnan and R. Odin, Wuclear Training and Safety Center, S-61382 Wykoping,
Sweden. From: Wuclear F.urope, Vol. VET, Wo. 11-12 (1987) 35. Reprinted by
permission of Wuclear Europe, journal of the European Wuclear Society.
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3 nstructor ' stt,M,Rplg
Two instructors are engaged in each course. Both work at the same time

during simulator training. One instructor is usually in the control room to
help the students. The other instructor watches over and leads the training
from the instructor room. Besides introducing smaller errors through the
instructor console and watching over the students' progress, he plays the role
of the external personnel in the plant.

The annual instructor education contains both technical training, similar
to the plants', and pedagogic training together with plant practice.

About half the time of the basic course consists of theoretical training
in the classroom. Usually three to five students are trained at the same time
on the full-scale simulator.
Annual R e t_rajmjl rig

Normally the retraining consists of five to ten days at the plant and five
to eight days on the simulator. The training program changes every year and
is based on analyses of real events and ideas from the operators and the plant
management. When students come from plants where the control room differs
partly from the simulator, KSU modifies the simulator models and the mimJc of
the simulator control room to make the retraining more plant -specif ic .

à JAËHtOâ. .Qß®O*i£r_ CpjnEEt
Ihe Swedish regulatory authority, SKI, does not examine or license the

operators, which is a common role for nuclear regulators in other countries.
The Swedish power companies bear full responsibility for the operators'
competence and take care of educating and assessing them. The regulatory
authority supervises the control and performance of the operator training.

: ion

KSU works on experience retrieval within the Swedish nuclear program.
This includes feedback on operator training experiences from utilities in
Sweden and abroad .
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Sweden
OPERATOR TRAINING OVERVIEW: EXAMPLE OF EDUCATION PROGRAMME FOR OPERATORS

c

«K

Introduction ]
Safety

Radiation, Fire, -
Eleclric, Mech.

Nucl. Power L Plant Specific L Dynamics 1
Techotogy 1 1- Courses 1 |- Compact-Sim

Nucl. Power 1
Technology 2 C

Prep. Course I
Regulations r

Logics, Electr. elc|

Plant Specific
Courses 3

Dynamics 3 I
Compact-Sim C

Plant Specific L Dynamics 2 1 — — Sli
Courses 2 1- Compact-Sim |-i 1 1 r- Ba

I I I '

1 Control Room 1

Sim.Tralnlng _____ [ _ . .. -,-_;,.:_,,P • ^ | un ine jon i raining

Leadership 1 Plant Specific 1
Courses 4 1

. Emergency If On the Job |_ Shi^™

. measures pj Training p ^^

L Sim. Training 1 ——— K. Plant
J B>siccounel I — * operator

n.Tralnlng |
siccourseî |~| 1

1 |

[ on the Job |_K Turbine _ N,
Training • ^ . —.JL JT* operator "

) v Reactor _^

Xd l o L * £±.

^«J "^Supervisor *

R
E
T
R
A

N
I
N
G

United Kingdom

OUTLINES OF OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAMME
AND MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS TRAINING PROGRAMME

Abbreviations

NFS

OJT

BA

CM

MCR

SAP (E&M)

SAP (NR)

SCE

SOER

C&I

Nuclear Power Station

On-the-Job Training

Breathing Apparatus
Classroom Module

Main Control Room

Senior Authorised Person (Electrical and Mechanical)

Senior Authorised Person (Nuclear Radiations)
Shift Charge Engineer

Significant Operational Event Report
Control and Instrumentation
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United Kingdom

OUTLINE OF PWR OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAMME

Appointment at NFS

Introduction to
Nuclear Power Theory

Introduction to Nuc-
lear Ppw«r Technology

Classroom Module 1
PWR Design it Tech

CMS PWR Prod-
uction tt Tech-

nology Interaction«
ft Theory

SAP (B & M)
Authorisation»

Simulator
Module 1

Normal Operation«

Aims: To reach the required standard for:- personal «afety, fire «afety,
BA safety, chemical «afety, «ub change room procedure«, «ite
geography (major plant item«).

Aims! Provide the theoretical concepts to support subsequent nuclear
power plant training.

Aims: To introduce generic nuclear power plant systems.

Aims: Provide OVERVIEW of major plant systems, design technology
and safe economic operation.
Provide an appreciation of major system interaction and control
response using basic principles simulation.

Aims: To consolidate CM1 by tracing major plant systems.
Familiarisation with safety rules + health physics procedure«.
Familiarisation with action, of post under emergency plan.

Aims: Provide DETAIL of major plant systems as CM1
Provide OVERVIEW of auxiliary systems (eg Instrument air)
Provide an appreciation of operation using basic principles
simulation.

Aims: To consolidate CM2 by tracing, in detail, major plant systems.
To consolidate CM2 by tracing auxiliary systems.
Familiarisation with station operating procedures.
Consolidation of Safety Rules.
To introduce equipment usage under the emergency plan.

Aims: Provide DETAIL of auxiliary systems.
Provide training on the use of station operating procedures.
Provide, using simulator demonstrations, training on systems
interaction* and theory.
Introduce Human Factor« associated with the role of the
staff.

Aims: Consolidate CMS by tracing, in detail, auxiliary systems.
To study procedure* for Normal Operation.
To study the Safety Rules.
Observation of plant operation from MCR and Plant.

Aims: Introduce normal plant operation:- Start up from cold; Shut down;
Operation at power; communications with other plant staff.
Operation with minor malfunctions including surveillances.
Defenses against human error.
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Desk Authorization

Aims:

Aims!

Aims:

To study procedure« for abnormal operation.
Operation under supervision on plant.
Observation of plant operation from MCR.

Study of malfunctions leading to trips.
Study of malfunctions requiring operator actions.
Team training.

To study procedures for accident sequences.
Operation from plant without supervision.
Observation in MCR.

Study of accidents and incidents including Beyond Design Basis.
Operators role in mitigating core damage, intervention,
post trip/accident (including all communications and human factor
considerations).
Team training.

Aims? Operation from MCR under direct supervision.

Simulator Module
4 Supervisory «kills

Control Room Supervisor
Authorization

Simulator Module 5
SCE Module

Aims:

Aims:

Study of required
communication« and
supervisory skills

Study of required
skills:-

Radiological
Safety Course

OJT 8

SAP(NR)
Authorization

Aims:

Aims:

Prepare for
SAP(NR)
authorization

Nuclear plant
isolation under
supervision

Management
Emergency Controller
Training Evaluation

Shift Charge Engineer
Authorization

Each module of training also includes the aims:-

To prepare the student for the next module
To introduce legislation, theory, site license, plant modification procedures, emergency scheme training etc. to
the correct level for the current level of training.

NOTE

Each module will have a duration not exceeding two weeks, therefore some modules may be split further
eg CM2A, CM2B, CMSA, CM3B, etc.

SAP(NR) and (E & M) refer to Senior Authorized Persons under the CEGB Safety Rules.

Other Authorization« refer to the delegation by the Station Manager to hi« staff for the control and
supervision of the operation of the plant.
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Outline Operator Revision Training Programme

RO (Reactor
Operator)

ASCE (Assistant Shift Charge Engineer)

SCE (Shift Charge
Engineer)

Simulator Revision and
Classroom Revision

On-Job-Training Revision
and U Klating

Aim: Revision and update of theory systems, and
normal, abnormal and emergency operation.
Evaluation of team and
individuals' performance
Study SOBR's and defense«.

Aim*: Revision and update of
Fire fighting, breathing apparatus, Health Physics,
Emergency Scheme, Health & Safety at Work,
Legislation, Plant Systems, with their theory and
operation, station procedures.

NOTE

The frequency and duration of simulator revision courses will be optimised.
Objectives for individual session* will be formulated in advance of the modules with plant staff.

Regular Re-authoriiation of responsible positions (RO, ASCE, SCE) will take place in an optimised timegcale.
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United Kingdom
OUTLINE OF PWR MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS TRAINING PROGRAMME

Introduction to
Nuclear Power Theory

Appointment at NFS

Aims:

Aims:

Introduction to Nuc-
lear Power Technology

Classroom Module 1
PWR Design & Tech

CMS PWR Prod-
uction if Technol-
ogy Interactions Se

Theory

To reach the required standard for:- personal safety, fire safety,
BA safety, chemical safety, sub change room procedures, site
geography (major plant items).

Provide the theoretical concepts to support subsequent nuclear
power plant training.

Aims: To introduce generic nuclear power plant systems.

Aims: Provide OVERVIEW of major plant systems, design technology
and safe economic operation.

Aims: To consolidate CM1 by tracing major plant systems.
Familiarization with safety rules + health physics procedures.
Familiarisation with action of post under emergency plan.

Aims: Provide DETAIL of major plant systems as CM1
Provide OVERVIEW of auxiliary systems (eg Instrument air)
Provide an appreciation of operation using basic principles
simulation.

Aims: To consolidate CMS by tracing, in detail, major plant systems.
To consolidate CM2 by tracing auxiliary systems.
Familiarization with station operating procedures.
Consolidation of Safety Rules.
To introduce equipment usage under the emergency plan.

Aims: Provide DETAIL of auxiliary systems.
Provide training on the use of station operating procedures.
Provide, using simulator demonstrations, training on systems
interaction« and theory.
Introduce Human Factors associated with the role of the staff.

Aims: Consolidate CMS by tracing, in detail, auxiliary systems.
To study procedures for Normal Operation.
To study the Safety Rules.
Observation of plant operation from MCR and Plant.

Aims: Provide training on administration of site licence conditions, plant
modification procedure», work control systems, budgets, stores
holdings, plant history information..
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OUTLINE OF PWR MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS TRAINING PROGRAMME (continued)

Aims: Work in poit under direct supervision.
Consolidate CM4.2.

Aims: Provide details on plant items in terms of construction,
maintenance techniques, acceptance criteria.

United States of America

OPERATOR TRAINING OUTLINE

This example contains a detailed description of the various education and
training topics that will allow an individual to qualify for the following
operator positions.

Instructional Module - 1: Auxiliary Operator - Class C
Instructional Module - 2: Auxiliary Operator - Class B
Instructional Module - 3: Auxiliary Operator - Class A

Each Instructional Module is subdivided into major blocks of education or
training; these blocks are called segments, and are numbered sequentially
within each Instructional Module.

These instructional modules were developed with the intent of providing a
logical path of progression from the entry level non-licensed operator
position to the senior non-licensed operator. They will allow each nuclear
utility to develop within its own operating organization the necessary talent
and expertise to operate their nuclear units safely and efficiently.
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PROGRAM SUMMARY

INSTRUCTIONAL
MODULE

SEGMENT TOPIC TOPIC TOPIC

GENERAL
EMPLOYEE
TRAINING
AND
EDUCATION

General Employee
Training
Effective Communi-

cations

Mathematics
Classicial Physics
Atomic and Nuclear

Physics
Electrical Science
Instrumentation

and Control
Basic Water-

Chemistry
Thermodynamics

Mathematics
Chemistry
Electrical Science
Metallurgy
Radiation Detection
Radiation Protec-

tion
Reactor Theory

2. POWER PLANT
FUNDAMENTALS

Physical Processes
Major Components
Piping Systems
Fluid Flow
Measurement
Water Treatment
Plant: Electrical

Lubrication
Turbines
Air Compressors
Diesel Engines
Pumps
Valves

Heat Exchangers
Ion Exchangers
Motors and

Generators

3. REACTOR PLANT
FAMILIARIZA-
TION

Nuclear Heat Source
Reactor Plant

Technology
Containment

Building
Reactor Auxiliaries

Design Basis
Accident

Reactor Plant
Protection

4. O'OB TRAINING Classroom and SWT
(Phase 1)

On-the-Job
(Phase 2)

Classroom and SWT
(Phase 1)

On-the-Job
(Phase 2)

Classroom and SWT
(Phase 1)

On-the-Job
(Phase 2)
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PROGRAM SUMMARY

Program 4: Control Room Operator

Course/Area

Course 1.

Course la.
Course 2.
Course 3.

Course 4.

Specialized Education
Mathematics
Classical Physics
Engineering Drawings, Prints and Schematics
l-Ilectrical Science
Instrumenentation and Control
Nuclear Physics and Reactor Theory
Plant Chemistry
Heat Transfer, Fluid Flow, and Thermodynamics
Materials Science
Radiological Protection
Supervisory Skills
Research Reactor Training
Plant Technology, Systems, and Procedures Training
Operating Practices Training
Administrative Requirements
Operating Practices Training:
Control Room Training
Observation Training

Basic Diagnostics and Transient Training
Simulator Training
Pre-operational/Startup Test Training
Industry Experiences and Modifications Training
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Program 5.

Course/Area

Senior Control Room Operator

Course 1.
Course 2.
Course 3.

Course 4.

Course 5.
Course 6.

Supervisory Skills Instruction
Procedures and Bases Training
Advanced Transient and Accident Analysis Instruction
Reactor Thermal Hydraulics
Containment of Radioactivity
Accident Assessment
Advanced Operating Practice Training
Plant Operations
Plant Emergency Response
In~-Plant Training
Observation Training
Simulator Training
Preoperational/Startup
Testing Training

Advanced Electrical Components and Systems Training
Industry Experiences and Modifications Training

Program 6.

Course 1.

Course ?..
Course 3.

Shift Supervisor

Advanced Specialized Education
Behaviorial Skills
Safety Assessment Skills
Administrative Requirements Training
Industry Experiences arid Modifications Training
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United States of America
RECOMMENDED TRAINING AND REQUIRED EXPERIENCE FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

WITH APTITUDE FOR MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE TO REACH THE POSITION
OF SHIFT SUPERVISOR

(Experience requirements from American National Standard ANS/ANSI 3.1,
"Selection, Qualification and Training of Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants")

4. .

3-.

oa.
2 - -

1- •

[ SS TRAINING

SENIOR
OPERATOR
LICENCE

REACTOR
OPERATOR

SCRO
TRAINING

LICENCE

CRO
TRAINING

SHIFT
SUPERVISOR
(SS)

SENIOR
CONTROL-
ROOM
OPERATOR
ISCRO)

CONTROL-
ROOM
OPERATOR
1CRO»

AUXILIARY
OPERATOR • A
(AO-A)

AO-A TRAINING

AUXILIARY
OPERATOR - B
(AO-B)

MINIMUM
3 YEARS
POWER
PLANT
EXPEDIENCE
INCLUDING
1 YEAR AT
NUCLEAR
PLANT

MINIMUM
4 YEARS
POWER
PLANT
EXPERIENCE
INCLUDING
2 YEARS

EXPERIENCE

AO-B TRAINING

AUXILIARY
OPERATOR - C
(AO-C)

AO-C TRAINING

FORMAL
TRAINING

PLANT
EXPERIENCE
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Appendix J

TRAINING DOCUMENTATION PRODUCED IN THE DEVELOPMENT PHASE

(Examples taken from:
United Kingdom, United States of America)

Appendix J.I
United States of America

SIMULATOR EXERCISE GUIDE AND ASSOCIATED CLASSROOM
PRE-EXERCISE BRIEFING AND POST-EXERCISE DEBRIEFING*

EXAMPLE OF A SIMULATOR EXERCISE GUIDE
AND ASSOCIATED CLASSROOM PRE-EXERCISE BRIEFING'

SCENARIO TITLE: Recirculation System Operations—Single Loop and Natural Circulation Operation

SCENARIO CODE: SI124

REVISION: 2

EFFECTIVE DATE: August 29,1985

COURSE: Licensed Operator Initial Training (Advanced Operations Module)

PREPARED BY:
(Instructor)

REVIEWED BY: ______________________
(Operations Training Supervisor)

CONCURRED BY: ___________________________
(Operations Superintendent)

APPROVED BY: ____________________________
(Training Manager)

Controlled Copy No. 3

* This simulator exercise guide is for example purposes only. It is recognized that all references and actions
in the guide will not be applicable to some plants. Due to the comprehensive nature of this example, it may be
difficult to be used in the actual conduct of training. It is intended that the instructor would highlight the items
that he/she felt was needed to assist in the conduct of training or develop a brief outline from which to teach
and use the exercise guide as a reference and preparation tool. Care should be taken not to exclude learning objec-
tives or important supporting details.
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SCENARIO TITLE:

EXAMPLE OF A SIMULATOR EXERCISE GUIDE
AND ASSOCIATED CLASSROOM PRE-EXERCISE BRIEFING

(continued)

Recirculation System Opera-
tions - Single Loop and Natu-
ral Circulation Operations

SETTING/DURATION: Classroom Pre-Exercise-Bnef ing
2 to 4 hours

Control Room Simulator -
4 to 6 hours

REFERENCES:

1. LPCS Surveillance
Plant Procedure 7.4.5.17, Low Pressure Core Spray

(LPCS) Surveillance and associated data sheets
Plant Procedure 2 1 3, Core Spray System
Technical Specification 3/4.5.1

2. Recirculation Pump Seal Failure
Plant Procedure4.3.1 2, High Unidentified Reactor

Leakage
Plant Procedure 4.3.13, High Identified Reactor

Leakage
Plant Procedure 4.2.1.7, Recirculation Pump Seal
Failure

Technical Specifications 3/4 3.2, 3/4.1.1, and
3/4.4.1

3. Recirculation Pump Trip
Annunciator Procedure 4.602.A13-4.5, Recircula-
tion Pump Motor Breaker Trip

Annunciator Procedure 4.602 A6-4 7 Recircula-
tion Pump Trip

Annunciator Procedure 4 2 1 10, Loss of Core Flow
Power Flow Ma p
Control Rod Sequence Sheet
Technical Specification 3/4.4 1

4. Recirculation Pump Restart and Restart Failure
Plant Procedure 2.2 2 Reactor Recirculation

System
Plant Procedure 4 3 1 6, Recirculation Pump Start
Sequence Failure

Plant Procedure 4.4.1 5, MG Set Speed Control
Failure

MALFUNCTIONS:

11-03-0007 "A" LPCS Pump Inoperative
10-05-0001 Recirculation Pump "A" Seal Failure
10-01-0002 Recirculation Pump "B" Overcurrent Trip
10-03-0002 Recirculation Pump "B" Start Sequence
Failure

10-06-0002 Recirculation Pump "B" Speed Feedback
Signal Failure

INITIAL CONDITIONS:

IC-11 (100% power, EOL)
Core Thermal Power - 2425 MWt (99.55%)
Core Flow -102 Mlb/hr (99.5%)
Exposure - 8400 MWD/T (near EOL)
Equilibrium Xenon - 3.1% delta K/K
Reactor Pressure-1003 psig
Generator Output - 813 MWe (99.2%)

SCENARIO SUMMARY:

Starting from 100% power and 100% core flow at
end of core life the following conditions will be en-
countered m sequence-

1. failure of a LPCS pump to start on demand during a
routine pump operability surveillance

2. failure of recirculation pump "A" seal requiring
isolation of the pump and resulting m one loop
operation

3. inadvertent trip of recirculation pump "B" during
maintenance activities supposedly being conduct-
ed on pump "A" resulting in natural circulation
operation

4. failure of recirculation pump "B" starting se-
quence on pump start attempt

5. failure of MG set "B" speed feedback signal after
successful start of recirculation pump "B"

Decision to shut down or maintain stable plant
conditions after above sequence will terminate the
exercise.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

Upon completion of the classroom preview and
simulator exercise, the trainees will be able to per-
form the fol lowing tasks with the reactor-plant operat-
mgat power and under the additional conditions as
indicated:
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1. Perform a LPCS surveillance in accordance with
Plant Procedure 7.4.5.17 and respond to inopera-
tive LPCS pump in accordance with Plant Proce-
dure 2.1.3 and TS 3/4.5.1.

2. Diagnose a recirculation pump seal leak and take
corrective action in accordance with Plant Proce-
dures 4.3.1.2,4.3.1.3, and 4.2.1.7 and TS 3/4.3.2,
3/4.1.1, and 3/4.4.1.

3. With one recirculation pump isolated and a trip of
the running recirculation-pump, identify the recir-
culation pump trip, identify the natural circulation
condition, and take corrective action in accor-
dance with Plant Procedures 4.602.A13-4.5,
4.602.A6-4.7, 4.2.1.10, and TS 3/4.4.1.

4. During hot recirculation loop restart perform the
following:

a. monitor and observe pump operating and start-
ing limitations on pump winding and bearing
temperatures

b. monitor and observe pump starting limitations
on differential temperatures
(Dsatyration temperature to bottom head drain

temperature (100°F)
(2)running loop to idle loop temperature (50°F)
(3)saturation temperature to loop temperature

(100°F)

c. perform pump restart per plant procedure 2.2.2

5. Diagnose and take corrective action for an MG set
speed signal feedback failure per procedure
4.4.1.5.

COMMON STUDENT ERRORS:

Note: This section will be filled out by the utility as it
uses the exercise guide to alert the instructor for areas to
look for when conducting future training, e.g. operators
do not always complete subsequent actions in abnor-
mal procedures.

PRE-EXERCISE BRIEFING

CLASSROOM

INSTRUCTOR OUTLINE TRAINEE ACTIVITY

NOTE: The following material is intended to be
reviewed in a classroom setting.

I. Introduction

A. Scenario Title: Recirculation System
Operations—Single Loop and Natural Circula-
tion Operations

B. Expected Duration

• Simulator-4 to 6 hours

• Classroom-2 to 4 hours

C. Learning Objectives

II. Scenario Overview and Review

A. Initial Conditions

• 100 percent power

• 100 percent core flow
• equilibrium xenon, near end-of-life (EOL)
• maximum decay heat power history
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PRE-EXERCISE BRIEFING

CLASSROOM
(continued)

INSTRUCTOR OLfTLINE TRAINEE ACTIVITY

B. Low Pressure Core Spray (LPCS) Surveillance
1. Review Surveillance Procedure 7.4.5.17

(Note: Use the generic outline provided in
Appendix C as a reference for topics to
discuss.)

2. LPCS Pump Startup Failure

• Symptoms (control room indications)

• Applicable alarm response procedures
(list:)

• LPCS system startup procedure 2.1.3,
Core Spray System

• Technical Specification (TS) LCO 3/4.5.1
action requirements for inoperable core
spray pump
(Note: Use the generic outline provided
in Appendix C as a reference for topics to
discuss while reviewing TS.)

C. Recirculation Pump Seal Failure.

1. Symptoms (control room indications) (list: )

2. Operator Actions

(Note: Use the generic outline.)

• applicable annunciator procedures
(list: )

• applicable plant abnormal procedures
(list: )

• applicable emergency procedures (list: )

• applicable technical specifications (list: )

D. Recirculation Pump Trip

1. Symptoms (control room indications) (list: )

Respond to instructor questions.

Respond to instructor questions.

Respond to instructor questions.

Respond to instructor questions.

• leak detected drywell equipment drain flow
high annunciator

• recirculation pump outer seal leakage high

• recirculation pump seal staging flow high/low

Respond to instructor questions.
• Review Plant Procedure 4.3.1.2 (High Un-

identified Reactor Leakage).

• Review Plant Procedure 4.3.1.3 (High Identi-
fied Reactor Leakage).

• Review Plant Procedure 4.2.1.7 (Recirculation
Pump Seal Failure).

• Review applicable TS for reactor leakage and
single recirculation loop operation.
TS 3/4.3.2
TS 3/4.1.1
TS 3/4.4.1

Respond to instructor questions.

• recirculation motor overcurrent/ground
• recirculation motor breaker trip

• recirculation motor generator lockout

• recirculation flow coast down

• reactor power decrease

• main generator power decrease
• recirculation pump suction or discharge valve

closed
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PRE-EXERCISE BRIEFING

CLASSROOM
(continued)

INSTRUCTOR OUTLINE TRAINEE ACTIVITY

2. Operator Actions

(Note: Use the generic outline.)
• applicable alarm response procedures

(list: )

plant abnormal procedure(s) (list: )

applicable technical specifications (list: )

E. Recirculation Pump Restart/Restart Failure

1. Normal Start Sequence (list: )

2. Symptoms of Start Failure (control room
indications) (list: )

3. Starting Interlocks and Limitations (list: )

4. Operator Actions

(Note: Use the generic outline.)

• applicable alarm response procedures
(list: )

• plant abnormal procedure(s) (list: )

applicable technical specifications

• Review Alarm Response Procedure
4.602.A13-4.5 (Recirculation Pump Motor
Breaker Trip).

• Review Alarm Response Procedure
4.602.A6-4.7 (Recirculation Pump Trip).

Review Abnormal Procedure 4.2.1.10 (Loss of
Core Flow).
Review Technical Specification 3/4.4.1 and Power
Flow Map

Respond to instructor questions.

Respond to instructor questions.

• Motor breaker closure

• Accelerate to > 90% speed

• Field breaker closure
• Coast down to minimum speed

Respond to instructor questions.
• Motor breaker not closed

• Field breaker not closed
• Speed not returning to minimum

• Start sequence failure annunciator

• Suction valve open

• Discharge valve closed
• Motor breaker racked in

• Generator lockout reset
• Cavitation interlocks reset

• RPT breakers closed

• ATWS trips clear

• Water level normal
• Differential temps within limits

— loop to loop
— loop to saturation
— saturation to bottom drain

Respond to instructor questions.

Review Plant Procedure 2.2.2 Recirculation System

Review Plant Procedure 4.3.1.6, Recirculation
Pump Start Sequence Failure

Respond to instructor questions for operations
with single-loop operation and natural circulation.
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PRE-EXERCISE BRIEFING

CLASSROOM
(continued)

INSTRUCTOR OUTLINE____________________________TRAINEE ACTIVITY

F. Review Recirculation Flow Control System
Actions During Starting Sequence

• speed signal generator

• motor/field breaker contacts

• minimum speed limiter

G. Review Recirculation Flow Control System
Response to Control Failures

• control signal loss

• speed signal loss

• controller failure high/low

H. Review of Final Plant Condition

• Need for control rod insertion on loss of
feedwater heating

NOTE: Final plant conditions are determined
by test running the scenario and
recording indications.

Summary

A. Review Learning Objectives

EXERCISE

SIMULATOR

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY____________________________TRAINEE ACTIVITY

NOTE: Normally, these instructions would not neces-
sarily be included in the body of the exercise
guide, but would be explained in a training
department instruction governing the use of
simulator exercise guides.

• If the classroom presentation does not im-
mediately precede the simulator training
session, review the scenario summary and
the learning objectives.

• Trainee knowledge is assessed using items
listed in segments titled "QUESTIONS."

• All bold-faced segment titles, e.g., MAL-
FUNCTION, require the instructor to per-
form certain functions that impact the
conduct of the exercise.
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EXERCISE
SIMULATOR

(continued)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY TRAINEE ACTIVITY

I. SIMULATOR INITIAL CONDITION SET: IC-11

IL PRE-EXERCISE BRIEFING

A. Scenario Summary (if needed)

B. Learning Objectives (if needed)
C. Shift Turnover Information

• No equipment out of service

• No evolutions in progress
• No abnormal equipment lineups

• Planned evolutions: LPCS surveillance

• Initial plant conditions
— 100 percent power
— 100 percent core flow
— equilibrium xenon
— maximum decay heat power history
— refueling is scheduled for next month

D. Assign Shift Positions

III. EXERCISE

A. Start Simulation-RUN

MALFUNCTION: Activate Malfunction 11-03-0007,
"A" LPCS pump inoperative.

QUESTIONS: At appropriate times as the surveillance
is conducted or later during the critique, ask questions
probing trainee knowledge of related, fundamental
topics such as the following:

Q1. Definition of electrical motor starting current

Q2. Difference between starting and running current
of AC induction motors

Q3. Normal valve lineup of the LPCS system

Q4. Locations of LPCS components

Q5. Purpose of control room LPCS annunciators and
indications

Q6. Consequences of stuck open LPCS check valve

• Conduct shift turnover, board walkdown and
assume shift positions and prepare to perform
LPCS surveillance.

• Direct LPCS surveillance.

• Comply with procedure in accordance with
station policy; maintain plant conditions to
comply with surveillance prerequisites.

• Answer instructor questions.

Al. Current flow is due to voltage applied to a
pure resistive load (windings) before a
counter EMF is produced by rotor back into
stator.

A2. Starting current is six to seven times as great
as running current.

A3. Valve V-1 open; pump B running; pump A
in off position; valve V-5 closed; flow con-
trol valve closed; valve V-6 closed; valve
V-51 open

A4. LPCS test bypass va Ives located i n LPCS
pump room

A5. LPCS pump running alarm annunciator
alerts CRO that the ADS permissive is armed, etc.

A6. Possible overpressurization of low pressure
LPCS piping with subsequent unisolable LOCA
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EXERCISE

SIMULATOR
(continued)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY TRAINEE ACTIVITY

OBSERVATION: Observe that students take immedi-
ate and subsequent action in response to inoperative
LPCS pump as per Plant Procedure 2.1.3 and TS
3/4.5.1.

NOTE: Perform the role of plant personnel as they are
asked for by the shift supervisor or control room
operator.

ROLE PLAY: As maintenance foreman, advise the
control room the reason for pump failure cannot read-
ily be determined and thattroubleshootingf-efforts
have started.

MALFUNCTION: Activate Malfunction 10-05-0001,
Recirculation Pump "A" Seal Failure, after discussion
of TS action requirements.

OBSERVATION: Observe diagnosis of the recircula-
tion pump seal failure. The following symptoms are
evident:

• leak detected "Drywell Equipment Drain Flow
High" annunciator

• leak detected "Drywell Floor Drain Flow
High" annunciator

• recirculation pump outer seal leakage high

• recirculation pump seal staging flow high/low

OBSERVATION: Observe trainees take immediate and
subsequent actions in response to recirculation pump
seal failure as per Plant Procedures 4.3.1.2,4.3.1.3,
4.2.1.7, and Technical Specifications 3/4.3.2 and
3/4.1.1.

ROLE PLAY: As plant equipment operator, advise the
control room of pump seal leak rate.

QUESTIONS: At appropriate times during the casual-
ty, ask questions probing trainee knowledge of related,
fundamental topics such as the following:

Q7. Effect on the isolated recirculation pump if purge
flow from the CRD system is not isolated

Q8. Recirculation system control room annunciators,
indications, and controllers

Q9. TS limits for operating with only one recircula-
tion pump

Q10. Recirculation loop flow versus core flow

• Recognize "A" LPCS pump does not start and
announce failure to control room personnel.

• Direct maintenance foreman to investigate
cause of pump failure.

• Declare LPCS system inoperable.

• Determine technical specification require-
ments for inoperable LPCS pump.

• Perform immediate and subsequent actions
for failed recirculation pump seal failure.

• Determine recirculation pump seal failure.

• Announce failure to control room personnel.

• Determine seal failure leak rate from equip-
ment drain sump pump run times and in-
tegrator readings.

• Determine Technical Specifications action re-
quirements for inoperable recirculation pump.

• Secure the malfunctioning recirculation
pump and isolate the pump; verify leakage
has stopped.

Answer instructor questions.

A7. Risk overpressurizing recirculation pump
casing and/or piping within the bounds of
the recirculation pump suction and dis-
charge valves.

A8. Trainee should explain annunciators, indi-
cations and controller output.

A9. No time limit exists as long as there is com-
pliance with TS requirements for single-
loop operation.

A10. Core flow would indicate actual flow due to
flow compensation for loss of the recircula-
tion pump; idle loop flow is zero; JPflow in
idle loop is negative.
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EXERCISE

SIMULATOR
(continued)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY TRAINEE ACTIVITY

NOTE: Perform the role of plant personnel as request-
ed by the shift supervisor.

ROLE PLAY: As maintenance foreman, request the
shift supervisor approve a work order allowing an elec-
trician to perform an overcurrent relay calibration on
the circuit breaker for the isolated recirculation pump.

MALFUNCTION: Activate malfunction 10.01-0002,
Recirculation Pump "B" overcurrent trip.
Caution: When recirculation pump trips, remove
malfunction 10.01-0002

OBSERVATION: Observe diagnosis of the recirculation
pump trip:

• recirculation motor overcurrent/ground

• recirculation motor generator lockout

• recirculation flow coast down

• reactor power decrease

• main generator power decrease

OBSERVATION: Observe trainees take immediate and
subsequent actions in response to recirculation pump
trip per Plant Procedures 4.602.A13-45,4.602.A6-47,
4.2.1.10 and Technical Specification 3/4.4.1.

QUESTIONS: At appropriate times during the cas-
ualty, ask questions probing trainee knowledge of
related, fundamental topics such as the following:

Q11. Use of power/flow map

Q12. Methods of determining the cause of the recircu-
lation pump trip in the control room

Q13. Temperature difference limits between isolated
and operating recirculation loops and how they
are measured

Q14. Sequence of control rod insertion

Q15. Reason for control rod insertion

Q16. Basis for calculation of flow-biased reactor pro-
tection scram setpoint

Recognize the technical specification re-
quirements for single recirculation loop
operation.
Shift supervisor approves the work and in-
forms control room personnel.

Perform immediate and subsequent actions
for tripped recirculation pump.

Determine recirculation pump trip.

• Announce failure to control room personnel.

Determine technical specification limitations
for no recirculation pumps running.

Dispatch plant equipment operator to deter-
mine cause of recirculation pump trip.

Answer instructor questions.

A11. Refer to core flow indication on P603 and
compare with APRM on map.

A12. Potential causes:
— indication of electrical fault in the motor

(breaker trip)
— recirculation pump suction or discharge

valve closed (breaker trip)
— ATWS signal that causes both recircula-

tion pumps to trip
— RPT breakers notfully closed

AI 3. Refer to temperatu re recorder TR-560 for
recirculation pump temperature (A and B
loops)—TS limits.

A14. Insert in reverse sequence of rods with-
drawn and consult with STA if abnormal
rod patterns exist.

A15. Loss of feedwater heating; positive reactiv-
ity; shift to higher load line. Loss of loop
flow indication (zero loop flow)

A16. Specified percent recirculation loop flow
(not core flow) plus specified reactor power
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EXERCISE

SIMULATOR
(continued)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY TRAINEE ACTIVITY

ROLE PLAY: As electrician working on circuit breaker,
notify control room that when the recirculation pump
breaker overcurrent relay was exercised, the breaker
opened; state concern that the work was to be done
on an open breaker, but the breaker must have been
closed.

MALFUNCTION: Activate Malfunction 10-03-0002,
Recirculation Pump "B" Start Sequence Failure, be-
fore recirculation pump restart has been attempted.

OBSERVATION: Observe students diagnosing a pump
start failure:

• field breaker does not close
• MG set speed does not decrease

• motor breaker trips

• incomplete start sequence alarm

OBSERVATION: Observe that trainees take immedi-
ate and subsequent actions in response to recircula-
tion pump incomplete start sequence per Plant
Procedure 4.3.1.6.

NOTE: Perform the role of plant personnel as assigned
by the shift supervisor.

ROLE PLAY: Equipment operator found electrician
still in the MG set relay cabinet. Electrician heard the
restart and remembered he had left a jumper installed
on the field breaker timer during his previous work.

QUESTIONS: At appropriate times during the casu-
alty, ask questions probing trainee knowledge of re-
lated, fundamental topics such as the following:

Q17. Hot recirculation MG set restart limitations

Q18. Reasons for restart limitations

ROLE PLAY: Electrical foreman gives permission for
recirculation pump "B" restart after removal of jumper
and restoration of overcurrent relay.

MALFUNCTION: If further restart attempts are made,
allow the restart, then insert malfunction 10-06-0002
recirculation pump "B" speed feedback signal failure
when speed controller is controlling speed normally.

Conclude the electrician was working on the
wrong breaker and no malfunction occurred to
the recirculation pump. Notify the maintenance
foreman of electrician's error.

Determine recirculation pump restart limitation;
restart recirculation pump.

Announce failure to control room personnel.

Dispatch reactor building plant equipment
operator to determine cause of failure to start

Answer instructor questions.

AI 7. — one hot restart attempt
— wait 30 minutes for next attempt
— wait 2 hours for next attempt or for wind-

ing temperatures to reach ambient tem-
perature

A18. Heating of windings from effects of high
starting currents

Diagnose and respond to speed feedback sig-
nal failure.
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EXERCISE
SIMULATOR

(continued)

INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY TRAINEE ACTIVITY

OBSERVATION: Observe trainees diagnosing speed
feedback signal failure and response:

• indicated speed is downscale
• speed demand is upscale
• loop flow/core flow have i ncreased

• reactor power (APRM) has increased

• place speed controller in manual
• decrease pump flow to desired value

• if flow does not decrease on controller, lock
scoop tube and lower speed locally

• alternately, trip the MG set motor breaker

TERMINATION: After team decides plant conditions
can be maintained or plant management decides to
shut down and make needed repairs-end of scenario—
FREEZE SIMULATOR.

III. POST-EXERCISE DEBRIEFING

Obtain trainee's
questions.

assessment/comment s/

• Review learning objectives.
• Review the exercise using recorder traces of

the evolutions; compare trainee responses
to malfunctions with correct responses.

• Review all oral questions and correct an-
swers; correct wrong answers provided by
individual trainees during the exercise.

• Critique student performance observed
during each exercise.
— reinforce proper individual and team

performance
— reinforce applicable theory
— identify areas for improvement

• Solicit additional questions from students
and promote discussion of correct answers.

IV. ASSESSMENT (at conclusion of simulator
training session)

Take immediate and subsequent actions for
failure per Plant Procedure 4.4.1.5, MG Set
Speed Control Failure.

Discuss major problems and questions about the
scenario.

Performance
trainee)
— strengths
— weaknesses

assessment form (one per

Discuss
trainee.

assessment results with each

Comments
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Appendix J.2
United States of America

ON-THE-JOB TRAINING GUIDE FOR AN AUXILIARY OPERATOR:
MAKEUP WATER SYSTEM

I. Summary Information
A. General References

1. FSAR, Volume ( ), Section ( )
2. System Description, Volume ( ), Chapter ( ):

Makeup Water System3. P&ID Number ( ): Makeup Water System
4. System Operating Instruction Number ( ): Makeup

Water System Operation
5. Plant Safety Manual, Chapter { )
6. Water Treatment Building Log Sheet
7. Case Studies and Operating Experience

B. Designated Trainers and Evaluators
1. Designated Trainers for Section II

The knowledge requirements contained in Section II
will be learned primarily through self-study.
Therefore, no trainers are designated.

2. Designated Evaluators for Section II
Designated evaluators for the knowledge require-
ments of Section II are those individuals listed
in the Operations Department's list of system
experts for the makeup water system.

3. Designated Trainers for Section III
Any qualified auxiliary operator or licensed oper-
ator is authorized to conduct training for Section
III practical requirements.

4. Designated Evaluators for Section III
Any licensed operator or senior operator is autho-
rized to evaluate accomplishment of Section III
practical requirements.

C. Completion of Requirements
1. Knowledge requirements contained in Section II

have been completed.

Supervisor Date

2. Practical requirements contained in Section III
have been completed.

S u p e r v i s o r D a t e
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Item Reference
II. Knowledge Requirements

A. State the purpose of the makeup fl, #2water system.
B. State the function, location, and

(if applicable) power supply of the
following components:
1. demineralized water (DW) pump #2
2. DW storage tank #2
3. carbon filters #24. cation bed ion exchanger #2
5. anion bed ion exchanger #2
6. caustic storage tank #2
7. caustic transfer pumps #2
8. caustic injection pumps 129. acid storage tank #2
10. acid transfer pumps #2
11. acid injection pumps #2
12. regeneration waste neutralizing #2

tank
C. Draw a one-line diagram of the #2

makeup water system including those
components listed above.

D. Using a one-line diagram of the #3, #4makeup water system, show the flow-
paths for the following conditions:
1. normal system operation #2
2. ion exchanger regeneration #2

E. List and describe the purpose of all #2, #3
local system indications, controls,
and alarms.

F. Explain the purpose of the pH indi- #2
cator on the regeneration wasteneutralizing tank.

G. List and explain the trips, permis-sives, and interlocks associated
with the following components:
1. DW storage tank #2
2. DW pumps #23. acid transfer pumps #24. water treatment building sump pump #2

H. State and explain the basis for the #1, #2
chemistry specifications associatedwith the makeup water system.

I. Explain the personnel safety pre- #5
cautions associated with handling
acid and caustic solutions
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Item Reference
J. Explain your conclusion from the #7

case study on industry operating
experience.
Knowledge requirements satisfactorily completed.

Date Evaluator

Item Action Code Reference
III. Practical Requirements

A. Locate the following
components: P f2
1. DW pump
2. DW storage tank
3. carbon filters
4. cation bed ion exchanger
5. anion bed on exchanger
6. caustic storage tank
7. caustic transfer pumps
8. caustic injection pumps
9. acid storage tank
10. acid transfer pumps
11. acid injection pumps
12. regeneration waste

neutralizing tank

Date Trainer

Date Evaluator

B. Locate all local system P #2, 13, #6
controls, alarms, and indi-
cations.

Date Trainer

Date Evaluator
C. Record all local readings P #6associated with the makeup

water system on the water
treatment building log sheet.

Date Trainer

D a t e E v a l u a t o r
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Item
D. Carry out the followingactions in accordance withthe makeup water systemoperating instruction

(reference #4):
1. Line up system manualvalves and prepare thesystem for operation.

Action Code

P, S

Reference
#4

Date Trainer

Date
2. Start up the system.

Evaluator
P, S

Date Trainer

Date Evaluator
3. Shut down the acid and Pcaustic subsystem.

Date Trainer

Date
4. Backwash the carbon

filters.

Evaluator
P

Date Trainer

Date Evaluator
5. Discharge the régénéra- P, Stion waste neutralizing

tank off site.

Date Trainer

Date
6. Regenerate the ion

exchangers.

Evaluator

Date Trainer

Date Evaluator 331



Item Action Code Reference

7. Add acid to the storage
tank.

Date Traîner

Date Evaluator
8. Add caustic to the caustic Pstorage tank.

Date Trainer

Date Evaluator
9. Draw a sample of acid or P, D

caustic from a chemicaldelivery truck.

Date Trainer

Date Evaluator
10. Transfer acid (or caustic) Pto the condensate acid (or

caustic) day tank.

Date Trainer

D a t e E v a l u a t o r
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Appendix J.3
United Kingdom

CLASSROOM LECTURE MATERIAL FOR PWR AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

CEGB DOCUMENTATION FOR CLASSROOM TRAINING

Review Sheet for Preventer and Cource Coordinator

Course

Session Title

Tim« Allocated

Dftto Tutor Time Comments

After a review that requires a re-approval this sheet may be destroyed.
(8BS/»RVW8HT/ie.OMO)
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Session Approval Record
Course

Session Title

Time Allocated

Prepared/Revised by

Date Prepared/Revised

Approved by Section Head

Date

Revision 1 Revision 2 Revision 3

Notes Version No.

Section Head Comments (to include reasons for re-approval following a review and
changes made)

After approval this sheet must not be removed from the session documentation.
/SSAR/U.OS.B9)
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Nuclear Power Training Centre Classroom Module 1
PWR

hde 1
Design & Technology

25 Auxiliary Feedwater System

Aims

To familiarise course members with the design and operation of the Auxiliary
Feedwater System.

Objectives
By the end of this session the course member should be able to:

1 State the role of the Auxiliary Feedwater System.

2 Given a schematic drawing of the Auxiliary Feedwater System identify
all major components and indicate flow-paths for various plant states.

3 Explain why there is a separate auxiliary feedwater nozzle in each S.G.

4 State the type of power sources to the motor driven auxiliary feedwater
sub-system.

5 List the auxiliary feedwater pump start signals.

PD25A
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Visual Aid Requirements

Overhead Projector

Overhead Transparencies

No Title

1 Title and Aim
2 - Objectives
3 - Main Feedwater System - Schematic
4 - Auxiliary Feedwater System - Schematic
5 - Auxiliary Feedwater System Steam Supplies-Schematic
6 - Auxiliary Feedwater System - General
7 - Auxiliary Feedwater System - MDFPS
8 - Auxiliary Feedwater System - TDFPS
9 - Auxiliary Feedwater System - TDFP Steam Supplies
10 - Auxiliary Feedwater System - Start Signals
11 - Auxiliary Feedwater System - Water Supplies
12 - Auxiliary Feed Pump Location

Handout
PD25A

Tutor's Reference Material

Sizewell 'B' PCSR
System Description for Auxiliary Feedwater System

SXB-AL - M03001 Issue 3 (14.4.87)

Comments
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INSTRUCTOR LESSON PLAN

O/H1
Title and Aims

Introduction

Read to Class.

O/H2 Objectives Read to Class.

AFWS - Exclusive
ESF The AFWS is one of the ESFs provided to

exclusively cater for fault conditions - when
main feed system is not available.

O/H3 Main Feed
System Schematic

Recap Main Feedwater system - normally in
service at all times, supplying feedwater during
start-up, at power and when shut-down.

Plant in-service for
Normal Operation

6 25% duty main feed pumps, 4 in service
at 100% power, heated feedwater supplied to
a SG feed ring.

Role of AFWS Provides feedwater to the SGs when the main
feed system is not available to achieve reactor
coolant system heat removal and cooldown to
RHR conditions. (RCS below 177°C and 31
bar). Only capable of removing reactor heat
after the reactor is tripped.

O/H4 AFWS Schematic

Heat Removal Path

Two sub-systems, motor driven and turbine
driven, taking suction directly from the CSTs
and supplying feed to each SG.

Used in conjunction with either the:

Steam Dump System
SG P.O.R.VS
SG Safety Valves

Motor Driven Pump
Suppl i es

Motor driven pumps are supplied from the
3.3kV essential boards.

0/H5 AFWS
Steam Supplies

Turbine driven pumps steam supplies from
main stream system, upstream of MSIVs.
Can also be supplied from Auxiliary Steam
System.

SNUPPS Philosophy Sizewell 'B' operation of the AFWS is different
to the SNUPPS philosophy where the AFWS is
used during shutdown.
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General Description of System

O/H6 Sizewell 'B'
AFS

Question
- Diversity

Pump Suction

Normal
Back-up

- C.S.T.
- Towns Water

Outline the two independent sub-systems. One
sub-system has two electric motor driven
pumps and the other has two steam turbine
driven pumps.

Q Why are the two sub-systems supplied
from different power sources?

A Provides diversity of power supply
thus improving the reliability of the
system.

Normal suction is from the Condensate
Storage Tanks. Back-up supply of water
supplied by the Towns Water System.

Motor-Driven Sub-System

O/H7
Molotor-Driven
Sub-System

2 horizontal centrifugal pumps taking suction
from cither CST and delivering feed to all 4
SGs. Each pump driven by a 3.3kv 1130kw
motor and delivers a minimum flow of

r"1 at 85 bar a.

General Data The motors are supplied by separation groups
1 and 4 of the essential a.c. electrical
system.

Suction from
CST A

Header

The motor-driven pumps are normally aligned
to take suction from condensate storage tank
A.

The pumps discharge to a header which is
normally segregated by shut isolation valves so
that each pump supplies two SGs.

Recirc line to CST Recirc. line to CST supplying suction. High
capacity line (between pump and its NRV)
used for testing the pumps and providing a
leak-off path when the pumps are running.

Restriction Valves Each SG delivery line is fitted with a
normally-open restriction valve with a bypass
valve (locked open). The restriction valve is
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operated by the P.P.S. and provides
protection against overfilling the associated
S.G. or feeding a break in the secondary
circuit. The valve operates on S.G. high
level or S.G. Low pressure. Subsequent valve
operation to control S.G. water level will
require operator intervention.

Instructor Information Provisional information for PPS settings:
High Level is Hi-3 set point (95% NR)
Low Pressure is 20 bar a.

Bypass Line In the event of restriction valve closure, the
bypass line ensures that the S.G. delivery
pipework is kept fully primed, reducing the
possibilities of thermal shock or water hammer
when the valve is re-opened.

Cooldown Valves Downstream of the restriction valve is an
operator controlled cooldown valve. This
valve is normally open (operable from MCR
or ASR).

Dedicated Auxiliary
Feedwater Nozzles

MDAFPS deliver feed to the SGs via
dedicated feed nozzles, to avoid thermal
shock of main feed nozzle, as Auxiliary
Feedwater is relatively cold (max. 50 °C).

Non-Return Valves Several non-return valves in the system to
prevent reverse flow. One inside
containment is situated close to the SG
penetration to:

prevent water hammer
reduce the probability of SG blowdown
following a pipe break in the AFWS.

Isolation Valves In addition to control valves and non-return
valves, there are isolation valves to
allow:

plant to be isolated for maintenance
manual system re-alignment.

Room Cooling
byCCW

The MDAFPS are housed in separate rooms
within the Auxiliary building, for extended
pump operation room cooling is provided by
trains of the associated component cooling
water system.

Equi pment Cool i ng Equipment cooling is provided by process
fluid.
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Turbine-Driven Sub-System

0/H8
Turbine- Driven
Sub System

Flow Path

Similar to motor driven sub-system with 2
horizontal centrifugual pumps taking
suction from either CST and delivering feed
to all 4 SGs.

Flow path is very similar to that of the motor
driven sub-system.

Suction from
CSTB

Pump suction normally from CSTB, i.e. a
separate suction route to that of the MDAFP
system.

Header Again pumps discharge to a header which is
normally segregated by shut isolation
valves so each pump supplies 2 SGs.

Pairing of SGs Note that pairing of SGs for the TDAFPs is
different to that of the MDAFPs

MDAFP
SGs A & B
SGs C & D

TDAFP
SGs A & D
SGs B & C

Recirc Line to CST As with MDAFP system there is a re-alignable
recirc. between the pump and its NRV.
Recirc to CST supplying the water
(normally CST B for the TDAFP system).

Restriction Valves

Cooldown Valves

From pump discharge, feed flow is again via
a normally open restriction valve, with a
locked throttle bypass valve in parallel.
(TDAFWs restriction valve operated by SPS).

Downstream of the restriction valve is a
cooldown valve, then a NRV before the
auxiliary feed tees in to the main feedwater
lines, downstream of the main feed isolating
valve, prior to entering containment.

Questi on
- Separate Feed
Nozzles

Diversity

The MDAFPs supply feed to the SGs
via dedicated feed nozzles whereas
the TDAFPs use the main feed
nozzle and feed ring. Why is the
system designed this way?

Provides a diverse means of
delivering auxiliary feedwater to the
SGs, hence protecting against common
mode failure.
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Diversity of
Sub-Systems

Besides using different SG penetrations and
normally taking suction from different CSTs
the other main area in which diversity of the
2 sub-systems is achieved is the pumps. Not
only are they of different design and
manufacture they are also powered by
different means.

MDAFPs
-AC Supplies

The motor driven pumps require AC electrical
supplies.

TDAFPs
- Independent
of AC Supplies

In contrast, the turbine driven feed pumps are
completely independent of all AC electrical
supplies

DC Power

Instructor
Information

Cooling

Pump power is provided by steam driven
turbine. All electrical power (for C & I) is
provided by the DC essential system
(trains 2 and 3) in case of total loss of AC
supplies.
The electrical power for the M D AFP and the
TDAFP system use different trains.

The turbine driven sub-system is self cooled,
using process fluid. It is independent of
the component cooling water system and
does not require forced ventilation or air
conditioning.

O/H9
- Steam Supply

Steam supply to the turbines is from the SGs
that each pump normally supplies.

SGs B & C supply steam to TDAFP 2A
SGs A & D supply steam to TDAFP 2B

Steam is supplied to each turbine via a
normally closed stop valve and a normally
open governor valve.

Question
- Steam Supply

Steam supply is upstream of the
MSIVs, why upstream and not
downstream?
Steam supplies still available if
MSIVs are closed.

Question
- Cooling after
Steam Generation
Ceases

Following a reactor trip there will be
ample steam supplies, however steam
generation will reduce as the RCS
cools. How can RCS cooling be
maintained after steam generation
effectively ceases?
By the time steam generation
effectively ceases the RCS will be
cool enough to place the RHRS in
service.
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Aux. Steam
Supply

Steam can be supplied from the auxiliary
steam system for pre-operational testing
and testing while at cold shutdown.

Turbine Exhaust Turbine exhaust steam is vented to atmosphere
above the Auxiliary building roof.

Question
- Exhaust to
Atmosphere

What problem can occur by
exhausting steam directly to
atmosphere?

If there is a SG leak radioactivity
will be discharged to atmosphere.
Operator must therefore identify
affecterd SG and isolate the steam
supply.

Pipe Warning The steam supply pipes are kept warm up to
the turbine stop valves by a normally open
bypass valve (not shown).

System Operation

Recap Role
of AFWS

The AFWS is required to provide post-trip
cooling if the main feed system is
unavailable. The system is not required
during normal operation.

Question
- Start Signals

The AFWS can be manually or
automatically initiated. Automatic
initiation is on receipt of an ESFAS
signal. What parameters, that are
indicative of loss of main feed, can
be monitored, to initiate the AFWS?

Loss of l lkV electrical supplies
Low SG level (Low-2 level)
High RCS temperature

O/H10
AFWS Start
Signals

The MDAFPs are started in preference to the
TDAFPs.

Instructor Information Both sub-systems just require pumps to start to
inject feed. Turbine driven pumps started
by opening steam isolation valve and
turbine stop valve.
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Thermal Shock
Considerations

One reasons for this logic is that the MDAFPs
supply feedwater to the SGs via dedicated
nozzles whilst the TDAFPs use the main feed
nozzles. Auxiliary feedwater is relatively
cold and will therefore thermally shock the
hot nozzles and feedrings; minimising use of
the TDAFPs minimises this effect.

Flow Control
O/H 6 - AFWS

Instructor Information

Following actuation the feedwater to each SG
is fed at a rate varied only by the effect
of steam generator pressure on the system,
the restriction valves and cooldown valves
are fully open at this stage.

To allow greater flexibility during cooldown the
pump discharge header isolation valves can
be opened to allow any one pump to feed all
4 SCs.

0/1
Wa
O/H 11

rater Supplies

Water Sources

Normal supply from Condensate Storage
Tanks
With:
CSTA supplying the MDAFPs
CSTB supplying the TDAFPs

System
Re-alignment

System can be manually realigned for both
sets of pumps to take suction from either
CST, e.g. if one CST empties first.

Towns Water If both CSTs are emptied can manually
realign suction to Towns Water Reservoir.

CST Capacities CST: 1850m* (~ 400,000 gals) each tank
950m* of each tank dedicated to
AFWS.

The dedicated supply of each tank is
sufficient to maintain the plant at hot
shutdown for 2 hours and cooldown to RHR
temperatures of 177°C at 28°C per hour (~4
hour cooldown).

Connections
Dedicated AFWS supply ensured by siting
AFWS supply pipework at the bottom of the
CSTs with the supply pipework to other
systems about half-way up the tank.

Towns Water Towns Water 3800m8 (820,000 gal) each
(sufficient to remain at hot
shutdown for 7 days).
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Pump Details

Diversity

Common Data

Different pumps used for MDAF and TDAF
to protect against common mode failure.

All 4 pumps are of the horizontal centrifugal
type.

Each is capable of delivering at least
107m*/hr (to 2 SGs) at a system pressure of
85 bar a.

Capacity AFP capacity is approx. 6% MFP capacity.

Safety Design Features

Seismic Cat. 1
Safety Classified

Single Failure
Criteria

The AFWS is designated as seismic category 1,
i.e. it will operate following a SSE. AFWS
pipework and equipment is safety classified.
(Note that this includes the CSTs but not the
Towns Water System). The AFWS is also
designed to perform its safeguard duty in the
event of any single credible failure

Incorporated within the design are features
such as redundancy and diversity.

Question
- Diversity

We have already mentioned some
diverse design features, what are
they?

Pump design, manufacture and motive
power (3.3kV AC and steam)
SG feed penetrations

Redundancy The system is also redundant in plant. For
most postulated faults a single auxiliary
feedwater pump provides adequate
feedwater. In the worst case, an ATWT, 3
AFWS pumps required. For a main feed line
break 2 AFWS pumps required.

Independent The AFWS incorporates the design feature of
Independence, examples are:

Different essential electrical trains
supply each pump and associated
valves. (D.C essential power only for
TDAFPs).
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Physical Separation - the two sub-systems are physically
separated (except for a common,
double isolated suction supply line
allowing either CST to be used). The
CSTs themselves are sited in
separate locations. The pumps are
also remote and separate from each
other.

O/H12 _ - The MDAFPs are housed in separate
Pump Location rooms on east side of the

Auxiliary Building (~1.55m level)

The TDAFPs are located at the south
end of Auxiliary Building beneath
the steam and feed cell (~ 1.55m
level)

Questions/Objectives

Ask class if any questions.

0/H2
Objectives Test objectives (blank O/H a/v for Obj.2)

To complete objective 4 ask:

Question (Obj.4) Q How is plant cooling achieved on loss
of all AC power?

- no AC Power A TDAFPs and SG PORVs (Operated by
Clean Air - fail close)

TDAFPs and SG safety valves after
Clean Air depleted.
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TRAINEE HANDOUT

Nuclear Power Training Centre
PWR

Classroom Module 1
Design & Technology

Auxiliary Feedwater System

Aim

To familiarise course members with the design and operation of the Auxiliary
Feedwater System.

Objectives
At the end of this session the course member should be able to:

1 State the role of the Auxiliary Feedwater System.

2 Given a schematic drawing of the Auxiliary Feedwater System identify
all major components and indicate flow-paths for various plant states.

3 Explain why there is a separate auxiliary feedwater nozzle in the S.G.

4 State the type of power sources to the motor driven auxiliary feedwater
sub-system and the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater sub-system.

5 List the auxiliary feedwater pump start signals.

PD25A
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1. Auxiliary Feedwater System
Introduction

The Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFWS) is one of the engineered safety
features provided to exclusively cater for fault conditions.

2. Role of the AFWS
The AFWS provides feedwater to the SGs when the main feed system is
not available to achieve reactor coolant system heat removal and
cooldown to RHR conditions ie. RCS below 177^0 and 31 bar. (Only
capable of removing reactor heat after the reactor is tripped).

It is used to remove heat from the reactor coolant system in conjunction
with either the:

1. Steam dump system.
2. Steam generator atmospheric relief valves.
3. Steam generator safety valves.

The main feedwater system provides feedwater for start-up and
shut-down. This is different to the SNUPPS philosophy where the AFWS
is used during shut-down.

3. Description of System
The system consists of two independent sub-systems. One sub-system has
two electric motor driven pumps and the other has two steam turbine
driven pumps thus providing diversity of power supply. The system is
shown in figure 1.

FTEDWATER
SYSTEM

AUX
STEAM

FIG.1. Auxiliary feedwater system.
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3.1. Motor-Driven Sub-System

Two horizontal centrifugal feed pumps are provided, each driven by a
1130kw, 3.3kv motor. The motor-driven pumps are normally aligned to
take suction from condensate storage tank A.

The pumps discharge to a header which is normally segregated by shut
isolation valves so that each pump supplies two SGs.

A high capacity recirculation line is provided at each pump discharge.
Recirculation water can be directed to either condensate storage tank
(CST), but will normally be aligned to the CST in use, providing a
leak-off path when the pumps are running. Each recirculation line has
a flow restricting orifice installed in it (provides a
manufacture - determined recirc. flow). The orifice can be bypassed for
fu l l flow testing of the pump by a manually operated isolation valve
(100% recirc.).

In each SG delivery line there is a restriction valve and a cooldown
valve. These valves are normally open. In parallel with the restriction
valve is a manually adjustable bypass valve, normally locked open.

Following automatic actuation of the AFWS, the feedwater flow to each
SG is fed at a fixed rate varied only by the effect of steam generator
pressure on the system. This arrangement is adequate for heat removal
under fault conditions, however it is desirable to have greater control of
feedflow in order to achieve a controlled cooldown. This is provided by
the cooldown valves, remotely controlled from the MCR or ASR.

The restriction valves in each SG delivery line are individually
controlled by the PPS and provide protection against overfilling the
associated SG or feeding a break and the subsequent risk of pump
run-out (the valves will close on a SG High level or SG Low pressure).

In the event of closure of the restriction valve the bypass valve (locked
open) maintains a limited flow sufficient to keep the SG delivery
pipework filled with water (to prevent thermal shock of the SG nozzle
and possible water hammer on re-opening of the restriction valve).

The motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps (MDFWPs) deliver water to
the SGs via dedicated auxiliary feedwater nozzles.

The nozzles provide a diverse means of delivering auxiliary feedwater to
the SGs. Auxiliary feedwater is relatively cold (max 50°C) and therefore
could thermally shock the hot nozzles and feed rings, (possibly leading
to cracking) therefore another feed penetration is provided on each SG.

The MDFWPs and not the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pumps
(TDFWPs) deliver feedwater to the dedicated nozzles because the
MDFWPs will be started in preference to the TDFWPs and consequently
will be used more often. The TDFWPS will therefore only give the
feed rings a small number of thermal shocks.

Isolation valves are provided at various locations to facilitate
maintenance. A non-return valve is installed in each SG delivery line,
close to the SG, to prevent water hammer and reduce the probability of
SG blowdown if a break occurs in the AFWS pipework.

The pump motors are supplied by separation groups 1 and 4, 3.3kV A.C.
essential electrical system. Each pump is located in its own room in the
east side of the auxiliary building (figure 2).
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FIG.2. Sizewell 'B' power station — auxiliary building plan.

The pumps and rooms are cooled by component cooling water (CCW),
equipment cooling is provided by process fluid. The MDFWP feed lines
penetrate the containment at the east side separate to the main feed
penetrations at the south side of the containment.

Turbine-Driven Sub-System

This sub-system is completely independent of all A.C. electrical
supplies. Electrical power for the sub-system is provided by D.C.
essential supply separation groups 2 and 3.

The sub-system is self-cooled, using the feedwater itself to cool the
lubricating oil etc, thus being independent of the CCW system. It does
not require forced ventilation or air conditioning.

Steam to the turbines is supplied from all four SGs upstream of the
main steam isolation valves. The supply is arranged so that each turbine
is fed from two SGs. The turbine exhaust steam is directed to
atmosphere via the auxiliary building roof. If a steam generator tube
leak/rupture occurs then the steam supply from the affected steam
generator will be isolated by the operator to prevent release of
radioactivity to the environment.

The pipework arrangement of this sub-system is similar to the MDFWP
sub-system except that the auxiliary feedwater is delivered to the main
feed lines (downstream of the main feedwater isolation valves) and the
restriction valves are operated by a signal from the SPS. The TDFWPs
normally take suction from the other CST (CST B).

The TDFWPs are located beneath the steam and feed cell at the south
of the auxiliary building (figure 2).
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4. System Operation
4.1. Normal Plant Operation

The AFWS is not required during either start-up, operation at power or
normal shutdown when the level in the steam generator is maintained by
the main feedwater system. Both sub-systems are on standby. Each
pump is aligned to draw from the appropriate condensate storage tank
and deliver to two steam generators. The non-return valves are closed
and all other valves in the delivery route arc open.

4.2. Emergency Operation

Pump Initiation

The main feedwater system is designed to provide the necessary
feedwater for post-trip cooling. The AFWS is only required if the main
feed system is unavailable either as a result of an initiating fault, eg.
loss of off-site power, or as a result of subsequent system failure.

The AFWS is automatically initiated when required, using signals
provided by the reactor protection system. The system may also be
manually initiated and controlled from either and main control room,
the auxiliary shutdown room or local to plant.

4.3. Start Signals

The MDFWPs are started in preference to the TDFWPs by an appropriate
choice of measured parameters.

A. MDFWP START SIGNALS

Low level in any one SG
Loss of l l kV electrical supplies
Feedwater isolation signal
Safety injection signal
High Tcold in any one RCS cold leg

B. TDFWP START SIGNALS

Low level in any two SGs
Loss of l l k V electrical supplies
High Tcold in any two RCS cold legs

5. Water Sources

Each CST has a total capacity of 1850m* including a dedicated AFWS
capacity of 950m3. The dedicated AFWS supply is ensured because the
main condensate system connections to the CSTs are located half way up
the tanks and the AFWS suction pipes are located at the bottom of the
tanks.

Each CST has sufficient water to maintain the plant at hot shutdown
for 2 hours and then cooldown to RHR temperature of 177°C at 28 °C
(50 °F) per hour.

The operator can manually realign to the other CST if the f i rs t is
emptied. Pump suctions can be realigned to the towns water reservoir if
both CSTs are emptied. Capacity 3800m* - enough to remain at hot
shutdown for 7 days.
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6, Pump Details

Different pumps are used for the MDAFW and TDAFW sub-systems to
protect against common mode failure. Common data includes:

TYPE - Horizontal Centrifugal
MIN. DELIVERED FLOW - 107ms/HR (SG pressure of 85 bar a).

Each AFW pump can provide approximately 6% of Main Feed Pump
capacity.

Normally one pump provides sufficient flow during Frequent Faults.

Two pumps are required following a main feed line break inside
containment.

7« Maintenance

One AFWP may be isolated for maintenance at power. The discharge
header isolation valves will be opened to allow the other pump in the
sub-system to feed all four SGs.

,8. Safety Design Features

The AFWS is designated as seismic category 1 (it will remain intact and
function following a SSE). AFWS pipework and equipment is safety
classified.

Component redundancy is provided such that no single credible failure
will prevent the system from fulfilling its safety function.

The diversity, redundancy, independence and physical segregation
minimizes the effect of any common mode failure and ensures the AFWS
achieves the high reliability required.
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OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCIES

No. 1.

AUXILIARY
FEEDWATER

SYSTEM

AIM To familiarise course members with
the design and operation of the

Auxiliary Feedwater System

No. 2.

OBJECTIVES
At the end of this session the course member should be able to

1. State the role of the Auxiliary Feedwater System
2. Given a schematic drawing of the Auxiliary Feedwater

System identify all the major components and indicate
flow paths for various plant states

3. Explain why there is a separate Auxiliary Feedwater
Nozzle in the S.G.

4. State the type of power sources to the motor driven
Auxiliary Feedwater Sub-System and the turbine driven
Auxiliary Feedwater Sub-System

5. List the Auxiliary Feedwater Pump start signals
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No. 3.

Safeties PORV

Steam
Generator

Main Feedwater System
(Schematic)

MSIV

Feed Reg

-Ä-. HP LP

—txj——^j Condenser
Steam '————-
Dump

t _

MFP

Safeties PORV
No. 4.

Auxiliary Feedwater System
(Schematic)

Cooldown
Valve

-*

-Ä-
MSIV

Feed Reg

W

Cooldown

TDAFP

* MSR

HP

—tSj——^j Condenser
Steam
Dump

MFP -—->

MDAFP
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No. 5.

Safeties PORV Auxiliary Feedwater System (Schematic)
Steam Supplies

Steam
Generator

Cooldown
Valve ̂ 89

Cooldown
Valve

MS1V
Aux Steam

•A-, HP

MSR I

LP

—tSl—— [̂ Condenser
Steam ——'—-
Dump

CST

•eTDAFP

MDAFP

No. 6 . AUXILIARY
FEEDWATER

SYSTEM
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CONDENSAIS
STORAGE

TANK
B

No. 7. AUXILIARY
FEEDWATER

SYSTEM

COMPENSATE
STORAGE

TANK
A

AUX.
STEAM

OONDENSATE
STORAGE

TANK
B

4
TOWNS
WATER

No. 8. AUXILIARY
FEEDWATER

SYSTEM

AUX
STEAM
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AUX.
STEAM

CONDENSEE
STTORAGE

TANK
A

OONDEN8ATE
STORAGE

TANK
B

TOWNS
WATER

No. 9. AUXILIARY
FEEDWATER

SYSTEM

AUX
STEAM

No. 10.

MOTOR DRIVEN AUXILIARY FEED PUMP START SIGNALS

Low Level in any one S.G.

Feedwater Isolation Signal

High Tco|d in any one Cold Leg

Loss of 11kV Electrical Supplies

Safety Injection Signal

TURBINE DRIVEN AUXILIARY FEED PUMP START SIGNALS

Low Level in any two S.G.s . Loss of 11kV Electrical Supplies

High Tco|d in any two Cold Legs
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OONDENSATE
STORAGE

TANK
A

No. 11. AUXILIARY
FEEDWATER

SYSTEM

AUX
SIEAH

No. 12.

Sizewell B Power Station Auxiliary building - plan at -1.550m level

Sleam driven
aux feed pumps

CNOer surge tank punm»

I
10

I
15 20

Maun
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Appendix J.4
United States of America

LESSON PLAN FOR CONDUCTING A TRAINING SESSION IN A LABORATORY
SETTING ON THE PERFORMANCE OF A TRITIUM ANALYSIS ON A LIQUID SAMPLE

CHEMISTRY LESSON PLAN NO 603.8

LESSON TITLE: Perform tritium analysis on liquid sample
DUTY: Radiochemical Analysis

JOB CLASSIFICATION: Chemistry Technician

DURATION: Two hours

CLASS SIZE: Maximum of four

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS :

Analytical Procedures 1604.003 and 1604.004
Handout 603.8.1—Tritium Analysis Learning
Objectives
Handout 603.8.2--Daily Radiochemistry
Count Room Log

Job Performance measure—tritium analysis

REFERENCES :

andAnalytical Procedures 1604.003
1604.004
Packard Tri. Garb 300 CD Operation Manual
Chemistry Laboratory Procedures Manual
Corporate Safety Manual

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:

- boiler beads - laboratory coat
- chemistry report - latex gloves
- demineralized water - pipet
- disposable paper - safety glasses
towels

- distillation apparatus
- fume hood
- hand calculator

SETTING: Chemistry Laboratory
TERMINAL OBJECTIVES:

Given a liquid sample and
necessary
tools, equipment, standards, and
procedures, the trainee will
perform
tritium analysis in accordance
with
analytical procedures 1604.003
and
1604.004

ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Following the lesson and with
no further assistance, the
trainee will:
1. set up the Packard 300

liquid scintillation
counter

2. distill a liquid sample
3. measure sample into liquid

scintillation vials
4. measure scintillation

solution into sample
5. mix sample solution
6. measure sample count rate
7. calculate sample tritium

activity
8. record value of tritium

activity
9. clean/store equipment
10. return references in

accordance with analytical
procedures 1604.003 and
1604.004
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- liquid scintillation
vials

- iodine carrier solution
- scintillation spectrometer
- scintillator solution

OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY TRAINEE ACTIVITY

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Introduce self Gain attention Listen
B. Purpose—The laboratory State purpose

session is designed to train
you to prepare tritium samples
and to set up and use the
Packard 300 CD liquid
scintillation counter to
perform tritium analysis.

C. Scope—Defined in analytical Distribute copies of AP Review
procedures (AP) 1604.003 and 1604.003 and 1604.004 scope
1604.004. statements

Paraphrase scope statements
(Section 2.0)

D. Lesson Overview Preview lesson
1. Lesson objectives State terminal and

enabling objectives
Distribute handout 603.8.1 Read

learning
objectives

2. Instructor's role
a. Describe AP 1604.003 Describe instructor role Ask

and 1604.004 Clarify as needed questions
b. Demonstrate task

performance/describe
procedure

c. Respond to questions
d. Evaluate trainee

performance
3. Trainees' role

a. Observe Describe trainee role Listen
b. Follow along AP 1604.003

and AP 1604.004
c. Ask questions Clarify as needed Ask
d. Practice procedure questions
e. Demonstrate the proper

method of performing
tritium analysis
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY TRAINEE ACTIVITY

E. AP 1604.003 and AP 1604.004
1. Organization
a. Purpose
b. Scope
c. References
d. Definitions
e. Precautions
f. Prerequisites
g. Setpoints
h. Limitations
i. Instructions
j. Acceptance criteria
k. Attachments and forms

Present training
Describe organization/
section contents

Relate format to other
APs

Listen
Observe how
procedures
are
organized
Notice the
format is
identical
to all
other APs

II. TRITIUM ANALYSIS

A. Task importance—Significant
(Improper task performance
leads to serious
consequences that may
require considerable
corrective actions.)

B. Difficulty—Average (This
task is about average in
difficulty)

C. Set up the Packard 300 CD
scintillation counter in
accordance with (IAW) AP
1604.004

Discuss task importance
and difficulty

Demonstrate procedure
using AP 1604.003 and AP
1604.004

1. Precautions (Section 5.0)
2. Prerequisites (Section 6.0)
3. Setpoints (Section 7.0)
4. Limitations (Section 8.0)
5. Instructions (Sections

9.1-9.17)

D. Distill a liquid sample
IAW AP 1604.003

Ensure trainee and
instructor share the
same point of view
during demonstration
Describe setup

Demonstrate/answer
questions

Remind trainees that if
Liquid boils too rapidly,
ie the distillate has any
colour, it is necessary

Observe
demonstration
Ask questions

Remain in
proper
viewing
position
Follow
along in
procedure
Observe
demonstration
ask questions

Observe

1.Precautions (Section 5.0)
2.Prerequisites (Section 6.0) to discard the distillate,
3.Instructions (Sections clean distillate receptacle,
9.1.1-9.1.7) and decrease boiling rate
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OUTLINE OF INSTRUCTION INSTRUCTOR ACTIVITY TRAINEE ACTIVITY

E. Measure sample into liquid
scintillation vial IAW AP
1604.003 (Section 9.1.8)

F. Measure scintillation
solution into sample IAW AP
1604.003 (Section 9.1.9)

G. Mix sample solution IAW AP
1604.003 (Section 9.1.9)

H. Measure sample count rate
IAW AP 1604.004
(Section 9.18)

Continue demonstration

Answer questions Observe and
ask questions

Remind the trainees that
for highly radioactive
samples (yielding a total
count in excess of 900,000)
it is necessary to obtain and
dilute another sample

I. Calculate sample tritium
activity IAW AP 1604.004
(Sections 9.19 and 9.20)

J. Record value of tritium
activity on the daily
radiochemistry count room
log

K. Clean equipment (vial,
pipet, distillation apparatus)

L. Return references

Remind trainee that if
excessive tritium
activity is observed, it
is necessary to notify the
chemistry supervisor immediately
Distribute handout
603.8.2
Emphasize the need for
accuracy
Describe cleaning method

Continue
observing

III. SUMMARY
A. Prepare tritium sample:

AP 1604.003
B. Perform analysis:

AP 1604.004
IV. TRAINEE PERFORMANCE

A.Perform tritium analysis
B. Repeat until all trainees
have completed task

V. ASSESS TRAINEE
PERFORMANCE

VI. CLOSE

Summarize procedures
Enhance retention and
transfer

Listen

Designate performer and
observers

Provide performance
feedback
Coach
Administer tritium
analysis job performance
measure

Performed
assigned roles

Perform task
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Appendix K

TYPICAL CONTENT OF A COMPUTER BASED TRAINING PROGRAMME
AND COMPARISON OF RETENTION OF KNOWLEDGE WHEN TAUGHT

BY LECTURE OR BY COMPUTER BASED TRAINING

(Example taken from Czechoslovakia)

COMPUTER AIDED INSTRUCTION

Programme name: PRESSURIZER SYSTEM
Training subject: REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
Programme type: SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME
PJ.QÇRAMME GOALS

basic information on:
(a) The role of the pressuriser system

- functions of the pressuriser, relief valves, quenching tank, lines
(b) PhysicaJ processes in the pressurizer
(c) Operational modes of the pressuriser system:

- Pressuriser conditions prior to unit startup from cold shutdown
- Hydraulic tests at 0.5 MPa, 3.4 MPa, 13.7 MPa, and 19.2 MPa
- Pressuriser heatup to nominal parameters
- Pressuriser operation during unit shutdown with reactor cooldown
- Test of pressuriser relief valves
~ Pressurizer operation during liquid leaks
- Pressurizer operation during steam leaks

(d) Protections and interlocks in the pressurizer system
(e) Instrumentation and indication of pressurizer parameters in the

control room
(f) Control of pressurizer operation from the control room

To verify the understanding of new knowledge by check questions
J.°~_ SMÎÇtâ trainees' work by supplementary information
Following termination of the programme, trainees should be able:
TO „défi ne the role of the pressurizer and its parts
To describe

(a) The specific parts of the pressurizer system
(b) Physical processes in the pressuriser
(c) Specific operational modes of the pressurizer system
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(d) Measurement and indication on panpls in the control room
(e) Control of pressurizer operation from the control room.

To reproduce protections and interlocks in the pressurizer system

PROGRAMME CHflRflCTERIST iCS

!• Imp le me n ta t i p n of the programme into the educational subject:
- The programme provides a part of the teaching of the educational

complex: PRESSURIZER SYSTEM
The programme is intended for Group B in its full extent; for Group
A, C DJ 1-16; for Group D, D3 1-9.

2. Programme" structure
- The programme includes: 18 training units

31 basic sets of information
40 sets of supplementary information
18 check questions

using the programme

Variant l\lo.

I.
II.

EIT.
IV.

Variant Name

Guided consultation
FxamJ nation
Individual self-stuc
Substitute lessons

Educal le-
ft

20

15
y max 90

35

•al group/time
B

30

20

120

50

(in
C

20

15

90

35

minutes)
D

30
20
60

50

It is necessary to use operational schemes in all variants specified
It is possible to use the textbook Reactor Coolant System when
studying the variants Wo. I, 131, and IV.
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Programme name: AUXILIARY CIRCUITS OF GENERATOR
Educational subject: STEAM AMD FEEDWATER SYSTEM (SECONDARY SYSTEM)
Programme type: SUPPLEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME

PROGRAMME GOALS
To present basic information on:

(a) Oil system of the main generator
- Sealing oil
- Treatment of the sealing oil of the main generator
- Oil system function when generator output is zero

(b) Gas system
- Description
- Function

(c) Stator water circuit
- Function
- Operational limits and conditions

(d) Intermediate condensât© circuit
- Technical description

Purpose, composition, and working circuits
To verify the understanding of new knowledge by check questions
To guide trainees' work by supplementary information and supplementary
questions
Following termination of the programme, trainees should be able:
To define the function of both oil and gas systems of the main generator,

the function of the stator water circuit and of the intermediate
condensate circuit

To deseribe specific parts of the oil and gas systems of the main generator,
of the stator water circuit, and of the intermediate condensate
circuit

To reproduce operational limits and conditions, protections and interlocks
and indications of the auxiliary circuits of the main generator

PROGRAMME CHARACTERISTICS
prOgramme jnto the educational subject:

The programme prowides a part of the teaching of the educational
complex: AUXILIARY CIRCUITS OF GENERATOR
The programme is intended for training groups A, B, C in its full
extent, and for the training groups D DJ 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9.
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2. Programme structure
- The programme includes: 9 training units

15 basic sets of information
29 sets of supplementary information
9 check questions

3. The way of using the programme
VARIANT No. J: Guided consultation - outside the training process

Step 1: Following the termination of a training unit, the auxiliary
circuits of the main generator in the frame of guided
self-study in the mode "self-study" with basic information
AID: operational schemes of the secondary system

Step 2: Evaluation of the result of the self-study
Step 3: Consultation on the theme given, according to:

(a) Total point score of the group
(b) Evaluation of the success of specific check questions
(c) Individual trainees

VARIANT No. IÏ : Examination
— Verification of the trainees' knowledge during a repetition

of the subject matter
4- Duration of the programme

VARIANT No. I: 60 minutes
VARIANT Wo, IJ: 10 minutes

5. References

(1) Sajban J., Bahnovâ V., Rozinek P., "A direction of specialised
capability of EBO (V-2) nuclear power plant personnel and tDU I\IPP and
content of licence examination" (VUJF 109/87).

(2) Tomly J., "Instrumentation and control in a nuclear power plant"
(appendix to research report VU3t 29/84).

(3) Bahnovâ V. et al., "Methodology of programmed preparation by
utilisation of system DTDAK" (VUJt 143/86).

(4) Bahnovâ V. et al., "Manual to supervision system for educationalist"
(VUJE 180/88).

(5) Gieci A., "Final examination of trainees for nuclear power plant
operators at an education and training centre" (Wucloar Energy, July,
1986).
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COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF COMPUTER SUPPORTED TRAINING AND LESSONS

% of acquired
knowledge

32

T
28

lessons

19

T
11

computer I lessons

Assessment immediately
after 1essons/coraputer-
supported training

T
trainees with
university degree

trainees with high
school education

computer

Assessment 8 weeks after lessons/
computer-supported training
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Appendix L
INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
(Example taken from Sweden)

INSTRUCTOR TRAINING AT THE SWEDISH WUCLEAR POWER TRAINING AND SAFETY CENTRE*

About 50% of the 130 TWh electrical energy generated annually in Sweden is
produced by 12 nuclear units, at four nuclear power stations. Each utility is
responsible for the competence of their staff and provides classroom training
as well as on-job training at each site. However, the training in full-scope
simulators is carried out at the Nuclear Power Training and Safety Centre
(KSU) in Studsvik, Wykoping. Three full-scope simulators are currently in
operation at the centre and a fourth one is being designed (Table 1).

TABLE 1. FULL-SCOPE SIMULATORS IN SWEDEN

Reference plant In operation

Bl Barsebäk l (BWR)
R3 Ringhals 3 (PWR)
F03 Forsmark 3/Oskarshamn 3 (BWR)
Fl Forsmark 1/Forsmark 2 (BWR)

1974
1977
1984
1990

KSU has 100 staff, including 35 instructors for carrying out its main task
of simulator training for the Swedish nuclear power operators, and staff for
maintaining and updating the simulators, training material production,
administration etc.
Genera1 Requ i rements for Ins truc tors
Full-scope nuclear power simulators have been shown to be the most powerful
and important tool for the training of operating personnel for nuclear power
plants. In parallel with developments in the computer industry, they are
continuously made more and more complete and sophisticated. However, the
trainees' achievements are still completely dependent on their instructor's
technical knowledge and his ability to transfer it by efficient use of these
sophisticated training tools. Accordingly, rigorous and accurate instructor
training programmes have to be designed and carried out to obtain an
appropriate return from the large financial investment made in current
simulators.

P.E. Persson, Nuclear Power Training and Safety Center, S-61182 Nyköping,
Sweden. From: Nuclear Energy 27, No. 4, Aug. 1988, pp. 261-263. Reprinted
by permission of the publisher, Thomas Telford Publications.
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The overall goal for simulator training of nuclear operators is to make
them able to operate their plant in a safe and economic way during normal
operation as well as during malfunctions and emergencies. The following are
examples of important standards of competency for instructors to achieve and
prerequisites for attaining the objectives of simulator training.

(a) Based on theory from nuclear physics, chemistry, hydrodynamics, heat
transfer, electricity etc, the instructor should be able to describe
and explain complex transients in plant systems. In addition to
suitable education this requires additional training in relevant
technical areas.

(b) Based on the instructor's experience of nuclear power plant
operation, he should be able to discuss and make reference to the
procedures and routines for the operational work at a real plant.
This requires on-the-job training and operational practice at the
simulator's reference plant.

(c) Good teaching skills as well as knowledge in the design and delivery
of training and appropriate personal characteristics for teaching.

Accordingly, in addition to an appropriate educational background, the
instructors should receive extensive initial training in several technical
subjects as well as in pedagogy. The knowledge and skills in both areas
should be maintained through a comprehensive annual retraining programme.

To be qualified to perform operator training at the KSU's simulators, the
Instructors have to satisfy the background prerequisites and to complete the
training requirements specified in a quality assurance (QA) document
satisfactorily ,

As a minimum the following educational background is required:
(a) 9 years at school
(b) 2 years at technical college on operation and maintanance
(c) 2 years at technical university training as an operations technician

(one year theoretical training and one year of controlled practice in
a process industry, e.g., a power plant or a refinery).

Technical T ra_i n ing
The instructors shall have the same technical competence as the shift
supervisors at the simulator's reference plant. Tn practice this means that
the instructors should

(a) Pass the same initial training programme
(b) Have on- the- job training an operational practice at a nuclear power

plant
(c) Have at least four weeks of technical retraining and six weeks of

operational practice at a nuclear power plant in each two year period.
There are four different operator positions at Swedish nuclear power plants
(Fig.l): plant technician, turbine operator, reactor operator and shift
supervisor. All operators are recruited at plant technician level and on
promotion provided with training for the next higher position. Mew
instructors at KSU, without any previous experience of nuclear operation, are
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Technical training Teacher training

Plant
technician
training

Plant
technician
practice

Turbine
operator
training

Reactor
operator
training

Shift
supervisor
training

Turbine
operator
practice

Instructor
course 1

Observation
of training
atKSU

Instructor
course 2

Reactor
operator
practice

Shift
supervisor
practise

Conduct
classroom
training

Instructor
course 3

Instructor
course 4

Conduct
simulator
training

Develop
courses and
material

Authorized
instructor

1

Fig. 1. Instructor training programme

sent to the reference plant and take part in the training programmes for all
operator positions. They are also provided with on-the-job training and at
least several months of operational practice at the plant in each operator
position. This operator training and practice is interspersed with periods of
teacher training and practice at KSU.

However, most of the KSU1s instructors are recruited from the nuclear
power plants and have in many cases been shift supervisors. The background of
an applicant with previous operating experience from nuclear power plants is
analysed and each candidate is put into the operator training programme at a
level found appropriate for his background.

As a logical consequence of the requirement for instructors to have the
same level of competence as the shift supervisors, they should also take part
in the retraining of the operating staff at the reference plant. However,
instructors performing simulator retraining for operators do not need to
participate in that part of the operator's retraining programme.
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To stay familiar with the operator's work, the instructors also need
periods of doing shiftwork at nuclear power plants. On average this means
that each instructor annually participates in at least two weeks of technical
retraining and three weeks of operational practice.

Teacher Training
The teacher training programme is based on an analysis of the instructor's
duties at KSU. The following main tasks were found in the instructor's three
duty areas :

(a) Perform training of plant operations staff in the classroom and on
part task and full-scope simulators

Prepare and conduct lessons and exercises in the classroom
- Prepare and conduct demonstrations on part-task and full-scope

simulators
Prepare and conduct training on part-task and full-scope
simulators
Prepare and conduct briefing and debriefing sessions associated
with simulator training

- Provide individual advice and support to problem students.
(b) Evaluate and report training results

Design test items and compile tests
Perform and evaluate written and oral tests

- Plan and perform practical tests for part-task and full-scope
simulators
Compile and report training evaluation results.

(c) Plan and develop new courses and training material
Analyse the knowledge and skill requirements for different tasks
and positions

- Analyse student prerequisites and characteristics
Write training objectives
Organise the training content with respect to appropriate
learning sequence

- Select appropriate training methods and media
- Design training material

Evaluate new courses and material.

These tasks were further broken down and analysed with respect to required
knowledge and skills. They were divided into six main categories as follows:

(a) Learning psychology
- Introduction to systems approach to training

Learning theories and models
- Prerequisites for learning

The adult student
- The 'problem' student

Group dynamics
- Trainee and operator stress

Basic human engineering
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(b) Characteristics of the instructor, his duties and responsibilities
- The training organization and its goals
- The instructor's role

The instructor's characteristics and behaviour
- Instructor-trainee relation

(c) The training process
Training methods and media
Training aids

- The training environment
~ Questioning techniques
- Planning and preparations
- Use of the instructor's guide

(d) Training evaluation
- Reasons for training evaluation
- Different types of evaluation
- Criteria on test items
- Evaluation of test results

Compilation and reporting of test results
(e) The simulator in training

- Basic simulator design
- The instructor system functions
- Documentation
- How to operate the simulator

Principles for and particular techniques in simulator training
- Record keeping and reporting

Simulator maintenance, updating and modification
(f) Training technology

The principles of a systems approach to training
- Job and task analysis
- Trainee analysis

Writing objectives
- Definition and structuring of the training content
- Selection of training methods and media
- Production of training aids and material
- Evaluation and revision of training programmes

Based on the analysis, terminal and enabling objectives have been written
and the content arranged into a total teacher training programme consisting of
four 2-week courses.

(a) Instructor course 1: learning psychology; the characteristics of the
instructor, his duties and responsibilities

(b) Instructor course 2: the training process
(c) Instructor course 3: training evaluation; the simulator in training
(d) Instructor course 4: training technology.

All the courses include many exercies and in instructor course 2, in
particular, emphasis is put on individual practice. The training is also
supported by comprehensive training material.
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During each two year period the instructors are required to take part in
at least two weeks of teacher retraining. In the appropriate training QA
document at KSU the following content is specified for the teacher retraining
courses.

(a) 4 days: Refresh the teacher's knowledge and skills. All important
parts of the first three courses in the initial teacher training
programme should be refreshed in each five year cycle. Recognized
individual training needs should also be covered during this
retraining.

(b) 4 days: Refresh the training technology. Should cover any of the
subjects in instructor course 4. After the refreshing of the
theories and principles of the actual subject, the activities should
be planned for exercises and practical applications, individually or
in groups.

(c) 2 days: Follow up recent developments within the training field,
e.g., by visits to other training centres or educational institutions
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Appendix M

CRITERIA FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF A LESSON DELIVERED BY AN INSTRUCTOR

(Examples taken from:
Canada, United States of America)

Canada
INSTRUCTOR EVALUATION (Ontario Hydro)

ENTC
POLICIES & PROCEDURES

Subject.:

TRAINER MONITORING & ASSESSMENT

ENTC-P&P-2-2

Effective Date:

November 1986

1.0 SCOPE
This policy applies to all ENTC staff who ara responsible
for program delivery including technical, skills and
simulator based training programs.

2.0 GOVERNING PRINCIPLE
Each Section Head responsible for the delivery of training
programs must ensure that the staff involved in the delivery
of the programs meets the expected standards in the areas of
delivery performance as detailed in Form 820257 in
Appendix "A".
This assurance must be conducted in an auditable manner and
any decisions or suggestions for improvement and development
of the program delivery by the instructor recorded.

3.0 DECISION RULES
3.1 Each member of ENTC staff involved in program delivery

must be assessed, using Form 820257, at least once a
year.

3.2 Each new instructor must be assessed prior to
undertaking the first delivery assignment. The next
assessment must be within one month of the first
assignment.

3.3 Assessment should be normally conducted by the
Instructor's Supervisor and may be also conducted by
the Training/Technical Superintendent on a random
basis.

3.4 Performance should be recorded using Form 820257 and
recommendations for development/improvement recorded in
Section 8.0.
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ENTC
POLICIES & PROCEDURES

Subject :

TRAINER MONITORING & ASSESSMENT

ENTC-P&P-2-2

Effective Data:

November 1986

3.5 The performance assessment should be reviewed with the
Instructor in a positive fashion and the improvement
recommendations agreed upon. A subsequent assessment
to audit the improvements should be scheduled at this
time and should be made by the monitor who initiated
the improvement recommendations.

3.6 The completed assessment form should be routed to the
personal file via the appropriate Training/Technical
Superintendent.

4.0 REFERENCE

This policy is designed to satisfy the intent of
NSG-SI-19.0.

5.0 RATIONALE
This policy is intended to ensure that training program
delivery is effective and that any weakness is quickly
identified and corrected.

Prepared' by:

Training Superintendent
Eastern Nuclear Training Centre

Approved by :

Manager
Eastern Nuclear Training Centre
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APPENDIX "A" ENTC-PiP-2-2

310257 (front)
rev. 34-04

trainer monitoring and assessment

A high standard of excellence in instructional delivery is to be reached and maintained, throughout all NGO
training activities. Therefore, each trainer within NSG is to be periodically monitored and assessed using
this form.

When, in the opinion of the monitor, individual trainer performance deficiencies are found, they must be
documented and acknowledged by both the trainer and his supervisor (Part 8.0).

Performance deficiencies, so acknowledged, must be followed up by appropriate corrective actions which
are again to be agreed upon by the trainer and his supervisor, documented (Part 9.0), and then im-
plemented in an appropriate manner.

The "Trainer Monitoring and Assessment" procedure will be implemented:

(a) As part of the selection process for new trainers.
(b) Prior to a new trainer's first assignment (during a "trial" or "test" presentation).
(c)' Within the first one (1) month of instruction for new trainers.
(d) At least every 12 months for each trainer, and
(e) As indicated by the repeated substandard performance (between 2.26 and 4.00) of a trainer on the

Manager's Quarterly Report for the Course evaluation System (specifically item #6 "trainer effective-
ness").

Note: MONITORING AND ASSESSING refers to the process by which a trainer's supervisor or other
qualified individual personally observes and makes value judgements about the trainer's perform-
ance. This would be based on an actual training situation, using the criteria set out on this form, and
using his own understanding of NSG standards of acceptable performance.

Référenças: For more complete instructions, refer to NSG-Si-19 and your site SI.

USING THE RATING SCALE:

Some of the following items should be rated with regard to quality, some with regard to quantity, and some
with regard to both. To reduce the length of this form a "universal" scale has been used. The scale,
therefore, may have any of the following values depending on the item (use what fits the best):

1 = "WELL ABOVE STANDARD"; "most of the time"; "very acceptable"; "very good".

2 • "AT OR ABOVE STANDARD"; "some of the time"; "acceptable"; "average".

3 = "BELOW STANDARD"; "not often enough"; "unacceptable".

4 = "NOT APPROPRIATE"; "not necessary"; "not required".
(OPEN »

Use the comments box to clarify your ratings, if necessary.
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-IOIS7 bacKi Page 1
trainer monitoring and assessment

.cunt ana numoer

instructions: monitor mil comment on strength. weaKnesses. and outstanding performance aiso/ayed by the trainer

1.0
planning
and
preparation

ZO
organization

3.0
prettntation
(technique)

did the trainer ....

1 1 have a useful lesson pian

1 2 preoare/cftecK training area

1 3 oreoare/checK training aias

prepare; cnedc lesion mean
trainee's level or unaerstanamg

2.1 state the lesson outlme/obtecTives

2.2 review previous work

Z3 link Inson to previous lessons

2.4 maintain logical sequence of topics

2.5 follow lesson plen

2.6 stay on time schedule

2.7 cover required course material

3. 1 gain trainees' attention

3.2 encourage discussion

3.3 maintain trainee involvement

3.4 uw work-relatea exemples

3.5 emphasize major points

3.6 give clear (a) explanations

(b) demonstrations

3.7 ui» training aid! effectively

3.3 relate to trainees individually

3.9 maintain control

1*
«ell
aoove
sand.

2
above
stand.

|

3
Below
itsno.

4
N/A

comments and suggestions

3e» «r0/a/Mtt<u> of scsla on front ow
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Page 2
trainer monitoring and assessment

4.0
confirmation
of learning

5.0
conclusions

6.0
comments

7.0
assessment

4. Ï * evaluate iearnmg by stages

4.2 use sound cuesttomng :<cnmou>

4.3 confirm resoonses

4.4 answer questions from trainees

4.5* ensure objectives were achieved

provide a test or checxout
**•" as aooroortate

S. i summarize major points

5.2 empnasize key points

5.3 distribute assignments

5.4* offer/structure remédiai help

1
wed
aoove
stand.

2
above
stand.

3
beiow
stano.

4
N/A

comment} ana suggestions

punctuality, voice (speed and tone), gestures, eye contact, enthusiasm (dynamic and energetic!, confidence, attitude, tact,
appearance, ate.

overall assessment general comments

Q acceptable

[ | needs improvement

•nota: 4.1 The trainer t mures that trainaat have tm undtrsnnding of tht current material before proceeding, e.g.. through qumtioru, exerdstt.
4.5 Ensure that the session outcome/results artt consistent with the stated objectives,
S.4 Some trainees may have more difficulty understanding concepts than others and therefore the traintr may have to structure remedial help.
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Page 3
trainer monitoring and assessment

8.0
recommen-
dations

performance morovement -ecommenaations

signature of monitor position of monitor signature of trauwr suoervisor
initial

9.0
follow-up

correctivfl actions taken to improve performance

signature o( supervisor signature of train« data
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United States of America
INSTRUMENT FOR EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTOR

INSTRUCTOR: EVALUATOR:

Lesson Tit1«: Date:
Time: Lesson Type:

t } Skill [ ] Knowledge

DIRECTIONS

Check (/) the column that best repre-sents the rating of your observations
during the conduct of a lesson or an
instructional activity.
~K~. Planning1. Introduction/Overview

2. Familiarity with technical infor-
mation covered in the lesson plan

3. Preparation of materials and
problems

4. Time allocation
5. Physical settingB. Presentation
1. Learning Objectivesa. Sufficient explanation

b. Sufficient coverage
2. Subject Natter

a. Instructor knowledgeb. organization t coverage
3. Instructional Methodsa. variety

b. Execution
4. Instructional Aids

a. Adequacyb. Use
5. Trainee Handouts

a. Adequacy
b. Use

6. Explanations
7. Questioning
8. Trainee Reactiona. Response/participation

b. Interestc. Cooperation
d. Control9. Communication Skills
a. Oral presentation
b. Visual presentation

10. Summary
a. Content
b. EffectC. Trainee Evaluation

1. Oral exam(s)
2. Written exam(s)
3. Performance exam(s)D. Instructor Characteristics
1. Voice, diction, delivery
2. Enthusiasm
3. Appearance, mannerisms
4. Listening skills

TOTAL ITEMS CHECKED

COMMENTS
Write comments on all items
checked "needs improvement."Other comments are optional.Use reverse side or attach-
ments as necessary.

COMMENDATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
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Appendix N

ASSESSMENT OF INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM SIMULATOR TRAINING

(Examples taken from:
Federal Republic of Germany, Hungary, United Kingdom,

United States of America)
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Federal Republic of Germany
INSTRUCTION ASSESSMENT FORM

RESULTS OF A TRAINING COURSE.

To be filled out by the instructor for each trainee

Course: Trainee:
In which way have the following topics been covered by the
trainee?

- Systematic approach in accident diagnostics and measures

- Complete control of automized actions of the plant in
scram, turbine trip, reactor protection measures

- Correct priority-setting in handling combined accidents

- No risk-taking behaviour in operation

- No action without thinking

- Lead capabilities of the shift supervisor

fictions always correct

- Correct orders from shift supervisor

Information exchange in the group

- Consideration of protection goals and safety parameters

Use of operating manuals and procedures

- Consideration of accident management rules and teams

- Teamwork

- Final statements: improvement in regard to all training
objectives
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Hungary
ASSESSMENT OF SIMULATOR TRAINING

For the evaluation of trainee performance at the PAKS nuclear power plant,
a computer-aided approach is being developed in which the instructor, upon
identification of a performance deficiency, inputs this into the computer.
The input relates to various categories of deficiency, e.g. delayed
observation, missing observation, etc. and different types of staff member,
e.g. senior control room operator, reactor operator etc.

At the end of the training lesson, a computer-written record will be
printed on which the different types of deficiencies are given with the exact
time of occurrence and the associated staff member.

This record will help to evaluate each individual trainee's performance on
the supervisor's evaluation chart Number 2 contained in this Appendix.
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SIMULATOR TRAINING

SUPERVISOR'S EVALUATION CHART WO. 1

Supervisor's Evaluation Chart

Supervisor:

Delayed
observation
Missing
observation

Delayed
observation
Missing
observation

Delayed
observation
Missing
observation

Delayed
observation
Missing
observation

Delayed
observation
Missing
observation

Senior Control
Room Operator

Reactor
Operator

Turbine
Operator

Observation of limit value violation

- — - - — -- - - - ----- - — - -—- — — --•

Observation of signalling window

....

Observation of interlock operation

...._. • --» - —- - — -- - --- — - -----

Observation of missing interlock signal

. _. . — .... . . . „ ... —— —— .. .. —

Observation of protection operation

Electrical
Operator

------ - -- — - —

- - - - — —

_. — ——— —
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Supervisor's Evaluation Chart (contd.)

Supervisor:

Delayed
observation
Missing
obervation

Incorrect
Delayed

Incorrect
Missing

Incorrect
Safety
violations

Notice is
missing
Parameter
control is
missing
Unnecessary
switching
Incorrect
switching
order
Incorrect
switching

Senior Control
Room Operator

Reactor
Operator

Turbine
Operator

Observation of missing protection operation

. —— ———— ... — ... . —— _. ——— — .___. — ._ ... ._

Identification of initiating event

. —— . — . .... ._ . . _..- - — - — - -

Command for on-site personnel

-- - -- --

Take the necessary actions if an equipment,
or a system is out of order

„ . . ————— . — . — ———— _ — ——

Switching operations

—— __ „ _ ———— ._ _ —

.._. ._ .._ — . ——— — _.... . — .

—————— . . ____

- - - - —— — »•--•

Electrical
Operator

— - "• - - - — - -

• - - - - - -- -» —

. . _ . —

. — — ..._„.. —
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SIMULATOR TRAINING

SUPERVISOR'S EVALUATION CHART WO. 2

Supervisor's Evaluation Chart

Supervisor:

Understanding
of process
dynamics

Using of
communication
& information
equipment

Communication
with control
room personnel

Logging
discipline

Following the
procedures

Senior Control
Room Operator
G A I

G C S P

G A I

G A I

G A I

Reactor
Operator

A I G

G C S P

A I G

A I G

A I G

Turbine
Operator

A 1 G

G C S P

A I G

A E G

A I G

Electrical
Operator

A I G

G C S P

A I G

A I G

A I G

G - good
A •= adéquate
I - inadéquate
P = poor
C = clumsy
S = superficial
D = deficient
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Hungary
EVALUATION SHEET

Performance in Specialized Practice in Sphere of Activity

Name of the trainee : ............................... Code : ........
Name of the trainer : ............................... Code : ........

Date of training:
To : ...........day ........... month .......... year
From : ........... day ........... month .......... year

1. Tasks Performed During the Training:
Task: ...........................

Date of examination: ...........................
Evaluation: ...........................

Task: ...........................
Date of examination: ...........................
Evaluation: ...........................

2. Overall Evaluation of the Activity of the Trainee :
Interest shown:

excellent good adequate
Theoretical, professional preparedness:

excellent good adequate
Working relations, ability for cooperation:

excellent good adequate
Ability for disciplined work

very good good
Readiness for responsible decisions

excellent good adequate

poor

poor

poor

poor

poor
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Reactions to exceptional conditions
Thoughtful, sober
Unadvised
Easily confused
Easily panicked

Other important characteristics:

_________ __ _T ra i.nee :
Circumstances disturbing or hindering during the training;

Have you received al] the assistance required?

Proposal for changing or improving the training:

The trainee:
is
is not

in possession of the necessary knowledge to perform the job.
is
is not

in possession of the minimum practice required to perform the job.
is
i s not

allowed to pass the examination for the independent performing of the job.

PAKS ........................ ......................................
Trainer

Clause :
The duration of the speciali?pd practical initial training is extended

by............ weeks. Ef the trainee does not meet the requirements by
....,..., he/she cannot take the qualifying examination.

Head of Department
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United Kingdom

CEGB SIMULATOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Nuclear Power Training Centre

Simulator Exercise Record

Simulator Date

Scénario

Course Member

Designation:

Comments and Recommendations

Tutor ——————————————————————— Date

Tutor ——————————————————————— Date

Shift Manager ————————————— . Date
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Nuclear Power Training Centre

Control Room Operator - Simulator Performance Evaluation

Trainee:

Evaluator(s) ______

1. AWARENESS

Rolc(s): Desk AEO, CCR Supervisor

Date:

inattentive to desk
panels
ignored some part of
desk or panels
did not find appro-
priate indicators or
controls in a timely
manner
left control room
without relief
unable to explain why
annunciators were in
alarm condition

REMARKS:

attended to and
observed all parts of
the desk and panel
recognised unexpected
changes in important
plant parameters
found controls and
indicators in a timely
manner
able to explain why
annunciators were in
alarm condition

habitually attentive
to all areas
recognised trends
before alarms
conditions developed
quickly found
appropriate controls
and indicators
anticipated changes
in indicators due to
changing plant
conditions
confirmed plant
conditions with other
sources
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EVENT DIAGNOSIS

1

missed important
transients
made inappropriate
responses to alarm
conditions
focused on wrong
parameters
when asked, was
unable to give
useful input or
possible reasons
for event
gave incorrect
information
responded to
symptoms/alarms
rather than to
condition or cause

noticed important
transients in sufficient
time
spotted most plant
status changes
responded to alarms in
a timely manner
when asked, gave input
on possible reasons for
transient

responded to alarm
conditions and
spotted all changes to
plant status
focused on
significant parameters
during transients
when given incorrect
instructions by CRS/
SCE made correct
recommendations

REMARKS:

3, IMMEDIATE ACTIONS/ENTRY LEVEL ACTIONS

1 2 3 4

does not verify
certain automatic
actions
immediate actions
were not performed
or were performed
incorrectly
did not initiate
safety functions
when required
did not recognise
entry conditions to
SOI's

REMARKS:

verified that certain
automatic actions took
place
took correct immediate
actions, but required
some prompting by
CRS/SCE
performed minor
manipulations correctly,
but independent of
other CCR staff
recognised entry
conditions to SOI's

verified that certain
automatic actions
took place and
informed CRS when
appropriate
took corrective
immediate actions
from memory, without
prompting
performed manipul-
ations with other
CCR staff in an
integrated manner
initiated immediate
actions without
prompting
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4 * SUBSEQUENT ACTIONS

1 2

did not verify
automatic or
immediate actions
could not stabilise
plant when it was
possible to
could not explain
purpose of actions

verified all automatic
actions took place and
all immediate actions
were performed
performed appropriate
subsequent actions on
direction from CRS/SCE
performed manipulations
correctly but
independently
explained purpose of
most actions correctly

performed all auto-
matic actions that did
not take place
ensured all immediate
actions were
performed
performed subsequent
actions without
excessive supervision
performed manipul-
ations correctly with

other CCR Staff in a
coordinated manner
explained purposes of
all actions correctly

REMARKS:

5a. DESK AND PANEL MANIPULATIONS - NORMAL OPERATIONS

1 2 3 4 5

located controls and
indicators hesitantly
did not control plant
parameters
could not control
automatic systems
manually
could not recover
from errors
manipulations caused
problems
frequently needed
guidance

REMARKS:

located control and
indicators unhesitantly
manipulated the plant
safely
manually operated
automatic system
controls with some
guidance
recovered from errors
without causing
problems

smoothly manipulated
the plant with
controlled parameters
smoothly operated
automatic systems
controls manually
did not make errors
did not require
guidance
was able to control
multiple panels
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5b. DESK AND PANEL MANIPULATIONS - ABNORMAL/EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS

1

responded incorrectly .
or did not respond to
an event
could not locate
controls or indicators
could not control plant
parameters
could not recover from
errors
manipulations caused
problems
frequently needed
directions
improperly prioritised
multiple problem
conditions

responded correctly to
events with some
hesitation
located some controls or .
indicators with
hesitation
manipulated the plant
safely
manually operated
automatic system control .
with direction
correctly compensated
for malfunctions of
automatic equipment
recovered from errors
without causing problems .

REMARKS:

responded quickly
and correctly to
events
located controls and
indicators unhesit-
antly
manipulated the
plant with controlled
parameters
smoothly operated
automatic systems
manually
easily compensated
for malfunctions of
automatic equipment
did not make errors
did not need
guidance
was able to control
multiple panels
worked well with
other operators lin
coordinating
recovery

6, OPERATING RULES, lOI's, SOFs AND OTHER DOCUMENTATION

1 2 3 4 5

did not use or dis-
regarded procedures
violated procedures
or administrative
controls and/or
limits
missed steps
resulting in un-
planned trips/
problems
could not locate
procedures, or
reference data
did not use
procedures to
address alarms
did not review
applicable Shift
Changeover
information

REMARKS:

located and followed
procedures
recognised plant
conditions covered by
documentation
looked up reference
data when directed
used procedures to
address alarms

readily located or
requested all
proper procedures
quickly recognised
plant conditions
covered by
documentation
used appropriate
reference data
without direction
identified
procedural conflicts
and/or inadequacies
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7. COMMUNICATIONS

l

did not inform
others of
indications of
abnormal conditions
did not inform of
recommendations,
intentions, or
actions taken
gave irrelevant
information
did not ask for
information when
needed
did not verify that
information received .
was understood
was too assertive or
argumentative
had problems with
voice clarity,
amplitude, speed,
emphasis, direction,
or identify of receiver
communicated with
wrong person or by
wrong means.

REMARKS:

informed others of
indications or abnormal
conditions/alarms
informed of recommend-
ations, intentions and
actions
did not verify that
information given was
received and understood
asked for information
when needed
verified receipt of
information casually or
irregularly
displayed positive
verbal behaviours

informed others of
relevant information
immediately, clearly
and concisely
made clear and
timely recommend-
ations
communicated
intentions and
actions clearly
sought feedback that
information given
was received and
understood
always verified that
information or
instruction was
received and under-
stood
supported team
process verbally and
non-verbally

8, SUPERVISORY SKILLS

1 2

gave little or not
instructions
unable to give
effective assistance
to subordinates
unable to maintain a
calm, disciplined
atmosphere
difficulty in assessing
plant situations
from 'cold'
little or not effort at
maintaining
surveillance

gave instructions when
prompted by the
situation
was able to assist
subordinates when the
situation demanded
maintained a calm
atmosphere most of the
time
able to assess plant
situations after a time
interval
maintained effective
surveillance most of the
time

gave clear and
concise instructions
at the correct time
anticipated
subordinates
problems and
possible errors
maintained a calm
disciplined atmos-
phere at all times
able to assess plant
instructions rapidly
and accurately from
'cold'
maintained effective
surveillance at all
times
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United States of America
SHIFT SUPERVISOR/SENIOR CONTROL ROOM OPERATOR

SIMULATOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

TRAINEE:

CVAIUATORO):

1. CONTROL BOARD AWARENESS

1 2

did not scan annunciators,
panels, or other operator aids to
look for information or inter-
actions
did not recognize changes in
plant parameters or changes
which should have occurred

REMARKS:

2. EVENT DIAGNOSIS

1

• did not recognize when plant ex-
ceeded tech spec limits

• did not step back and get the big
picture

• did not ask the right questions
• could not screen out irrelevant

unimportant or inaccurate
inputs

• incorrectly diagnosed event(s)
• could not recognize emergency

plan situations
• did not recognize when critical

safety function parameters ex-
ceeded limits

ROLE(S):
DATE: __

SS SCRO

intermittently scanned an-
nunciators, panels, or other
operator aids and looked for
changes in plant information
recognized changes in plant
parameters and when
changes should have oc-
curred

recognized when plant
EXCEEDED tech spec limits
stepped back and analyzed
the whole situation
asked the right questions
screened out extraneous, ir-
relevant, unimportant, inac-
curate information
correctly diagnosed event(s)
recognized emergency plan
situations
did not anticipate trouble
areas
recognized when critical
safety function parameters
EXCEEDED limits

regularly scanned annunci-
ators, panels, or other
operator aids and looked
for information and inter-
actions
quickly identified and
reacted to changes in plant
parameters
anticipated changes in
plant conditions due to
events in progress

recognized when plant
APPROACHED tech spec
limits
set up and ran a structured
diagnostic process, in-
cluding:
— prioritizing problems
— determining most prob-

able cause
— establishing objectives

and goals
— reviewing resources and

constraints
— identifying success

criteria
— generating possible

solutions
— selecting the best

solution
— specifying an action

plan
— identifying potential

trouble areas
recognized when critical
safety function parameters
APPROACHED limits

REMARKS:
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3. IMMEDIATE ACTIONS/ENTRY-LEVEL ACTIONS

I 2

• did not verify that manual or
automatic actions took place

• did not tell CROs proper im-
mediate actions when appropri-
ate

• did not integrate or direct multi-
ple casualties and procedure use

• did not verify initiations of safety
functions when required

• did not recognize EOP entry
conditions

verified that manual and au-
tomatic actions took place
told CROs immediate actions
when appropriate
directed multiple actions and
procedure use
verified initiation of safety
functions when required
recognized EOP entry con-
ditions

ensured all immediate ac-
tions were taken
ensured correct integration
and directed multiple
casualties and procedures

»(MARKS

a SUBSEQUENT ACTIONS

1 2

did not direct CROs response to
«•\ents
did not recognize the plant ex-
( ceded tech spec limits
did not direct plant maneuvers
low.ird more favorable condi-
tions after limits were exceeded
m.ide incorrect decisions for
i-M-nts not covered by proce
dures or when multiple alterna-
tives were available
could not integrate direct multi-
ple casualties and procedure use
did not recognize conditions
did not correct mistakes

directed CROs to respond to
events
recognized when plant ex-
ceeded tech spec limits
directed plant maneuvers to-
ward more favorable condi-
tions after limits were
exceeded
made correct decisions for
events not covered by
procedures
correctly integrated the steps
of several different proce-
dures during multiple
casualties

recognized when plant ap-
proached tech spec limits
made contingency plans
for anticipated problems
effectively and correctly in
tegrated the steps of differ-
ent emergency, abnormal,
and normal procedures in
combating a multiple
casualty
corrected CROs and his
own mistakes using ap-
propriate means

KIMXRKS

5 CONTROL BOARD

1

could not use the computer,
SPDS, ERIS, etc, correctly; per-
formed CRO role and manipula-
tions when not necessary

used the computer, SPDS,
ERIS, etc , correctly
manipulated the panel when
the CROs were not able to
offered direction to panel
operators as appropriate

REMARKS:
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6. USE OF PROCEDURES/TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/REFERENCE DATA

1 2 3

• could not locate appropriate
procedures, lech specs or refer-
ence data

• could not follow procedures or
missed steps

• caused trips or unplanned tran-
sients

• relied too heavily on CROs'
knowledge of procedures and
limits

• interpreted tech specs or refer-
ence data incorrectly

REMARKS:

7. COMMUNICATIONS

1

gave unclear, garbled, confusing
and incomplete directions
failed to ask for information
when necessary
ignored input or did not indicate
understanding
communicated with the wrong
person or by the wrong method
failed to communicate with ap-
propriate people (NRC, etc.)
when required

• located most required proce-
dures, tech specs and refer-
ence data in reasonable time

• followed procedures cor-
rectly

• could explain bases of tech
specs

• interpreted tech specs cor-
rectly

• verified compliance with
tech spec limits and actions

• LSSS and safety limit tech
specs were memorized,
others were quickly looked
up

• gave understandable
directions

• asked for information when
necessary

• occasionally asked for input
from CROs

• initiated communications
with appropriate people
(NRC, etc.) when required
and by correct means

• requested or readily locat-
ed all appropriate proce-
dures, tech specs and
reference data

• followed procedures ac-
curately and quickly

• could distinguish between
step-by-step procedures
and guidance-only
procedures

• identified procedural con-
flicts and inadequacies and
could explain how to re-
solve them

• ensured procedure
changes were made as
appropriate

gave clear and concise
directions
actively listened and veri-
fied that the message was
understood
actively sought ideas and
input from team members
provided periodic sum-
maries of plant conditions
and actions taken

REMARKS:

8. SUPERVISORY ABILITY

1

did not implement the emergen-
cy plan when required
did not set goals or priorities for
people's actions
gave unnecessary direction or
failed to give direction when
necessary
did not coordinate actions of
operators
did not assign people to others'
tasks when desirable
let administrative duties distract
from leadership role
did not anticipate potential
problems or operator limitations
direction to CROs consistently
lagged behind their actions
allowed operators to become
overloaded
did not maintain a professional
attitude in the control room

• implemented the emergency
plan when required

• prioritized some of the peo-
ple's actions according to his
own goals

• provided direction when
necessary

• coordinated actions of
operators

• assigned people to others'
tasks when desirable

• occasionally disrupted CROs'
actions

• did not allow operators to be-
come overloaded

• maintained a professional at-
titude in the control room

• set clear goals
• prioritized and integrated

the actions of the whole
team as appropriate

• provided guidance ap-
propriate for the situation
and the team members

• coordinated CROs' actions
smoothly based on their
abilities

• changed people's assign-
ments so time and skills
were used efficiently

REMARKS:
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United States of America

TEAM SKILL ASSESSMENT

1 Feedback - anticipating input needs, providing unsolicited feedback

1 2 3

Members wait to be asked for in-
puts. Inputs answer only the
question.

Some members volunteering in-
formation. Answers complete
even when questions are not.

Abundant unsolicited feed-
back. Few questions required.
Inputs complete and useful.

Communication Monitoring - monitoring team communications to assure fidelity

1 2 3 4

Members ignore other conversa-
tions. Fidelity of team communica-
tions low.

Members listened to each others
conversations. Major technical
errors corrected.

Members assume responsibili-
ty for fidelity of team commu-
nications. Errors corrected
quickly.

i Influencing - individuals effectively influencing team decisions

1 2 3

Ii-.im decision-making dominated
by one or two individuals. Other
nu-mbors passive.

Major decisions made by con-
sensus. Few members acting
passively.

All individuals provide input
to decisions. Decisions sup-
ported by consensus.

4. Attribution-promoting winning attitudes within the team

1 2 3

Individuals criticized for errors.
Successes minimized or ignored.

Individuals rewarded for major
contributions. Errors generally
ignored.

Individual contributions con-
sistetly praised. Mistakes are
learned from.

5. Peer Reinforcement - effectively using positive reinforcement

1 2 3

Positive reinforcement rarely used.
Punishment primary tool for con-
trolling members.

Major accomplishments reward-
ed. Rewards usually prompt.
Members work for rewards.

Reinforcement is consistently
specific, immediate for all lev-
els of accomplishment. Mem-
bers do not expect rewards.

h Conflict Resolution - quickly and effectively resolving conflicts

1 2 3

( «inflict is discouraged. Members
\\ ho disagree are usually punished.

Conflicts are usually won by
dominate members. Major con-
flicts detract from group per-
formance.

Conflicts resolved through
cooperative efforts. Team is
usually strengthened by
resolving the conflict.
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United States of America
CONTROL ROOM TEAM SIMULATOR PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

Scenario

Evaluator(s)

Date

Total Time hours

SS _________:__________,_________ STA

SCRO ____________________________ Other

CRO ____________________________ Other

CRO ____________________________ Other

Comments and Recommendations

Operations Training Supervisor _______________________ Date

Shift Supervisor ________________________________ Date

Training Manager _______________________________ Date

Operations Superintendent _________________________ Date
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United States of America
RATINGS OF TEAM MEMBERS' ANSWERS

Scenario
Questions

Q1

Q2

Q3
Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7

Q8

Q9

Q10

Qii
Q12

Q13

Q14

Q15

Q16

Q17

Q18

SS SCRO CRO CRO STA Other Other
Actions/Comments
Additional Questions

4 - Very knowledgeable

1 - Incorrect answer

3 - Knowledgeable

0 - No response

2 - Weak, but correct

/ - Remediated by training
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United States of America
RATINGS OF TEAM MEMBERS' ACTIONS

Scenario
Objectives/
Actions

1

2

3

4a

4b

4c

5

SS SCRO CRO CRO STA Other Other
Comments (required
for M or U ratings)

S - Satisfactory

M - Marginal

U - Unsatisfactory

/ - Remediated

N/O

Operator performance in this area is fully acceptable, e.g., takes appropriate actions in a
reasonable time, understanding of actions being performed, etc.

Operator performance in this area is acceptable, but some weaknesses are evident, e.g.,
improper action, but recovers before losing control, delayed response, etc.

Operator performance in this area is not acceptable, e.g., improper actions, no recovery,
loss of control, or no action when needed.

Corrected by immediate retraining; then done correctly. (Required for marginal or
unsatisfactory.)

Not Observed
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Appendix P
QUALIFICATION GUIDELINES, PROCEDURES AND EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS

FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERSONNEL

(Examples taken from:
Czechoslovakia, Finland, Federal Republic of Germany, Hungary)

Czechoslovakia
FUNDAMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FROM THE THEORETICAL PART

OF THE STATE EXAMINATION FOR THE FUNCTION OF REACTOR OPERATOR
OF THE BOHUNICE (KCO) AND DUKOVENY (EDU) NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

The Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commlaalon (ÖSKA2) requires that a candidat« for the
function of reactor operator «a« prepared to prove »«fore the state examination the
fallowing knowledge, «kill» aad habitsJ

area Required knowledge, «kills and habit*
Plejit system

Perms of
•verification

1. Theoretical ease«
1.1» Huelear safety

- Generic problem*
•f nuclear safety

Reactor TVER type
7-213 safety cha-
racteristic*

- Accident analyses

taewlednet
fundamental concepts from nuclear safety) techniques
ef risk evaluation fro* nuclear facilities}
classification of accident situations) principle of
Carriers; regulatory activities of the CSKAEj duties
of authorities aad organisations) IAEA system ef
safeguards) physical protection ef nuclear materials)
principle« «f physical and power commissioning}
principles ef plant operation) principles of manipu-
lation with nuclear fuel) principles of nuclear safety
duriag refuelling) surveillance of condition* of
components in all operational mode« - quality assurance
•f technological equip««ataj safety-related operations
and manipulation« on reactor) safety-related maintenance
activities) organizational structure of nuclear safety
authority
Beat removal from reactor in normal operational modes
and in transients) heat removal from reactor by natural
circulation ef eoolantt the taVie of limiting opera-
tional conditions) principles of starting up and «hutting
cowa the reactor from the peint of Tiew of nuclear safety)
requirements ea the materials of reactor coolant system
from the point of view of nuclear safety assurance}
specialities of reactor eoolant chemistry.
Problems of loss *f coolant) accident situation« related
to reactivity increases) reactor start-up accidents) un-
controlled withdrawal of control rods with reactor at
power) inflow of cold water into reactor) control rod
expulsion) accident during refuelling) eeelant flow
reduction through core; leaks of tubes and tube bundles
of «team generators) failures in «hut-down cooling
system) failures la emergency core ceding system and
ia spray system) fire figthing measures.

written exami-
nation,
oral examina-
tion
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Professional area
Plant »yetta

Require* knowledge, «kill* and kakit• Terms of
verification

Skill» and habita«
To use knowledge for coping with operational situations.

- Technical meaaa for
assurance of nuclear
safety

The requirements are specified in the professional
areas Ko. 2., 3., 4., 5., depending •• the relevance
to technological complexes.

1.2. Reactor »kgsica Knew!edgei

- Reactor decay heat

- Reactor kinetics
(akort-term)

- lenom poisoning

Mai», contributions; source description; approximate
course
The difference between kinetics on prompt neutrons
amd kinetics on delayed neutrons; multiplication
coefficient; the equatlom of neutrom diffuslom -
in details; in-hour equation; asymptotic period;
reactivity} the change of neutron flux resulting
from step changes in reactivity with reactor at
power or at oriticallity
Imceptioa and decay of I«; the course of sta-
tionary and Bom-stationary xenom poisoning}
iodine pit} offset OB reactivity; the difference
between xenon and sanarium poisoning

« jq- Samarium poisoning Inception and decay of "Sm; the course of sama-
rium poisoning; offoot on reactivity
The effectiveness of control rods - Integral and
differential characteristics} interferention;
the dependence of reactivity weigh em temperature
and boric aoid concentration; advantages and
dleanventages
The principles of using; effectiveness} advantages
and disadvantages
Types, significance, physical nature; effects of
reactivity; balance equation; the dependence of
moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity on
ooolant temperature, boric aold concentration, amd
effective fuel cycle time; effects on selfcontrol
properties
Fuel isotopic changes] fuel cycle length; burn-up;,
changes of coefficient and of boric concentration
im the course of fuel oyolo

Beastor power control
¥y control rods

Beactor power con-
trol by boric acid

Reactivity coeffi-
cients

Long-term reactor
kinetics

Coro power distri-
bution coefficient»

Ability of
manoeuvring

Types, significance, short description, determination}
allowable values} tine dependency} one Birth cor«
synetry; core oartogrem (teaperature map)

The dependence of allowable modes of power changes
on the rate of change of boric aold concentration
In ooolant} self-regulating features of reactor
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?r«f«salenal area
fiant systea

Require* knowledge, akille an* kablts Forms of
»•rlfioetloi

Slci}!« and habits»
X* use knowledge for copine witk operational
•Ituatlona
To evaluate cor« conditions fro« a cartegraa
(temperature «a]»)
To calculate shut-down concentration of boric acid
T« calculate critical parameters (critical borio
acid oonoentration, critical position of control
reds, start-up interval)
To calculât« change la reactor power resulting
fr«M a -ckaô e in ttea* presaur«
T« calculate change in reactor power reaultiag
fro« a change of reactor coolant average temperature
Te calculate reaeter tkerval power fro» the para-
Meter* *f prlnary an* seooadary eystems

1.3, Theraodynamica.
hydrodyaamiof

- Cor« keat generation

Heat transfer-funda-
mental concept«
Core keat transfer

Hydraulical
ohara cterist i«a

Katwledxe»

energy ialancej 3-*i«en8lonal dependency ef
keat' generation} characteristic paraaeters for cor«
thermal output ;th« causes of non-uniformity la cor«
keat generation
Beat transfer in gap between fuel pellets and cladding;
tenperature profile in fuel element 'in radial direc-
tion» keat transfer »y coolant flowt coolant flow modes;
critical keat transfer; keat transfer aargios - the li-
mite of fuel assembly thermal power
Main coolant pump; main coolant pipe; reactor coolant
system
Critical flow of liquids
Laws of thermodynamics
Heat transfer circuits, types, schemes

1.4, y«rlc organisa-
Mii

SVille and habitat
To use knowledge for coping witk operational situations
Knowledge»
Organizational structure of sklft
Functional duties of reactor operator
Operational rules of tk« EBO and 2TU Plant*
Organization of personnel safety
Written document» at working places
Tk« rules of sklft operation

Stillstand habitat
T* us« knewledg« for coping witk operational
situations
T* fill in an instruction for repair
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Professional area
Flaat ay item

Inquired knowledge, »kill« an« kaeit« forma of
verlflcatiom

2. uait

2.1. Electrical
«ysterna

- Sleotrotechnica

Knowledge!
Interconnection witk entlronaent
Interconnection with ether unit* of tht plant
Influence of change« la rcaotor coolant «yet««
parameter« on operational condition« and «odea
•f ualt
Liaite and condition« of safe operation
Protection«, interlocks, an* automatlo transfer
soheme «f power to re«er»e supply
forking techniques for control of reaetor coolant
system is order to Maintain tke unit in specified
operational noie
forking technique« for control of reaoter coolant
•yetem IB order to ckange operational mod*
forking technique« for control of reactor coolant
eystem during managiag tke consequence« of
failure« and accident« of tke lutlt
forking technique« for ualt control during
refuelling
Skill« and kaolt«!
To use knowledge for coping vitk operational
•ituatione if reactor coolant eystem («r unit)
Knowledge i

Primciples of power «lectrotecbnlo«
Primolplee of function of electric «aohineo and
device«
Electrical «ysten («oheme, effect« of electrical
ayste«j eondition« on unit operation)

Skill« and kalitat
I« a«« knowledge for coping witk operetloaal
•Ituatioa« of reactor coolant eyste«

Systems»

the_net

Supply of Tital load
of Category I ('bat-
teries, invert ors)
Supply of vital load
of Category II (dieael
generator«)
Supply of 6 kV distri-
bution line«
Safeguard load
sequencer (time shed-
ding and connecting)

Knowledge for each of the system apeclf ied:

Function, aim of equipment
The significance from the point of view of nuclear
and operational safety
Schemes
Composite«, (names and aim« of part n, «coupling«
between them)
Protections, interlooks, and automatic transfer
scheme (types and function)
Operational condition« and node«
Limit« and oonditiona of safe operation
Warking technique« for managing reactor coolant
system conditions resulting fron accident«,
failures and fault« in electrical systems
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Professional area
flaut system

Required kvowledge, still« and habits Forms of
verification

2.2. TJnit Instrume-
nation and oontrol
eyaten

Bases

- Main oontrol root»
- Bmergeacy control
room

Panel» la control
room- RCS
Deok counters im
oontrol room- RCS

laC systems of
individual process
system«

Skills and haMtai
To us« knowledge for coping with operational situa-
tions of reactors coolant syatea

Knowledge;
Bases of Instrumentation and control of noa-
-eleotrioal parameters
Control of unit power (co-operation between reactor
control system ARM and turbine control system TVER,
and betvtee* other oontrol and automatic systems)

Description (location of oontrol keys and indicators
related to main process equipments of steam and
feedwater system, and of electrical systems) location
of oontrol keys and indicators for equipments of
reaotor coolant system)

writ ten exami-
nation,
oral examina-
tion

Skills and habitai
To use knowledge for oopong with operational situations
of RCS
To perform each of all possible control acts (cognitive,
decision making, and executive) at oontrol keys and
indicators in oontrol room related to process equipments
of RCS
Requirements are specified at appropriate process systems

3. Reaotor coolant system
3.1. Systems controlled

directly from oontrol
room

Vater cooling system of
transport and storage pool

Control rods including
drive mechanism and
oontrol by low frequency
voltage
RCS make-up« ckemlcal
and volume «ontrol Byat«m,
MC P sealing water system
Lubrication oil system
of make-up pumps

Knowledge of each from the systems given

Barne
Operational identification
Process interrelations
function (aim of equipment)
Operational scheme
Mnemo-soheme at panels and desk-counters in
oontrol room
Schemes at displays of a»it computer
Obligatory documentation at working places
Disposition design (building, floor, room,
sector of room)

System composition and control system interactions
Service places
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Professional area
Fiant system

Required knowledge, skills and haut a ?orms of
vérification

Main coolant pump,
including auxiliary
and automatic systems

Pressurizer system
RCS coolant continual
purification
System of MCP lubrication
oll
Reactor core
System of neutron flux
external measurement
(SUGAN)

5me£5S5SZ_oore cooling
systems
Spray system
HP EGGS - active
LP EGGS - active
ECCS - passive (hydro-
accumulators)
Emargaacy safety
features activation
ayato« (BSPAS) -
(elactrical-operational

Roaotor laatrumeatatiom

Reactor control
system (AfiM)
Reactor soram system
System for limiting
reactor power (ROM)

Auxillari_nuclear
ejjulgraenta
SORS intermediate
cooling circuit
MCP intermediate
cooling circuit
Ventilation of reactor
building
Steam generator blowdown
Distribution of HP air
RCS organise* leakages

Ham a a and functions of equipments used
Scheme of electric power distribution
Principles of function of system and its parts
Physical processes taking plaqe in system
Automatic systems (physical meaning of built-in
automatic systems)
Input materials (names and parameters)
Output materials (names and parameters)
Effects of variations in parameters of input
materials on parameters of output materials

Effects of failures of structural parts of system
oa progress of processes taking place in system
Compensation and managing of undesirable perturbations
in process and in system outputs (possibilities of
their managing, physical and chemical fundamentals)

Stable operational modes - classification
Transient mod«a - olaaaifloation
Failures, incidents, accidents - classification
Operational Limits and Conditions (Technical
Specifications)
Paramatera apaoifying individual operational modea
(names, limiting values)
Permitted changea in individual operational modea
of aystara
RlaV» rasultlng from individual op«rstlon«l maata
Importance of ayatero in relation to nuclear safety

Sources of Information, ways of its
obtaining and verifying prior to commencing
werk on system
forking methods how to keep system in opera-
tional mode given
Working techniques how to initiate changes
in operational mode given

Working techniques how to looaline and manage
consequences of failures, incidents, accidenta
Technical conditions of system - classification
Ensuring technical conditions of system by
personnel
7orm and progress of professional contacts
of operational and maintenance personnel

written exami-
nation,
oral examina-
tion

written exami-
nation,
oral examina-
tion
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Professional area
Plant ayatem

Required knowledge, skills an* habita Forma of
verification

3.2. Other important
systems of RCS

Reactor venting system
ïuel assembly with
outfitting!»
Steaa generator
RCS venting system
RCS draining system
I»-oor« ffleaaurement
ayat em (HIHDUKUSH)
Containment sad safety features
XCC3 i»t«r»€iiat«
cooling system
System of préparation,
storing, injection, and
purification of boric
acii (boron concentrate)
System of preparation,
Btori««, and injection of
chemical reagents into RCS
System of clean, condensât a
System of containment
ventilation
Cleaning station of
draining water (organized
leakages)
System of hydrogen burning
Distribution of LF nitrogen
System of flushing laC
system sensors
System of dozimetry control
of reactor building (SBYYAL)

Skills and habits;
Te use knowledge for coping with RCS operational
situations
To perform at each of specified systems or its parti
- to put into operation
- to take out of operation
- to check function of protections, interlocks, and
automatic transfer to back- up system

> to secure into repair
- to take over from repair and to test in work
- to control manually each parameter controllable
f»em control room

- to stabilize RCS operation in case of anticipated
failures, incidents, and accidents

- to transfer individual aggregates from operation
to back-up, and vice versa

Knowledge about each system presented

Name
Operational identification
Interconnection with other systems
Aim, function of system
Operational scheme
Composition
Protections, interlocks, automatic
transfer
Limits and Conditions
Significance in relation to nuclear and
operational safety
Effects of parameter changes on processes
going on in RCS equipments
Working techniques for managing RCS In case
of failures, incidents, and accidents of
system

written exami-
nation,
oral examina-
tion

Skills and habits:

To us« knowledge for coping with RCS
operational situations
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Profeaaioaal area
Plant ay«te»

Required knowledge, skills an« ka>it« Terms of
verification

4« S t «a« a»* feed-water
«7» te« (secondary
•yet MI)

Syetem of etean and

Auxiliary feed-water of
•team generator*
Itaergenoy feed-water of
eteaa generators
Skut-down cooling of
reactor coolant system
»y removing Jieat fron
ateam generator« late
technological conden-
sers
Tur*ine-jtenerBtor 220
KW Including main
condensera f a t »am
lines and imstrumento-
tion and control

Circuits of cooling
•ervioe water
COUDA ayatem of klga-
»reaeure nitrogen

Knowledge for each of the ay at em »ecifiedi

Haae
Operational description
funotioi, ai» of equipment
Composition
Tke aignifioance from the point of view of auolear
and operational «afety
Ike «ffeot« of parameter changea on tke prooeaiea
IB primary ayatea
Working techniques for control of reactor coolant
ayaten is caae of failures, faulte, and accidenta
of the eyatene

Skilla and katita«

To use knowledge for coping wltk operational
•ituatiena in reactor coolant ayste«

5. Halt operational »odea

5.1. Stabilized nnit
operational aodea

Durlig all stakillced
•perational modea

Skilla and kakitat
Te take over aklft
To prepare reaotor coolant ayate« ooaponenta and
documentation for aklft take-over
To ckeok the operational conditions of reaotor
ooolant aysten (te record parametera into log-kooka,
evaluate operational reeorda)
Te manipulate eack of the plant systems controlled
directly (in person) from control room and tkeir
main partat
- starting
- turning off
- checking the functions od protection». Interlocks
and automatic faat tranafer on reserve piece of
equipment

- isolation of equipment for repair
- equipment take-over from maintenance or repair and
ite testing IB rum

- to control manually each parameter controlled from
•ontrol TOOK

- te transfer specific aggregatea and tralaa txom
operation into reserve and the otker way round
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Professional area
Plant system

Required knowledge, okillo and habits Porma of
verification

During the operational
•ode Bo 1< "Power
operation"

During the operational
nodea lo. 2, 3, 4, 5
"Critical conditions"
"Shut-down without
eeol-dowm"
"Shut-down with
half-oooldown"

To ateiilize reaotor ooolent system operation la ease
of anticipated failures, faulta, and accidents of
plant syatens controlled direotly (in person) frem
control room (except the skills required In the
Seotlo» 5.3)
Skills and haHtst
To maintain stabilized parameters of reactor coolant
systems
- at specified unit power level
- in operation with incomplete number of leaps
- in case of failures in the control of control rods
- IB case ef failures in the measurement of fuel
channel coolant output temperatures

- i» case of failures in in-core instrumentation
surveillance system EIKDOKOSH

- in case of significant unbalance in core heat
generation

» in case of failures in reactor control system
- during operation with reduced power at the end
•f fuel cycle

- to prepare equipments of reactor coolant system
for unit shutdown or power reduction

- to prepare equipments of reactor ooolant system
for unit power increase

To maintain reaotor coolant system parameters at stabi-
lized values
To prepare equipments of reactor ooolant system fox
starting up the unit or for increasing its power
level

Curing th« operational
mode Ho.6 "Shut-dow»
for refuelling"

To maintain unit specified parameters at stabilized
values
To control the activities of unit operational
personnel and maintenance personnel with emphasis
on assuring personnel, nuclear and operational
safety
To prepare equipments of reaotor ooolant system for
unit start-up
To fill the reaotor coolant system and check it for
integrity at pressure of 0.3 - 0.5 HPe
To check integrity of reactor coolant system at
pressure of 3.5 MPa
To check Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
To heat up reactor coolant system
To perform a leak test of reaotor coolant system at
pressure of 13.8 MPa
To perform a pressure test of reactor coolant system
at 19*2 MPa
To start main ooolant pump
To heat the reaotor coolant system up to the para-
meters entiling to reach critical parameters
To test presaurlzer relief valves
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Professional area
Plant system

Required knowledge, skills and habits Forma od
verification

5.2. Unit transient
mo de a

Curing power level
ekanges in the ope-
rational mod« Ko.l
"Power operation"

Skills and kabits»

Te reduce reactor power level »y a specified valu«
To increase reactor power level by a specified

To isolât« on« loo* of reactor ooolant system into
back-up mode
To connect one loop to reactor coolant system

During translation
fro« operational nods
He.l "Power eperation"
Into the operational
•öd« K«.6 "Skut-dow»
Tor refuelling"

T» reduce reaotor power at the level of minimal
orltlcallty
To eatab-ilsk abut-down boric acid concentration
In reaotor ooolant system
To insert control roda dow» to lower end switches
To reduce tk« temperature of reaotor coolant aystea
To teat the function of preaaurizer relief valves
T« reduce tk« temperature of reaotor coolant in
water-water «ode of shut-down cooling of s t «an
generator«
To reduce the average reaotor coolant temperature
in the mode of natural circulation below 60°C

Daring transition fron
tka operational node
Ko. 6 "Shut-down fer
refuelling* into ike
operational mode le.
2 "Critioal conditions"

Te reack reactor critical conditions by reducing
boric aold. concentration In reactor coolant
T« check connection of control roda with tkeir
drivera for all groups
Te keat botk primary and secondary systems np
to the parameters enabling unit power eperatlon
Te perform start-up physical experiments la
coopération with specialists

During transition fro»
tke operational mode
Ho.2 "Critical condi-
tions" into the opera-
tional mode Bo. 1
"Power operation"

To increase reaotor power up to tke level of
5-7 % of nominal value and to stabilité tke
operation at tkat level
Te perform thermal balance and calibration of
the system of automatic control of neutron
flux in oooperation wltk specialists
To increase reactor power up to the level of 35 %
ef nominal value and stabilize the operation at
tkat level
To increase reactor power up to the level of 55 %
of nominal value and to stabilize the operation
of reactor coolant system
Te increase reactor power up to the level of 90 %
of nonlnal value and to stabilize the operation of
reaoto» coolant ayetem
To increase reactor power up to the level of
100 56 of nominal value and to stabilize the
operation of reactor coolant system
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Professional area
Plant system

Bsqulred knowledge, skills an* habits ¥ ortie of
verification

Surins transit!«* from To increase reactor power following activetion of
the operational mode» either fast or alow scram and to stabilize the
Ko. 3 "Shut-down without operation at the specified power level
cool-down", Ko. 4 "Shut-
down vith helf-oooldown", Te increase reactor power following a short
and So.5 "Shut-down with shut-down, to stabilize the operation of
c»ol-down" into the ope- reactor coolant system at the specified
rational mode Ho.2 "Crl- power level
tioal conditions*

5.3. Abnormal an* Skills and haHts
accident conditions
of unit

Degradation ef natural
cooling

Other failures and
Accident

To re-establish degraded natural circulation im
ease that reactor and other components of pri-
mary system are closed
To re-eeteblioh degraded naturel circulation in
«as« that reactor and other components of pri-
mary system ere open

To stabilize the operation of reactor ooolaat system
following«
- activation of fast reactor scran BO-I
- activation of slow reactor aortas BO-II, HO-IXI,
er HO-IV

- less of power to 1, 2, or 3 Mala coolant pumps
out of 6 pumps runniBg

- loss of power to 4, 5, or 6 main coolant pumps
- «lockage of one main coolant pump
- loss of power to all cake-up pumps
- failure of all pumps 1» intermediate cooling
circuits of control rods

- failure of all pumps in Intermediate cooling
circuits of main coolant pumps

- failure of one or two main feed-water pumps
without automatic transfer to back-up ones

- failure of ell main feed-water puaps
- failure of one pair of ooadensate pumps
- failure of one or two circulating cooling water
pum>s

- failure of all circulating cooling water pumps
- failure of all condensate pumps
- «entrol rod drop into oore
- closure of fast acting stop valves of one turbine

out of two running
- disconnection of one generator out of two running
- opening of 400 kV output breaker
- total automatic transfer of power supply to
reserve transformer

- loss ef offf-site power
- compensated loss of reactor coolant with low
flew rate

- compensated loss of reactor coolant into hermetioal
rooms of containment system
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Finland
QUALIFICATIONS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERSONNEL

(Guide YVL 1.7* of the Institute of Radiation Protection**)

1. GENERAL

A prerequisite for issuance and continued validity of an operating license
for a nuclear power plant is that the following statutory requirements set for
the plant personnel are fulfilled:

(1) The general requirement of necessary expertise at the disposal of the
applicant for operating license. Chapter 4 of Atomic Energy Act
(356/57) and Chapter 12 of Atomic Energy Statute (75/58)

(2) Requirement for an ordinance for plant administration defining the
duties, authority and responsibilities of the personnel, Chapter 1 of
Atomic Energy Statute.

(3) Requirements for a responsible plant manager and his substitute,
Chapters 14, 16 and 17 of Atomic Energy Statute and Chapter 5 of the
Act on Radiation Protection (328/57).

(4) Requirements for a supervisor of pressure vessel operation and his
substitute. Chapters 14, 25 and 26 of the Statute on Pressure Vessels.

The purpose of this Guide is to expound the position taken by the
Institute of Radiation Protection on interpretation of the above, requirement
(1) in particular.

Since nuclear power plants, like companies which own them, differ from one
another, the structure of the operating organization as well as the outlines
for personnel requirements and training must be drawn up on a plant-by-plant
basis. Therefore, this Guide is not meant to be binding in every detail;
rather, it exemplifies the overall level of requirements and can be used as a
frame of reference in setting plant-specific requirements for personnel. The
IRP will comment on the details when reviewing the proposals put forward by
the power company.

This Guide is not applicable to individuals whose main duties are economic
or administrative, or who are responsible for buildings maintenance or work as
security guards at a nuclear power plant. Furthermore, this Guide does not
deal with requirements set for the personnel on the basis of other than Atomic
Energy, Radiation Protection or Pressure Vessel legislation.

Section 2 of the Guide defines various responsibilities, proposing
equivalent job titles. The definition of duties is made with such accuracy as
to render the requirements associated with each job title as set forth in
Sections 3 and 4 intellegible. Section 5 gives a presentation of how the IRP
supervises the competence of the personnel.
2. ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES

The activities related to the operation of a nuclear power plant can be
divided into three main areas of responsibility: operations, maintenance and
technical support activities. For each area of responsibility, there shall be
a responsible person who works at the facility on a day-to-day basis.
* Entered into force on January 12, 1978.
** Present name: Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK).
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These individuals, together with the responsible plant manager, make up
the plant management. Each manager with a specified area of responsibility
shall be provided with a sufficient number of subordinates to carry out the
duties assigned to his department.

An example of how to organize the work related to plant operation and to
assign the duties to various organizational units and individuals is givenbelow. Different job titles may be used and the duties assigned in some other
way, provided that the requirements set forth in this Guide with respect to
the total number of personnel and resources needed for execution of any
specific task are met.
2.1 Plant Management
2.1.1 Responsible Plant Manager

The responsible plant manager is required to assure that:
- The operation of the plant complies with existing legislation and

applicable international agreements.
- The plant is operated according to plant design and in compliance

with orders given by the authorities.
- The confirmed quality assurance programme is observed.
- The plant personnel is sufficiently competent and has access to

necessary instructions.
- Radioactive wastes are properly handled.
- Supervision of nuclear material on the plant is effected in

compliance with the confirmed accounting and control programme.
- Sufficient preparedness for coping with emergencies is maintained.
- The confirmed industrial security plan is observed in plant operation

and fuel handling.
Duties :

To act as the responsible plant manager referred to in the Atomic
Energy Statute and Radiation Protection Statute.
To direct and supervise the work of the personnel specified in this
Guide as well as all other activities related to the operation and
maintenance of the plant.

2.1.2 Operations Manager
Duties:
- To direct and supervise the work of operating personnel.
- To prepare and inspect the facility operating programme.
- To assure that the operating instructions are appropriate for safe

operation and complied with.
- To inspect reports on plant operation
- To assure that sufficient operating personnel resources are

maintained.

2.1.3 Maintenance Manager
Duties :
- To direct and supervise the work of maintenance personnel.
- To assure that the instructions on maintenance and inspection of

plant components are appropriate and complied with.
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To supervise procurement, control and storage of replacement and
spare parts necessary for plant maintenance.
To assure that sufficient maintenance personnel resources are
maintained.

2.1.4 Technical Manager
Duties :
- To direct and supervise the work of technical personnel.

To assure that the instructions on technical support activities are
appropriate and complied with.

- To inspect technical analyses, action plans and reports of potential
abnormal occurrances.

- To assure that sufficient technical personnel resources are
maintained.

2.2 Operating Personnel

2.2.1 Operations Engineer
An operations engineer is not necessarily required on a nuclear power

plant with only one operating unit. However, if there are several operating
units, an operations engineer shall be assigned to each one of them.

Duties:
- To act as an immediate superior to shift leaders on the unit.
- To prepare the operating programme and supervise compliance.
- To assure that personnel are available on the unit in sufficient

numbers as required by each operating condition.
2.2.2 Operations Co-ordinator

There shall be as many operations co-ordinators as there are operating
units.

Duties :
- To plan and report on component tests required by the Technical

Specifications.
- To assist the operations manager and engineer in drawing up the

operating programme for the plant and planning related support
activities (liquid and gas treatment).
To participate in preparation, inspection and development of
operating instructions.

2.2.3 Shift Supervisor
On each unit, there shall be a sufficient number of shifts to ensure that

the plant is continuously manned taking into account the working hours laid
down in the labour contract and the time required for re-qualification
training. Each shift must have a shift supervisor.

Duties :
To direct and supervise the work of the shift crew.
To check the work orders for maintenance work affecting plant
operation and to give permission to begin the work.
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- To keep an operation log.
- To assure that the plant conforms in every respect to the Technical

Specifications.
- To investigate without delay abnormal readings on some operating

parameter.
2.2.4 Operator

There has to be at least two operators to each shift.
Duties:
- To manipulate plant controls in accordance with operating

instructions and orders given by the shift leader.
- To report to the shift leader an abnormal reading on operating

parameters.
2.2.5 Assistant Operator

There shall be one or several assistant operators to each shift, depending
on the structure and degree of automation of the plant.

Duties :
- To manipulate, according to given orders, those auxiliary plant

systems that are not controlled from the main control room.
- To control the functioning of components and instrument readings

outside the main control room and to report to the shift leader on
observations made.

2.3 Maintenance Personnel
2.3.1 Work Planning Supervisor

Duties:
- To direct work planning and scheduled maintenance.
- To prepare and examine maintenance instruction.
- To inspect work plans.

2.3.2 Work Planner
The number of work planners shall be equal to operating units.

Duties :
- To plan maintenance operations in accordance with procedures,

instructions and orders given,
- To mark clearly on work orders the special instructions and

permission required for the work involved.
2.3.3 Mechanical Maintenance Engineer

Duties:

- To act as the supervisor of pressure vessel operation at a nuclear
power plant referred to in the Statute on Pressure Vessels.

- To direct mechanical equipment maintenance at a nuclear power plant.
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- To participate in preparation, inspection and development of
mechanical equipment maintenance instructions.

2.3.4 Electrical Maintenance Engineer
Duties :
- To direct electrical equipment maintenance at a nuclear power plant.
- to participate in preparation, inspection and development of

electrical equipment maintenance instructions.
2.3.5 Instrumentation and Controls Maintenance Engineer

Duties :
- To direct instrumentation and control equipment maintenance at a

nuclear power plant.
- To participate in preparation, inspection and development of

instrumentation and control equipment maintenance instructions.
2.3.6 Buildings Maintenance Engineer

Duties :
- To direct buildings maintenance at a nuclear power plant.
- To act as a fire brigade chief for the plant and to assure that fire

protection prescripts are complied with and necessary preparedness
maintained.

2.3.7 Foreman
A sufficient number of foremen shall be employed for each segment of

maintenance.
Duties :
- To direct given maintenance tasks

To perform more demanding maintenance operations in accordance with
given instructions,

2.3.8 Mechanics

Mechanics shall be sufficient in number to make sure that normal
maintenance operations can be performed by the plant's own personnel.

Duties :
- To perform maintenance operations according to given instructions.

2.4 Technical Personnel

2.4.1 Safety Engineer
Duties:
- To check work orders on maintenance of components important to safety.

To inspect plans for abnormal operating procedures and their safety
effect.
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- To examine action plans and reports of abnormal occurences affecting
safety.

- To plan and supervise actions related to industrial security.
- To assure that emergency preparedness is maintained.

2.4.2 Reactor Engineer
Duties :

- To observe and analyze reactor power distribution, thermal margins,
burn-up and reactivity balance.

- To supervise the use of fuel.
- To plan and supervise activity related to handling and storage of

fuel.
- To have responsibility for accounting and control of nuclear material,

2.4.3 Radiation Protection Engineer
Duties:
- To direct and supervise the work of radiation technicians and

assistants.
- To prepare reports on dose monitoring and radiation surveillance.
- To issue permits for work involving exposure to radiation.

2.4.4 Radiation Protection Technician
Each plant unit is required to have at least one radiation protection

technician.
Duties:
- To control the condition of radiation protection equipment and to

instruct other personnel how to use it.
- To execute monitoring and control duties according to instructions

given by the radiation protection engineer.
- To instruct plant personnel and visitors in radiation protection and

to assure compliance with regulations.

2.4.5 Radiation Protection Assistant

The number of radiation protection assistants shall be sufficient to
ensure that radiation protection tasks related to plant operation or
maintenance can be performed.

Duties :

- To perform monitoring and control duties as instructed.
2.4.6 Chemist

Duties :

- To direct and supervise work in the chemical laboratory.
- To screen and control the chemical parameters of processes as well as

actions affecting chemical conditions.
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2.4.7 Laboratory Assistant

Each plant is required to have one or several laboratory assistants,
depending on the structure and degree of automation of the plant.

Duties :

- To perform chemical analyses as instructed.
2.5 Training Personnel
2.5.1 Training Co-ordinator

Duties :

- To establish an introductory and requalification training programme
for plant personnel.

- To be responsible for arranging training courses and recruiting
instructors.

- To inform the instructors on the objectives of training.
- To supervise courses and the contents and quality of instruction.
- To check that the trainees have assimilated, to a sufficient degree,

the instructional material incorporated in each training period.
- To keep a training register.

3 REQUIREMENTS FOR BASIC TRAINING AND WORKING EXPERIENCE

Requirements for the basic training and working experience of individuals
listed in Section 2 are presented in Table I. Since the assignment of duties
varies from plant to plant, these requirements shall be confirmed in the
ordinance for plant administration so that they are in harmony with the
requirements set forth as examples in Table I.

In Table I, basic training requirements are denoted by abbreviations MSc,
E, T, VT, -. They stand for the following degrees or training requirements:

MSc: Master of Science in Engineering or a corresponding degree.
E: Engineer or corresponding technical training.
T: Technician or corresponding technical training.
VT: Vocational training related to the field.
-: No specified vocational training.

If several alternatives are marked in the basic training column, the
working experience requirement for each alternative is given in the same order
in the experience column.

Working experience is defined as experience gained after basic training.
The working experience shall be such in nature as to give knowledge and skills
necessary for execution of assigned duties at a nuclear power plant.

Nuclear power plant experience means experience gained in design,
construction, test operation and operation of a nuclear power plant. Work at
a research reactor or laboratory and work related to research and inspection
of nuclear power plants can also qualify as nuclear experience. Furthermore,
the time the individual is employed by the power company and undergoing
training in preparation for his future duties may be acceptable as qualifying
experience.
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TABLE I. EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERSONNEL IN
THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

Position Education*
Total Work
Experience(years)**

Nuclear Plant
Experience(years)

Managers and Supervisors
Plant Manager E
Operations Manager E
Maintenance Manager ETechnical Manager E
Training Manager E
Shift Supervisor E
Other Supervisor T

Operations
Senior Operator TLicensed Operator C
Non-Licensed Operator C
Shift Technical Advisor E

Professional/Technical
Reactor Engineering E
Instrumentation & Control E
Chemistry & Radiochemistry E
Radiation Protection E
Quality Assurance E

Training Instructor E or T
Technicians T
Maintenance Personnel C or T
Engineering/Technical Support

Engineer in Charge E
Independent Review Personnel E
Staff Specialist E

6 **4 **
4 **
4 **
4
5
4

7 **
6 **4 **
4

4
4
4
4
4
5
5
4

6
6
5

5
3
1
1
2.5
3
1

2
2

* Education: Craftsman (C): high school graduate + 3.5 years technicalapprenticeship
Technician (T): high school graduate, 3 years of technical

college
Engineer (E): gymnasium graduate, technical university

degree
** not required, but normal
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At a new nuclear power plant unit, the personnel shall meet the experience
requirements by the time of core loading. At units already in operation, the
applicant must have acquired the necessary experience prior to appointment.
4. SPECIAL TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

Special training means training provided by the owner of the nuclear power
plant in order to assure that the employees acquire and maintain the skills
needed in execution of specific duties. Special training includes
introductory training, given before an individual accepts responsibility for
certain duties, and requalification training to be given later on a regular
basis.

Special training shall be supervised, and the number of subjects based on
individual study kept to a minimum. Regular examinations are to be held
during the training period to ensure that the trainees have assimilated the
study material to required extent.
4.1 Introductory Training

Table II gives a presentation of what kind of training the IRP deems
necessary for each of the individuals mentioned in Section 2. The courses and
training listed in the table are dealt with in detail below. A more concise
version of most courses can be made, including selected parts from a
full-length course. A course can be held as continous or as divided into
several shorter periods and it may include, depending on the subject matter
and participants, lectures, seminars, individual study, on-the-job training
and exercises. The prescribed duration of a course means the total time used
for the study of each subject.

Fundamentals of Nuclear Technology

The course is equivalent in contents to the nuclear power training package
prepared by AB Karnkraftutbildning and edited into Finnish by Imatran Voima Oy.

Approximately three months shall be devoted to a full-length course and
approximately one month for a concise course.

Features of Facility Design
All systems and their main components of the nuclear power plant involved

are dealt with in the course. The functions, structure, operating conditions
and maintenance requirements of each system are presented.

About four months shall be devoted to a full-length course and one month
for a concise course.

Special Courses on Facility Parts
The courses are limited to those parts of the plant that the participants

have to deal with in the course of their work. Separate courses on mechanical
components, process systems, electrical systems and equipment, and
instrumentation systems and equipment are held for maintenance personnel.
Assistant operators, radiation and laboratory assistants shall attend courses
of their own.

About four months shall be devoted to courses for employees at the
functional level of foreman, and tow to four weeks for concise courses for
workers.
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Radiation Protection
The course deals with the effect of ionizing radiation on the organism,

units and methods of measurement, methods of protection and radiation
protection legislation.

About one week shall be devoted to the full-length course and two days for
a concise course.

Fire Protection
The course deals with fire prevention regulations, fire detection and

alarm, built—in extinction systems, manual extinguishers, protective equipment
used in fire-fighting, passageways and action during potential fires. In
addition, the fire protection organization of the facility is presented, and
drills are conducted within the framework of the organization.

About one week shall be devoted to a full-length course and accompanying
drills and one to two days for a concise course.

Abnormal and Emergency Conditions
The course deals with abnormal occurrences and emergencies used as design

bases and analyzed in the Safety Analysis Reports. Actions to be taken in
each situation are practiced in accordance with relevant instructions.

About two weeks shall be devoted to a full-length course and associated
practice, and about two days for a concise course.

Administrative Training
The course deals with:
- Acts, statutes and license conditions bearing upon nuclear power

plants.
- Technical specifications and their bases.
- Quality Assurance Programme
- Facility organization including authoritative hierarchy and work

routines (work orders and permits).
- Structure and outlines of facility regulations.
- Principles of reporting and storage of records (archives).
- General principles of security arrangements (control of passage,

guarding, cards, keys etc.)
About two weeks shall be devoted to a full-length course and one to two

days for a concise course.
Course-type Practical Training
The course-type practical training shall be conducted at an operating

nuclear power plant or in a simulator reproducing real operating
character!sties.

At least two months shall be devoted to course-type practical training.
On-The-Job Training
For the original personnel, participation in supervision of installation

and commissioning of the facility qualifies as required training. The figures
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determining the duration of on-the-job training given in Table II applies
to complementary personnel.

TABLE II. INTRODUCTORY TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERSONNEL
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Maintenance Manager
Technical Manager
Operations Engineer
Operations Coordinator
Shift Supervisor
Operator
Assistant Operator-

Chief Work Coordinator
Mechanical Maintenance Engineer
Electrical Maintenance Engineer
Instrumentation and Control

Maintenance Engineer
Building Maintenance Engineer
Foreman
Mechanic
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Radiation Protection Engineer
Radiation Protection Technician
Radiation Protection Assistant
Chemist
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F = A full-length course required
C — A concise course required
K - Required to possess the knowledge contained in a full-length course or to

acquire it through course attendance or some other way
M = Familiarity required with the main points of the subject dealt with in the

full-length course
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On-the-job training shall be conducted under immediate supervision of a
senior employee, with special emphasis placed on relevant regulations.
4.2 Requalification Training

Requalification training shall be given to all the personnel in radiation
and fire protection as well as abnormal occurrences and emergencies.
Furthermore, shift supervisors and operators are required to repeat the
fundamentals of nuclear technology, features of facility design and the
Technical Specifications. Subjects included in the introductory training
shall be taken up in requalification training to the extent they do not come
up in day-to-day work. A requalification programme is to be established for
the purpose of repetition. All subjects shall be covered on a regular basis
within two years.

In case the training of complementary personnel is administered through
senior employees acting as instructors and supervisors, they will be exempted
from requalification training in the subject they instruct in.

5. TRAINING REGISTER

A training register is kept on all persons with responsibilities presented
in Section 2 of this guide. The training register shall include information
on basic training and working experience as well as all special training
programmes in which the employees have participated.
6. INDIVIDUAL LICENSES

The Atomic Energy Statute requires that the responsible plant manager and
his substitute are licensed by the Ministry of Trade and Industry. A member
of the permanent staff who satisfies the requirements laid down in Chapter 16
of the Statute can be proposed as a substitute; in other words, he shall hold
a university degree and be familiar with nuclear technology.

The Statute on Pressure Vessels requires that for each registered pressure
vessel, a supervisor of operation and his substitute or substitutes are
appointed. An approval of the supervisor and his substitute is granted by the
IRP.

The Institute of Radiation Protection deems it necessary that operations
engineers (or where there is none, the operations manager), shift leaders, and
operators be licensed as facility operators following the procedure
prescribed in Guide YVL 1.6.
7. SUPERVISION OF PERSONNEL

The Institute of Radiation Protection supervises the competence of the
personnel

- By checking the information on personnel provided in the Preliminary
and Final Safety Analysis Reports and in the supplements to the
application for operating license.,

- By examining the ordinance for facility administration.
- By supervising training through visits in which the quality and

methods of instruction and study material is controlled.
- By issuing individual licenses to operations engineers, shift

leaders, operators and supervisors of pressure vessel operation.
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The Preliminary Safety Analysis Report shall include
- A diagram of facility organisation showing all proposed positions.

A proposal for a schedule for filling the vacancies.
- A brief account of responsibilities associated with each position.
- The preliminary basic training and working experience requirements

related to each position.
- A preliminary training programme describing courses included in

introductory training and arrangements for practical training, and
specifying the duration, participants and organisation responsible
for each training period.

The same items in their final form as well as the requalification
programme is presented in the Final Safety Analysis Report.

Information on the basic training and working experience of those persons
whose positions require a MSc or Engineer's degree is provided in the
supplements enclosed with the application for an operating license (Chapter 11
of the Atomic Energy Statute 75/58)

The duties, authority and responsibility associated with all positions
corresponding to the job titles listed in Section 2 shall be defined in the
ordinance for plant administration.

The IRP shall be notified of training activities in order to enable
supervision of training on a regular basis.

The licensing procedure for shift leaders and operators is presented in
Guide YVL 1.6 and for the supervisor of pressure vessel operation in Guide YVL
3.0.
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Federal Republic of Germany
QUALIFICATION GUIDELINES FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERSONNEL

Promulgated by the Federal Minister
of the Interior
on April 4, 1984 - RS I 7 - 513 831/2 -

Under Sec. 7, para. (2), subpara. 1 of the Atomic Energy Act
as amended and promulgated on October 31, 1976 (Bundesgesetz-
blatt I, p. 3053), at last amended by law on August 2O, 198O
(Bundesgesetzblatt I, p. 1556), a license under Sec. 7 of this
Act may only be granted if, among other things, the persons
responsible for the construction of the plant and management
and supervision of its operation possess the requisite tech-
nical qualification.

Under Sec. 3, para. (1) subpara. 4 of the Nuclear Licensing
Procedures Ordinance as amended on March 31, 1982 (Bundesgesetz-
blatt I, p. 411), the application for the issuance of a license
or partial license under Sec. 7 of the Atomic Energy Act shall
be accompanied in particular by such statements as will enable
an examination of the technical qualification of the persons
responsible for the construction of the plant and the management
and supervision of its operation.

With respect to the examination of the statements to be made
by the applicant under Sec. 7, para. (2) , subpara. 1 of the
Atomic Energy Act and Sec. 3, para. (1), subpara. 4 of the
Nuclear Licensing Procedures Ordinance and concerning the re-
quisite technical qualification of the persons responsible for
the construction of the plant and the management and super-
vision of its operation, the "Guideline Relating to the Proof
of the Technical Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel"
of May 17, 1979 has so far served as a basis for the state
licensing and supervisory authorities in charge of the enforcement
of the Atomic Energy Act. This Guideline has now been reviewed
in the light of new knowledge, with respect to the initial
professional qualification of shift supervisors based on the
experiences gained within the last five years and based on the
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discussions and consultations of the working group "Reactor
Safety and Radiation Protection", of the Board for the Interior
of the Federal Diet" and the consultations of the Advisory
committee on Reaktor Safegards (RSK)

In the Federal States Committee for Nuclear Energy, the state
licensing and supervisory authorities in charge of the execu-
tion of the Atomic Energy Act and the Federal Minister of the
Interior have agreed on April 4, 1984 to apply uniformly the
"Guideline Relating to the Proof of the Technical Qualification
of Nuclear Power Ptant Personnel", as amended on April 4, 1984,
in licensing and supervisory processes for nuclear power plants,
as a basis for the examination of the statements the applicant
has to make with respect to the required technical qualification,

Guideline Relating to the Proof of Technical Qualification of
Nuclear Power Plant Personnel of April, 4, 1984_________________
Table of Contents

1. Principles
1.1 Legal Bases
1.2 Scope of Application
1.3 Organization Chart
1.3.1 Plant Managers
1.3.2 Departmental or Section Managers
1.3.3 Responsible Shift Personnel
1.3.4 Radiological Protection Officers

2. Proof of Technical Qualification
2.1 Minimum Requirements for Technical Training and

Practical Experience
2.1.1 Plant Managers
2.1.2 Departmental °r Section Managers
2.1.3 Responsible Shift Personnel
2.1.4 Radiological Protection Officers
2.1.5 Exceptional Cases
2.1.5.1 Technical Training
2.1.5.2 First-Time Commissioning of Plants
2.1.5.3 Shift Supervisors
2.1.6 Manufacturer's Commissioning Personnel
2.2 Examination of Technical Qualification
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3. Examination Regulations
3.1 Board of Examiners
3.2 Application for the Oral Examination
3.3 Scope and Implementation of the Examination
3.3.1 Written Examination
3.3.2 Oral Examination
3.3.3 Decision on the Result of the Examination
3.3.4 Reexamination
3.4 Admission

4. Preservation of Technical Qualification

1. Principles

1.1 Legal Bases
Under Sec. 7, para. (2), subpara. 1 of the Atomic Energy
Act, a license for the operation of a nuclear power plant
may only be granted if the persons responsible for the
construction of the plant and the management and super-
vision of its operation possess the requisite technical
qualification.

Under Sec. 3, para. (1), subpara. 4 of the Nuclear Licens-
ing Procedures Ordinance, the application for the issu-
ance of a license under Sec. 7 of the Atomic Energy Act
shall be accompanied in particular by such statements as
will enable an examination of the technical qualification
of the persons responsible for the construction of the
plant and the management and supervision of its operation.

1 . 2 Scope of Application
The present Guideline is applied in the determination of
the technical qualification of the nuclear power plant

The requirements for the proof of the technical quali-
fication of the personnel of research reactors having
a thermal output of more than 50 kW as well as the re-
quirements for the necessary knowledge of the persons
otherwise engaged in the operation of such an installa-
tion under Sec. 7, para. (2), subpara. 2 of the Atomic
Energy Act and the requirements for the proof of such
knowledge will be laid down in separate guidelines.
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personnel specified in Subsecs. 1.3.1 through 1.3.4. The
Guideline is applied analogously in the determination of
the technical qualification of the personnel of ship
reactors. Its application to experimental and training
reactors of a thermal output of less than 5O kW will
depend on the responsible licensing or supervisory autho-
ritiy's decision of the merits of the case concerned.

1.3 Organization Chart

2)For each nuclear power plant, the applicant has to
prepare an organization chart and to submit it to the
responsible licensing or supervisory authority showing
the assignment of major tasks and responsibilities to the
nuclear power plant personnel and in particular the classi-
fication of each member of the personnel in one of the
following categories to which this Guideline relates:

1.3.1 Plant Managers

Plant Managers are members of the plant personnel who
are responsible for the safe operation of the entire
plant, in particular for compliance with the provisions
of the Atomic Energy Act and the terms and conditions of
the nuclear license, and for the cooperation of all Depart-
mental or Section Managers.

1.3.2 Departmental or Section Managers

Departmental or Section Managers are members of the plant
personnel who manage the technical departments or sections
of these departments and who are authorized to issue in-
structions to the staff of their department or section.

2)' The term "applicant" as used in this Guideline shall
designate the person who applies for a license under
Sec. 7, para. (1) or para. (5) of the Atomic Energy
Act or the licensee.
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Only in exceptional cases the Plant Manager or the Depart-
mental or Section Managers of the Operation Department
conduct direct interference with the operation of the
plant.

1.3.3 Responsible Shift Personnel3^

The task of the Responsible Shift Personnel is the un-
interrupted attendance to the nuclear power plant dur-
ing specified normal operation and under incident condi-
tions within the frame of the existing operating in-
structions and the respective schedule of operation.

The term "Responsible Shift Personnel" as used in this
Guideline shall include:

1.3.3.1 Shift Supervisors and Deputy Shift Supervisors

Shift Supervisors are shift-going members of the plant
personnel who operate the plant within a given frame
and who are in particular authorized to issue instruc-
tions to the members of their respective shifts.

Deputy Shift Supervisors are shift-going members of the
plant personnel who attend to the tasks of the Shift
Supervisor during the latter's short-term absence from
the control room of the nuclear power plant.

1.3.3.2 Reactor Operators

Reactor Operators are members of the plant personnel
who operate and supervise the nuclear steam supply sys-
tem and the associated auxiliary nuclear systems within
the frame of the instuctions issued to them by the Shift
Supervisor or Deputy Shift Supervisor.

' Each shift shall have a Shift Supervisor and - to
ensure qualified responsible representation - a
Deputy Shift Supervisor and at least one Reactor
Operator. One Shift Supervisor or one Deputy Shift
Supervisor as well as at least one Reactor Operator
shall be permanently present in the control room
of the nuclear power plant.
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41.3.4 Radiological Protection Officers

Radiological Protection Officers are members of the
plant personnel who have been appointed in writing by
the applicant as the person responsible for radiolo-
gical protection as defined in Sec. 29, para. (1) of
the Radiological Protection Ordinance. The appointment
is based on Sec. 29, para. (2) of the Radiological
Protection Ordinance and shall include a written defini-
tion of their in-plant authorities.

2. Proof of Technical Qualification

The proof of the adequate technical qualification of
the persons specified in Subsecs. 1.3.1 through 1.3.4
shall be furnished to the responsible licensing and
supervisory authority by means of
- a presentation of documents evidencing the sufficiency
of technical training and practical experience,

and, with respect to Shift Supervisiors,
Deputy Shift Supervisors and Reactor Operators, in
addition by means of

- a written and oral examination of the technical quali-
fication at the plant as specified in Sec. 3.

A Radiological Protection Officer whose in-plant
authority shall refer to measures under Sec. 36,
Sec. 46, para. (1), Sec. 57, para. (2) of the Radio-
logical Protection Ordinance and - in the event of
imminent danger or in cases specified in Sec. 36 of
the Radiological Protection Ordinance - decisions
under Sec. 5O, para. (1) of the Radiological Protec-
tion Ordinance, shall be permanently present at the
plant. Further details may be provided for in inter-
nal regulations.
Unless the function of the Radiological Protection
Officer is assigned to the Plant Manager, the Depart-
mental or Section Manager in the Operation Depart-
ment or the Shift Supervisor, the extent of such
Radiological Protection Officer's authority to issue
instructions to the Responsible Shift Personnel shall
be laid down in writing within the frame of the in-plant authority.
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2.1 Minimum Requirements for Technical Training and Prac-
tical Experience

2.1.1 Plant Managers

Plant Managers shall furnish proof of
a) graduation from a state or state-recognized univer-

sity, professional college or engineers'college (con-
ferring the German degree of "Ing. grad.") in an
engineering or mathematic-scientific line,

b) the required knowledge of nuclear physics, reactor
physics, reactor engineering, reactor safety, radiolo-
gical protection, fire protection, industrial safety,
nuclear law, regulatory directions concerning the
plant and its operation as well as of the codes and
guidelines to the extent they refer to the activities
of the manager of the applicant's nuclear power plant,

c) the required knowledge of the layout of the appli-
cant's nuclear power plant and its behavior during
normal operation and incidents, of the operating in-
structions existing at the plant,and in particular of
the alarm plan and the safety specifications ',

d) at least two years of practical experience as a De-
partmental or Section Manager at a nuclear power plant
and in addition - in case these two years do not include
at least one year of practical experience as a Depart-
mental or Section Manager in the Operation Depart-
ment - one year of practical experience in the Opera-
tion Department of a nuclear power plant.

5) see "Guidelines Concerning the Requirements for Safety
Specifications for Nuclear Power Plants"(Published
in the Gemeinsames Ministerialblatt 1976, p. 199)
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2.1.2 Departmental or Section Managers

Departmental or Section Managers shall furnish proof of

a) graduation from a state or state-recognized univer-
sity, professional college or engineers' college (con-
ferring the German degree of "Ing. grad.") in a line
in keeping with their respective tasks,

b) the required knowledge of nuclear physics, reactor
physics, reactor engeneering, reactor safety, radiolo-
gical protection, fire protection, industrial safety,
nuclear law, regulatory directions concerning the
plant and its operation as well as of the codes and
guidelines to the extent they refer to the respective
activities of the Departmental or Section Manager at
the applicant's nuclear power plant,

c) the required knowledge of the layout of the appli-
cant's nuclear power plant and its behavior during
normal operation and incidents, of the operating in-
structions existing at that plant and in particular
of the alarm plan and the safety specifications,

d) their ability to determine and cause the implementa-
tion of the actions required in their respective de-
partment or section for the safe operation pf the
plant and the assurance of safety in the case of
events which are important to safety,

e) at least three years of practical experience in the
respective departments or sections or as Shift Super-
visor at a nuclear power plant if they apply for the
position of a Departmental or Section Manager in the
Operation Department, and at least one year of prac-
tical experience in the departments or sections of a
nuclear power plant if they apply for the position of
a Departmental or Section Manager in other departments,

Deputy Plant Managers and Deputy Departmental or Sec-
tion Managers shall furnish proof that they meet the
same minimum requirements as those members of the plant
personnel for whom they act as deputies.
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2.1.3 Responsible Shift Personnel

2.1.3.1 Shift Supervisors and Deputy Shift Supervisors

a) Shift Supervisors, shall furnish proof of graduation
from a state or state-recognized professional college
or engineers' college (conferring the German degree
of "Ing. grad.") in a line in keeping with their
respective tasks.

Deputy Shift Supervisors shall at least furnish proof
of training as a technician including a state or
state-recognized final examination or the passing of
the examination for the master's certificate in a line
in keeping with their respective tasks.

Both Shift Supervisors and Deputy Shift Supervisors
shall furnish proof of

b) a specialized nuclear training,

c) the required knowledge ' in the fields of nuclear
physics, reactor physics, reactor engineering, reac-
tor safety, radiological protection, fire protection,
industrial safety and nuclear law,

d) the required knowledge of the layout of the appli-
cant's nuclear power plant and its behavior during
normal operation and incidents, of the operating in-
structions existing at that plant and in particular
of the alarm plan and the safety specifications and -
to the extent they refer to the activities of the
Shift Supervisor - of the codes and guidelines,

The required knowledge in the fields of nuclear
physics, reactor physics, reactor engineering,
reactor safety, radiological protection, fire pro-
tection, industrial safety and nuclear law may be
furnished e.g. by the submission of certificates
evidencing the successful attendance of adequate
lectures and/or courses in the nuclear field.
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e) their ability to determine and carry out or cause
the implementation of the actions required for the
safe control of the plant as well as the assurance of
safety in the case of events which are important to
safety

f) at least one and a half year of practical experience
at a nuclear power plant including at least half a
year of practical experience as a Reactor Operator
(see subpara. 2.].3.2 f) at the applicant's nuclear
power plant.

2.1.3.2 Reactor Operators

Reactor Operators shall furnish proof of

a) training as a technician including a state or state-
recognized final examination or the passing of the
examination for a master's certificate or at least a
journeyman's certificate as defined in the German
Handicraft Code or a completed training as a skilled
worker in a technical line or as a power plant
worker in the line of nuclear engineering,

b) a specialized nuclear training,

c) the required knowledge ' in accordance with sub-
para. 2.1.3.1 c) to the extent it refers to the
activities of a Reactor Operator at the applicant's
nuclear power plant,

d) the required knowledge in accordance with subpara.
2.1.3.1 d) to the extent it refers to the activi-
ties of a Reactor Operator at the applicant's nuc-
lear power plant,

e) the ability to determine and carry out the actions
required for the safe control of the nuclear steam
supply system and the associated auxiliary nuclear

see Footnote 6)
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systems as well as for the assurance of safety in
the case of events which are important to safety,

f) at least one and a half year of practical experi-
8)ence in the operation of a nuclear power plant

as well as half a year of practical experience in
shift operation at the applicant's nuclear power
plant.

A maximum of half a year of practical experience in
the operation of fossil-fired power plants may be
accepted as part of the practical experience as de-
fined in subpara. 2.1.3.2. f) above.

2.1.4 Radiological Protection Officers9*

Radiological Protection Officers shall furnish proof of

a) adjusted to the in-plant authority laid down in writ-
ing as required in Sec. 29, para. (2) of the Radiolo-
gical Protection Ordinance, a graduation from a state
or state-recognized professional college or engineers'
college (conferring the German degree of "Ing. grad."),
or at least -.training as a technician including a
state or state-recognized final examination in a line
in keeping with their respective task, or the passing
of the examination for a master's certificate in a
technical line,

b) adjusted to the in-plant authority laid down in
writing as required in Sec. 29, para. (2) of the Radio-
logical Protection Ordinance, a training in radiologi-
cal protection, prevention of incidents and radiologi-
cal protection law,

Q\1 Essential stages are e.g. reactor plant, auxiliary
nuclear systems, measuring and control facilities,
electrical facilities, radiological protection.

9' see Sec. 6, para. (1), subpara. 2; Sec. 29, para. (3),
subpara. 2 and para. (4); and Sec. 31, para. (2) of the
Radiological Protection Ordinance.
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c) adjusted to the in-plant authority laid down in
writing as required in Sec. 29, para. (2) of the
Radiological Protection Ordinance, knowledge and abi-
lities as required in subparas. 2.1.3.1 c), d) und e)
with respect to the plant and the environment,

d) at least one and a half year of practical experience
in radiological protection including at least half a
year at a nuclear power plant.

The licensing or supervisory authority may accept less
practical experience than specified in subpara. 2.1.4 d)
above provided this does not conflict with the scope
of the in-plant authority laid down in writing.

2.1.5 Exceptional Cases

2.1.5.1 Technical Training
Deviations from the requirements for technical train-
ing as specified in Subsecs. 2.1.t through 2.1.4 may
be accepted if it is demonstrated to the responsible
licensing or supervisory authority that the correspond-
ing knowledge has been acquired in different way (e.g.
required additional training may have been part of major
training; cooperation in the planning, construction and
commissioning of the respective plant; successful com-
pletion of training courses that have been recognized
as equivalent).

2.1.5.2 First-Time Commissioning of Plants
In the case of the first-time commissioning of plants
the responsible licensing or supervisory authority may
accept exemptions from the requirements of practical
experience if this is justified by special precautions
or the kind of the activity in question. As a matter
of principle, however, the acquisition of adequate prac-
tical knowledge of the plant concerned is a requirement
that cannot be waived.
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2.1.5.3 Shift Supervisors
a) Persons who have taken up their activities as shift

supervisors before January 1, 1984 , neet not ful-
fill the requirements pursuant to subpara 2.1.5.3, b)
(shift operations engineer). Proof of such assingment
has to be submitted by January 1, 1984.

The assignment of a shift operations engineer may be
waived if the shift supervisor concerned has taken
up his activity before January 1, 1979 , and the
competent supervisory authority confirms shift super-
visor's qualification.

b) Engineers who have been appointed shift operations en-
gineers shall be responsible for the safe operation of
the plant during specified normal operation, incidents
and other safety-related events and shall be entitled
to issue instructions to the shift supervisor and the
deputy shift supervisor. When on duty as shift opera-
tions engineers, they shall be constantly present in
the plant, shall be kept informed about the operating
state of the plant in compliance with their level of
responsibility and shall be directly available through
a staff locator system on a standby basis if they are
absent from the control room. A rest room near the
control room shall be available to them for the time
of their standby duty.

On the basis of the organization chart pursuant to Sec.
1.3, it has to be proved to the competent licensing or
supervisory authority that the requirements of subpara. 1
have been fulfilled. Said proof shall also include the
plant regulations which ensure that the shift operations
engineer will be called in time if unexpected deviations
from specified normal operation occur.

10) also cf. Sec. 3.4
11) see Footnote 1O
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Shift operations engineers shall

aa) fulfill at least the requirements pursuant to
subpara. 2.1.3.1 a), para. 1 and b) through e),

bb) have passed the shift supervisor's examination of
qualification pursuant to Sec. 3,

cc) prove that they have at least two years of practi-
cal experience in the Operation Department of the
plant and, in addition, at least one year of prac-
tical experience in the shift operation of the plant,
including at least six months of practical experience
as shift supervisor.

As a transitional regulation, proof of such practical expe-
rience in shift operation may be submitted until January 1,
1986, in justified exceptional cases. The provisions of
Sec. 2.2 shall also apply to shift operations engineers.
With respect to the measures for the maintenance of quali-
fication pursuant to Sec. 4, the tasks of the shift opera-
tions engineer shall be given particular consideration.

c) Further exceptions may be allowed by the competent licens-
ing or supervisory authority in agreement with the Federal
Minister of the Interior.

2.1.6 Manufacturer's Commissioning Personnel

As a matter of principle, the manufacturer's commission-
ing personnel will have to meet the same requirements
with respect to technical qualification as the licensee's
plant personnel. In particular, the provisions of Sec.
2.2 have also to be applied to the manufacturer's shift
personnel during the commissioning phase. The examina-
tion of technical qualification should preferably be
held on the occasion of a change of plant by the manu-
facturer's shift personnel. Each member of the shift
personnel has to undergo the complete examination of
technical qualification in accordance with Sec. 3 unless
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he has already passed an examination in conformity with
the present Guideline. In the event of further changes
of plants the licensing or supervisory authority may
waive a new examination of technical qualification if
there are no essential differences in the design of
the plants concerned and if the respective member of the
shift personnel continues his previous function.

If manufacturer's candidates for the position of Shift
Supervisor or Deputy Shift Supervisor do not have at
least half a year of practical experience as Reactor
Operators, the required practical experience may be
substituted by at least one and a half year of participa-
tion in the operation or commissioning of comparable
plants or of the plant in question where the candidate
is to assume first-time sole responsibility as a Shift
Supervisor or Deputy Shift Supervisor. The duration of
such participation in the commissioning of the plant
in question shall be at least six months.

In this context/ it has to be demonstrated to the re-
sponsible licensing or supervisory authority on a case-
by-case basis that the following conditions had been
met:

a) the area of the candidate's tasks and responsibilities
has corresponded for at least six months (nonnuclear
commissioning or operation) to that of a Shift Super-
visor or Deputy Shift Supervisor,

b) the candidate has participated for at least six months
in nuclear operating or commissioning phases,

c) the candidate has received at least one month of in-
struction with respect to the tasks of a Reactor
Operator (e.g. simulator training),

d) the candidate has at least graduated from a state or
state-recognized professional college or engineers'
college (conferring the German degree of "Ing. grad.").
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2.2 Examination of Technical Qualification

Shift Supervisors, Deputy Shift Supervisors and Reactor
Operators shall have passed the examination under Sec. 3
below if they are to assume first-time sole responsibi-
lity in the respective position. The examination shall
be repeated if the Shift Supervisor, Deputy Shift Super-
visor or Reactor Operator has not performed his respec-
tive function for more than fifteen months. The fifteen-
month term shall be deemed to have been interrupted if
at least one month of work is performed in the respec-
tive position. The responsible licensing or supervisory
authority may accept limitations of the scope of the
examination under Sec. 3 below if this is justified by
the kind of activity within the term of fifteen months.

In the event of a change of job, in particular to a
nuclear power plant that is not of a comparable type,
proof of practical knowledge of the new plant and of
fundamentals that may be required in addition shall be
furnished by an examination under Sec. 3 below after
at least six months of familiarization on the new job
even if the change did not involve any change in func-
tion. The responsible licensing or supervisory authority
may accept limitations of the scope of the examination
if this is justified by the relevant professional ex-
perience of the person concerned.

3. Examination Regulations

3 .1 Board of Examiners

The Board of Examiners shall hold the oral examination
under Subsec. 3.2.2. As a rule, its members are

- Nominees of the applicant:
three members of the categories of persons specified
in Subsecs. 1.3.1 through 1.3.4 including two from the
applicant's plant;
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- Associates:
- one representative of the responsible licensing or
supervisory authority and

- two experts consulted by the responsible licensing
or supervisory anthority including one from Gesell-
schaft für Reaktorsicherheit mbH (GRS).

One of the applicant's nominees acts as Chairman. The
Board of Examiners will be competent to take a decision
if the three nominees of the applicant, the respresen-
tative of the authority and one further associate are
present.

3.2 Application for the Oral Examination

The applicant notifies the responsible licensing or
supervisory authority in time of its intention to hold
an examination for the proof of the technical qualifi-
cation of Responsible Shift Personnel. Such notification
shall include the designation of the applicant's nominees
for the Board of Examiners. This application has to be
accompanied by the following documents in triplicate:
- all necessary personal data of the candidate, a de-
scription of his training (training program) and his
professional career, an evaluation of his previous
performance;

- certificates or testimonials which are suited as evi-
dence that the requirements under Subsec. 2.1.3 have
been met;

- an exact description of the scope of the tasks to be
assigned to the candidate;

- the questions put in the course of the in-plant writ-
ten examination of technical qualification under Sub-
sec. 3.3.1; the examination papers and their evalua-
tion; and the total result of the written examination;

- a compilation of the complexes intended for the prac-
tical/technical part of the oral examination of techni-
cal qualification under Subsec. 3.3.2; and

- a proposal for the date of the oral examination.
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3.3 Scope and Implementation of the Examination

The examination of technical qualification consists of
a written part and an oral part. The contents of either
part shall be fixed in accordance with the "Guideline
Relating to the Content of the Examination of the Techni-
cal Qualification of Responsible Shift Personnel at
Nuclear Power Plants" (published in the Gemeinsames
Ministerialblatt 1973, p. 431).

3.3.1 Written Examination

The written examination serves to furnish proof of ad-
equate knowledge of fundamentals and of adequate plant-
specific knowledge in the following areas:
- fundamentals of nuclear physics;
- reactor physics and reactor engineering;
- reactor safety;
- fundamentals of radiological protection, fire protec-
tion and industrial safety;

- legal bases;
- layout and behavior of the applicant's plant during
normal operation and incidents;

- existing operating instructions, in particular alarm
plan and safety specifications;

- codes and guidelines

The written examination takes place on an in-plant
basis. The responsible licensing or supervisory au-
thority has to be informed about the questions and the
result of the examination according to Sec. 3.2. The
successful conclusion of the written examination is
a condition for the admission to the oral examination.

3.3.2 Oral Examination

The applicant and the responsible licensing or super-
visory authority agree upon contents and scope of the
oral examination. The oral examination consists of a
general part and a practical/technical part.
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The general part of the oral examination serves to fur-
nish proof of adequate knowledge of fundamentals and
is considered as a supplement to the evaluation of the
written examination under Subsec. 3.3.1. The respon-
sible licensing or supervisory authority may accept
limitations of the scope of the general part of the oral
examination if this is justified by the result of the
written examination.

The practical/technical part of the oral examination
serves to furnish proof of adequate plant-specific
knowledge and of the ability to determine and carry
out or cause the implementation of the actions required
for the safe control of the plant and the assurance of
safety in the case of events which are important to
safety. This part comprises an inspection of the plant
including an interrogation of the candidate as well as
a comprehensive and complete analysis and description
of selected plant states, the required actions and the
anticipated behavior of the plant '. The practical/
technical part of the oral examination cannot be waived.

An examination at a simulator shall be carried out if
possible,

3.3.3 Decision on the Result of the Examination

Following the oral examination the Board of Examiners
will make a decision and inform the candidate accordingly.

After a joint discussion the Chairman of the Board of
Examiners will propose the result of the examination.
The members of the Board of Examiners will vote upon
the proposal. A positive decision requires a unanimous
vote. A negative decision has to be substantiated.

1 9)' see Sec. 4 of the "Guideline Relating to the Contents
of the Examination of the Technical Qualification
of Responsible Shift Personnel at Nuclear Power
Plants" (Published in the Gemeinsames Ministerial-
blatt 1978, p. 431).
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A report of the course of the oral examination, the
decision on the result of the examination and the
substantiation has to be prepared to be submitted to
the responsible licensing and supervisory authority.

3.3.4 Réexaminâtion
If the examination is not passed a reexamination can
be held at the earliest two months later. The Board
of Examiners decides about the admissibility and the
required scope of the reexamination. The candidate has
to be informed immediately about the scope of the exami-
nation and the scheduled date of the reexamination.

3.4 Admission

The responsible licensing or supervisory authority
makes a decision about the application to admit the can-
didate to the intended function as soon as he has passed
the examination under Sec. 3 and has met all other re-
quirements for such admission. It informes the applicant
immediately in writing.

4. Preservation of Technical Qualification

The licensing requirement for the proof of technical
qualification as it is to be met pursuant to Sec. 7,
para. (2), subpara. 1 of the Atomic Energy Act is at
the same time the basis of the applicant's obligation
to keep the technical qualification of the nuclear power
plant personnel at the required level e.g. by immediate
instruction as to changes of the plant, its operation or
existing operating instructions which are of importance
to the respective activity, by periodic actions for the
preservation of technical qualification and by the
attendance of simulator courses. Scope and result of
these actions for the preservation of technical qualifi-
cation have to be proved to the responsible supervisory
authority 13).

13) see "Guideline Relating to Programs for the Preserva-
tion of the Technical Qualification of Responsible
Shift Personnel at Nuclear Power Plants" (Published
in the Gemeinsames Ministerialblatt 1979, p. 238).
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Hungary
QUALIFICATION AND EXAMINATION REQUIREMENTS*

The requirements for a reactor operator (taken from Appendix Wo. 2 of the
nuclear power training regulations) are:

Scope of activity:
Prescribed qualification:
Educational level:

Specialized professional
qualifications:
Necessary pre-
qualifications:
Relevant professional
practice and training in
the operating IMPP:

Initial practice on
simulator:
Obligatory examinations
prescribed by rules:

Examinations in special
fields :

Reactor operator
Reactor operator of nuclear power plant
Minimum: technician; suggested: production
engineer, engineer

Minimum probation period: 2 years

Qualifying examination
for suitability:
Continuing qualifying
examination:
Continuing training:
Continuing simulator
training:

Examination in reactor technology, reactor
operator's examination

Chief field operator in primary circuit

Work as chief field operator:
min. 3 months
Practical training in the control room:
6 months
Secondary reactor operator (after
acquiring license): 1 month

1 month

Labour safety
Safety techniques regulation of I\IPP
Radiation protection regulation of NPP
Power Station regulations

Electrical
I & C
Reactor physics
Knowledge of equipment and systems

Official qualifying examination

Every 2 years
96 lessons per year (one shift a month)

80 lessons (10x8) per year.

* Excerpt from Hungarian Regulations for Reactor Operators
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Appendix Q

QUESTIONNAIRES FOR TRAINEE EVALUATION OF TRAINING PROGRAMMES

(Examples taken from:
Canada, Czechoslovakia, Finland, France, United Kingdom)

Canada
TRAINING COURSE EVALUATION (Ontario Hydro)

ENTC
POLICIES & PROCEDURES

Subject:
Effective Date;

TRAINING COURSE EVALUATION
March 1987

ENTC-P&P-1-3

1.0 SCOPE

This policy applies to all staff who have any responsibility to deliver
training programs.

2.0 GOVERNING PRINCIPLE

This policy is intended to provide constructive feedback from the
trainees that may be used to make the delivery of training more
effective.

3.0 PROCEDURE
3.1 The instructor should obtain from Reception a sufficient number of

evaluation forms for the group of trainees (Form 820157,
Appendix A).

3.2 The instructor should decide if there are any supplementary
questions that he/she would like to include in spaces 22/23 or
27 A/B.

3.3 At the end of each training course the evaluation forms should be
completed by the trainees and returned to the instructor.

3.4 The instructor will complete the processing request form (820180,
Appendix B). The processing request form together with the
evaluation forms are forwarded to the Supervisor/Training
Officer. The Supervisor/Training Officer will sign the "verified
by" section and forward the forms to the Manager's secretary who
will in turn forward them to CNTD.

3.5 CNTD will process the evaluations and generate a course summary
report which is returned to the Manager, forwarded to the
Training/Technical Superintendent who in turn forwards the summary
to the Supervisor/Training Officer. The Supervisor should discuss
the evaluations with the appropriate instructor.
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ENTC
POLICIES & PROCEDURES

Subject :

Effec t ive Date:
TRAINING COURSE EVALUATION

March 1987

ENTC-P&P-1-3

3.6 The secretary at ENTC will keep copies of the course summary
reports, semi-annual reports and year-end reports on file.

4.0 RATIONALE

4.1 This process should confirm the information that already exists
concerning the specific program delivery system.

4.2 The comments section of this evaluation form may have some good
ideas for program improvement.

4.3 The use of this communications vehicle ensures that senior
management staff are aware of the shortcomings of specific
programs and can allocate resources for their improvement if
appropriate.

Prepared ar>d
Reviewed by: ____________________ Date:

Training Superintendent
Eastern Nuclear Training Centre

Approved by: _______________________ Date:
Manager
Eastern Nuclear Training Centre
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Appendix A NXC-P&P-1-3

course evaluation
(standard short form)

PART I: Please fill in your responses to the following questions.

1 Course name: _______________________________ J
2 Course number:
3 Date: ______
4 Instructor/facilitator:

PART II: Respond to the following statement by marking the appropriate
mark-sense area to the right

5 What is your job family? (Darken a box to the right)
1. M&P 2. Operator 3. Maintainer 4. Technician 5. Other

PART III: Respond to each of the following statements by marking the appropriate
mark-sense area to the right of each statement

Marks should be made clearly
The statements below represent the key elements which can influence the
effectiveness of a training course. Please indicate if you Strongly Agree (SA),
Agree (A), Disagree (D), or Strongly Disagree (SD) with the following statements M
about this course. If a statement is not appropriate for this course, mark (NA).

For me, the: SA A o so NA

6 course instructor/facilitator was effective.

7 written/prepared materials were effective.

8 audio-visual aids were helpful.

9 practice built into the course was effective.

10 group discussion/participation was useful.

11 checkouts and/or assignments were appropriate.

12 self-study time available was sufficient

13 course objectives were clearly stated.

14 course was more difficult than most I have taken.

15 time allowed for the course was too short

16 course content was relevant to my current job.

17 course content was relevant to my career.

18 other participants attitudes and conduct were good.

19 facilities were adequate for learning.

20 course motivated me to do my best work.

21 overall quality of the course was good.

22
23 TUftN OVER B*

•̂
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PART IV: Pleas« fill in your response to the following question«.

24 What was the most valuable part of this course for you?

25 What was of least value to you in this course?

26 We would appreciate any constructive suggestions you can offer for
improving this course.

NOT
USE
THIS
AREA

27 (This space is for writing your answer to any extra questions your
instructor may ask you to comment on.)

A.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INPUT
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Appendix B
ENTC-P&P-1-3

820180
new 33-04 course evaluation (standard short form)

processing request
1. course

number

2. date of
evaluation

3. instructor's
name

4. location

5. presentation
format

6. number of
participants

7. number
submitted

8. date
submitted

verified
by

where course was jiven

| | nearly all self-study

j^j about Vi self-study and % classroom

| | nearly all classroom instruction

Qj other (specify)

approximate number of participants from each job family

M&P operators maintainers technicians

number of evaluation forms submitted

date submitted to CNTD/TDS for processing

for CNTD/TDS use only

received

date
sent

date
returned

date
report
sent

notes

sent to data entry on

returned to us on

report sent to loc. rep. on
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Czechoslovakia
EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTOR/LECTURER PERFORMANCE

AT FUNDAMENTAL COURSES

RECORD SHEET FROM ATTENDANCE. AT A LECTURE

1. Course number

2. Phase of training
3. Professional specialisation
4. Type of training unit
5. Lecturer's number Name of the lecturer ........
6. Subject number Subject ........
7. Auditor's number Warne of the auditor ........
8. Professional orientation
9. Date of attendance
10. Type of attendance

- one theme 1-6
- complex 9

11. Form of attendance
- individual 1
- team 2

PREPARATION OF AUDITOR FOR AlTENDANCE AT A LECTURE

12. Interview with the training engineer to elucidate the objective,
forms, methods, etc of the lecture (or training unit - TU).

13. Acquaintance with syllabus and organisational and survey sheets of
the subject prior to attendance.
The lecturer used the following TU-~type on the basis of the main
objective :
- TU for acquiring the new knowledge
- TU for practising and strengthening acquired knowledge

(consultation)
- TU for verification, check-up and evaluation of skills

(examination).

INSTRUCTOR PREPARATION

14. Has he prepared his own
lesson?

superficial good excellent
- Contents: 2 4 6 ,
- Delivery ; 1 2 4 .
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OBJECTIVES OF THE TRAINING UWIT (LECTURE)
15. Familiarization of students with TU objectives 0-1
16. Fomulation of the TU objective according to the 0-1

organizational and survey sheets of the TU
17. Fulfillment of the TU objective 0-8

TECHNICAL ASPECT OF THE TRAINING UNIT
18. Familiarization of students with TU syllabus 0-1
19. Compliance of TU syllabus with the organizational

and survey sheet 0-1
Difference (put down in detail):.......................

20. Professional level of explanation (to be filled in by
instructors only)
Subject matter is formulated:
- adequately (i.e. according to the requirements on 0-2
professional ability of the members of the
professional group)

- consistently (i.e. internally structured according 0-2
to the linking of higher objectives with lower ones)

- unambiguously (formulated in such a way that it does 0-2
not permit ambiguous interpretation of its sense)

- controllably (formulated in such a way that it is 0-2
possible to determine whether the objective was reached)

EDUCATIONAL ASPECT OF THE TRAINING UWIT
21. The methods used were:

- adequate to the TU type 0-1
- adequate to the contents 0-1
- delivery effectiveness 0-1
- stimulating students 0-1
- progressive (methods of problem and program teaching) 0-1

22. Organization of the TU
- the lecturer used a TU structure that was adequate 0-1

to the objective, contents and type of TU
- effectively utilized the time of the TU 0-1
- the lecturer applies the feedback in the process of
the TU
- control of knowledge in the initial phase of the TU 0-1
- running control of knowledge 0-1
- final control of acquired knowledge 0-1

23. Respecting of generally valid requirements
(t ra i n i ng principles) in the process of training.
These principles are:
- adequacy (respecting the specific character 0-1
of adult training and learning)
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- consistency (logical procedure of 0-1
explanation)

- durability (utilization of logical 0-1
memory and experience of adults)

- linking of theory with practice 0-1
- objective teaching 0-1

24. Training materials
- use of commonly available training aids 0-1
- use of one's own training aids 0-1
-- use of training equipment/time...
- suitability of aids choice from the point of view of 0-1
objective training and understandability

- suitability of technical aids use from the aspect of
the
. training appropriateness 0-1
. activity and attention of students 0-1

PERSONALITY OF THE INSTRUCTOR

25. Level of behaviour and performance of instructor
during the training process/pedagogical act
- very good 3 1-3
- good 2
- poor 1

26. Level of language culture and understandability
- very good 3 1-3
- good 2
- poor 1

27. Level of instructor dependence on preparation
- creativity and readiness (preparation represents only 1-3
a certain "strategy of teaching") 3

- medium level of dependence 2
- complete dependence (he reads the text) 1

TRAINING UNIT VERIFICATION, CHECK-UP AND EVALUATION OF ACQUIRED KNOWLEDGE,
SKILLS AND ATTITUDES (EXAMINATION)

28. Kind: ....................
29. Form: ....................
30. Aids: ....................
31. Duration (for one student)
32. Number of tasks: .........
33. The given task was: easy 1 1-3

difficult 2
adequate 3
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34. The given task completely verified the level of acquired 0-3
knowledge, skills and attitudes related to particular
contents/units

35. Effective utilization of time 0-1
36. The examination fulfilled the

function of: - check-up 0-2
- informing and 0-2
controlling

- evaluation 0-2
37. Evaluation and classification were objective, fair 0-1

and complex
38. Creation of favourable working atmosphere 0—1

CONTENTS OF THE TRAIWIWG UNIT

Topic .............
Syllabus of the TU

Training materials and aids used:
reverse projector cable T.V.
slide projector training computer
epidiascope simulator
models operating flow charts

CONCLUSIONS
Assets of the TU:
Shortcomings:
Recommendations, proposals:

OPINION OF THE INSTRUCTOR

(Difficulties in preparing the lesson, conducting the lesson;
shortcomings: organizational, material and technical. Proposals for
improvements and further cooperation).

Auditor (signature) :
Lecturer (signature):
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING IN THE SHEET FROM ATTENDANCE AT A LECTURE

1. Course l\lo. 4 sign. e.g. B-43
2. Phase of training A - phase a - general theoretical course

B - phase b - specialized theoretical course
D - phase d - simulator training
E - phase e - final examinations

3. Professional specialization
01 shift managers
02 primary circuit
03 secondary circuit
04 electrical installation
05 inspection and control of technological processes
06 chemistry
07 dosimetry
08 repairs and maintenance
09 other professional groups

4. Type of training
1.~ theoretical course
2.- examinations
3.- reserve

5. Lecturer No. - according to the Training Centre List
6. Subject No. - according to the Training Centre List
7. Auditor No. - personal number
8. Professional orientation of the auditor

1.- internal training engineers
2.- specialists for individual groups of training
3.— training centre officials
4.- reserve

9. Date DDMMYY 2985 or 020985
2,9.85

10. Type of attendance
- complex 9
- one theme 1-6 (followed points are to be filled)
Training units are basic units into which the training is divided; their

duration is 90 minutes.
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Finland

COURSli EVALUATION

INTERNAL TRAINING

COURSE

INSTRUCTOR. DATE

ASSESSMENT OF COURSE

Overall assessment

Structure

Content

Material (handouts)

Longht

Relevance to duties

Instructor's compétence

Instructor's presentation

General arrangements

Place

The following matters should
dealt with more:

Good

Good

Good

Good

Too long

Good

Good

Good

Good

Adequate

have been

G
G
G!
D
D
D
G
D
D
D

G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G
G

D
G
G

D
G

G
G
G

D G Poor

[7J D Poor

G G poor

G G Poor

Gl G Too short

[H Q Poor

Q Q Poor

G G Poor

G G Poor

1 1 1 1 Inadéquate

The following matters should
dealt with less:

Argument / Remark
(reference number)

G
G
G
G
G
D
G
G
G
G

have been

The structure should be developed as follows:

The course is adequate also to the persons in following positions:

Other remarks (eventual reference to assessment)

Name
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France
COURSE EVALUATION FORM

ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE (EDF)
THERMAL PRODUCTION SECTION Your name (optional):
Training Division Place of work: .....

You have just completed a course. We would be grateful if you would
fill out this evaluation form. All the forms which are returned to us will be
analysed by computer and will be very useful in helping us to adapt the
courses so that they suit requirements better.

In the following questionaire we would like you to fill out the boxes
in the right-hand column by entering the number corresponding to your answer
to each question. Please do not miss any out.

What is the code number of the course which you attended?
Code No. of the course ) National code

) Thermal Production Section code
Starting date of the course: ...............
Location: .................................. (Do not write anything here):

YOUR PERSONAL DETAILS:

1. What is the main specialized area of your work?
Mark the box with the corresponding number taken from the
list below:
1 - Operation
2 - Mechanics and welding
3 - On-off or analogue automatic devices - data processing
4 - High voltages
5 - Physics - Experiments - Chemistry
6 - Administrative - Accounting - Supplies - Stores
7 - Security - Radiation Protection
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8 - General services - Handling
9 - Scheduling - Planning - Documentation
0 - Others

2. Which category does your job fall into? .........
3. How long have you been at the EDF-GDF? _

1 - Less than 5 years
2 - 5-10 years
3 - 10-15 years
4 - More than 15 years

4. Where do you work? _
1 - At a conventional power plant
2 - At a gas-cooled fast-breeder heavy-water nuclear power plant
3 - At a PWR 900 MW nuclear power plant (or nuclear production

centre)
4 - At a PWR 1300 MW nuclear power plant (or nuclear production

centre)
5 - In a regional service
6 - At a training centre, base or unit
7 - At the Central Service, laboratory group (GDL) or operational

technical unit (UTO), etc.
8 - At a regional repair organization (OR1)
9 - Elsewhere

UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES DID YOU GO ON THIS COURSE?

5. In each case, mark the box with number 1 if the sentence is
applicable to you:
- I made a request to go on this course
- This course was suggested to me by my superiors and I

agreed to attend it
- I did not want to go on this course. I was

forced to do so
- I was selected as a last-minute replacement

(less than 2 weeks before the course)
- I had a meeting with my superiors before going on the

course
- I had a meeting with my superiors upon completion of

the course
- I went on this course as part of my training

programme
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6. The advanced information I received about this course was: _
1 - Adequate
2 - Inadequate
3-1 received no information

7. My sources of information were:
- My colleagues _
- My superiors _
- A list of courses _
- The letter I received asking me to attend _

A preparatory meeting _
YOUR EVALUATION OF THE COURSE

8. The accommodation and restaurant facilities were: _
1 - Good on the whole
2 - Mediocre
3 - Very poor

9. The teaching rooms were: _
1 - Functional and well-adapted
2 - Adequate
3 - Unpractical, uncomfortable, unsuitable

10. The general organization of the course was: _
1 - Good, smooth
2 - Average
3 - Poor (muddled, disorganized, etc.)

11. The general atmosphere on the course was: _
1 - Very poor
2 - Mediocre
3 - Neutral
4 - Good
5 - Excellent

12. Relations with the trainers were on the whole: _
1 - Good and co-operative
2 - Good but aloof
3 - Non-existent, mediocre
4 - Bad

13. The quality of the teaching was: _
1 - Excellent
2 - Good on the whole
3 - Uneven, but generally reasonable
4 - Average
5 - Uneven, but generally mediocre
6 - Mediocre
7 - Extremely poor
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14. In relation to your theoretical knowledge, the level of
the course was: _
1 - Very low
2 - Low
3 - Well-suited
4 - High
5 - Much too high

15. In relation to your practical knowledge, the level of the
course was: _
1 - Very low
2 - Low
3 - Well-suited
4 - High
5 - Much too high

16. The duration of the course was: _
1 - Too long because there was too much unecessary

work or repetition
2 - Too long because it was badly organized (slack time)
3 - Appropriate
4 - Appropriate provided some aspects (timetable, allocation

of time, teaching, etc.) are thoroughly reviewed
5 - Too short because the course covered too much
6 - Too short because the course was badly organized (wasted

time which was not made up)
17. The information provided on this course seemed:

1 - Out-of-date
2 - Traditional
3 - Up-to-date
4 - Forward-looking

18. The documentation given to you during the course:
1 - Is adequate and will be useful to you
2 - Will be useful to you but is not comprehensive
3 - Is copious but only contains a few useful things
4 - Will not be at all useful to you
5 - Is non-existent

19. The teaching materials (models, films, etc.) were:
1 - Non-existent
2 - Inadequate
3 - Well-suited
4 - Too much

20. The personal effort which you had to make in following this
course was: _
1 - Very considerable
2 - Average
3 - Not great
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21. For each of the following statements, indicate whether or not
you agree by marking in each box the figure corresponding to your
opinion:
1 - Yes, in every respect
2 - Yes on the whole
3 - Average
4 - Little
5 - »ot at all
6 - No opinion

This course clarified a number of problems which
I am at present encountering in my work _
This course will put me in a better position
to apply to higher level posts or to change jobs _
I acquired considerable
theoretical knowledge on this course _
I acquired considerable general
information on this course _
I acquired considerable practical (non-
theoretical) knowledge on this course _
This course gave me the opportunity to think
about my own performance and that of others _
I learned new working methods on this course _

22. It seems to you that the knowledge you acquired on
this course was: _
1 - Thoroughly and permanently assimilated
2 - Well-assimilated but you fear you may lose it

in time
3 - Not completely assimilated, you will have to

go over it
4 - Poorly assimilated, you would have difficulty in

going over it
5 - Very superficial

23. What you learned on this course: _
1 - You can use immediately
2 - You think you could use in the relatively

near future _
3 - You would have difficulty in using for

organizational reasons
4 - You would have difficulty in using because it

is not really related to your work
5 - You will not use it
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24. With which of the following opinions do you agree most: _
1 - It is a really essential course and all those Who

have the same job as I do should go on it
2 - It is an important, useful course, and I am pleased

that I went on it
3-1 have mixed feelings about this course. The positive

and negative aspects balance each other out
4 - I do not regret having gone on it, but it was not

really necessary
5-1 regret having gone on it. It was a waste of my time

Additional comments:
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France

EVALUATION OF A TRAINING COURSE: DIAGRAMMATIC SUMMARY

GRILLE DE SYNTHESE

STAGE
DATE

Echelle des appréciations

6 : TRES BIEN
1 : TRES INSUFFISANT
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(top right)
TITLE: DIAGRAMATIC SUMMARY

COURSE
DATE

With sheet horizontal, starting from top - clockwise:
OVERALL EVALUATION

CONTENT
Theoretical Practical
ATTAINMENT OF OBJECTIVES
ORGANIZATION
Time Pace
COURSE LEADERSHIP
Teaching Relations with the trainers
DOCUMENTATION
Quality Quantity
PROFESSIONAL USEFULNESS

MOTIVATION
Before During

(bottom right)

EVALUATION SCALE
6: very good
1: very poor
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France
EVALUATION OF A SPECIFIC TRAINING COURSE

RESULT

fi.M
S.M
S.M
4.5»

4.M
3.54

-3.H
2.5«
a.w
1.5«
l.M
•.S»

1 2 3 4 S S 7 8 J 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1
SIftCÏ : H18< STAGE KPESBEHIftL ) \t *4S-ùf - 138g* * * *

GRILLE DE SYNTHESE DU STAGE

A l'issue de cette formation, je suis capable de :

!•) Traduire en équations des schémas logiques combinatoires et séquentielles simples

2*) Connaître et utiliser les bascules

3*) Connaître et utiliser les registres

CRITERIA 4«) Connaître et utiliser les compteurs

5*) Connaître l'utilisation du code BINAIRE

6*) Connaître l'utilisation du code GRAY

7*) Connaître l'utilisation du code AIKEN

8*) Diagnostiquer, localiser un défaut et remettre en service un équipement
à base de logique intégrée

9') Rédiger un compte-rendu technique d'intervention

10 100

Pas du tout capable de : - . Parfaitement capable de :

10 Ne sais pas répondre

100l Ne veux pas répondre
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(Graph)

Results

Course: 5418 (experimental course) 15 January 1988

OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE COURSE

Upon completion of this training I am:
1. Able to translate simple combinational and sequential logic diagrams

into equations
2. Familiar with and able to use flip-flop circuits
3. Familiar with and able to use registers
4. Familiar with and able to use counters
5. Familiar with the utilization of binary code
6. Familiar with the utilization of Gray code
7. Familiar with the utilization of Aiken code
8. Able to diagnose and locate a fault and to repair equipment based on

integrated logic
9. Able to prepare a technical repair report

13 13 13 B ® tU
Completely unable to:—————^ Perfectly able tot

10] I don't know how to reply
100I I don't want to reply
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United Kingdom

NUCLEAR POWER TRAINING CENTRE

PWR Design & Technology Course Module 1

Course Member Record Form

The staff of the Nuclear Power Training Centre are now starting to collect
detailed information for use in more advanced PWR courses to be run in the
future. You may be able to help provide such information and for this reason
we would ask you to complete this form.

Name:-

Course Date:-

Organization & Location:-

Job Title:-

Brief Description of the work you do in connection with PWR.

Telephone (or extension) number:-
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NAME:

JOB TITLE:

COURSE DATES:

Nuclear Power Training Centre

PWR Training Programme

Classroom Module 1
PWR Design and Technology

Course Member's Feedback

We hope that you will enjoy and benefit from this course. In order that we may
evaulate its effectiveness it would be helpful if you would complete the boxes on
the following pages.

For each lesson please complete all boxes and add any comments that you wish
to make, especially where A,D and E have been allocated. For the content
category please add whether a "bad" grading is due to not meeting defined
objectives or whether the objectives were incorrect in your view.

Please use the following key:

Grades for content, presentation and notes

A
B
C
D
E

Excellent
Good
Adequate
Inadequate
Poor

For time allocation

+ » Too much time
0 - About right
- « Not enough

time

Notes to aid completion of boxes:-

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

For each lesson please complete all boxes

Please add any comments you wish to make, especially if an A,D or E
is allocated.

Content (of the lesson)

Presentation

Length (of the lesson)

Notes

assess the subject content in the context of
this course, e.g. are objectives appropriate.

assess the presentation of the information, e.g.
quality of visual aids, instructional techniques.

for the actual content was the allocated time
sufficient.

do the notes cover the lesson content clearly,
concisely and in sufficient detail.
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1. Course Introduction Content Presentation Length Notes

2. Reactor Coolant System Content Presentation Length Notes

3. Reactor Theory I Content Presentation Length Notes

3. Reactor Theory II Content Presentation Length Notes

4. Steam System Content Presentation Length Notes

5. Heat Transfer Content Presentation Length Notes
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6. Turbines and Auxiliaries Content Presentation Length Notes

7. Circulating Water System Content Presentation Length Notes

8. Steam Dump Control System Content Presentation Length Notes

9. Condensate and Feedwater
System

Content Presentation Length Notes

10. Secondary System Chemistry Content Presentation Length Notes
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11. Administration of Nuclear
Power

Content Presentation Length Notes

12. Health Physics
Content Presentation Length Notes

13. Chemical and Volume
Control System

Content Presentation Length Notes

14. Primary System Chemistry Content Presentation Length Notes

IS. Radwaste Management Content Presentation Length Notes
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16. Generator and Auxiliaries Content Presentation Length Notes

17. Control & Instrumentation Content Presentation Length Notes

18. Reactor Protection System Content Présentation Length Notes

Simulator Session Content Presentation Length Notes

19. Design Safety Guidelines
and Introduction to ESF
plant

Content Presentation Length Notes

20. ECCS (Emergency Core
Cooling System)

Content Presentation Length Notes
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21. RHRS/RBSS (Residual
Heat Removal System/
Reactor Building Spray
System)

Content Presentation Length Notes

22. CCW/ESW/RUHS
Component Cooling Water/
Essential Service Water/
Reserve Ultimate Heat Sink

Content Presentation Length Notes

23. Refuelling and Maintenance Content Presentation Length Notes

24. Electrical System Content Presentation Length Notes

Content Presentation Length Notes
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26. EBS/ECS
(Emergency Boration System/
Emergency Charging System)

Content Presentation Length Notes

27. Containment & Ventilation
Systems Content Presentation Length Notes

28. Normal Operation Content Presentation Length Notes

29. Accident Studies Content Presentation Length Notes

30. Construction & Commissioning Content Presentation Length Notes
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Were there suff icient tutor ia l session and periods for self study ?

Are there any changes that you would make to the structure or content of the
course ?

Were any of the course or lesson objectives not met ?

Do you have any criticisms of the joining instructions, your hotel, the canteen or
the Training Centre accommodation ?

What is your overall assessment of the course ?
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Appendix R

SUMMARY OF TRAINING FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT, AND TRAINING ITEMS

(Example taken from: Tepco Nuclear Power Plant Training Center, Japan*)

Control R
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n Facilities and Equipm

ent

Training Facilities and Equipment
ORPV and Reactor Well
o Reactor Internals

Core Shroud, Top Guide, Core Plate,
Feedwater Sparger,
Core Spray Sparger

OFuel Assemblies, Control Rods
Local Power Range Monitors (LPRM)
Jet Pump Assembly

o Refueling Machine
o Overhead-travelling Machine
o Handling Tools for Internals,

Underwater Droplight o Others
o Reactor Pedestal
o Control Rod Drive Replacement Platform
0 Control Rod Drive (CRD)
o Local Power Range Monitoring System (LPRM)
O Source Range Monitoring System and inter-

mediate Range Monitoring System Drive
Unites {SRM. IRM)

o Maintenance Pool for Washing and disman-
tling of Control Rod Drive

C Working Table for Reassembling Parts
O Control Rod Drive Hydraulic Control Unit
©Pump

horizontal eddy Pump (CRD Pump)
horizontal eddy Pump (CUW Pump)
horizontal double-suction centrifugal Pump

(Motor Drive Fire Pump)
Vertical mixed flow Pump (RHRS Pump)
Barrel type Vertical mixed flow Pump

(LP Heater Drain Pump)
Screw Pump (Oil Pump)

c Valve
Motor Operated Valve (Gate Valve 4 B 900 LB)
Hand Operated Valve (Grove Valve 4B 900 LB)
Swing ChecK Valve (4B400LB)
AH quantity Safety Valve (2B 50K)
Others

o Safety Relief Valve

c Compressor

OPLR Pump Mechanical Seal

oPump Mechanical Seal. Bearing, grand
packing, O-ring

0 Non-destructive Inspection Equipment
Ultrasonic testing device
Magnetic testing device
Pipe for non-destructive Inspection
Standard Sample

O Welding Machine

Training Items
o Handling of Refueling Machine
o Replacement of Control Rods
0 Replacement of LPRMs
o Replacement of Jet Pump Assembly
o Decontamination of Reactor Well
o Removal of Serveillance Sample
o Work in Reactor
o Others

o Removal and Reinstallation of CRD
o Replacement of LPRM
o Overhaul and Inspection of

SRM/JRM Drive Units

o Overhaul and Reassembly of CRD
o Operating Test of CRD
o Others

o Overhaul, Inspection and Repair of Pump
o Setting of Pump Mechanical Seal
o Centering of Pump and Motor
o Pre-Operation of Pumps

O Overhaul. Inspection and Repair of Valve
o Adjustment of Valve Drive
o Fitting of Valve
O Replacement of grand packing

o Overhaul, Inspection, Repair and Leakage
Test of Safety Relief Valve

o Overhaul, Inspection and Repair of Compressor
o Replacement, Overhaul and Leakage Test

of PLR Pump Mechanical Seal
O Structure and Handling of Mechanical Seal

and Bearing
o Non-destructive inspection

c Handling of Welding Machine

* The Training Center is located at the Fukushima Daini site, and is used for the training of operators,
plant maintenance staff (who plan and supervise maintenance work) and contractor staff (who execute main-
tenance work).
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GROUND FLOOR

Training Facilities and Equipment
o Metal Clad Switch Gear

Magnetic Blow-out Circuit Breaker (MBB)
Vacuum Circuit Breaker (VCB)

0480 v Power Center (480 v P/C)
oAir Circuit Breaker (ACB)

O Motor cut model
Three-phase Induction Motor

O Constant Voltage Constant Frequency Power
Source (CVCF Panel)

O Mock -up of brush
O Generator Protection Relay Panel
O Turbine HIectro-Hyctraulic Control System

Panel (EHC Panel)
O Average Power Range Monitoring System

Panel (APRM Panel)
o Feed Water Control Panel

O Sequence Controller Panel

c Source Range Monitoring System and
Intermediate Range Monitoring System
(SRM, IRM Panel)

o Instrument Rack
Transmitter of Pressure and differential
Pressure, Level Switch. Pressure Switch,
Thermal Switch, Flow Swith, flow meter

- Analyzer Rack
Dew-point meter. 0.- meter, H: meter
Turbidimeter, DO.- meter, PH meter.
Conductivity Analyzer

c Pneumatic controller
C Process simulator
o Ultrasonic Level meter
O Electromagnetic Flow Meter
c Test and measurement Equipment

Magnetic Oscillograph. Synchroscope, X-Y
Recorder. Multiple Pen-Recorder, Three-Phase
No-load Test Equipment, Electrical Furnace,
Multi-meter precision pressure gauge. Phase-
meter muiti-thermometer. Timer, Vibrometer.
Voltmeter, Ammeter

C Overhead-travelling Machine.Mock up for
Slinging Work

O Scaffolding
0 Self -air Set,Air-line Mask

Dummy for Artificial Respiration TYainin,g
Oxygen Pressure Measuring Instrument

c Radiation Survey Meter
lonization counter
GM Counter

Training Items
o Structure of Circuit Breaker
o Overhaul and Functional Test of Circuit

Breaker
o Structure of Circuit Breaker
o Overhaul and Functional Test of Circuit

Breaker
o Structure of Motor
o Overhaul and Pre-Operation of Motor
o Functional Test of CVCF
o Replacement of Brush
o Characteristic Test and Calibration of Relay
o Characteristic Test of Turbine Control System
o Functional Test of Neutron Instrument
OBase adjustment
o Characteristic of FWC System
O Inspection and Calibration of Arithmetical Unit
O Handling of Logic Loder
o Programing and it s alternation
O Calibration of Monitor

O Inspection and Calibration of Instrument

o Overhaul, Inspection and Calibration of
Analyzer

O Affirmation of PID Control movement

o Handling of Test Equipment and
Measurement Instrument

o Handling of Overhead-travelling Machine,
Slinging Work

o Setting-up Scaffolding
o Prevention of Hypoxia

o Handling of Radiation Measurement
Instrument
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Appendix S

CONTENT OF CONTINUING TRAINING PROGRAMMES

(Examples taken from:
Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, Republic of Korea,

United States of America, Yugoslavia)

Federal Republic of Germany
CONTINUING TRAINING FOR SHIFT PERSONNEL

Guideline Relating to Programs for the Preservation of the
Technical Qualification of Responsible Shift Personnel
at Nuclear Power Plants

- Notification Issued by the Federal Minister of the
Interior on May 17, 1979 - RS I 6 - 513 8O5/1O -

Under Sec. 7, para. (2), subpara. 1 of the Atomic Energy Act
as amended and promulgated on October 31, 1976 (Federal Statutes
I, p. 3053), a license under Sec. 7 of this Act may only be
granted if, among other things, the persons responsible for
management and supervision of the operation of the plant possess
the requisite technical qualification.

The licensing prerequisite of the requisite technical quali-
fication constitutes, at the same time, the basis of the
licensee's obligation to keep up to date the requisite tech-
nical qualification of the persons responsible for manage-
ment and supervision of the operation of nuclear power plants.
In accordance with Sec. 4 of the "Guideline Relating to the
Proof of the Technical Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant
Personnel" as amended on May 17, 1979 (Joint Ministerial Gazette
1979, p. 233), this shall be done by way of immediate infor-
mation concerning changes with respect to the plant, its opera-
tion or existing operating instructions insofar as such changes
are of importance for the respective activities, by way of
regular measures for the preservation of technical qualifica-
tion and by way of the participation in simulator courses.
Extent and results of the measures for the preservation of tech-
nical qualification shall be demonstrated to the responsible
licensing or supervisory authority.
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The preservation of the requisite technical qualification is
of particular importance for the responsible shift personnel
(shift supervisors, deputy shift supervisors, reactor operators)
whose duties include the operation and supervision of the nuclear
power plant during all phases of specified normal operation
within the frame given by plant management as well as the
initiation of the requisite measures in the case of safetyrela-
ted events (inicidents, accidents).

As a contribution to the assurance of an uniformly hogh quali-
fication of the responsible shift personnel at nuclear power
plants even after having passed the examination of technical
qualification, the Federal Minister of the Interior has laid
down in a guideline the requirements which have to be met by
programs for the preservation of the technical qualification-
of the responsible shift personnel. The guideline also speci-
fies the proofs of technical qualification.

The constructors and licensees of nuclear power plants, the
Technical Supervisory Inspectorates (TÜV), the Gesellschaft für
ReaktorSicherheit (GRS), the Reactor Safety Commission, the
labor unions and the nuclear licensing and supervisory authori-
ties of the federal states have been heard with regard to the
present guideline. On May 17, 1979, the licensing and super-
visory authorities of the federal states which are responsible
for the enforcement of the Atomic Energy Act and the Federal
Minister of the Interior have agreed in the Federal States
Committee for Nuclear Energy, to uniformly aplly this "Guide-
line Relating to Programs for the Preservation of the Technical
Qualification of Responsible Shift Personnel at Nuclear Power-
Plants" in licensing and supervisory processes with respect
to the assessment of these programs as well as the review of
their implementation and result.
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Guideline Relating to Programs for the Preservation of the
Technical Qualification of Responsible Shift Personnel
at Nuclear Power Plants

Table of Contents

1. Principles
1.1 Legal Bases
1.2 Scope of Application
1.3 Duties of Applicants and Licensees

2. Requirements for Programs for the Preservation of Tech-
nical Qualification

2.1 Requirements for the Contents of the Measures for the
preservation of Technical Qualification

2.2.1 Theoretical Part
2.2.2 Practical Part
2.3 Overall Time Schedule for Regular Measures for the Pre-

servation of Technical Qualification
2.4 Requirements for the Form of Implementation
2.5 Measures for the Internal Assessment of Technical

Qualification

3. Proofs to be Submitted to the Responible Licensing
or Supervisory Authority

4. Transitional Regulation
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1. Principles

1.1 Legal Bases

Under Sec. 7, para. (2), subpara. 1 of the Atomic Energy
Act, a license for the operation of a nuclear power
plant may only be granted if the persons responsible
for management and supervision of the operation of the
plant possess the requisite technical qualification.

Under Sec. 3, para. (1), subpara. 4 of the Nuclear
Licensing Procedures Ordinance, the application for the
issuance of a license under Sec. 7 of the Atomic Energy
Act shall be accompanied by such statements as will
enable an examination of the technical qualification
of the persons responsible for management and super-
vision of the operation of the plant.

Licenses under Sec. 7 of the Atomic Energy Act may be
revoked under Sec. 17, para. (3), subpara. 2 of the
Atomic Energy Act if one of their preconditions has
ceased to exist at a later time and no remidial action
has been taken within a reasonable time.

1.2 Scope of Application

The present guideline shall be applied in the prepara-
tion and assessment of programs for the preservation
of the technical qualification of the responsible shift
personnel (shift supervisors, deputy shift supervisors,
reactor operators) at nuclear power plants as well as
in the proof of implementation and result of these
programs towards the responsible licensing and super-
visory authority.

The guideline shall be applied without limitation to
stationary nuclear power plants with pressurized water
reactor or boiling water reactor and analogously to
prototype nuclear power plants and ship reactors.

Decisions concerning its application to experimental
and research reactors as well as training reactors
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with low power shall be made by the responsible
licensing or supervisory authority on a case-by-case
basis.

1.3 Duties of Applicants and Licensees

Together with the statements on the technical quali-
fication of the persons responsible for management
and supervision of the operation of the plant (Sec. 3,
para. (1), subpara. 4 of the Nuclear Licensing Proce-
dures Ordinance) / the applicant shall submit to the
responsible licensing authority a programm for the
preservation of the technical qualification of the
responisble shift personnel. The program shall meet the
requirements contained in Sec. 2.1 of the present guide-
line. The program shall have to be on hand of the res-
ponsible licensing authority at the latest at the time
the license for nuclear commissioning is issued.

From the beginning of power operation, the licensee
shall implement the program as outlined in Sees. 2.2
through 2.4, take the measures provided under Sec. 2.5
for the internal assessment of the technical qualifica-
tion of the responsible shift personnel and submit to
the responsible licensing or supervisory authority once
a year the program for the preservation of technical
qualification and the proofs listed in Sec. 3.

The licensee shall designate a staff member who will
be responsible for the preparation of the program for
the preservation of technical qualification, for the
coordination of its implementation and the application
of uniform standards in the assessment of technical
qualification (training manager). The training manager
shall be qualified as a department or section manager
in the operation department and shall be designated in
the organization chart .

'see Sec. 1.3 of the "Guideline Relating to the Proof of the
Technical Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel
(Joint Ministerial Gazette 1979, p. 233).
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2. Requirements for Programs for the Preservation of
Technical Qualification

2.1 General Requirements

Programs for the preservation of the technical quali-
fication of the responsible shift personnel shall
contain adequate information concerning the following
aspects:

- contents, duration, frequency and form of implementa-
tion of the theoretical and practical parts of the
regular measures scheduled for the preservation of
technical qualification (see Sees. 2.2 through 2.4);

- measures for the (if possible, immediate) information
of the responsible shift personnel on
0 changes in the layout of the plant, its behavior
during operation and under incident conditions and
in existing operating instructions if such changes
were made on short notice and are of importance
to the respective activities;

0 malfunctions, unusual operational transients and
similar events including their causes;

- procedure with respect to the internal assessment of
the technical qualification of the responsible shift
personnel and of the result of the measures taken
for the preservation of technical qualification
(see Sec. 2.5).

2.2 Requirements for the Contents of the Regular Measures
for the Preservation of Technical Qualification

2.2.1 Theoretical Part
The following subjects shall be dealt with as a minimum:
- fundamentals and characteristics of the behavior of the
plant during operation and under incident conditions
0 theory and principles of its controlling
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O operating flow charts for normal and abnormal
operation and incidents

plant technology: instrumentation, monitoring equip-
ment, control equipment, protective systems and
equipment, safety systems, ventilation systems,
activity retention systems;
changes in design and construction of the plant or
its mode of operation; changes in operating instruc-
tions; new conditions imposed or orders issued by
the authorities;
changes in other regulations insofar as they affect
safety and operation of the plant;
operating manual including operating rules and in
particular
O in-plant staff organizations (powers to issue
instructions and responsibilities)

O control room and shift regulation
0 relevant conditions imposed and orders issued by
the authorities as well as safety-related data,
limits and actions for specified normal operation
and under incident conditions (safety specifications)

O incident reporting
O release and review procedures with respect to main-
tenance and modifications

0 radiological protection regulation
0 alarm regulation
O fire protection regulation
plant-related radiological protection and industrial
safety (e.g. monitoring of activity concentrations
in buildings, compartments and loops; behavior in
the case of contamination);
Evaluation of operating experience at the respective
and other nuclear power plants, also with respect to
possible maloperations of the operating personnel.
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2.2.2 Practical Part
The following measures shall be provided as a minimum:

- implementation of in-service inspections;
- implementation of such reactivity-controlling measures

(e.g. startup and shutdown operation of the reactor
or the nuclear power plant; power changes; boration;
demineralized water injection; repositioning or with-
drawal of control rods by hand; refueling; inspection
of control assemblies; inspection of shutdown reserve)
and control actions on a simulator as have not been
implemented during operation of the nuclear power
plant;

- assumption and discussion of operational malfunktions
(abnormal operation), incidents and accidents inclu-
ding
O possibilities for recognition in the controll room
O anticipated course
O countermeasures required for the assurance of

safety (automatic, manual)
O fire protection training
0 alarm training including information on cooperation
with other departments of the nuclear power plant
and with public authorities

0 respirator training
O first-aid training

Assumption and discussion of operational malfunctions
and incidents shall be supplemented by the atten ianoe
of suitable simulator courses.
- radiological protection training

2.3 Overall Time Schedule for Regular Measures for the Pre-
servation of Technical Qualification

The regular measures for the preservation of technical
qualification shall be implemented within 3 years of the
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beginning of power operation and shall then be restarted,
if necessary with its contents adapted to the latest
state of the art. As a rule, each shift supervisor,
deputy shift supervisor and reactor operator shall
participate in these measures for a minimum of 1OO
hours a year.

2.4 Requirements for the Form of Implementation

The implementation of the measures for the preservation
of technical qualification shall include the following
methods in a reasonable proportion to each other:
- lectures and seminars (including instruction on radio-
logical protection); if these are internal measures
they shall be attended personally by the responsible
shift personnel's direct superiors, the other depart-
ment and section managers, the shift engeneers, the
shift supervisors and other instructors and shall be
followed by a technical discussion of all those in-
volved;

- practical retraining at the workplace;
- simulator courses;
- conveyance of experience from other plants ;
- private studies of the responsible shift personnel

(e.g. preparation of analyses of malfunctions and
possible proposals for improvements).

With respect to the theoretical part of the regular
measures for the preservation of technical qualifica-
tion, lectures and seminars shall be spread as evenly
as possible over the intire duration of the program.
They shall provide in-depth treatment of those fields
where qualification has turned out to be inadequate.
To support these measures, film, video tapes and other
suitable aids may be used. However, in spite of these
aids the personal participation of the direct superiors
of the responsible shift personnel, the other depart-
ment or section managers, shift engineers, shift super-
visors and other instructors in about 5O% of the events
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as lecturers or as discussion chairmen cannot be
waived.

The practical part of the regular measures for the pre-
servation of technical qualification serves as preser-
vation of the capability of the correct control of the
plant during less frequent operating states as well as
the training of cooperation with other departments and
external organizations. The practical part shall be
implemented at the nuclear power plant.

If, for operational reasons, part of these measures can
only be implemented on the simulator, care shall be
taken to ensure that differences between the simulator
and the respective nuclear power plant will be presented
in an unmistakable way.

2.5 Measures for the Internal Assessment of Technical Quali-
fication

The internal assessment of the technical qualification
of the responsible shift personnel by superiors and in-
structors, in particular with respect to
- resquisite measures in the case of safety-related
events,

- adequate application of technical qualification,
- modified plant technology, behavior during operation
and under incident conditions and regulations

shall be effected preferably

- by way of a systematic observation and assessment of
the responsible shift personnel during their work,

- within the frame of the scheduled technical discus-
sions following lectures and seminars, and

- by way of an evaluation of results in the case of
simulator courses.
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The results of the internal assessment of technical qua-
lification and of its adequate application shall be
documented.

Proofs to be Submitted to the Responsible Licensing or
Supervisory Authority

Irrespective of the submission of a program as provided
for under Sec. 2, extent and result of the measures for
the preservation of technical qualification as well as
the participation of the responsible shift personnel in
these measures shall be proved to the responsible li-
censing or supervisory authority upon request by the
authority, as a rule after the expiration the 3-year
period referred to in Sec. 2.3. Said proofs shall be
furnished by way of:

- a compilation of the internally implemented theoretical
measures for the preservation of technical qualifica-
tion under Sec. 2.2.1 stating subjects treated and
duration and accompanied by a list of participants
(signed personally by each participant);

- a compilation of the internally implemented practical
measures for the preservation of technical qualifica-
tion under Sec. 2.2.2 stating kind, duration arid par-
ticipants;

- a compilation of external measures for the preserva-
tion of technical qualification (e.g. simulator
courses) stating subjects treated, duration and par-
ticipants and accompanied by the certificates eviden-
cing successful participation;

- the overall result of the systematic observation and
internal assessment of the technical qualification
of the responsible shift personnel as well as of the
adequate application of technical qualification as
provided for in Sec. 2.5.
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4. Transitional Regulations

Licensees whose plants will take up nuclear operation
within the next six months or have already taken up
nuclear operation shall be granted a transitional
period of one year from the date of the publication
of this guideline for the submission of progranun as
provided for in Sec. 2.1 of the guideline.
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Federal Republic of Germany
GENERAL CONTINUING TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

FOR SOME TYPICAL NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PERSONNEL

Type of personnel Continuing training category

Industrial Fire Plant Health
safety protection design physics

Foremen of mechanical or
electricial workshops
Skilled workers performing
maintenance and repair
inside the plant
Skilled workers performing
tasks inside workshops
Shift mechanics and
electricians
Foremen for painters
Cleaners
Technical clerks
Draftsmen
Chemists
Health physics workers
Crane drivers

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

2

1
1
1
1
1

1

2
1
2

1

1

1

1

2
1
1
1

2
2

1

Continuing training categories are defined in Section 4.2.6.
1 = enables an individual to perform a task inside the plant without

being guided.
2 = enables an individual to supervise others.
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Federal Republic of Germany
STANDARD LECTURE SERIES FOR CONTINUING TRAINING
OF SHIFT SUPERVISORS AND OPERATORS (Example for PWR)

LECTURE SERIES* (40-120 hours per year)

Fundamentals review lecture topics

- Applied theory of fluid flow (shock waves
and water hammer effects), heat-transfer,
boiling and condensing phenomena and other
thermohydraulic characteristics of water
and steam

+ DNB-considerations

+ Modes of natural circulation

+ Applied reactor physics such as reactivity
feedback, reactivity balance, reactivity
control, offset factors and offset control

- Water chemistry, chemical control, water-
and gas-purification

- Further fundamental subjects selected by
local management

Engineering review

- Operational features of the most important
systems such as NSS, volume control system,
residual heat removal systems, purification
systems, steam and feedwater systems, boron
injection systems, ventilation systems etc.

- Operational features of the most important
components like RCP-pumps, turbogenerator,
feedwater pumps, emergency diesel engines,

* Subjects marked with + should be repeated every continuing training period
of 2-3 years. Subjects marked with - may be selected by management and
must not be repeated every continuing training period.
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control rod drives, refuelling machine,
safety and relief valves etc.

- Principles of radwaste treatment

- Principles of radiation monitoring and
health physics equipment

- Principles of instrumentation, control and
protection equipment

- Further engineering subjects selected by
local management

Operational proficiency review

- Operational characteristics of the plant
- Startup and shutdown procedures
- Normal and abnormal operating procedures
+ Emergency operating procedures (LOCA,
steamgenerator tube rupture, aircraft
impact etc. )

- Administrative and quality assurance
procedures

- Health physics, industrial safety, fire
fighting and maintenance procedures

+ Technical specifications and their
modifications

+ Phenomena of accidents beyond DBA and
corresponding procedures

- Principles and rules of industrial and
nuclear safety and other subjects
selected by local management

+ Safety-criteria-oriented and event-
oriented emergency measures

+ Plant and procedure modifications
+ Modification of operation requirements
+ Evaluation of incidents of their own and
comparable plants
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Japan
TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR OPERATORS AT THE TRAINING CENTRE:

RETRAINING COURSE FOR PWR OPERATORS

R e t r a i n i n g C o u r s e

•The objective of a Retraining Course is to retrain operators with operational
experiences.
There are 4 courses: Normal Course, Senior Course, Supervisor Course and Shift Team
Course, which give appropriate training in accordance with their operational experiences;
the Shift Team Course is to be conducted on a shift basis.

fioreal Course
{ 10 days )

Training for operators with relatively short operational experience to
strictly follow operating procedures under norsal and abnormal conditions.
( 3 operators in 1 tea« )

Senior Course
( 5 days )

Training for operators with relatively long operational experience to naster
aainly operating procedures under abnonsal and accident conditions.
( 3 operators in 1 tea«)

Supervisor Course
5 days ) o

Training for supervisors to acquire adequate knowledge required for
supervisors including how to «ake a judgment, take measures and give
directions under abnomal and emergency conditions.
( 4 operators in 1 team)

r— Shift Tea« Course
( 1 day )

Training of a shift tea« to strengthen the coordination aaong personnel
composing the shift «ainly in case of abnormal and eaergency conditions.

A training course conducted for specific purposes. The duration and contents
are determined after consultation with companies dispatching the trainees.

i
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Japan
TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR OPERATORS AT THE TRAINING CENTRE:

RETRAINING COURSE FOR BWR OPERATORS

\̂̂

Lecture

Sinulator
training

Examina-
tion

Training items

Operation procedure

Plant main systems

Technical review

Normal startup

Normal shutdown

Abnormal operation

Oral examination

Operation examination

Contents
(l) Normal startup and shutdown
(2) Abnormal operation
(1) Reactor system
(2) Reactor safety system
(3) Turbine/electric system
(tO Plant interlock
(l) Technical specification

(2) Plant safety analysis
(l) Critical accroach ~ Reactor Fressure

éOkg/cn'
(2) Reactor Pressure 60kg/cmz~2Cf power
(3) 20?5 power ~ full-power operation
d) Shutdown from full- power operation
( 1 ) Heactor scran accident

•Turbine/generator trip
• Reactor scram
(KSIV open or close)

(2) Recirculation system trouble
(3) Condensât e/feed water system trouble
(4) Turbine control system trouble
(5) Safety relief valve stuck open
(6) Loss-of-coolant accident
(7) Accident with duplicate failures
(1) Knowledge for plant facility
(2) Knowledge for plant operation
(l) Scram re covey

(including malfunctions)
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Republic of Korea
CONTINUING TRAINING PROGRAMME OUTLINE

After job assignment, operators take refresher, upgrading and
license-holder requalification courses. The operator refresher course is
performed according to FSAR requirements to improve operator quality and to
practice operation skills through simulator training. The main control room
(MCR) operator applicant's course provides MCR operator candidates with
essential subjects including nuclear theory, systems and simulator practice
necessary for MCR shift work and the ability to acquire RO and SRO licenses.

The license holder requalification course is carried out by the government
(Ministry of Science and Technology) for the purpose of ensuring the
continuing effectiveness of licenses.

Job assignment in plant

Non-licensed local operator refresher course
(8 wks/yr)

MCR operator applicant's course (20 wks)

Obtaining a license

Licensed operator refresher course (8 wks/yr)

RO/SRO license holder requalification course(1 wk/yr)
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United States of America
CONTINUING TRAINING FOR LICENSED OPERATORS

SUGGESTED LECTURE SERIES TOPICS

Fundamentals Review
Lecture Topics
- Applied theory and principles

of reactor operation
- Applied heat transfer, fluid
flow and thermodynamics

- Features of facility design
- General and specific plant
operating characteristics,
including expected response
to equipment and instrument
failure

- Plant instrumentation and
controls system

- Plant protection systems
- Engineered safety systems
- Radiological protection
- Plant chemistry control
- Fuel handling
- Reactor core design parameters

and limits
- Transient and accident
analyses and control

- Supervisory skills training
- Teamwork, leadership,

communications, and diagnostics

2. Operational Proficiency
Lecture Topics

- Case studies of related nuclear
industry and in-house operating
experience

- Normal, abnormal, and emergency
operating procedures

- Critical safety functions monitoring
- Prevention and mitigation of core

damage
~ Technical specifications
- Administrative procedures, condi-

tions and limitations
- Major operational evolutions**
- Facility design and license
changes

- Procedure changes
- Job-related quality assurance

and quality control
- Site emergency plan
- Industrial safety

^Evolutions such as refuelling, post-refuelling tests, control room
evacuation, and other significant but infrequently performed tasks should
be included.
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SAMPLE LIST OF PERFORMANCE ITEMS FOR PLANT, SIMULATOR,
AWD/OR DRILL PROGRAM

1. Normal Plant Evolutions, including Testing and Administrative Duties:
- Perform a reactor startup
- Establish reactor heat-up rate
~ Perform a normal plant shutdown
- Control steam generator water level in manual
- Switch feedwater control from manual to automatic
- Conduct low pressure spray system operability test (BWR)
- Change power level by 10 percent with control rods
- Change power level by dilution/boration (PWR)
- Change power level by 10 percent using recirculation flow (BWR)

- Place into or remove from service major components or systems (e.g.,
shutdown cooling, turbine-generator, service water, diesel generators)

2. Abnormal Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSS) Evolutions
- Reactor scram
- Inadvertent engineered safety features actuation
- Failure of engineered safety features to actuate
- Loss of instrument air
- Reactor water cleanup isolation (BWR)
- Loss of protective system channel
- Fuel cladding failure or high activity in reactor coolant or off-gas
- Single recirculation pump trip (BWR)
- Dual recirculation pump trip (BWR)
- Jet pump failure (BWR)
- Control room evacuation
- Reactor coolant pump or recirculation pump seal failure
- Failure of nuclear instrumentation
- Failure of coolant pressure/volume control system
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3. Abnormal Balance of Plant (BOP) Evolutions
- Loss of condenser vacuum
- Turbine-generator trip
- Condensate pump or system failure
- Generator stator cooling failure
- Loss of service water
- Loss or degradation of electrical power or control power sources
- Loss of annunciator power
- Loss of feedwater control
- Internal flooding of power plant buildings
- Watural events (earthquake, tornado, etc.)
- Failure of turbine non-return check valves
- Inadvertent main steam of feedwater isolations
- Failure of turbine-generator to trip

4. Emergency Events that Challenge the Critical Safety Functions
- Reactor coolant integrity

. Power-operated relief valve (PORV) or safety relief valve (SRV) stuck
open
Steam generator tube rupture (PWR)
Inter-system loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
Small break LOCA (inside/outside containment)
Large break LOCA (inside/outside containment)
Main steam line break (inside/outside of containment)
Inadvertent drain down to the suppression pool (BWR)

- Reactivity control of the reactor
Anticipated transient without scram (ATWS)
Dropped control rod
Inadvertent control rod withdrawal (mispositioned control rod)
Boron control malfunction
Inability to drive control rods
Initiation of emergency boration or standby liquid control system

- Adequate core cooling and/or decay heat removal
Loss of residual heat removal system
Loss of reactor coolant pump
Loss of natural circulation (PWR)
Loss of heat sink
Reactor coolant system saturated conditions (PWR)
Inadvertent automatic depressurization (BWR)
Station blackout
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- Containment integrity control
Failure of containment isolation
Containment pressure high
Containment temperature high
Supression pool temperature high (BWR)
Suppression pool level high (BUR)
Suppression pool level low (BWR)
Accidental liquid or gaseous release
Inadvertent containment spray
Inadvertent containment isolations
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Yugoslavia
CONTINUING TRAINING FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANT OPERATORS

In accordance with Yugoslav Federal Regulations it is mandatory for the
nuclear utility to maintain a programme for continuing training of nuclear
power plant operating staff. This training programme is a precondition for
operators' licence renewal. The regulations prescribe the general content and
aims of such continuing training programmes for reactor operators by
specifying that it must - in addition to maintaining basic knowledge on
reactor physics, thermodynamics, mechnical and electrical engineering -
include the following subject areas:

1. Basics of reactor physics and engineering
2. Design specifics of the nuclear power plant
3. Plant instrumentation and control systems and electrical supply

systems
4. Normal and abnormal plant operating procedures
5. Plant security and industrial safety
6. Procedures on radiation protection
7. Plant emergency procedures and actions in exceptional conditions.
It is furthermore prescribed that the contlnous training programme for

senior reactor operators should also include, in addition to the
above-mentioned areas, the following:

1. Additional modules on reactor theory
2. Theoretical and practical aspects of heat and mass transfer in a

nuclear power plant
3. Safety and reliability of plant systems in normal and emergency

conditions
4. Nuclear fuel management including fuel behaviour in the reactor
5. Specific operating characteristics of the nuclear power plant
6. Administrative procedures, working conditions and limitations
7. Civil defence policy in emergencies.

It is mandatory that retraining programmes include, in addition to
classroom training, plant drills and simulator training. It is also specified
that the annual continuing training programme should include, as a minimum:

- 60 hours of classroom training and plant drills
20 hours of simulator training dedicated primarily to exercises of
plant abnormal and emergency sequences and procedures.

Continuing training is mandatory for the following plant positions:
Technical director
Assistant to technical director

- Shift engineer
Shift supervisor

- Chief control room operator
Reactor operator

- Auxiliary operator
In the Krsko nuclear power plant, the above-mentioned regulatory

requirements are implemented by introducing three training courses related to:
1. Reactor technology
2. Operation of the Krsko nuclear power plant systems
3. Simulator training
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The courses are held in yearly intervals. The duration of the first and
second courses is 5 working days each, and the duration of the third course is
7 working days (i.e., the yearly retraining programme lasts 17 working days).
It is mandatory that the period spent by the operators in continuing training
on a simulator be not less than 28 hours per year.

The contents of the continuing training programme modules (1.1. to 3.) are:

1.1
Basic nuclear physics 8 h
Basic reactor physics 8 h
Physics of PWR 12 h
Test 2 h

1.2
Heat transfer in nuclear reactors 14 h
Thermodynamics in NPP operation 14 h
Test 2 h

1.3
Radiological protection 6 h
Chemistry in a PWR plant 2 h
Basic electrical engineering 10 h
Control and instrumentation systems 10 h
Test 2 h

1.4
Nuclear power plant safety 12 h
Safety analyses in a NPP 8 h
Radioactive waste disposal 4 h
Refuelling process 4 h
Test 2 h

1.5
Quality assurance and quality control 6 h
Safety regulations on radiation protection 6 h
Industrial safety 4 h
Emergency plan 12 h
Test 2 h

2.1
Review of NPP Krsko operating experience in

the previous year 6 h
2.2

Review of operating experience in other similar PWR
plants in the previous period

6 h
2.3

Changes in NPP Krsko operating procedures and
technical specifications in the previous year 3 h
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2.4
Review of NPP Krsko systems design
Primary plant 12 h
Secondary plant and auxiliary systems 12 h
Safety and protective systems 12 h
Instrumentation and control systems 12 h
Test
Note: Content of module 2.4 is covered in a

3-year lecture period.
3.

Yearly simulator training 56 h
Simulator training consists of preparatory classroom training (21 h) and

work on the simulator (35 h). The NPP Krsko Training Department participates
in preparing the simulator training programme for each year. It is mandatory
that simulator training is based on NPP Krsko operating procedures (normal,
abnormal and emergency procedures).
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Appendix T

CONTINUING TRAINING DOCUMENTATION TO SUPPORT A LOSS OF
RECIRCULATED COOLING WATER SCENARIO

(Example taken from Canada)

PNGS-A

TERMINAL OBJECTIVES FOR A LOSS OF RECIRCULATED COOLING WATER
For each of the following Recirculated Cooling Water scenarios:

1. Loss of recirculation pumps2. Piping failure3. Loss of heat exchanger cooling
the candidate will successfully perform the following:

- within the framework of AIM 014-09013-5.6.3, maintain an overview ofunit parameters (eg, Reactor power, heat transport pressure/temperature, boiler pressure)
- recognize the Loss of Recirculated Cooling Water (RCW) withoutassistance and identify the AIM 014-09013-5.6.3 to be executed
- execute AIM 014-09013-5.6.3 including appropriate approvals,notifications and verifications
- recognize any secondary malfunctions and take the appropriatecorrective actions. These malfunctions will be used primarily toconfirm effective Control Room monitoring techniques and will notnormally affect the main event
- identify the probable cause for the loss of RCW using appropriatecontrol room aids and available resources before returning to service

ENABLING OBJECTIVES FOR A LOSS OF RECIRCULATED COOLING WATER
For a loss of RCW (using AIM 014-09013-5.6.3) the candidate will demonstratethe knowledge/skins/understanding of:

- the major potential consequences presented by a loss of RCW
- the interaction of this event and AIM 014-09013-5.6.3 on OP&P's,employee safety and unit reliability
- the general strategy for meeting these concerns (ie, Control, Cool andContain)
- the immediate automatic actions that are expected to occur for thethree scenarios dealing with a loss of RCW and how the operatorconfirms these actions

88 05 05
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the Control Room and field actions taken and how the operator confirmsthat these actions have been taken and are having the desired effect
the rationale of each major step in AIM 014-09013-5.6.3

Prepared by: ___________________________ Date:Training Officer - ENTC

Verified by: _______________________ Date:Training Officer - ENTC

Approved by: _______________________ Date:Tech Superintendent (Trng & Safety)
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Station PNGS-ASimulator Refresher Training
Classroom Lesson Plan

Title: Loss of Recirculated Cooling Water
Objectives: With reference to AIM 014-09013-5.6.3 the candidate will

demonstrate the knowledge/skins/understanding of:
- the major potential consequences presented by a loss of RCW
- the interaction of this event and AIM 014-09013-5.6.3 onOP&P's, employee safety and unit reliability
- the general strategy for meeting these concerns (ie, Control,Cool and Contain)
- the immediate automatic actions that are expected to occur fora loss of RCW and how the operator confirms these actions
- the Control Room and field actions taken and how the operatorconfirms that these actions have been taken and are having thedesired effect
- the rationale of each major step in AIM 014-09013-5.6.3

References: AIM 014-09013-5.6.3______________Rev May 1987____
OM 1-71320-5.1__________________Rev Aug 1986_____
TM 257-B-71320_________________Rev Jan 1986

Training Material:
- Overhead Projector____________________________________
- Candidate handouts including AIM___________________________
- OHP used in lesson plan_________________________________
Expected Duration: _1 hour
Prepared by/Revised by: ________________ Date: _________Trng Officer

Verified by: ________________ Date: _________

Authorized for Use by: _______________ Date:Trng Supt (Simulator)
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Pickering 'A'Loss of Recirculated Cooling Water
Classroom Lesson Plan 1

TIME CONTENT ACTIONS

INTRODUCTION
This lesson will be a question/answer type seminar dealing
with Loss of RCW events on PNGS 'A' units.

OBJECTIVES
For each of the three scenarios for a Loss of RCW:
- loss of pumps
- pipe failure
- loss of HX cool ing
the candidate will state the knowledge/skills/
understanding of:
- the potential consequences
- interaction with OP&P's
- general strategy
- immediate auto actions
- Control Room and field actions
- the rationale for each major step

HAJOR POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES PRESENTED BY THIS EVENT
- potential DeO leaks from the HT pump seals, the
Shutdown Cooling pump seals or the Pressurizing pump
seals

- possible fuel failures due to a reduction in fuel
cooling (loss of circ pumps) or loss of
pressurizing/shutdown cooling pumps)

Impact of Event on OP&P's
Primary Heat transport and heat sink to be available at
all times 33.1 and 33.2.
Primary Heat Transport System Conditions 33.5.

Hand out AIM
5.6.3 and
lesson plan
overheads.
Do not hand
out assessmentguide
overheads.
OHP 1

OHP 1

OHP 2

OHP 3

OHP 4
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TIME CONTENT ACTIONS

Heat Transport System leakage 33.15.
Irradiated fuel cooling and shielding 35.4.

General Strategy for Meeting the Above Concerns
Discuss event identification:
- loss of pumps, pipe failure, loss of HX cooling

Review operating objectives.

Review expectations for verifications, notifications and
confirmations.

Review AIM procedure using a question/answer type
seminar.

Sea 1.0
What is the most probable location of pipe failures?
Rubber expansion joints on suction and discharge of
pumps.
State some concerns, if the leak is not isolated quickly.
- damage/grounding of adjacent electrical equipment
- personnel slipping hazard
- possible spread of low level contamination
State the maximum allowable water level in the Reactor
Building
- 4.0 meters (8.0 meters damage could occur)

Seq 2.0 and 3.0
State the verifications/confirmations that the operatorperforms upon a Reactor trip and Turbine runback.
- OHP 9 and OHP 10

Seq 4.0
Review procedure for placing the F/H Ajax pumps inservice.
State that the assessment guide requires use of the F/M

OHP 5
OHP 6

OHP 7

OHP 8

OHP 9
OHP 10

OHP 11

OHP 12, 13and 14
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TIME CONTENT ACTIONS

Highlight their capacity is 3.7 I/sec each vs 15 I/sec
for the pressurizing pump.
Bearing high temperatures should not occur for hours.

Sea 6.0
Review Bleed Condenser Temperature override controlbetween 75* and 82'C.
Why is the level control limited to 52% open and how wasit achieved?
- the operating pressure of the Bleed Condenser wasraised from the original design, therefore to limit the
maximum flow through purification circuit the opening
limits of the LCV had to be reduced to 52%.

- The auto controller was electronically limited byadjusting the output range.
Review the temperature limits for:
- HT pump bearing temperatures 38* - 50* - Alarm 80*C
- Gland Seal and Gland Housing temperature 38* - 45* -
Alarm 48'C

Seo 7.0
What are the HT parameters needed for effective ongoing
thermosyphoning?
- ROH « 287*C (At ~ 25*C)
- RIH * 260'C
- HT Pressure * 8.7 MPa
- all channel temperatures less than 294*C or TPM limits
- Boiler Pressure at or about 5 MPa
- Bleed Condenser on spray control
- zero bleed bias

Sea 10
Stress that manual adjustment of the SRV's w i l l be
required to maintain a rate of 2.8*C/min.

Review the Simulator Assessment Guide and have the
candidates fol low the AIM manual .

Any questions?

After a break, there w i l l be a Simulator demonstration
and practice session of the loss of RCW scenarios.

OHP 15 and
OHP 16

OHP 17

Do not hand
out these
overheads to
candidates.
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PNGS-A
CLASSROOM LESSON PLAN II

f)H P 1OBJECTIVES

For each of the three scenarios for a loss of RCW, with reference to
AIM 014-09013-5.6.3, the candidate will state the knowledge/skills/
understanding of:

- the major potential consequences presented by a loss of RCW

- the interaction of this event and AIM 014-09013-5.6.3 on OP&P's,
employee safety and unit reliability

- the general strategy for meeting these concerns (ie, Control,
Cool and Contain)

- the immediate automatic actions that are expected to occur for a
loss of RCW and how the operator confirms these actions

- the Control Room and field actions taken and how the operator
confirms that these actions have been taken and are having the
desired effect

- the rationale of each major step in AIM 014-09013-5.6.3

OHP-2POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES

leaks from:

- HT circulating pump seals

- HT pressurizing pump seals

- Shutdown Cooling pump seals

- Fuel failures due to:

- reduction in fuel cooling (loss of HT pumps)

- bulk boiling (due to loss of pressurizing pumps)
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OHP-3

OP&P 33.1 Primary Heat Transport Required

A method of transporting heat from the fuel to a heat sink shall always be in
service.

OP&P 33.2 Primary Heat Sink to be Available

A heat sink which is capable of absorbing the heat produced in the fuel shall
always be in service.

Rationale

The first and second barriers to the release of radioactivity from the fuel are
the ceramic fuel and fuel sheath respectively. In order to protect the
integrity of these two barriers it is necessary to provide adequate cooling to
the fuel at all times. This is achieved by ensuring that:

(a) There is always a flow of coolant through the fuel channels to transport
the heat from the fuel to a suitable heat sink.

(b) There is always a heat sink which is capable of absorbing the heat being
removed from the fuel by the heat transport system and dissipating it to
an ultimate heat sink.

Impact of Event

Loss of the RCW system will require shutdown of the HT cire pumps.

Coolant flow must then be provided by thermosyphoning or shutdown cooling.
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OHP-4

OP&P 33.5 Primary Heat Transport System Conditions

The primary heat transport system shall be operated such that fuel channel bulk
boiling does not occur.

Rationale

Fuel dryout is caused when there is insufficient cooling to the fuel and is a
situation which can rapidly lead to fuel failures. It is caused when
conditions in the channel change from nucleate boiling to film boiling resulting
in a film of steam bubbles (which has a lower heat transfer coefficient than
that of water) forming over the entire surface of the fuel, significantly
reducing the heat flow from the fuel to the coolant.

Impact of Event

Loss of the RCW system can lead to a loss of pressurizing pump (typically 1 to
2 hours).

In most situations this concern can be offset by use of the F/M Ajax pumps, as
they do not require RCW cooling.

It should be noted that the Ajax pump capacity is 25% of a pressurizing pump.
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OHP-5

OP&P 33.15 Heat Transport System Leakage

In order to minimize the possibility of heat transport system breaks, the
reactor shall be shut down, cooled down, and depressurized following procedures
approved by the Station Manager whenever heat transport system leakage exceeds
approved limits.

Rationale

This OP&P is concerned with leaks of the heat transport system, and
specifically those leaks having the potential of developing into LOCA's (for
which safety system action will be required). It is not meant to deal with
leakage to collection. Leakage into containment is the only concern.

Impact of Event

Loss of the RCW system will cause HT pump seals to approach their maximum
normal operating temperature and in some cases may exceed these limitations.
The thermal stresses experienced may cause the seals to fail, resulting in a
small LOCA.
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OP&P 35.4 Irradiated Fuel Cooling and Shielding
In order to maintain fuel integrity and to provide protection for personnel,
irradiated fuel shall be cooled and shielded at all times.
Rationale
The spread of contamination to the public and station staff is minimized by
maintaining adequate cooling and shielding of the irradiated fuel at all times.
Application
One bundle produces approximately 10 kW decay heat 1 hour after discharge. Air
cooling is adequate to remove approximately l kW, which is the decay power 2
weeks after discharge. This means after 2 weeks air cooling may be sufficient.
Before that, water cooling is needed to keep the sheath intact. The dose rate
3 feet from a bundle in air is about 100 000 rem/h after 1 day, 1 000 rem/h
after 1 month, 10 rem/h after 1 year.
Irradiated fuel must be handled gently throughout the refueling sequence as
the sheaths become brittle with irradiation and are especially brittle when
cold. A bundle has essentially the same iodine content on its way to the bay
as it did in the reactor. If it should break up, there could be gross
contamination of part of the plant. The public safety hazard is minimized
because the bundle is:
(a) Cold (therefore fewer volatile fission products and less energy to drive

them out).
(b) Under cold water (therefore much of the released activity will be

dissolved in the water except, of course, the noble gases).
Impact of Event
Loss of RCW would result in loss of cooling to the Transfer Mechanism.
Therefore, no irradiated fuel should be put into the T/M. If fuel is already
present it should be sent to the bay or temporarily stored in the F/M.
The maximum T/M water temperature is 95*C (ie, not boiling).
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OHP-7
PICKERING NOS OPERATING MANUAL

ABNORMAL INCIDENTS MANUAL

014-09013-5.6.3 LOSS OF WATER SYSTEMS

LOSS OF RECIRCULRTED COOLING WATER

* 5.6.3 LOSS OF WATER SYSTEMS
LOSS OF RECIRCULATED COOLING WATER

5.6.3.1 Accident Identification

AN58
- Low flow
- Suction pressure

low
AN106

PROBLEM AREA I

Loss of all Recirc)
Cooling Pumps |

Indication

- Bleed cooler
outlet
temperature high

Als for high gland
recirc temperatures
on the PHT main
pumps - DCC2 only

Possible Cause
1. Pump logic

fault.
2. Loss of Class 4

and Class 3
power.

3. Pumps seized.

PROBLEM AREA

Pipe Failure
Indication
AN58
- Low flow
- Fluctuating pump

amps

AMI 06
- Bleed cooler
outlet
temperature high

Ais for high gland
recirc temperatures
on the PHT main
pumps - DCC2 only
- field reports (if

rupture in RAB)
- beetle alarms (if

rupture in RB)
AN30

AN554
- Head tank low
level_________

Possible Cause
1. Pipe rupture.
2. Expansion Joint

rupture.

I PROBLEM AREA
I
I
| Loss of HX Cooling
I______________
I Indication
JAN59
j- High or low
f temperatures
I
I
IAN523
- Low LPSW pressure

Various LPSW alarms

Possible Cause
1. LOSS Of LPSW.

* Revised May 8, 1987
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OHP-8
5.6.3.2 Operating Objectives

|1. Confirm loss of recirculated cooling water.
I________________________________

1 2. Trip reactor.

1 3. Post reactor-trip checks.
I ______________________________

I
__________________ ̂ _______________
| 4. Maintain heat transport system pressure.
I ________________________________

|5. Minimize load on bleed cooler.
I________________________________

I
___________________:__________________
|6. Place bleed cooler on vacuum building water
I supply.__________________________________

17. Place heat transport system in thermosyphoning |
I mode.______________________________I

I__________________*__________________
18. Transfer any fuel out of the fuel transfer |
I mechanism.____________________________|

19. Monitor reactor cooling is adequate.

110. Decide whether cooldown is necessary.
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OHP-9
APPENDIX 1

OBJECTIVE - In order to satisfy the three C's - 'Control, Cool and Contain',
the candidate is expected to state and perform the following
checks as applicable.

REACTOR
Shutdown System Jl

check - reactor power low
- shutoff rods incore
- power mismatch controlled
- heat sinks maintained
- initiating parameter

Setback
check - reactor power decreasing

- power mismatch controlled
- heat sinks maintained
- initiating parameter

TURBINE
Trip

check - reactor power reduced
- turbine steam admission valves closed
- turbine steam release open
- heat sink transferred and controlled
- transfer of Class IV power
- main power output breakers open
- excitation tripped
- turbine rundown
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OHP-10

Runback
check - MWe decreasing

- turbine steam control valves closing
- heat sink transferred and controlled

Rejection
check - main output breakers open

- integrity of Class IV maintained
- generator frequency/speed controlled
- heat sink transferred and controlled

HPECI
Initiation

check - crash cooling initiated
- reactor power reduced
- common unit injection and recovery devices operating
- injection flow to the affected unit established

CONTAINMENT
Box-up

check - box-up devices have operated
- containment pressure
- vacuum building response

In addition to the above, the candidate is responsible for the following as
applicable to the mandatory upsets or abnormalities for his specific station:

- obtaining necessary approvals
- making proper notifications
- verifying his actions to ensure the desired result
- recognition of visual and audible alarms
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OHP-11

T'-*? OPtKATOK ACTIOMS

1.0 IConf im lost
lof
Ireclrculated
I cooling water

2.0

3.0

Trip reactor

Post-trip checkt

/'Lot» of reclrculaced coolin«A
( water , j

I I
IConflm XCV cannot IM reicornSI
lt>y startln) tripped or spar« I
\f\jmpt. I
I______________________I

I Trip r«actor.I
J

I Confira reactor trip.)
I______________I

confina turbine runoecH. I
_________________I

0 to p«9«

Loii can be du« to:
(•) fa i lure of «11 tn rec

puapi to operate
(b) pip« fallu:«

(c) Loss of tieat ex
coolin? w a t e r .

Leak UuHcattd by:
(a) beetle tiaras received

in tne r«actsr suili'.ns.
(b) field lfupec:lon and

reports if lea* in :he
RA1.

(c) excessive aaiceup (:n«ck
at head tan* o£ AM :i4)

I Detail« of U wall design and
I rupture water level are in
Uffl 5.6.1.

Reactor aay set back oo bleed
condenser high level

21
Reactor uy trip on high neat
transport temperature.
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OHP-12

ITIMEI OBJECTIVE OPEMTOa COMHEMTS

4.0

5.0

6.0

0 fro« Page 3

Inalntaln heat
(transport
Isyste«
(pressure

ensure only one pressurizing punp Is running.
Monitor Botor bearing tecperatures » trier» Is
no cooling water flow to the socor bearings.
Bearing tesiperatures tr« to tie kept below 90'C.

I

IHinialze load
Ion th* bleed
I cooler
I

I Place bleed
(cooler on
|V» supply

Halntiln heat transport pressure «Dove |
saturation pressure by alternating pressurizing)
pusps or using the FH JUAX punps. |

1. The expected running tlae
before the pump requires
shutdown due to M<jn
bearing temperatures Is
two hours.

2. AJUC puBpi can be run
without »circulated
cooling water.

»JXX pu«p procedure - see
O.K. 33000-i.

Reduce bleed bias to zero. Place M«*d
condenser on sprty pressure control.

Close 7132-KV331 and HV560 to Isolate bleed
cooler fro» reclrculated cooling syste«.

OPBN:
- 7133-HV540
- 7133-HV541to valve in th« vi storage tank supply.

Notify Unit 2 Operator to start recovering
water fron th« VI floor to th« storage tank.

Transfer 4 lev to syst«* service transforser and
trip turbin«. Ensure turbine trip u
complete.

I

© To P«g« S

These will open auto on a
class IV power failure.

Monitor TG rundown.
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OHP-13

5.2.3 Response to Failure of HT Pressurizing Pump

I Pressurizing pump failed.

-No-

Check for I
LOCA as per |
ECI - O.M. I
•-•>3350-4.3.1l

|Transfer
JD20 front
I other units.

t

(Start standby pressurizing
-> I pump . _______________

I
I Reduce bleed flow bias to
Izero. (63336-P17-HCU
| _____ (63336-P17-HC2)

|Increase helium |
(pressure In HT |

->I storage tank to 1
1100 kPa(g) max. I

—No——

|Xes
I

Follow ECI-
O.M. 1-33350-
4.3.2._____

Has
standby

pressurizing
pump failed to

start
—Ho———

|Check FM press- |
jurizing pump j

>javailable. See |
J3.4.40 for j
|restrictions withj
(reduced pressur- |
llzinq capability.!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Istart both FM présure pumps |
I pumps if not already running.!
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OHP-14

YES

(Close gland return)<c—
Ivalve 3534-MV308 I

Can
ressure be maintaine

(Close or check close 3539-
(MV939 and MV942._______

Does
either FM contain

spent fuel
Are

both FMs clamped
on channel

Can
D2O supply to FM
contain spent fuel

interrupted

Are
channe1
closure

(Raise setpoint on FM pump |
(pressure controller, 6332l-j
(PI5A-PIC1 to 15 MPa(g) }
I(3539-CV907 & 3539-CV944). I

I
I
I
4-________________

(Place feed header pressure |
(controller 63331-P3-PIC1 on |
I"AUTO"; setpoint 11.7 MPa(g)|

Are
th FM pressurizing pumps

running

YES

YES
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OHP-15

7.0

a.o

9.0

?w_ . °SJfv7rt

Place heat
transport In
thermosypnonlng
moat.

Transfer any fuel
out of CM fuel
transfer
mechanism.

Monitor reactor
cooling if
adequate.

OPOWTO« ACTIONS

(B J Prom Page 4

1
1 Monitor bit«) cooler ou t U t temperature.!
1 1

t

.S I*\
x/bleed coolers.

<foutlet temperature^ —— NO — >
\. rising <S

YES I
t

Ut outlet temperature of <2*c 1
Icheck bleed corul«ns«r LCVi |
I3332-CV122. 123 clo«« In on j
Iht'gh t««p«c4tur« ov«crW« to l
110% op«n position. l
1 1

1
' -• ' — " ————————— > l

4
(Monitor primary h« «t traruport pumv p«n- |
Mttrs: |
- b«*rlng t«ap«r«tur**> |
- 9l*n4 «••! twp«ritur*«, l
- jlind houilnj toptrtturt*. |

1

4
llf puap p«r«Mt«r lljtlti «r« txc««d»<J,
liiaultUMOuilr stop «11 running pump» «M
|*nt*r thvrmosyphonlng soâ* of operation.
ICniur« ttw pump dLichtrg« v*lv*s r«uln
oD*n.

1
t

|Truuf*r any lrr«dl«t»<J tu«l In tti« fu«l |
ltr«asf«r BccrMnlSB «Ithtr to ttw «Itvctor orj
|to a fu«lllng ucMn«. 1

t
|T»n fr*qu«nt lnstn*Mnt*4 channel TM
jsussurlts to ensure that cne'nosypnonln«. Is
1 effective. If channel outlet temperatures
1 approach 300*C. select cooldown.

1
1
1
1
«

(CJ to page 6

COtWENTS

Protects purif icat ion rciln.
Protects liner of 030
storage tank from high
temperature aaaage.

See O.K. 33000-6 for m
pvs«p peraaeter operating
Halts.

1. It takes approximately
30 minutes for th<rmo~
syphoning to CWCOM
fully effective.

See O.K. 33000-5 for :n<rmo-
syphonlng mode of operation.

1. It Is anticipa:«] that
boiling of >f> trill
occur In approximately
30 minutes.

2. 07° temperaturri to
be monitored contin-
uously by the rn
operator until the
transfer Is complete.

Se« O.K. 3)200-« for
act Ions .

leactor temperatures are
anticipated to be approx-
imately 260°; Inlet and
2S7*C outlet.
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BLEED CONDENSER LEVEL CONTROL

S
Hi
M
f-
S

%
100

60

40

20'

Sätpoint - 610 xn
PH » 30\

52* LIÂT

Sefcpoint
F3

10% T.O. LIMIT

829C
2C°C

—I——
1000
100ä

0
0

200
20«

400
40°

600
60«

800
80°

1200
120 °C

U.VEL (MM)
TEW? OVERRIDE

SIGNAL IS GENERATED BY BOTH CONTROLLERS, A LOW SELECT PASSES
THE LOWEST SIGNAL THROUGH TO BE USED BY THE LEVEL CONTROL
VALVES.
NORMALLY TEMPERATURE OVERRIDE SIGNAL IS ABOVE 52%, THEREFORE,
LEVEL SIGNAL ALONE IS USED- AS TEMPERATURE RISES AT 60°C,
THE OVERRIDE SIGNAL STARTS REDUCING UNTIL IT BECOMES THE
LOWER SIGNAL AND IS PASSED THROUGH AS THE CONTROL SIGNAL-
THE CHANGEOVER STARTS TO OCCUR AT - 407. SIGNAL« 750 MM AND
75°C.
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OHP-17

10.0

I.Î*

lis
(•in
I to
12 hrs

Longer
t era

0«JEC7IVÎ

Decide whether
cool down is
necessary.

OPERAT« ACTIONS

( C J Pro- page S

i
Inalntaln KTS not and prcs-
Isurlzed If possible while
{repairs are _ade to KCV
Isyste».
1

1
1
t

Uf KTS cool down is required,
lattee^t to uintaln a rate of
l2.B*C/_ln. I
III necessary, kanually adjust SJT/I
1 posit Ion to attain this rate.
IBnsur* »11 »ctlora on HT cooliounl
(required by O.K. 33000 are
< followed (different for U-l/2
land U-3/4).
1

1

IChecK with Unit 2 to determine Ifl
1 dousing capability will be Ur
1 paired by leaving the bleed
(cooler on the VB storage tank for
(an extended period, see O.K.
134200-5.
1

1
1
*

Ivhen placing shutdown cooling In I
l»»rvict. monitor pum? t»*riny \
1 températures, since the cooling
(water to the bearings Is unavall-
lable. Alternate shutdown cooling
Ipuaps as required to Maintain
(bearing temperatures less than
I»0*C.
1

————— cawtrs ————— ——
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PICKERING MGS OPERATING MANUAL

ABNORMAL INCIDENTS MANUAL

014-09013-5.6.3 LOSS OF VATER SYSTEMS

LOSS OF RECIRCULATED COOLING WATER

* 5.6.3 LOSS OF WATER SYSTEMS
LOSS OF RECIRCULATED COOLING VATER

5.6.3.1 Accident Identification
PROBLEM AREA

Loss of all Recirc
Cooling Pumps

Indication
AN58
- Low flow
- Suction pressure

low
AN106
- Bleed cooler
outlet
temperature high

Als for high gland
recirc temperatures
on the PHT main
pumps - DCC2 only

Possible Cause
1. Pump logic

fault.
2. Loss of Class 4

and Class 3
power.

3. Pumos seized.

PROBLEM AREA

Pipe Failure
Indication
AN 5 8
- Low flow
- Fluctuating pump

amps
AN 106
- Bleed cooler
outlet
temperature high

Als for high gland
recirc temperatures
on the PHT main
pumps - DCC2 only
- field reports (if
rupture in RAB)

- beetle alarms (if
rupture in RB)
AN30

AN554
- Head tank low

level
Possible Cause
1. Pipe rupture.
2. Expansion Joint

rupture.

PROBLEM AREA

Loss of HX Cooling
Indication
AN59
- High or low

temperatures

AN523
- Low LPSW pressure

Various LPSW alarms

Possible Cause
1. Loss of LPSW.

* Revised May 8, 1987
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O.M. 014-09013-5.6.3
5.6.3.2 operating Objectives

|1. Confirm loss of recirculated cooling water. |
I_______________________________I

12. Trip reactor.

I 3. Post reactor-trip checks.

14. Maintain heat transport system pressure.
I___________________________

15. Minimize load on bleed cooler.

16. Place bleed cooler on vacuum building water |
I supply._______________________________I

| "7. Place heat transport system in thermosyphoning
I mode._____________________________

I
___________________i_____________
18. Transfer any fuel out of the fuel transfer
I mechanism._____________________________

19. Monitor reactor cooling is adequate.

110. Decide whether cooldown is necessary. |
______________________________________I
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O.M. 014-09013-5.6.3

TIKE I OBJECTIVE OPERATOR ACTIONS COTV1ENTS

/toss of reclrculatad coollng
( water.

^\
j

1.0 IConfira loss
lof
Ir»circulated
Icooling water

I I|Confira RCV cannot be restored!
I by starting tripped or spare I
iPUBPS. I
I___________________I

Loti can be due to:
(a) failure of all three

puaps to operate
(b) pipe failure
(c) loss of heat excnenger

cooling water.

2.0

3.0

Trip reactor

Post-trip checks

«S I

4_

ISSI

I Trip reactor.)
I_________I

I
I

______i ______
I Confirm reactor trip.)

I
I Leak Indicated by.
I (a ) beetle alaras received
I In tne reactor sullying.
Kb) field inspection and
I reports If leak In the
I RU.
|(c) excessive M «up (cneck
I at head tank O£ Ml 554)
(Details of RS wall design and
I rupture water level are In
lAXX 5.6.1.

Reactor «ay set back on bleed
condenser high level

21Reactor Bay trip on high heattransport temperature.

Confira turbin, runoack. I

0TOP.,.
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O.K. 014-09013-5.6.3
ITIH» OBJECTIVE »crions _ COMMENTS

4.0

S.O

6.0

I Maintain heat
I transport
Isyste«
(pressure

HlnUlze load
on th« bleed
cooler

IPlac« bleed
(cooler on
|V« supply

0». ) Pro« Page 1

ensure only one pressurizing puop Is running.
Monitor aotor bearing temperatures as there Is
no cooling w«ter Clow to the notor bearings.
Bearing tenperatures are to be kept below 90*C.

Maintain heat transport pressure above I
saturation pressure by alternating pressurizing!
puBps or using the FM fUJU punp«. I
_______________________________I

Reduce bleed bias to zero. Place bleed
condenser on spray pressure control.

Close 'U32-HVS31 and NV560 to Isolate bleed
cooler fro* reclrculated cooling systea.

OP»:
- 7133-BV540
- 7133-BV541
to valve in the VB storage tank supply.

Notify unit 2 operator to «tare recovering
water fro« the VI floor to the storage tank.

Transfer 4 lev
trip turbine.
coBplett.

to sY*te« service transformer and!
Ensure turbine trip U I

0To Page S

1. The expected running time
before the punp requires
shutdown due to hlgn
bearing temperatures Is
two hours.

2. AJUC puaps can be run
without reclrculated
cooling water.

AJftX pu«? procedure - see
O.K. 33000-5.

These will open auto on a
class TV power failure.

Monitor TO rundown.
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O.H. OM-09013-S.6.3

IT;«? OpVf^îVt

Place heat
transport in
thermosypnoning
•3d*.

Transfer any fuel
out of the £u«l
transfermechanism.

Monitor reactor
cool in; is
adequate.

OPOWTOK »CTIOMS
Cl J fro« Page 4
4

Monitor 61ee<J cooler outlet temperature. I
1

tx̂ \./ bleed coolers.<Toutlet temperature^ — HO — >
N. rising /\xÏES rt

Ut outlet temperature of 82*C
1 check bleed condenser LCV«
13332-0/122, 123 close In on
Ihlgh temperature override to
110« open position.
1

i
iHonltor prlmtry hett transport pusq. per<-
•eters:
- beerlng teaperetures,
- 9l«nd seal t««per«tur«*,
- «land housing temperatures.

*
|If puap parameter limits are exceeded.Islmiltaneously stop all running pucps and
1 enter theraosyphonlng sede of operation.
I Ensure the pump discharge valves remain
open.

1
14

1 transfer any irradiated fuel In the fuel
j transfer mechanism either to the elevator orj
jto a fuelling machine.
1

*
|T«e frequent instrumented channel TPH
summaries to ensure that tfteraosypnonlng Is
(effective. If channel outlet temperatures
1 approach 300*C. select cooldoun.
I

*
(c\ to page 6

COMMENTS

Protects purification resin.
Protects liner of t>yO
storage tank from high
temperature danage.

See O.H. 33000-« for HT
pump parameter operating
limits.

1. It takes approximately
30 minutes for thermo-
syphonlng to become
fully effective.

See O.H. 33000-3 for thermo-
syphoning mode of operation.
1. It Is anticipated that

boiling of BjO will
occur in approximately
30 minutes.

2. DjO temperatures to
be monitored contin-
uously by the FM
operator until the
transfer Is complete.

See O.K. 35200-6 for
actions.
teactor temperatures are
anticipated to be approx-
imately 260 'C inlet and
2»7*c outlet.

7.0

a.o

9.0
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O.K. 014-09013-5.6.3

-Jft OPORTO« «crions COH1EKTS

15
iln
to
2 hri

10.0 Decide whether
cooldown is
necessery.

longer
ten

© Pro* page S

(Maintain HTS not end pr«>- I
Isurlted If possible «till« |
(repairs are eiade to ROW I
Isysteeu I
I__________________I

I
I

II! KIS cooldown Is r«]ulr«d. I
UttMpt to «a In t «In t rat« of I
IZ.e'C/«in. I
I If n«c*j»«ry, ««nually *d]uit sxv|
(position to «tt«ln this r«ti. I
I Ensure «11 «crions on HT cooldoxnl
(required by O.H. 33000 «r« I
Ifollowd (different for u-l/2 I
l«nd U-3/4). I
!___________________I

I
_________±_____________

I Check with unit 2 to detenln« If I
(dousing c«p«t>lllty will b« 1»-
I paired by lecvlnj the bleed
(cooler on the VB storege tank for
lui extended period, *ee O.K.
134200-5.
I__________________________

(When placing shutdown cooling In
Iservira, aonltor pmp bearing
Iteaperatures, since the cooling
(water to the bearings U unavall-
lable. Alternate shutdown cooling
Ipuaps as required to ejalntaln
(bearing températures less than
(We.
I____________________
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PICKEHING NGS OPERATING MANUAL

RECIRCULATED COOLING WATER SYSTEM

1-71320-5 NONSTftNDRRD OPERATING CONDITIONS

5. NONSTANDARD OPERATING CONDITIONS

5.1 Emergency Cooling Procedure
If all three circulating pumps become unavailable with the
reactor operating at high power and cannot be returned to
service immediately, the following steps must be taken:
1. The generating unit must be shut down.
2. The heat transport main circulating pumps must be shut
down as their gland temperature high alarms are received.
3. The heat transport system must be put in the thermal
syphoning cooling condition.
4. The number of moderator pumps operating should be
reduced to a minimum.

* Refer to O.M. 014-09013-5.6.3.
While the above steps are being taken, establish emergency
coolant flow in the heat transport system bleed cooler,
closing motorized valves 7132-MV531 and MV560, and opening
7133-MV540 and HV541.
Cool water will flow from the emergency storage tank to the
heat transport system bleed cooler via check valve 7133-NV506
displacing the hot coolant which is discharged to the vacuum
building recovery floor via valves 7133-MV540 and MV541.
On total Class III and/or Class IV power failure the
motorized valves (7132-MV531/MV560 and 7133-KV540/541) will
operate automatically as described above, provided the
associated handswitches are in "AUTO" position.

* This flow will continue until Class III or Class IV power is
restored, and the motorized valves 7132-MV531, MV560, MV540
and MV541 are reset to their original positions.Since the
piping between the bleed cooler isolation valves will contain
emergency storage (service) water as the bleed cooler is
returned to recirculated cooling water cooling, the system
should be sampled and checked for chemical properties after
it has circulated for at least one hour. Refer to Section 9
for sampling, chemicals limits, and corrective action.

* Revised August 26, 1986
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Station PNGS-ASimulator Refresher Training
Simulator Lesson Plan

Title: Loss of Recirculated Cooling Water
Objectives: Following a Simulator demonstration of a loss of RCW, thecandidate will practice the following:

- within the framework of AIM 014-09013-5.6.3 maintain anoverview of critical unit parameters (eg, Reactor power, heattransport pressure/temperature, boiler pressure)
- recognize the loss of RCW without assistance and identifyAIM 014-09013-5.6.3 to be executed
- execute AIM 014-09013-5.6.3, including appropriate approvals,notifications and verifications
- recognize secondary malfunctions and take the appropriatecorrective actions. These malfunctions will be used primarilyto confirm effective Control Room monitoring techniques andwill not normally affect the main event
- identify the probable cause of the loss of RCW usingappropriate control room aids and available resources beforereturning to service

References: AIM 014-09013-5.6.3 Rev Mav 1987
OM 1-71320-5.1 Rev Auq 1986
OM 1-33000-4.2.2 Rev May 1987

Abstract of Event:
1) Loss of RCW pumps
2) Loss of HX coolinq (CV's fallclosed)
3) RCW system oipe failure
Expected Duration: 2 hours
Prepared by/Revised by: __ Trng Officer

Verified by:
Authorized for Use by: Trng jypt (Simulator)

Date:

Date:
Date:
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Pickering 'VLoss of Redrculated Cooling Hater
Simulator Lesson Plan 1

TIME CONTENT ACTIONS

INTRODUCTION
During all demonstrations the instructor will refer tothe specific assessment guide and the candidate willrefer to the AIM procedure for a loss of RCW.
The guides can be made available for candidate referencebut should be returned once the demonstration iscomplete.
Any questions on expectations?

OBJECTIVES
For each of the following scenarios; loss of RCW pumps,loss of HX cooling and RCW pipe failure, using normalControl Room aids, and working effectively with controlroom and field staff, the candidate will successfullyperform the following:
- within the framework of AIM 014-09013-5.6.3 Simulatormaintain an overview of critical unit parameters (eg, "WhiteReactor power, heat transport pressure/temperature, Board"boiler pressure)
- recognize the loss of RCW without assistance andidentify AIM 014-09013-5.6.3 to be executed
- execute AIM 014-09013-5.6.3 including appropriateapprovals, notifications and verifications
- recognize any significant secondary malfunctions andtake appropriate corrective actions. Thesemalfunctions will be used primarily to confirmeffective Control Room monitoring techniques and willnot normally affect the main event
- identify the probable cause for the loss of RCW usingappropriate control room aids and available resourcesbefore returning to service
DEMONSTRATION
LOSS OF RCW PUMPS
Setup for Exercise Exercise 1
Normal full power operation.

Simulator Fidelity
Currently the analog inputs for HT pump glandtemperatures do not work on DCC #2.
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TIME CONTENT ACTIONS

Instructor Input

Select P502/P503 to 'off and place WP tags on
handswitones.

Trip Pump 501 by inputting.

Page 633, line 25.

Freeze simulator in approximately 1 minute.

Highlight diagnostic skills:
- pump trip indications
- low flow/pressure
Unfreeze simulator and follow through AIM procedure(instructor could use assessment guide) to the pointwhere unit is in a stable state.

LOSS OF HX COOLING
Setup for Exercise
Normal full power operation.

Simulator Fidelity
Currently the analog inputs for HT pump glandtemperatures do not work on DCC #2.

Instructor Input
Increase the HT system bleed bias to approximately 10%to place extra cooling load on the Bleed Cooler.
Insert line 5 value 100 on page 633. This causes thetemperature control CV's to go 100% closed.

Highlight Diagnostic Skills
The temperature rise is rapid at first, but thenmoderates at or about 40*C (ie, below the HT pump alarm
setpoints).
Note: Since we currently cannot monitor OCC 11 analoginputs for the pump seals, this demonstration canterminate at this point. The required AIMprocedure can be demonstrated by the piperupture.

Exercise 2
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TIME CONTENT ACTIONS

RCW HEADER FAILURE DEMONSTRATION
Setup for Exericse
Normal full power operation.

Simulator Fidelity
AN554, low head tank level should be received, butcurrently is not modelled.

Instructor Input
Page 633, line 26 - Simulates a discharge header breakon the RCW system.
Freeze Simulator in approximately 30 seconds.

Highlight Diagnostic Skills
- low flow alarm and indication
- high pump amps
- bleed cooler temperature rise

Unfreeze Simulator and let scenario run to completion.Use AIM or assessment guide to demonstrate requiredoperator actions.
The instructor, in consultation with the SS/SOS willformulate teams, assign responsibilities and all teamsto practice the above event.
The candidates can refer to the available assessmentguides, if they wish, but AIM and OM reference must beused for operating on the panels.
The Loss of RCW exercise can be introduced randomly,without prior knowledge of the team (diagnostic skill
practice preferred) or by special request for an eventto practice operational techniques.
A post-exercise critique will be performed with thecandidate(s) after each practice session, using theassessment guides as reference.
These practice critiques will not be kept or formallyrecorded.

Exercise 3
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SIMULATOR ASSESSMENT GUIDE
to

AIN SEQ ACTIONS
INSTRUCTOR
- Review expectations with the candidate.
- Ensure responsibilities are understood.
- Ensure minimum number of assessors on the floor.
- Run the Simulator in real time.
- All 'fail' boxes must have a comment.
- If performance is not applicable, denote by N/A.
- Minor malfunctions can be added, as appropriate (eg, S/A rod
stuck, IV stuck open) .

SIMULATOR FIDELITY
The analog inputs for DCC #2 do not work. Operator actions canonly be based upon the alarms received.
Also, the low head tank alarm is not received. (DR'd)

INSTRUCTOR INPUT
Full power operation.
Page 633 insert line 26.
Note: If HT bleed bias is set to 10% the event will evolve

rapidly.

COMMENTS



SIMULATOR ASSESSMENT GUIDE

AIM SEQ ACTIONS COMMENTS
1.0 CANDIDATE

- Responds to initial panel alarms and indications
- Confirms problem to be a loss of RCW
- Locates and uses the correct operating procedure
- dispatches field operator to verify RCW pipe failure or
- requests field operator or confirms that leak cannot beisolated readily

2.0 - Trips the Reactor

3.0 Verifies the Reactor trip and Turbine runback by checking:
- All shutoff rods in core
- neutron power reducing (or low)
- MWe decreasing
- turbine governor valves closing
- Boiler pressure being maintained (controlled)

en

4.0 - ensures only one pressurizing pump is running
Note: bearing temperatures are to be kept below 90'C.



SIMULATOR ASSESSMENT GUIDE

AIN SEQ ACTIONS CONNENTS
Instructor Input
Notify the candidate that both the pressurizing pump glandtemperatures have exceeded 90'C (ie, A/I 's are non-functional inDCC #2). Confirm with candidate that the RCW header breakcannot be isolated.

Candidate
Note: Candidate may shutdown the RCW pumps at this time tominimize the water hazard.
- Places one or both F/M Ajax pumps in service
- Raises setpoint on F/M pump to 15 MPa
- Adjusts feed header pressure controller on auto to 11.7 MPa

5.0 - Reduces bleed bias to zero
Places bleed condenser on spray pressure control

6.0 - Places bleed cooler on Vacuum building supply
Closes 7132 MV531/560
Opens 7133 MV540/541
Notifies Unit 2 operator to place Vacuum building on floorrecovery



SIMULATOR ASSESSMENT GUIDE

AIM SEQ

7.0

ACTIONS
- Transfers 4 kV to SST supply
- Trips turbine manually and verifies
- ESV's and IV s closed
- Release valves open
- Boiler pressure being controlled by the SRV's
- Main 230 kV generator breakers open
- Excitation breaker tripped
- Turbine running down

- Monitors bleed cooler outlet temperature and
- If BC temperature exceeds 82°C checks temperature overrideoperates
- Monitors HT pump parameters
Note: Currently the DCC #2 A/I 's do not function, thereforethe candidate will react to the alarms on pump sealsand gland recirc temperature

Places the HT system in thermosyphoning state.
- Simultaneously stops all HT cire pumps

CONNENTS



SIMULATOR ASSESSMENT GUIDE
Os

I AIM SEQl ACTIONS COMMENTS
- Ensures all pump discharge valves remain open

8.0 | - Checks with F/M operator - re: status of irradiated fuel in
T/M

9.0 | - Ensures thermosyphoning is effective by taking frequentinstrumented channels
- Maintains HT hot and pressurized until decision made for RCW
repairs

10.0 | Instructor
The exercise can be terminated at this point or the candidatecan be notified that damage is extensive and will require 24hours to repair, in which case a cool down will be started
following OM 33000-4.2.2.

Sample Questions/Answers
1. State the major concern presented by the use of VacuumBuilding Water supply during this event.

- potential for impairment of containment system
- possible contamination concerns if Bleed Cooler leaks

2. State the rationale for tripping the Reactor early in this
scenario.



SIMULATOR ASSESSMENT GUIDE

AIN SEQ ACTIONS
- to quickly reduce power below 2% FP so that the HTcirculating pumps can be shutdown (minimize the chance ofseal failures)

3. State why it might be advantageous to open all 16 pumpdischarge valves when in the thermosyphoning mode.
- less resistance to flow from the boilers to the Reactorcore as more flow paths will exist

4. State why placing the bleed condenser on spray controlreduces load on the bleed cooler (seq 5.0).
- reducing the reflux flow to zero reduces hot bleed flowfrom the South loop into the Bleed Condenser
- also spray cooling is more efficient than reflux coolingdue to one-on-one contact

COMMENTS



CANDIDATE SUMMARY

Date of Classroom Delivery _______________
Date of Simulator Delivery ______________
Date of Simulator Assessment ______________

Candidate's Simulator Assessment Overall Performance: D
D

Assessor's Comments:

Signature of Assessor(s): ________________ Date:

_______________ Date:

Candidate's Comments: ______________________

Candidate's Signature: ___________________ Date:
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PICKERIMG MGS OPERATING MANUAL

RECIRCÜLATED COOLING WATER SYSTEM

1-71320-5 NONSTANDARD OPERATING CONDITIONS

5. NOMSTANDARD OPERATING CONDITIONS

5.1 Emergency Cooling Procedure
If all three circulating pumps become unavailable with the
reactor operating at high power and cannot be returned to
service immediately, the following steps must be taken:
1. The generating unit must be shut down.
2. The heat transport main circulating pumps must be shut
down as their gland temperature high alarms are received.
3. The heat transport system must be put in the thermal
syphoning cooling condition.
4. The number of moderator pumps operating should be
reduced to a minimum.

* Refer to O.M. 014-09013-5.6.3.
While the above steps are being taken, establish emergency
coolant flow in the heat transport system bleed cooler,
closing motorized valves 7132-MV531 and MV560, and opening
7133-MV540 and HV541.
Cool water will flow from the emergency storage tank to the
heat transport system bleed cooler via check valve 7133-NV506
displacing the hot coolant which is discharged to the vacuum
building recovery floor via valves 7133-MV540 and MV541.
On total Class III and/or Class IV power failure the
motorized valves (7132-MV531/MV560 and 7133-MV540/541) will
operate automatically as described above, provided the
associated handswitches are in "AUTO" position.

* This flow will continue until Class III or Class IV power is
restored, and the motorized valves 7132-MV531, MV560, MV540
and MV541 are reset to their original positions.Since the
piping between the bleed cooler isolation valves will contain
emergency storage (service) water as the bleed cooler is
returned to recirculated cooling water cooling, the system
should be sampled and checked for chemical properties after
it has circulated for at least one hour. Refer to Section 9
for sampling, chemicals limits, and corrective action.

* Revised August 26, 1986
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257A-71320

PICKERING NGS-A SYSTEMS TRAINING MANUAL - Operators

Level 2
Common Processes & Services

RECIRCULATED COOLING WATER SYSTEM

PART A - STANDARD OPERATION

CONTENTS

1.0 OBJECTIVES

1.1 List of Resources
1.1.1 Operating Manual
1.1.2 Design Manual
1.1.3 Flowsheets

2.0 PURPOSE OF THE SYSTEM

3.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

3.1 General Layout and Major Components
3.2 Control Centre Instrumentation & Controls

3.2.1 Pump Controls
3.2.2 Temperature Controls
3.2.3 Flow Indications
3.2.4 Valve Positions

4.0 PRINCIPLES OF THE OPERATING MANUALS - STANDARD OPERATION

4.1 Operating Policies & Principles
4.2 Operating Constraints and Hazards

4.2.1 Loss of Service Water Supply or All Three RCW Pumps
are Unavailable

4.2.2 Overpressure Protection
4.2.3 Hydrazine Handling
4.2.4 Thermal Insulation

4.3 Standard Operation - Start-up
4.4 Standard Operation - Operating/Poised

4.4.1 Operating State Description
4.4.2 Operating with High Bleed Flow Situations in the Heat

Transport system
4.5 Standard Operation - Shutdown

4.5.1 Shutdown of the System
4.5.2 Draining of the System
4.5.3 Containment Concerns During System Shutdown

4.6 Routine Testing
4.7 Auxiliary Services
4.8 Chemical Control
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l.0 OBJECTIVES

At the end of this lesson, the candidate will have the required
knowledge and skills to:
(1) Perform routine Control Room monitoring and supervise Field
monitoring of the system in accordance with O.M. 71320, Section 4.3.
(2) Using the Operating Manual, perform the following operating
procedures:
- O.M. 71320, Section 4.2 - System Start-Up
- O.M. 71320, Section 4.4 - System Shutdown
(3) Without the use of the Operating Manual, perform the following
operating procedures:
- None in this category identified for this course.
(4) Using the test procedure or operating manual procedure, perform
the following tests:
- None in this category identified for this course.
(5) Using a flowsheet, identify the auxiliary services required to
support operation of this system with the unit at full power.

NOTE: When performing a specific procedure, the candidate may be
required to:
(1) Identify the reason for each major step.
(2) Identify any hazards or operating constraints associated with the
procedures.
(3) Identify any requirement for higher authority approval.
(4) Outline the response of the system to specific actions.

1.1 List of Resources

1.1.1 Operating Manual
O.M. 71320

1.1.2 Design Manual
Section 71320
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1.1.3 Flowsheets
44-1-0-71300-FS-2

2.0 PURPOSE OF THE SYSTEM

To supply cooling water to nuclear system loads in a normally
inaccessible area with a closed loop water system.
A closed system provides clean démineralized water free of silt and
algae. This prevents plugging of small cooling lines. The pH and
oxygen chemistry of the water is to be periodically adjusted to retain a
low shell side fouling factor on the critical exchangers that are
principally located in the boiler room.
The constant outlet temperature prevents D2O freezing and maintains a
narrow temperature difference condition on the process fluid in
associated systems. In addition, there is a power saving from the
closed system compared with a high pressure open system.

3.0 DESCRIPTION OP THE SYSTEM

3.1 General Layout and Major Components
System Flowsheet 71300-FS-2 should be referenced during this description.
The system uses demineralized water to cool specified nuclear loads.
The water is circulated by use of a centrifugal pump located on 254'
RAB. Under normal conditions only one pump is required to circulate the
water. The pumps take their suction from the outlet of the heat
exchangers (ie, after cooling of RCW). The suction head is maintained
by the head tank located on the 339' TAB.
The system is kept full by a float valve in the head tank. This float
valve opens on low level to supply demineralized water from the main
distribution header. The tank also acts as a reject tank for excess
water when there is a leak into the system or when the system swells due
to a temperature rise. This is indicated in the control room by a high
level alarm that comes off a flow switch in the tank overflow line.
Small flows are not alarmed, while a major overflow would be. The over
flow goes to active waste, as a leak may release activity to the
demineralized water side.
The temperature of the recirculated water is controlled by two heat
exchangers located on 254' RAB. The heat exchangers cool the system
water by use of low pressure service water (LPSW) cooling.

The heat exchangers at present have a history of developing tube Leaks
(in future all recirculating cooling water (RCV) heat exchangers will be
switched to stainless steel tubed heat exchangers). When these leaks
occur, the direction of leakage can vary with LPSW pressure. If the
leakage is into the system it can be detected by head tank overflow or
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chemical sampling. If the leakage is out of the system it may be
detected by an increase in service water effluent activity or, if leak
is major, a low level alarm in the head tank.
System Loads

Users (USD Maximum Approximate Usage
Moderator Pump Glands (3211) 9.5 Mg/h
Fuelling Machine Auxiliary Coolers 8.1 Mg/h
(3539)
Fuelling Machine D̂  Leak Detection 1.6 Mg/h
Coolers (63812)
Fuelling Machine Fuel Transfer 8.1 Mg/h
Auxiliary Cooler (3529)
Pressurizing Pumps (3331) 17.7 Mg/h
Heavy Water Detectors in Boiler 3.3 Mg/h
Water (63812)
Shutdown Cooling Pump Gland Coolers 54.5 Mg/h
(Shutdown Pump Coolers) (3341)
Heat Transport Pump Gland, Seal and 205.0 Mg/h
Motor Bearings
Bleed Cooler (3332) (Normally 87 Mg/h 348.0 Mg/h
or less) ________
TOTAL 655.8 Mg/h

Under normal full power operation, the two major loads are the heat
transport pump gland coolers and the bleed cooler. When the heat
transport system is cold and depressurized, the major load will be the
shutdown cooling pumps.
The standby pump will start if the running pump trips, or if the bleed
cooler outlet temperature reaches 43°C as seen by 63332 T19A-TIA1 or
63332 T19B-TIA1.

3.2 Control Room Instrumentation and Controls

3.2.1 Pump Controls
Recirculation pumps 7132-P501, P502 and P503 are controlled by
associated handswitches HSl on panel 6610-PL7 in the main control room,
the handswitches have three positions: OFF/RESET - STANDBY - ON.
Normally, one pump will be operating ("ON"), the second pump will be in
"STANDBY" and the third pump will be oEf ("OFF/RESET").
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The standby pump will start if the running pump trips, or if the bleed
cooler outlet temperature reaches 43°C as seen by 63332-T19A-TIA1 or
63332-T19B-TIA1.

Once the pump is started in "STANDBY", it will remain running
(sealed-in) until reset by the control room operator (OFF/RESET). On
total Class III power failure, the standby pump is locked out and
prevented from starting. However, the operator can start any pump by
switching it to "ON".

3.2.2 Temperature Controls
The recirculated water system temperature is monitored by
67132T501-TIC1, which in turn modulates low pressure, open system
service water control valves 7131-CV583 and CV585 for 7132-HX501 and
HX502, respectively.
Automatic or manual control is provided by temperature indicator
controller 67132T501-TIC1, located on panel 6610-PL7 in the main control
room with controller set point at 18°C on auto.
In addition to controller 67132T501-TIC1, temperature indicating alarm
meter 67132-T502-TIA1 is provided on panel 6610-PL7 to indicate and/or
alarm "HIGH or LOW" recirculated water temperature. In addition, the
LPSW cooling control valves can be opened in the field by operating the
local toggle switch to take the air off. The temperature can now be
controlled by manually throttling the LPSW isolating valves.

3.2.3 Flow Indications
The system gross flow can be monitored on control room panel 6610-P17A.
This is seen on flow indicating alarm meter 67132F501-FIA1 with a normal
reading of 150 L/s.

3.2.4 Valve Positions
Under normal operating conditions, when the bleed cooler is supplied
from the recirculated system 7132-HV560 and MV531 are open, 7133-MV540
and MV541 are closed. The above valves are interlocked when under
automatic control, ie, all handswitches selected to auto position so
that 7133-MV540 and MVS41 will not open until 7132-MV560 and MV531 are
fully closed and vice versa.

4.0 PRINCIPLES OF THE OPERATING MANUAL - STANDARD OPERATION

4.1 Operating Policies and Principles
There are no operating policies and principles associated with this
system.
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4.2 Operating Constraints and Hazards

4.2.1 Loss of Service Vater Supply or
Ml Three RCV Pumps are Unavailable

Reference P.M. 7132, Section 3.1.1.
The actions associated with the loss of RCW will be covered in Level 2
Station Systems Training - Part B.

4.2.2 Overpressure Protection
Reference O.M. 7132, Section 3.14.

4.2.3 Hydrazine Handling
Reference P.M. 71320, Section 3.1.5.

4.2.4 Thermal Insulation
Reference P.M. 71320, Section 3.1.6.

4.3 standard Operation - Start-Up
Reference O.M. "71320, Section 4.2.

Prior to placing the system back into service, ensure that the system is
full. This means that the head tank is valved in and a level is visible
in the tank (field checks).
The start-up procedure is adequately covered in the Operating Manual
O.M. 71320, Section 4.2 and no further clarification is reguired.

4.4 Standard Operation - Operating/Poised
Reference O.M. 71320, Section 4.3.

4.4.1 Operating State Description
One pump is selected "ON", the second pumps is at "STANDBY" while the
third pump is at "OFF". The standby selected pump will start if the
running pump trips or an increased cooling water flow is demanded by the
heat transport system bleed cooler as seen by bleed cooler outlet
temperature alarm units. The system gross flow as indicated by
67132-F501-FIA1 is'in the range 91 - 167 kg/s influenced primarily by
the bleed cooler demand.
Both heat exchangers are in service and the pump discharge header water
temperature is being controlled automatically at 18°C by 67132T501-TIC1.
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4.4.2 Operating with High Bleed Flow Situations
in the Heat Transport System

When the heat transport system is being warmed up, or being pressurized
for any reason (ie, fuelling, unit start-up), a large amount of swell of
HTS fluid can occur. During any transient condition, which can cause
this type of incident, the temperature of the HTS fluid leaving the
bleed cooler is monitored to prevent hot water from getting to, and
damaging HTS ion exchange resins.
This temperature can be seen on two indicating alarm units
63332T19A-TIA1 and 63332T19B-TIA1 on the heat transport panel in the
control room. In order to limit the rise of temperature under these
conditions, the RCW system uses logic from either of the above alarm
units to start the standby recirculated water pump. This puts more
cooling water through the bleed cooler. The temperature at which these
units are set to start the standby pump is 43°C, with the normal control
being at 25°C. The standby pump logic is as follows:

"SEAL-IN" Logic

Running Pump
"FAIL" Logic

Bleed Cooler logic _
OR

Class III Power Available

PuniD -HS1 in "STANDBY1

AND
Pump Running

Reference;
CD-D-44-N67132-1. -2 & -3

Often it is known that a HTS pressure rise will occur because of a
planned event (ie, fuelling) and it can be useful to start the standby
pump manually before the HTS swell occurs. This will limit the
temperature rise.

4.5 Standard Operation - Shutdown

4.5.1 shutdown of the System
O.M. 71320, Section 4.4 is referenced to ensure safe plant operation
with no recirculated water system.
The following steps must be taken prior to shutting down the
recirculated cooling water system:
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(1) The generating unit must be shut down and the heat transport pumps
stopped.
This is to prevent damage to the main pumps because they will lose
cooling water to the gland seal coolers and the mechanical seal
will heat up and be damaged.

(2) The heat transport system must be in the thermosyphoning condition.
This is required because the main pumps are unavailable for the
reason given in part (1) and the shutdown cooling pumps are also
unavailable, as their seal coolers also require recirculated
cooling water (NOTE: If the heat transport temperature is < 40°C
it may be possible to run the shutdown cooling pumps without
damage due to the cooling available from the heat transport water
being pumped).

(3) Although cooling water flow to the moderator pump glands is not
essential for pump operations, the number of moderator pumps
operating should be reduced to the minimum required.

(4) Close 7133-V564, to prevent service water in emergency storage
tank from entering RCW system due to no pressure holding
7133-NV506 closed.
When the pumps are shut down, the system pressure drops below the
pressure in the emergency storage water line to the bleed cooler.
This would allow flow through 7133-W506 into the recirculated
water system. This is raw service water and would ruin the system
chemical control and overflow the head tank on 339' TAB.

When the above steps are completed, the recirculated cooling water
system can be shut down ùy turning the pump control switches to "OFF".

4.5.2 Draining of the System
Reference O.M. "71320, Section 3.13.

4.5.3 Containment Concerns During System Shutdown
Reference O.M. 71320, Section 3.12.

4.6 Routine Testing
Reference O.M. 71320, Section 7.
Annual callups to test system alarms are in place.

4.7 Auxiliary Services
The following supplies are required to operate the recirculated water
system (RCW).

Class III, 600 V power to the three pumps
Class II, 48 V dc power to logic circuits
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Class II, 65 V de power to the system flow measurement loop
Class II, 120 V ac power to the system temperature control loop
Démineraiized water supply to makeup to the head tank
LPSW to the heat exchangers to cool the recirculated water temperatures
LFIA to the system control and motorized valves

7131 CV583, CV585 - LPSW to heat exchangers
7132 MV527, MV529 - RCW to fuel transfer auxiliary coolers
7132 MV523 - RCW to fuelling machine auxiliary cooler
7132 MV531, MV560 - RCW to bleed cooler
7132 MV540, MV541 - RCW from bleed cooler to vacuum building
7132 CV553, CV554 - RCW control of bleed cooler

4.8 chemical Control
On all 4 units, control of pH and oxygen is now achieved by the use of
hydrazine. Instead of IRM 154 resin (Lithium based), IRN 150 resin
(H+OH-) is now being used. The presence of oxygen and chlorides in this
system can increase corrosion effects. Oxygen can be removed by the
addition of hydrazine. Chlorides can be removed with ion exchange
resin. The ion exchange columns must not be used in combination with
hydrazine since the resin will remove the hydrazine as well as the
chlorides.
If the chloride ion concentration should exceed 1 rag/kg, hydrazine
addition should be stopped and the ion-exchange column valved in:
A sample from the ion-exchange outlet unit 7132-V740, is to be taken
once/shift and checked for chlorides when the ion-exchange column is in
service. When the chlorides are reduced to < 1 mg/kg, the ion-exchange
column is to be valved out.

See O.M. 71320, Section 9 for detailed procedures for hydrazine addition
and a list of specifications and actions for good chemical control.

Prepared by:
Unit First Operator

Approved by:
Technical Superintendent
Training and Safety

Verified by:
Training Officer

Technical verification by:
Technical Superintendent
Pickering NGS
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251A-71320
PICKERING NGS-A SYSTEMS TRAINING MANUAL - Operators

Level 2

Common Processes & Services

RECIRCULATED COOLING WATER SYSTEM

PART B - SYSTEM TRIPS, ALARMS & NON-STANDARD OPERATIONS

CONTENTS

1.0 OBJECTIVES

1.1 List of Resources
2.0 PRINCIPLES OF THE OPERATING MANUAL

2.1 Systems Trips
2.1.1 Thermal Overload Trip of Pump Motors

2.2 System Alarms
2.2.1 Recirculating Service Water Low Plow (AN58)
2.2.2 Recirculating Service Water Temperature (AN59)
2.2.3 Head Tank Level [Hi/Lo] (AN554)

2.3 Loss of Auxiliary Services2.3.1 Electrical Power Supply Partial Losses
2.3.2 Partial Loss LPIA
2.3.3 Partial Loss LPSW
2.3.4 Loss Démineralized Water Supply to Head Tank
2.3.5 Chemical Dousing Tank Unavailability

2.4 Non-Standard Operating Conditions
2.4.1 Emergency Cooling
2.4.2 Use of EWST as a Head Tank

1.0 OBJECTIVES

On completion of this training, the candidate will have the requiredknowledge and skills to:
(1) Perform and/or supervise the following Operating Manual Proceduresand/or workplans:
- Use of the Emergency Storage Tank as a Head Tank (O.M. 71320,Section 5.2)

(R-0) 86 01 08
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(2) Perform the Operating Manual response to the following trips and
alarms using the Operating Manual:
- Recirculating Service Water Low Flow (AN58)
- Recirculating Service Water Temperature (AN59)
- Head Tank Level [Hi/Lo] (AN554)
(3) Perform the Operating Manual response to the following trips and
alarms without reference to the Operating Manual:
- None identified at this level of training.

Note; The Unit First Operator (UFO) is expected to perform Control Room
activities and supervise field activities.
In support of the performance objectives, the candidate will be required
to:
(a) identify any hazards, operating constraints and Operating Policies
and Principles (OP&Ps) associated with the operation
(b) state reasons for specific automatic and operator actions
(c) outline the major effects on the system and state operator concerns
(d) list the operator actions required to verify system conditions.

1.1 List of Resources

1.1.1 Operating Manual
O.M. 71320, Sections 5, 6 and 8

1.1.2 Flowsheet
44-1-0-71300-FS-2

2.0 PRINCIPLES OP THE OPERATING MANUAL

Unless noted otherwise, all trips and alarms listed below generate a
printed message (M200), a Wand display (DCC #1 only) and an audible
alarm on the associated DCC.
All alarms will require immediate recognition and acknowledgement and
usual confirmation that the indications are genuine.

Examples of confirmation are:
- checking associated panel indications (analog, digital)
- checking handswitch (HS) position/indieating lights
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- supervise field confirmations
- checking red "breaker reclosure prohibited" and "control voltage
lost" lights.

2.1 System Trips (O.M. 71320-6.0)

2.1.1 Thermal Overload Trip of Pump Motor (7132-P501,502,503)
Initiated by;
Thermal overload relay of pump motors.
Operator Concerns:
The system is to cool specified nuclear loads and under normal
conditions only one pump is required. The second pump, selected to
'STANDBÏ' will start and will be sealed in until selected 'OFF/RESET1 by
the Control Room Operator (CRO).
An additional alarm AN670 Motor overload is received.
Intent of Actions:
To ensure normal cooling is produced and avoid low flow alarm AN58, the
auto-start of STANDBY pump is checked.

2.2 System Alarms

2.2.1 Recirculatinq Service Water Plow Lo (AN58)
Initiated by:
System indicated flow is at, or below, moveable setpoint on RCW flow B/S.
Operator Concern;
The system heat removal capabilities have been impaired with possible
temperature increase and subsequent system load alarms.
A total loss of RCW results in impairment of fuel cooling (loss of PHT
pumps, pressurizing pumps, shutdown cooling pumps).

Intent of Operator Actions:
The Operator checks are to investigate whether the load cooling
requirements, have changed significantly and to ensure cooling flow is
restored as soon as possible.
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2.2.2 Recirculatinq Service Vater Temperature (AN59)
Initiated by:
High or low temperature detected by control room B/S meters.
Operator Concerns;
The same concerns and actions as for RN58 are to be addressed.

2.2.3 Head Tank Level Hi/Lo (AN554)
Initiated by;
Level switch (LS910) for low level and flow switch (FS910) for high
level resulting in overflow.
Operator Concerns;
Low Level - indicates a loss of cooling water and has same concern as
"low flow".
High Level - the operator is concerned for radiation hazard and
equipment damage because the high level may be due to a leak in the
bleed coolers with subsequent 1H> and radionuclide hazard in the
TAB or a flooding of the head tank may result in electrical equipment
damage and ground faults. The high level may be due to incorrect
valving and transfer from EWST to head tank.

2.3 Loss of Auxiliary Systems

2.3.1 Electrical Power Supply Losses
Power Losses | Examples of Affects

J______Equipment____
Operator Concerns

lClass TV/Class III (No direct effects.
4 W I

I
Class III 600 V ac |Loss of operating RCW pump

Partial Class II
120 V ac

Partial Class II
65 V dc

Partial Class II
48 V dc

I Loss of power to
1 temperature transmitters
[and controllers, flow and
temperature B/S.

I Current Loops for control
land indicating circuits
jare de-energized.
I|All logic and CR HS power
(supply will be lost.
148 V dc light indication
Iwill be lost on affected
|equipment.

[Standby pump starts RCW
(temperature may rise.
I(Loss of temperature
(control and possible in-
|crease in temperature on
|RCW loads is to be
(avoided by local cv
(control and fuse
(replacement.
I(Flow indication goes to
zero.

(Operating pump stops and
(Standby pump is unavail-
jable.
I
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2.3.2 Partial Loss of Low Pressure Instrument Air
Operator Concerns:
Air-controlled CVs and MVs in system fail open and may result in
overcooling of system and of some components in FT or FM systems. May
also cause water transfer from RCW to Vacuum Building floor or EWST to
RCW head tank. Manual control or provision of alternative air supply
must be attempted.

2.3.3 Low Pressure Service Vater
Operator Concerns:
Loss of LPSV cooling to both heat exchangers will cause rapid rise in
the RCW system temperature. The high temperature annunciation and
concerns will mean that the unit will be shut down to minimize damage to
essential equipments such as heat transport pumps, bleed cooler,
Pressurizing Pumps and Shutdown Cooling pumps.

2.3.4 Loss of Demineralized Water Supply to Head Tank
Operator Concern:
Loss of head tank level such that RCW pump cavitates and system flow is
reduced means that either restoration of démineralized water supply is
required or that an alternative supply, for example, EWST is to be
provided.

2.3.5 Unavailable Chemical Dousing Tank
The provision of alternative hydrazine addition is adequately describe
in the Operating Manual, Section 8.9

2.4 Non-Standard Operations

2.4.1 Emergency Cooling Procedure
The procedure to provide emergency cooling on loss of all 3 RCW
circulating pumps is addressed in the Level 2 Part B AIM manual.

2.4.2 Use of the EWST as a Head Tank
The procedures for valving in and out of service are adequately
described in the O.M. Section 5.2. The concerns for the operator are as
follows:
- requires on-power B/R entry to valve in EWST
- improper valving can cause possible flooding of normal head tank
- over-pressurization of RCW system and rupture of E-J's on pump inlet
and outlet can occur if EWST supply line is being pressurized by a units
HPSW through MV501.
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Appendix U

CONTINUING TRAINING: SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR PROCEDURAL REVIEW

(Example taken from the United States of America)

DISCUSSION
This appendix provides guidance for teaching

procedures and technical specifications to support
the simulator portion of a typical operator training
course. It addresses the following areas:
• surveillance procedures

• normal operating procedures

• off-normal operating procedures
• technical specifications
• emergency plan

It is assumed that students attending this training
have progressed through all recommended funda-
mentals and systems training courses that normally
precede simulator training, asdescribed in other
INPO operator training guidelines. The training
should be designed with consideration of the person-
nel being trained, e.g., initial operator training, SRO
upgrade training, or licensed operator continuing
training.

Detailed, site-specific information should be used
to write the lesson plans applying this guidance. It is
not recommended that so much procedural detail be
incorporated to necessitate revision of a lesson plan
every time the associated procedure changes. Cur-
rent plant procedures and technical specifications
and the emergency plan should be used as student
handouts when conducting this training.

CONTENT
Associated classroom training on procedures and

technical specifications should be prepared using the
following guidance:
A. Review of Procedures

NOTE: It is expected that only the procedures be-
ing introduced for the first time in this exercise will be
reviewed. Each procedure should be covered inde-
pendently.
1, Surveillance procedures
a. Purpose—Discuss the purpose and importance of

the surveillance.

(1) consequences of undetected degradation of
equipment (include plant experience reports
here if applicable)

(2) consequences of missing or delaying the surveil-
lance (administrative and technical specification
i m pact—brief overview—detai Is wil I be covered
later)

b. Overview major physical steps required to con-
duct the surveillance.

c Limitations and initial plant conditions—Discuss
those listed in the procedure ensuring full student
understanding.

d. Precautions—Discuss those listed in the proce-
dure ensuring full student understanding.

e. Additional equipment or personnel (if applicable)
(1) Discuss location and required qualifications of

these additional items or persons.
(2) Discuss the role of various plant departments in

performing the surveillance.
(3) Discuss methods for ensuring good coordination

and communications between the various per-
sonnel conducting the surveillance.

(4) Discuss who is in charge and responsible for con-
duct of the surveillance.

(5) Discuss the proper use of equipment, as neces-
sary.

(6) Discuss the proper notifications and lead times
necessary for obtaining the additional people, if
applicable.

(7) Discuss methods available and requirements for
communication links between the control room
and personnel in the plant, if applicable.

(8) Discuss any radiological and safety hazards that
could be encountered during the test.

f. Acquisition of data

(1) Discuss the importance of using only the ap-
proved, qualified, and specified recorders,
gauges, and equipment for acquiring data.

(2) Discuss any methods or requirements in acquir-
ing good, consistent, and reliable data, i.e.,
recorder/gauge parallax, starting stop watch
on switch movement rather than valve position
indication or vice versa, ensuring proper paper
alignment in recorder, etc.

(3) Discuss the accuracies needed and any time res-
traints in acquiring the data.

g. Recording of data

(1) Discuss the data sheets, where entries are to be
made, and by whom.

(2) Ensure that students understand how to make any
necessary unit conversions.

(3) Discuss the required significant digits.
h. Evaluation of data
(1) Discuss how the data is or will be evaluated and

used.
(2) Discuss the potential effects of equipment not

meeting acceptance criteria.
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i. Contingencies and follow-up actions

(1) Discuss the students' options in repeating parts of
the entire test, the plant's philosophy regarding
this, the regulatory restraints that may affect this
decision, and the necessity to retain all the data
taken. Emphasize the importance of "as found
data."

(2) Discuss additional notifications and paper work
that may be required if equipment fails its surveil-
lance. Thoroughly cover applicable forms and
procedures if they have not been covered
already.

(3) Discuss actions that must betaken if surveillance
cannot be performed exactly as written.

(4) Discuss specific notifications and actions that
must take place if a surveillance cannot be per-
formed in the required time frame, including how
to personally ensure it is rescheduled ap-
propriately.

(5) Discuss plant policy on use of grace periods.

j. Operator proficiency

(1) Discuss the importance of observing the operat-
ing characteristics of equipment each time it is
run. Be specific on the characteristics of the
equipment involved with this surveillance.

(2) Discuss trending concepts and the plant's policy
regarding review of the data.

(3) Discuss the importance of operator input into the
safety and reliability system. Point out the need to
recognize that equipment may be degrading
even though it still meets surveillance require-
ments and the important role the operator plays
in identifying and reporting these potential
problems.

(4) Discuss the important operating parameters: (a)
the indications the operator has to observe direct-
ly or indirectly, (b) what factors can cause these to
vary, and (c) what actions to take if parameters
appear abnormal.

(5) Discuss the individual licensed operator's overall
responsibility for proper conduct of the surveil-
lance program.

(6) Discuss the operator's unique position with re-
gard to the plant's operating equipment and the
additional responsibility this places on him to
help identify potential problems.

2. Normal operating procedures
a. Purpose—Discuss the overall purpose of the

procedure and actions it is intended to direct as
they pertain to the simulator scenario.

(1) Discuss other procedures used in conjunction
with it.

(2) Discuss entry and exit conditions of the
procedure.

b. Overview major physical steps and the sequence
of actions required to conduct the procedure.

c. Limitations and initial plant conditions—Discuss
those listed in the procedure ensuring full student
understanding.

d. Precautions—Discuss those listed in the proce-
dure ensuring full student understanding.

e. Activities conducted outside of the control
room—Discuss actions that other personnel
(non-licensed operators, chemistry technicians,
etc.) would be directed to perform, locations of
equipment, and basic actions they would
perform.

f. Control room activities

(1) Discuss actions that would be performed in se-
quence.

(2) Discuss location and operating principles of
switches, auto-manual control stations, meters,
chart recorders, computer displays, etc., used to
perform the procedure.

(3) Discuss expected system response and effects on
other systems for actions performed.

(4) Discuss operating parameters to be maintained
and methods for maintaining them (e.g., main-
taining steam generator level (PWR) or vessel
level (BWR) with feedwater control in manual).

(5) Discuss other procedures used as part of this
procedure.

(6) Discuss any operating experience related to the
procedure.

(7) Discuss actions to be taken when procedures are
found to be inadequate or when unexpected
results occur.

(8) Discuss the plant's philosophy on procedure use
(i.e., verbatim compliance, procedure in-hand
during use, initiating steps).

NOTE: The following information applies equal-
ly to annunciator procedures, abnormal operat-
ing procedures, and emergency operating
procedures.

The instructor should present or review, as neces-
sary, the philosophy used in writing and using the
various types of abnormal procedures. Emphasis
should be on how and when to use the appropri-
ate procedures.

(1) observe all indications and alarms
(2) prioritize actions to control critical safety

functions
(3) take immediate operator actions, as appropriate,

to stabilize the plant
(4) use appropriate procedures
(5) emphasize effective team coordination and com-

munication

Plant-specific information on each procedure co-
vered should be inserted for each of the topics
above. Generalized or philosophical discussions
is not intended.

3. Annunciator procedures
a. Discuss prioritizing and any color coding or spe-

cial placement of annunciators that may assist in
this.

b. Evaluate and discuss the alarms and indications
that may be present, why they may be present,
and what they do and do not tell the operator.

c. Discuss the function of multiple input annuncia-
tors and required actions if one alarm blocks the
annunciation of subsequent abnormal conditions.
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d. Evaluate and discuss the automatic actions that
should take place and how to verify their proper
operation quickly.

e. Discuss subsequent actions.
NOTE: Discussion should lead into the appropri
ate abnormal procedures that will be introduced.

4. Abnormal operating procedures
a. Discuss entry conditions and limitations on use

b. Discuss precautions

c. Discuss immediate and subsequent actions
(1) prioritizing steps
(2) potential pitfalls of performing steps in or out of

sequence
(3) key parameters to qbserve prior to, during, or

after taking each action
d. Discuss, as necessary, the plant's philosophy on

procedure use (i.e., verbatim compliance, proce-
dure in-hand during use, initialing steps).

e. Discuss acceptable methods of procedure use
that will keep the operator within the plant's phi-
losophy and also allow him to react as necessary
to keep the plant under control during situations
in which use of several different procedures is re-
quired at the same time.

f. Discuss actions to be taken when procedures are
found to be inadequate or when unexpected
results occur.

5. Emergency operating procedures
a. Discuss the same topics as in abnormal proce-

dures above with the followingemphasis:
• overall procedural strategy
• immediate actions
• precautions

• discussion of more difficult situations or oper-
ating evolutions

• organization and format

• philosophy of procedure use
• use of other operating procedure during

emergency
NOTE: Discussions should include, as necessary,
items addressing

(1) which actions take precedence if two or more
problems exist coincidentally

(2) who should be handling which procedures if it
becomes necessary to be using more than one at
a time

(3) what plant parameters will be most important for
the given evolution

(4) what communications are expected, the frequen-
cy of communications, to whom they should be
directed, and what acknowledgment is required
for different types of information

(5) operator's authority to deviate from written pro-
cedures during an emergency if necessary to pro-
tect personnel and equipment

B. Review of Technical Specifications
NOTES:

• Technical specifications may be reviewed as a
separate section; however, they should be
integrated into the individual procedure dis-
cussions.

• If not covered adequately in previous training,
a section should be added that offers the stu-
dent a thorough overview of the technical
specifications manual, its importance with re-
gard to plant and public safety, and the poten-
tial of severe repercussions if not properly
used.

• This would not be the students' first encoun-
ter with the technical specifications nor is it in-
tended that previous training be duplicated
unnecessarily. This section functions as a
refresher for the student on those.sections of
the technical specifications that likely will be
referenced during the simulator scenario.

1. Cover in detail the specific technical specifica-
tions that will be introduced in the simulator exer-
cise, giving special guidance in the following
areas that apply.
NOTE: It is expected that these discussion and
guidance sessions would be rewritten using only
those sections that apply to the upcoming scenar-
io and that they would take on a more plant-
specific complexion.

a. How the student will know when to enter techni-
cal specifications

Items That Require Prompt Technical Specification
Investigation

(1) important plant parameters deviation
(2) instrument abnormalities and failures
(3) electrical failures and/or abnormal lineups
(4) equipment failures or abnormalities
(5) in-plant environment factors

(a) smoke or fire
(b) painting (contamination of safety-related fil-

ter trains)
(c) leakage (radiological or toxic materials)
(d) flooding
(e) security problems
(f) personnel injury and/or contamination
(g) inadequate manning

(6) site environmental factors
(a) all those listed in (5) above
(b) weather (tornado, hurricane, etc.)
(c) aviation problems including loss of warning

lights
(d) other factors that may cause damage or loss

of safety-or security-related equipment
b. The need to not stop the technical specification

investigation upon finding the first or most appar-
ent limiting conditions for operations (LCO) that
applies, such as

(1) instrument failures that may make the entire sys-
tem inoperable
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(2) system failures that may make associated electri-
cal or instrumentation equipment inoperable

(3) electrical or instrumentation failures that may
make several other pieces of equipment or sys-
tems inoperable

(4) plant support systems and auxiliary equipment
that may make technical specification related
equipment inoperable

c. The need to investigate thoroughly during and/or
after each scram or initiation of emergency safety
features to

(1) identify anticipated transient without scram
(ATWS) events (Did the control rods go in before
or after you manually scrammed?)

(2) identify equipment that did not isolate normally
(3) identify equipment that did not start normally

d. The need to examine carefully the overall plant
condition, based on the following, before chang-
ing operational modes or relying on redundant
equipment:

(1) surveillance records
(2) tagoutlogs
(3) LCOIogs

C Review of the Emergency Plan
1. Purpose—provide the student with the overall in-

tention of the emergency plan

2. Discussion items
a. Entry Requirements—plant events or conditions

requiring implementation of the emergency plan
and why these events require emergency plan im-
plementation

b. Event Classification—the determination of which
classification wilt be declared based upon the
event

c. Notifications—the communications required to
inform various government and private organiza-
tions of the event; students should understand
reasons for the various notifications

d. Dose Assessment (if applicable)—the calculation
of off-site dose rates and direction of possible air-
borne contamination

e. Protective Action Recommendations—changes
to the operating plant recommended to the tech-
nical support center (TSC) to mitigate the off-site
dose assessments
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Appendix V

SUBJECTS FOR GENERAL CONTINUING TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES

(Example taken from the Federal Republic of Germany)

Industrial Safety (Category 1)

- Dangers inside the plant
- Escape routes and their identification
- General safety rules inside the plant
- General rules for the permission of
maintenance works

- Instructions in case of accidents

Industrial Safety (Category 2)

- Applicable general rules and regulations
for accident prevention and industrial
safety. NPP-procedures concerning
industrial safety, consequences of offenses

- Escape routes, their design and
identification. Doors, clearance of escape
routes

- Application of maintenance procedures.
Responsibilities for decommissioning and
depressuring of systems and components.
Responsibilities for purification, health
physics precautions, fire protection,
general safety during maintenance.

- Basics of first aid organisation. First aid
equipment. Methods of alarm, responsibi-
lities for first aid measures, external
organisations, self protection, measures in
case of radiation hazards, transport of
injured.

- Explanation of first aid equipment,
respirators, rescue equipment.

- Immediate measures.
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Fire protection (Category 1)

- Possible flammable goods and ignition sources
inside the plant

- Measures to avoid fire and fire fighting
inside the plant

- Alarm devices, alarm procedures and relevant
instructions

Fire protection (Category 2)

- Explosives and flammable goods (greases, oils,
gasoline, solubles, gases, synthetics,
wrapping)

- Sources of ignition, welding, soldering,
heating, grinding, handling open fire,
electricial equipment, hot piping, diesel
engines, auxiliary boilers

- Fire protection. Preventive measures.
Preparation before and precautions after
work with hot equipment, welding, grinding
etc. Works on oxygen and hydrogen equipment.
Works on batteries and electricial equipment

- Function and application of extinguishers.
Powder-, CO - and halon-extinguishers

- Handling of personal fire protection
equipment . Clothing, respiration equipment.

- Fire-fighting organisation. Course on fire
alarms and for fire fighting, external fire
brigades.
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Design and Organisation of NPP (Category 1)

- Alarm signals
- Instructions in case of alarms
- Handling of access procedures
- Responsible supervisors and their deputies

Design and Organisation of MPP (Category 2)

- Organisation of personnel and
responsibilities. Explanation of
responsibilities and duties of different
organisational bodies. Rules for co-
operation

- Plant security. Security concept and security
measures. Responsibilities and duties of
watch guards. Access conditions and
procedures

- Alarm procedures. Types of internal alarms
Alarm signals. Instructions in case of
internal alarms

- Design of the plant. Arrangement of buildings
Systems and equipment inside the buildings.
Possible hazards associated with these
systems and equipment. Purpose of the main
systems
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Health Physics (Category 1)

- Hazard potential of radiation
- Identification of rooms and areas concerning
dose-rate and contamination

- Identification of controlled areas
- Handling of personal dose-meters
- Rules for access and go-out of controlled
areas

- Measures for reduction of radiation exposure
- Measures to avoid contamination or
incorporation

- Values for dose-limitations
- Application of health physics rules and
regulations

Health Physics (Category 2)

- Sources of radiation in KPP. Fission and
fission products
o{-,P-,^f-, X-rays. Principles of shielding

- Direct irradiation, contamination,
incorporation, including considerations about
effects on critical organs

- Different areas of NPP. Controlled areas,
closed-off areas. Rules for access to these
areas

- Behaviour in controlled and closed-off areas.
Access and go-out procedures. Decontamination

- Units of dose. Activity, dose-rate/dose.
Ion dose, energy dose, equivalent dose

- Organisation of health physics.
Responsibilities, authorization and duties of
health physics personnel
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